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特邀报告 1  

题  目：谈研究 

报告人：林惠民院士 

讲演者简介： 

林惠民，1947 年 11 月生于福建省福州市，研究员，博士生导师。1986 年在中
国科学院软件研究所获博士学位；曾先后在英国爱丁堡大学和萨塞克斯大学工作。
1999 年被评为“国家级有突出贡献的中青年专家”，同年 11月当选为中国科学院院
士。主要研究方向包括：通迅并发系统的理论、工具及应用、模型检测、代数规约、
程序模块化理论。 

他长期从事并发理论及形式化方法的研究。他设计并实现的交互式证明系统
PAM 是世界上第一个通用的进程代数验证工具。与国际同行合作提出、并独立发展
了传值并发进程的“符号互模拟”理论；解决了 π-演算和时间自动机的有穷公理化问
题。这些成果已为国内外同行在公开发表的文献中所广泛引用，推动了这些领域的
发展。他的工作获得 1996 年度中国科学院自然科学奖一等奖和 1999 年度国家自然
科学奖二等奖。 

 

特邀报告 2 

题  目：我对人机交互的一些思考 

报告人：戴国忠研究员 

讲演者简介： 

戴国忠，中国科学院软件研究所人机交互技术与智能信息处理实验室首席研
究员, 博士生导师。毕业于中国科学技术大学，1982-1985 年在马里兰大学计算机
系做访问学者。担任 ACM SIGCHI 中国分会荣誉主席，中国计算机学会人机交互专
委会主任。曾任科技部 863 CIMS 项目专家组成员、973 项目咨询专家、北京市科委
CIMS 工程首席专家。戴国忠研究员主持和参加了多项国家自然科学基金项目、国家
高技术研究发展计划项目、国家重点基础研究发展规划项目。主要研究领域为软件
工程、人机交互技术。在国内外有影响的会议和刊物上发表论文百余篇，专著 2部。
三次获得国家科技进步奖，多次获中科院和部委科技进步奖。并获得中国计算机图
形学大会贡献奖、和谐计算和人机交互会议终身成就奖。 
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Balance between Complexity and Quality:
Local Search for Minimum Vertex Cover in Massive Graphs
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Abstract

The problem of finding a minimum vertex cover
(MinVC) in a graph is a well known NP-hard prob-
lem with important applications. There has been
much interest in developing heuristic algorithms
for finding a “good” vertex cover in graphs. In
practice, most heuristic algorithms for MinVC are
based on the local search method. Previously,
local search algorithms for MinVC have focused on
solving academic benchmarks where the graphs are
of relatively small size, and they are not suitable for
solving massive graphs as they usually have high-
complexity heuristics. In this paper, we propose
a simple and fast local search algorithm called
FastVC for solving MinVC in massive graphs,
which is based on two low-complexity heuristics.
Experimental results on a broad range of real world
massive graphs show that FastVC finds much better
vertex covers (and thus also independent sets) than
state of the art local search algorithms for MinVC.

1 Introduction
The rapid growth of the Internet, the widespread deployment
of sensors and scientific advances have resulted in more
and more massive data sets. This has brought a series
of computational challenges, as existing algorithms usually
become ineffective on massive data sets, and for most
problems we need to develop new algorithms. Many data sets
can be modeled as graphs, and the study of massive real world
graphs, also called complex networks, grew enormously in
last decade.

A vertex cover of a graph is a subset of the vertices which
contains at least one of the two endpoints of each edge.
Alternatively, a vertex cover is a set of vertices whose removal
completely disconnects a graph. The MinVC problem is to
find the minimum sized vertex cover in a graph. MinVC
is a prominent combinatorial optimization problem with
important applications, including network security, industrial
machine assignment and applications in sensor networks
such as monitoring link failures, facility location and data
aggregation [Kavalci et al., 2014]. It is also closely related
to the Maximum Independent Set (MaxIS) problem, which

has applications in social networks, pattern recognition,
molecular biology and economics [Jin and Hao, 2015].

MinVC is a classical NP-hard problem which remains
intractable even for cubic graphs and planar graphs with
maximum degree at most three [Garey and Johnson, 1979].
Furthermore, it is NP-hard to approximate MinVC within
any factor smaller than 1.3606 [Dinur and Safra, 2005],
although one can achieve an approximation ratio of 2− o(1)
[Karakostas, 2005].

1.1 Previous Heuristics and Motivations
Due to its NP-hardness, the research of MinVC solving is
concentrated on heuristic algorithms for finding a “good”
vertex cover in reasonable time. One of the most popular
and efficient heuristic approaches is local search, and there
has been considerable interest in local search algorithms for
MinVC in last decade, e.g., [Shyu et al., 2004; Richter et al.,
2007; Andrade et al., 2008; Pullan, 2009; Cai et al., 2010;
2011; 2013]. Especially, a recent algorithm called NuMVC
[Cai et al., 2013], which clearly dominates other local
search MinVC algorithms, makes a significant improvement
in MinVC solving.

Previous local search algorithms for MinVC are mainly
evaluated on standard benchmarks from the academy commu-
nity, particularly the DIMACS and BHOSLIB benchmarks
[Richter et al., 2007; Andrade et al., 2008; Pullan, 2009; Cai
et al., 2010; 2011; 2013]. To improve the performance of the
algorithms on these benchmarks, researchers have proposed
sophisticated heuristics for local search for MinVC. Recent
heuristics include max-gain vertex pair selection [Richter et
al., 2007], edge weighting [Richter et al., 2007; Cai et al.,
2010], k-improvement (also called (k−1, k) swap) [Andrade
et al., 2008], configuration checking [Cai et al., 2011],
minimum loss removing and two-stage exchange [Cai et al.,
2013]. Most of the previous heuristics do not have sufficiently
small complexity. Because the benchmark graphs used for
testing previous algorithms are not large (usually with less
than five thousand vertices), the complexity of heuristics did
not show an obvious impact on the performance. However,
for massive graphs where the size is much larger (e.g., with
millions of vertices), the high complexity severely limits the
ability of algorithms to handle these data sets.

Massive graphs call for new heuristics and algorithms.
However, there is little (if any) work being done on local
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search algorithms for massive graphs. In particular, we are
not aware of any research on local search for MinVC on
massive graphs. In this work, we make a first step and provide
key insights in this direction. In our opinion, more attention
needs to be applied to the time complexity of heuristics when
designing algorithms for solving massive graphs. The key
issue is on making a good balance between the time efficiency
and the guidance effectiveness of heuristics.

1.2 Contributions and Paper Organization
In this paper, we design and implement a new local search
algorithm for MinVC called FastVC, which is dedicated to
solving massive graphs. The main principle is to use low-
complexity approximate heuristics rather than those accurate
heuristics with high complexity. To achieve good perfor-
mance on massive graphs, we propose two new heuristics,
which form the two key components of FastVC.

Firstly, we propose a fast heuristic for constructing a
vertex cover. The obtained vertex cover will be used as
the initialized candidate solution for local search. The
heuristic considers an edge in each iteration, and if the edge
is uncovered, it picks the endpoint with the higher degree
to cover it. After a vertex cover is obtained, redundant
vertices are removed by a read-one procedure on the vertex
cover. This heuristic has a complexity of O(|E|), compared
to O(|V |2) for the greedy construction heuristic used in
previous algorithms.

We also propose a cost-effective heuristic for choosing the
vertex for removing in each step. The heuristic is named
Best from Multiple Selections (BMS), which approximates
the minimum loss removing heuristic [Cai et al., 2013] very
well and lowers the complexity from O(|V |) to O(1).

We carry out experiments to compare FastVC with
NuMVC on a broad range of massive real world graphs.
Experimental results show that FastVC finds significantly
better quality vertex covers (and thus also independent sets)
than NuMVC on most instances. Note that this improvement
is remarkable, as it rarely happens in the literature to find
a better solution. Previous MinVC algorithms often obtain
the same quality solutions and they focus on comparing the
success rate of finding a solution of such a quality.

In the next section, we introduce some necessary back-
ground knowledge. Then, we describe the FastVC algorithm
in Section 3, and present two key functions based on the
two new heuristics and provide some theoretical results in
Section 4. Experimental evaluations of FastVC are presented
in Section 5. Finally, we give some concluding remarks.

2 Preliminaries
2.1 Basic Definitions and Notation
An undirected graph G = (V,E) consists of a vertex set V
and an edge set E where each edge is a 2-element subset of
V . For an edge e = {u, v}, we say that vertices u and v
are the endpoints of edge e. Two vertices are neighbors if and
only if they both belong to some edge. The neighborhood of a
vertex v is denoted as N(v) = {u ∈ V |{u, v} ∈ E}, and the
closed neighborhood as N [v] = {v} ∪ N(v). The degree of
a vertex v is defined as deg(v) = |N(v)|. An edge e ∈ E is

covered by a vertex set S if at least one endpoint of e belongs
to S, and otherwise it is uncovered.

For an undirected graph G = (V,E), a vertex cover of a
graph is a subset of V which contains at least one of the two
endpoints of each edge, and an independent set is a subset of
V where no two vertices are neighbors. A vertex set S is a
vertex cover of G if and only if V \S is an independent set of
G. We are concerned in this paper with the problem of finding
a vertex cover as small as possible (MinVC). Equivalently,
this problem can be viewed as seeking for an independent set
as large as possible, which also has important applications.

2.2 Preliminaries of Local Search for MinVC
One popular way to solve the MinVC problem is based on
iteratively solving its decision version — given a positive
integer number k, searching for a k-sized vertex cover. The
general scheme is as follows: In the beginning, a vertex cover
is constructed; whenever the algorithm finds a vertex cover
of k vertices, one vertex is removed from the vertex cover1,
and the algorithm starts from the resulting vertex set to search
for a vertex set of k − 1 vertices that covers all edges (i.e., a
vertex cover of k − 1 vertices) by performing local search.

We denote the current candidate solution as C, which is a
vertex set containing the vertices selected for covering. For a
vertex v ∈ C, the loss of v, denoted as loss(v), is defined as
the number of covered edges that would become uncovered
by removing v from C. For a vertex v /∈ C, the gain of v,
denoted as gain(v), is defined as the number of uncovered
edges that would become covered by adding v into C. Both
loss and gain are scoring properties of vertices. The age of a
vertex is the number of steps since its state was last changed.

For local search MinVC algorithms based on iteratively
solving the decision problem, each search step consists of
exchanging a pair of vertices: a vertex u ∈ C is removed
from C, and a vertex v /∈ C is put into C. Such a step is
called an exchanging step. In the literature, there are two
ways to perform an exchanging step. The first one is adopted
by algorithms before NuMVC, which chooses a vertex pair
from candidate vertex pairs, and then exchanges them and
updates scoring properties accordingly. The second method,
proposed in NuMVC and named two-stage exchange, works
in a “separate” fashion: it first chooses a vertex u ∈ C and
removes it, and updates scoring properties accordingly, and
then chooses a vertex v /∈ C and adds it, and updates scoring
properties accordingly.

3 FastVC: the Top-Level Algorithm
This section describes the FastVC algorithm on a top level.
Details of important functions in FastVC and further analysis
will be presented in the next section.

FastVC solves the MinVC problem by iteratively solving
its decision version. For the exchanging step in local search,
FastVC adopts the two-stage exchange framework, as it has
lower complexity than the alternative paradigm based on
vertex pair exchange. Indeed, as shown in [Cai et al.,
2013], thanks to the two-stage exchange framework, NuMVC

1if after removing one vertex, the vertex set remains a vertex
cover, then more vertices are removed until it is not a vertex cover.
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Algorithm 1: FastVC (G, cutoff)
Input: graph G = (V,E), the cutoff time
Output: vertex cover of G
C := ConstructV C();1
gain(v) := 0 for each vertex v /∈ C;2
while elapsed time < cutoff do3

if C covers all edges then4
C∗ := C;5
remove a vertex with minimum loss from C;6
continue;7

u := ChooseRmV ertex(C);8
C := C\{u};9
e := a random uncovered edge;10
v := the endpoint of e with greater gain, breaking ties in11
favor of the older one;
C := C ∪ {v};12

return C∗;13

performs several times more steps per second than other local
search MinVC algorithms, which is a main factor of its good
performance.

The top-level algorithm of FastVC is outlined in Algorithm
1, as described below. In the beginning, a vertex cover is
constructed by the ConstructV C function, which is taken
as the initialized candidate solution C for the algorithm.
The loss values of vertices in C are calculated in the
ConstructV C function. For vertices outside C, their gain
values are set to 0, as at this point all edges are covered by C
and adding any vertex into C would not increase the number
of covered edges.

Now we introduce the exchanging step in FastVC. At each
step, the algorithm first chooses a vertex in u ∈ C to remove,
which is accomplished by the ChooseRmV ertex function.
Then, the algorithm picks a random uncovered edge e, and
chooses one of e’s endpoints with the greater gain and adds it
intoC, breaking ties in favor of the older one. Note that along
with removing or adding a vertex, the loss and gain values
of the vertex and its neighbors are updated accordingly.

4 Main Functions and Analysis
Two important components of the FastVC algorithm are
the ConstructV C function and the ChooseRmV ertex
function. In this section, we present these two functions in
detail, and provide some theoretical analysis on them.

4.1 Fast Construction of Vertex Cover
Local search algorithms for MinVC based on iteratively
solving the decision problem starts with a vertex cover, and
we call it the starting vertex cover. A small starting vertex
cover can save the subsequent local search from too much
unnecessary search before beginning the search for a good
solution. A balance much be struck between the quality of the
starting vertex cover and the time consumed in constructing
it. Otherwise, the resulting algorithm may be inefficient in
practice. For convenience of discussions on complexity, let
us denote n = |V |, m = |E|.

Previous Construction Heuristic
Previous local search algorithms for MinVC construct the
starting vertex cover using an intuitive greedy procedure
[Papadimitrious and Steiglitz, 1982] which works as follows:

Repeat the following operations until C becomes a vertex
cover: select a vertex v /∈ C with the maximum gain to add
into C, breaking ties randomly.

The number of iterations of this procedure equals the size
of the obtained vertex cover C, and is denoted as `. We
analyze the worst case complexity for two implementations
of the above algorithm as follows:

A straight-forward implementation is to scan the vertex set
V in each iteration in order to find the objective vertex, which
has a complexity of Θ(n) for each iteration. Therefore, the
complexity is Θ(` · n) = O(n2).

A more “clever” implementation is to maintain the C set
and also a set of vertices not in C, which is denoted as H .
In each iteration, we scan the H set to find a vertex with the
maximum gain. To be precise, we use Ci and Hi to denote
the C set and H set at the beginning of the ith iteration. We
have |Ci| = i− 1 and |Hi| = n− |Ci| = n− (i− 1). Thus,∑`
i=1 |Hi| =

∑`
i=1(n − (i − 1)) = 1

2`(2n + 1 − `). Since
1 ≤ ` ≤ n ⇒ 1

2`(n + 1) ≤ 1
2`(2n + 1 − `) ≤ `n, we

have
∑`
i=1 |Hi| = Θ(` ·n). Therefore, the complexity of this

implementation is
∑`
i=1 |Hi| = Θ(` · n) = O(n2).

Although using “clever” implementations can accelerate
the heuristic, the complexity remains square. We will see
from the experiment results in Section 5.3 that, a square
complexity is too high for massive graphs and makes the
algorithms inefficient so that they may fail to provide a vertex
cover within reasonable time (like 1000 seconds).

The ConstructVC Procedure
Our first step to build a fast local search algorithm for MinVC
is to propose a fast vertex cover construction procedure,
which is the ConstructV C procedure in FastVC.

The proposed procedure (Algorithm 2) consists of an
extending phase and a shrinking phase.

The extending phase: Starting with an empty set C, the
algorithm extends C by checking and covering an edge in
each iteration: if the considered edge is uncovered, the
endpoint with a higher degree is added into C. Obviously,
we obtain a vertex cover at the end of the extending phase.

The shrinking phase: First, we calculate the loss values of
vertices in C; then, we scan the C set and if a vertex v ∈ C
has a loss value of 0, it is removed, and loss values of its
neighbors are updated accordingly.
Theorem 1. The vertex set returned by the ConstructV C
procedure is a minimal vertex cover.2

Proof. Let us denote the vertex cover produced by the
extending phase as C = {vi1 , vi2 , vi3 , ..., vi`}, which may
be modified in the shrinking phase. In the jth iteration of the
shrinking phase, we consider vertex vij .

(a) We first prove that the vertex set returned by the
procedure is a vertex cover. At the beginning of the shrinking

2A vertex cover is minimal if taking any vertex out of it would
make it not a vertex cover.
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phase, C is a vertex cover. Suppose at the jth iteration of the
shrinking phase, C is a vertex cover, we will prove that at the
(j + 1)th iteration, C is a vertex cover. If loss(vij+1

) > 0,
then C does not change; if loss(vij+1

) = 0, then vij+1
is

removed, but according to the definition of loss, removing
such a vertex would not generate any new uncovered edge.
Hence, C is a vertex cover after the shrinking phase.

(b) Now we prove that the vertex cover C after the
shrinking phase is minimal. Suppose after the shrinking
phase, there exists a vertex in C whose removal keeps C a
vertex cover. Without the loss of generality, let this vertex be
vij , the one considered at the jth iteration of the shrinking
phase. From the assumption, we have loss(vij ) = 0 at the
end of the shrinking phase. Notice that during the shrinking
phase, the loss value of any vertex in C does not decrease
(according to Lemma 1). Thus, the value of loss(vij ) at the
jth iteration is at most 0, but loss values are non-negative, so
it is 0. Therefore, vij would have been removed at the jth
iteration. This completes the proof by contradiction.

Algorithm 2: ConstructVC (G)
Input: graph G = (V,E)
Output: vertex cover of G
C := ∅;1
//extend C to cover all edges2
foreach e ∈ E do3

if e is uncovered then4
add the endpoint of e with higher degree into C;5

//calculate loss of vertices in C6
loss(v) := 0 for each v ∈ C;7
foreach e ∈ E do8

if only one endpoint of e belongs to C then9
for the endpoint v ∈ C, loss(v)++;10

//remove redundant vertices11
foreach v ∈ C do12

if loss(v) = 0 then13
C := C\{v}, update loss of vertices in N(v);14

return C;15

Lemma 1. For any iteration of the shrinking phase, the
execution of the iteration does not decrease the loss value
of any vertex in C.

Proof. Consider any iteration in the shrinking phase. For
simplicity, we use v to denote the vertex under consideration.

If loss(v) > 0, the iteration does nothing and thus the
lemma holds.

Now we consider the case loss(v) = 0. This indicates all
vertices in N(v) belong to C. Otherwise, if there is a vertex
v′ ∈ N(v) such that v′ /∈ C, then removing v would would
make the edge e = {v, v′} uncovered, which means loss(v)
is at least one. So, in the case loss(v) = 0, v is removed,
and along with that, the loss value of each vertex v′ ∈ N(v)
is increased by one, as after this iteration, the removal of v′
would make the edge e = {v, v′} from covered to uncovered.
For vertices not inN(v), their loss values do not change.

Complexity of ConstructVC: The ConstructVC proce-
dure can be divided into three parts: the first part (lines 3-
5) performs the extending phase, the second part (lines 7-10)
initializes the loss values, while the last one (lines 12-14)
removes redundant vertices.

Let C+ denotes the vertex cover obtained by the extending
phase. It is clear that the complexity of the extending
phase is O(m). For the second part, the complexity is
O(|C+| + m). Since at most one vertex is added in each
iteration of the extending phase, we have |C+| ≤ m, and
thus the complexity for the second part is O(m). For
the last part, the complexity depends on the total number
of updating operations of loss values, which is calculated
as

∑
v∈C+ deg(v) <

∑
v∈V deg(v) = 2m. Therefore,

the ConstructV C procedure has a complexity of O(m),
which is lower than O(n2) in most cases. Especially, most
massive real world graphs are sparse graphs [Barabási and
Albert, 1999; Eubank et al., 2004; Lu and Chung, 2006], and
heuristics with O(m) complexity are much faster than those
with O(n2) for such graphs.

4.2 Best from Multiple Selections (BMS)
A critical function of FastVC is ChooseRmV ertex, which
returns a vertex from the candidate vertex set C to remove.
We propose a fast and effective heuristic for doing this task,
which strikes a good balance between the time complexity
and the quality of the selected vertex (w.r.t. the loss value).

Local search algorithms usually need to select an element
from a candidate set. Perhaps the most commonly used
strategy is to choose the best element according to some
criterion, which we refer to as “best-picking” heuristic. With
a suitable criterion, this heuristic guides the search towards
the most promising area, and is thus widely adopted in
local search algorithms. Recent examples of such heuristics
for MinVC include the max-gain pair selection heuristic
in COVER [Richter et al., 2007] and the minimum loss
removing heuristic in NuMVC [Cai et al., 2013]. More
examples can be found in local search algorithms for other
famous NP-hard problems, such as the Satisfiability problem
[Selman et al., 1992; Hoos and Stützle, 2004; Li and Huang,
2005; Cai and Su, 2013]. Indeed, a lot of works on local
search have been focused on the criterion for filtering the
candidate set and the function for comparing elements, and
once this is done, they simply pick the best one. The “best-
picking” heuristic works well in most cases, but not for
massive data sets where the candidate set is usually very large
and finding the best element is very time-consuming.

We propose a cost-effective heuristic called Best from
Multiple Selections (BMS), for picking a good element from
a set, and we use it for the ChooseRmV ertex function. For
a set S, the BMS heuristic works as follows:

Choose k elements randomly with replacement from the
set S, and then return the best one (w.r.t. some comparison
function f ), where k is a parameter.

A more formal description of the BMS heuristic is given
in Algorithm 3. Let us look at how well the BMS heuristic
approximates the “best-picking” heuristic. For a real number
ρ ∈ (0, 1), the probability of the event E = {the f value of
the element chosen by BMS is not greater than ρ|S| elements
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Algorithm 3: Best from Multiple Selection (BMS) Heuristic
Input: A set S, a parameter k, a comparison function f
//assume f is a function such that we say an element is better
than another one if it has smaller f value
Output: an element of S
best :=a random element from S;1
for iteration := 1 to k − 1 do2

r :=a random element from S;3
if f(r) < f(best) then best := r;4

return best;5

in the set S} is Pr(E) ≥ 1−(ρ|S|−1
|S| )k > 1−ρk (the first “≥”

because there might be the case that more than one elements
in those ρ|S| elements have the same f value, which is the
minimum among f values of all the ρ|S| elements).

For ChooseRmV ertex, the comparison function f is
simply the loss function on vertices, and we set k = 50.
Then, the probability that the BMS heuristic chooses a vertex
whose loss value is not greater than 90% vertices in C is
Pr(E) > 1 − 0.950 > 0.9948. The above calculations
illustrate that the BMS heuristic returns a vertex of very good
quality with a very high probability.

The complexity of the BMS heuristic is O(k) = O(1),
since k is a constant parameter. This is lower than O(|C|)
for the minimum loss heuristic used by previous local search
algorithms for MinVC. Note that BMS is a generic heuristic
and can be also applied to improve the time efficiency of local
search algorithms for large scale instances of other problems.

5 Experimental Evaluation
In this section, we carry out extensive experiments to evaluate
FastVC on a broad range of real world graphs, compared
against the state of the art local search MinVC algorithm
NuMVC.

5.1 Benchmarks
For our experiments, we collected all undirected simple
graphs (not including DIMACS and BHOSLIB graphs) we
could find from the Network Data Repository online [Rossi
and Ahmed, 2015].3 Many of these real world graphs have
millions of vertices and dozens of millions of edges. Some of
these benchmarks have recently been used in testing parallel
algorithms for Maximum Clique and Coloring problems
[Rossi and Ahmed, 2014; Rossi et al., 2014].

The graphs in our experiments can be grouped into 10
classes, including biological networks, collaboration net-
works, facebook networks, interaction networks, infrastruc-
ture networks, amazon recommend networks, scientific com-
putation networks, social networks, technological networks,
and web lint networks, in the order of their appearance in
the tables. There is also a group of temporal reachability
networks, where the graphs are small (usually with several
hundreds or several thousands of vertices) and the two
algorithms find the same quality solution on all the graphs,
and thus is not included in our experiment.

3http://www.graphrepository.com/networks.php

5.2 Experiment Setup
For comparisons, we use the NuMVC algorithm [Cai et al.,
2013] to represent the state of the art in solving MinVC (and
also MaxIS) problem. Based on experiments on DIMACS
and BHOSLIB benchmarks, NuMVC succeeds more reliably
to find the optimal or best known solution at speeds at
least several times faster than earlier MinVC and MaxIS
algorithms [Cai et al., 2013]. It is acknowledged as the latest
breakthrough for MinVC solving in the literature [Fang et al.,
2014; Rosin, 2014; Jin and Hao, 2015]. Slightly better results
have been reported for two algorithms that build on the top
of NuMVC [Fang et al., 2014; Cai et al., 2015], but this does
not materially change our conclusions below.

We implement our algorithm FastVC in the C++ pro-
gramming language. NuMVC is open-source and also
implemented in C++.4 Both algorithms are complied by
g++ (version 4.4.5) with the ‘-O3’ option. For NuMVC, we
adopt the parameter setting reported in [Cai et al., 2013].
For the BMS heuristic in the ChooseRmV ertex function
of FastVC, we set the k parameter to 50, as mentioned in
the previous section. The experiments are carried out on
a workstation under Ubuntu Linux, using 2 cores of i7-
4800MQ 2.7 GHz CPU and 8 GByte RAM.

Both algorithm are executed 10 times on each instance with
a time limit of 1000 seconds. For each algorithm on each
instance, we report the minimum size (“Cmin”) and averaged
size (“Cavg”) of vertex covers found by the algorithm. To
make the comparison clearer, we also report the difference
(“∆”) between the minimum size of vertex cover found by
NuMVC and that found by FastVC. A positive ∆ means
FastVC finds a smaller vertex cover, and a negative ∆ means
NuMVC finds a smaller vertex cover. For some instances,
NuMVC fails to find a vertex cover within the time limit,
then the column for NuMVC is marked as “n/a” and the “∆”
column is marked as “max” (since FastVC finds one).

5.3 Experiment Results
We present the main experiment results in Tables 1 and 2. For
the sake of space, we do not report the results on graphs with
less than 1000 vertices, for which both algorithms find the
same quality solutions quickly. Also, three extremely large
graphs are not reported as they are out of memory for both
algorithms.

From the results in Tables 1 and 2, we observe that:
1) Out of the 86 graphs, FastVC finds better vertex covers

than NuMVC for 46 graphs, and finds the same quality
solutions for 37 graphs. FastVC finds worse solutions only
for 3 graphs.

2) The two algorithms have similar performance on two
classes of benchmarks, namely the biological networks
and interaction networks; for other classes of benchmarks,
FastVC significantly outperforms NuMVC.

3) There are 10 graphs for which NuMVC fails to provide a
vertex cover within the time limit, while FastVC finds vertex
covers for all the graphs. This indicates the effectiveness of
our construction heuristic. In fact, further observations show

4http://lcs.ios.ac.cn/~caisw/Code/NuMVC-Code.zip
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Table 1: Experimental results on biological networks, collab-
oration networks, facebook networks, interaction networks,
infrastructure networks and recommend networks

Graph |V| |E| NuMVC FastVC ∆
Cmin (Cavg) Cmin (Cavg)

bio-dmela 7393 25569 2630 (2630) 2630 (2630) 0
bio-yeast 1458 1948 456 (456) 456 (456) 0
ca-AstroPh 17903 196972 11483 (11483) 11483 (11483) 0
ca-citeseer 227320 814134 129193 (129196) 129193 (129193) 0
ca-coauthors-dblp 540486 15245729 472251 (472258) 472179 (472179) 72
ca-CondMat 21363 91286 12480 (12480) 12480 (12480) 0
ca-CSphd 1882 1740 550 (550) 550 (550) 0
ca-dblp-2010 226413 716460 121971 (121974) 121969 (121969) 2
ca-dblp-2012 317080 1049866 164952 (164956) 164949 (164949) 3
ca-Erdos992 6100 7515 461 (461) 461 (461) 0
ca-GrQc 4158 13422 2208 (2208) 2208 (2208) 0
ca-HepPh 11204 117619 6555 (6555) 6555 (6555) 0
ca-hollywood-2009 1069126 56306653 n/a 864052 (864052) max
ca-MathSciNet 332689 820644 139982 (139990) 139951 (139951) 31
socfb-A-anon 3097165 23667394 n/a 375231 (375233) max
socfb-B-anon 2937612 20959854 n/a 303048 (303049) max
socfb-Berkeley13 22900 852419 17216 (17218) 17210 (17212.7) 6
socfb-CMU 6621 249959 4986 (4986.1) 4986 (4986.5) 0
socfb-Duke14 9885 506437 7683 (7683.6) 7683 (7683) 0
socfb-Indiana 29732 1305757 23320 (23326.5) 23315 (23317.1) 5
socfb-MIT 6402 251230 4657 (4657) 4657 (4657) 0
socfb-OR 63392 816886 36558 (36560.6) 36548 (36549.2) 10
socfb-Penn94 41536 1362220 31179 (31183.3) 31162 (31164.8) 17
socfb-Stanford3 11586 568309 8518 (8518) 8517 (8517.9) 1
socfb-Texas84 36364 1590651 28174 (28180.5) 28167 (28171.1) 7
socfb-UCLA 20453 747604 15225 (15227.1) 15223 (15224.3) 2
socfb-UConn 17206 604867 13231 (13233) 13230 (13231.5) 1
socfb-UCSB37 14917 482215 11262 (11263) 11261 (11263) 1
socfb-UF 35111 1465654 27319 (27323.5) 27306 (27309) 13
socfb-UIllinois 30795 1264421 24096 (24106.4) 24091 (24092.2) 5
socfb-Wisconsin87 23831 835946 18388 (18390.6) 18383 (18385.1) 5
ia-email-EU 32430 54397 820 (820) 820 (820) 0
ia-email-univ 1133 5451 594 (594) 594 (594) 0
ia-enron-large 33696 180811 12781 (12781) 12781 (12781) 0
ia-fb-messages 1266 6451 578 (578) 578 (578) 0
ia-reality 6809 7680 81 (81) 81 (81) 0
ia-wiki-Talk 92117 360767 17288 (17288.2) 17288 (17288) 0
inf-power 4941 6594 2203 (2203) 2203 (2203) 0
inf-roadNet-CA 1957027 2760388 n/a 1001273 (100131.2) max
inf-roadNet-PA 1087562 1541514 n/a 555220 (555243) max
rec-amazon 91813 125704 47655 (47672.6) 47606 (47606) 49

that the construction heuristic in FastVC outputs a vertex
cover typically in one second.

4) The ∆ value is greater than 10 for 30 graphs. Such
big improvements on the size of vertex cover are very
exciting, when compared to those in the literature of MinVC
algorithms.

For 33 graphs where the two algorithms consistently find
vertex covers of the same size, we compare their averaged
running time to locate such a solution. The results are
reported in Table 3, which show that FastVC is much faster
than NuMVC.

6 Summary and Future Work
In this work, we develop a local search algorithm for MinVC
called FastVC, based on two new heuristics. The first heuris-
tic is a construction procedure which has a complexity of
O(|E|), compared to O(|V |2) for the construction heuristic
used in previous local search algorithms for MinVC. The
second one is the Best from Multiple Selections (BMS)
heuristic, which approximates the minimum loss heuristic

Table 2: Experimental results on scientific computation
networks, social networks, technological networks and web
lint networks
Graph |V| |E| NuMVC FastVC ∆

Cmin (Cavg) Cmin (Cavg)
sc-ldoor 952203 20770807 n/a 856755 (856757) max
sc-msdoor 415863 9378650 381569 (381575) 381558 (381559) 11
sc-nasasrb 54870 1311227 51244 (51246.7) 51244 (51247.3) 0
sc-pkustk11 87804 2565054 83911 (83911) 83911 (83912.5) 0
sc-pkustk13 94893 3260967 89218 (89222) 89217 (89220.6) 1
sc-pwtk 217891 5653221 207749 (207756) 207716 (207720) 33
sc-shipsec1 140385 1707759 117477 (117537) 117318 (117338) 159
sc-shipsec5 179104 2200076 147288 (147324) 147137 (147174) 151
soc-BlogCatalog 88784 2093195 20752 (20752) 20752 (20752) 0
soc-brightkite 56739 212945 21192 (21193.5) 21190 (21190) 2
soc-buzznet 101163 2763066 30613 (30613.2) 30625 (30625) -12
soc-delicious 536108 1365961 85522 (85585.6) 85586 (85596.4) -64
soc-digg 770799 5907132 103303 (103319) 103244 (103245) 59
soc-douban 154908 327162 8685 (8685) 8685 (8685) 0
soc-epinions 26588 100120 9757 (9757) 9757 (9757) 0
soc-flickr 513969 3190452 153343 (153353) 153272 (153272) 71
soc-flixster 2523386 7918801 96319 (96320.7) 96317 (96317) 2
soc-FourSquare 639014 3214986 90125 (90134.1) 90108 (90109.2) 17
soc-gowalla 196591 950327 84313 (84322.6) 84222 (84222.3) 91
soc-lastfm 1191805 4519330 78692 (78695) 78688 (78688) 4
soc-livejournal 4033137 27933062 n/a 1869046 (1869051.1) max
soc-LiveMocha 104103 2193083 43430 (43432.8) 43427 (43427) 3
soc-pokec 1632803 22301964 n/a 843422 (843435) max
soc-slashdot 70068 358647 22373 (22377) 22373 (22373) 0
soc-twitter-follows 404719 713319 2323 (2323) 2323 (2323) 0
soc-youtube 495957 1936748 146456 (146468) 146376 (146376) 80
soc-youtube-snap 1134890 2987624 277015 (277025) 276945 (276945) 70
tech-as-caida2007 26475 53381 3683 (3683) 3683 (3683) 0
tech-as-skitter 1694616 11094209 n/a 527185 (527196) max
tech-internet-as 40164 85123 5700 (5700) 5700 (5700) 0
tech-p2p-gnutella 62561 147878 15682 (15682) 15682 (15682) 0
tech-RL-caida 190914 607610 74759 (74776.5) 74930 (74938.9) -171
tech-routers-rf 2113 6632 795 (795) 795 (795) 0
tech-WHOIS 7476 56943 2284 (2284) 2284 (2284) 0
web-arabic-2005 163598 1747269 114464 (114472) 114426 (114427) 38
web-BerkStan 12305 19500 5384 (5384) 5384 (5384) 0
web-edu 3031 6474 1451 (1451) 1451 (1451) 0
web-google 1299 2773 498 (498) 498 (498) 0
web-indochina-2004 11358 47606 7300 (7300) 7300 (7300) 0
web-it-2004 509338 7178413 414738 (414755) 414671 (414676) 67
web-sk-2005 121422 334419 58199 (58205.5) 58173 (58173) 26
web-spam 4767 37375 2297 (2297) 2297 (2297) 0
web-uk-2005 129632 11744049 127774 (127774) 127774 (127774) 0
web-webbase-2001 16062 25593 2652 (2652) 2651 (2651.2) 1
web-wikipedia2009 1864433 4507315 n/a 648317 (648322) max

Table 3: Comparison of running time on instances where all
vertex covers found by the two algorithms have the same size.
The reported time is the averaged running time over 10 runs.

Graph NuMVC FastVC Graph NuMVC FastVC
time time time time

bio-dmela 0.828 <0.01 soc-BlogCatalog 448.804 1.9
bio-yeast <0.01 <0.01 soc-douban 1.374 0.06
ca-AstroPh 5.028 0.024 soc-epinions 95.104 0.138
ca-citeseer 153 1.074 soc-slashdot 774.653 0.208
ca-CondMat 80.604 0.27 soc-twitter-follows 0.798 0.19
ca-CSphd <0.01 <0.01 tech-as-caida2007 1.074 0.08
ca-Erdos992 <0.01 <0.01 tech-internet-as 9.668 0.015
ca-GrQc 0.156 <0.01 tech-p2p-gnutella 22.358 0.011
ca-HepPh 23.224 <0.01 tech-routers-rf 0.014 <0.01
socfb-MIT 6.69 41.133 tech-WHOIS 0.454 <0.01
ia-email-EU 0.2 <0.01 web-BerkStan 8.862 25.807
ia-email-univ <0.01 <0.01 web-edu 0.374 <0.01
ia-enron-large 48.738 0.049 web-google <0.01 <0.01
ia-fb-messages <0.01 <0.01 web-indochina-2004 17.242 0.091
ia-reality <0.01 <0.01 web-spam 304.682 8.674
ia-wiki-Talk 510.583 8.6 web-uk-2005 0.285 0.06
inf-power 0.79 0.21
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very well and lowers the complexity from O(|V |) to O(1).
Thanks to these two heuristics, the FastVC algorithm

performs much better than the state of the art algorithm
NuMVC on massive graphs. Experiments on massive real
world graphs show that, FastVC finds smaller vertex covers
than NuMVC on most graphs. Also, FastVC finds a “good”
(or at least not too bad) vertex cover for all the graphs within
reasonable time (1000 seconds), while NuMVC fails to find a
vertex cover on a considerable portion of the graphs.

This work takes a first step towards local search for MinVC
on massive graphs, and also provides key insights about
balance between complexity and quality of heuristics for
massive data problems. In the future, we would like to design
more efficient heuristic algorithms for MinVC as well as
other graph problems on massive graphs.
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Abstract 
Entity Set Expansion (ESE) and Attribute Extraction (AE) 
are usually treated as two separate tasks in Information Ex-
traction (IE). However, the two tasks are tightly coupled, 
and each task can benefit significantly from the other by le-
veraging the inherent relationship between entities and 
attributes. That is, 1) an attribute is important if it is shared 
by many typical entities of a class; 2) an entity is typical if it 
owns many important attributes of a class. Based on this ob-
servation, we propose a joint model for ESE and AE, which 
models the inherent relationship between entities and 
attributes as a graph. Then a graph reinforcement algorithm 
is proposed to jointly mine entities and attributes of a specif-
ic class. Experimental results demonstrate the superiority of 
our method for discovering both new entities and new 
attributes. 

Introduction  
Entity Set Expansion (ESE) aims at acquiring new entities 
of a particular class using a few seed entities. Attribute 
Extraction (AE) aims at acquiring a set of relevant 
attributes which can capture the most prominent properties 
of a given class (e.g., “capital” for the “country” class). 
ESE and AE are useful in many applications such as dic-
tionary construction (Cohen and Sarawagi, 2004), word 
sense disambiguation (Pantel and Lin, 2002), query re-
finement (Hu et al., 2009) and query expansion (Bellare et 
al., 2007). 
 Numerous methods have been proposed to ESE (Cuc-
chiarelli and Velardi, 2001; Etzioni et al., 2005; Pasca, 
2007a; Riloff and Jones, 1999; Wang and Cohen, 2007, 
Wang and Cohen, 2008) and AE (Tokunaga et al., 2005; 
Yoshinaga and Torisawa, 2007; Cui et al., 2009; Pasca and 
Durme, 2007; Pasca and Durme, 2008). Traditional me-
thods mostly treat ESE and AE as two separate tasks. For 
example, Pasca and Durme (2008) employed a pipeline 
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method, which first extracted entities from web documents 
using two lexical patterns and then leveraged these entities 
to extract attributes from query log. However, such pipe-
line architecture often suffers from error propagation. 
 Moreover, ESE and AE tasks are tightly coupled and 
they can benefit from the information provided by the oth-
er. For instance, on one hand, AE systems often suffer 
from data sparseness (Alfonseca et al., 2010), which can be 
mitigated by providing more entities of the given class 
using an ESE system. On the other hand, ESE systems 
often suffer from the semantic drift problem, that is, the 
expansion category may change during the new entity dis-
covery step (e.g., expanding “New York” to the “country” 
class). The attributes mined by AE systems can provide 
critical information to resolve the semantic drift problem. 
For example, if a set of attributes (e.g., “capital”, “presi-
dent”, and “embassy”) of a given class (e.g., “country”) are 
learned by an AE system, we can infer that an entity (e.g., 
“New York”) without these important attributes is unlikely 
to belong to the given class. 
 Based on the above observation, this paper proposes a 
joint model for ESE and AE, which can effectively im-
prove both tasks by exploiting the relationship between 
entities and attributes using a graph reinforcement algo-
rithm. The intuition behind our approach is that an attribute 
is important to a given class if it is shared by many typical 
entities of this class, and an entity is typical if it owns 
many important attributes of the class. Based on the above 
intuition, this paper first proposes a graph representation to 
model the relationship between entities and attributes. To 
resolve the data sparseness problem, the graph is extended 
with the relationship between entities and the relationship 
between attributes. Based on the graph representation, we  
propose a graph based reinforcement algorithm for better 
ESE and AE, which can jointly mine entities and attributes 
by exploiting the relationships captured by the graph. 
 We conducted large-scale experiments on the AOL 
search data set (Pass et al., 2006). Experimental results 
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showed that our approach can achieve competitive perfor-
mance. 

Related Work 
In recent years, ESE has received considerable attentions 
from both research (Cafarella et al., 2005; Pantel and Ravi-
chandran, 2004; Pantel et al., 2009; Pasca, 2007; Wang and 
Cohen, 2007; Wang and Cohen, 2008) and industry com-
munities (e.g., Google Sets). Due to the limited supervision 
provided by ESE (in most cases only 3-5 seeds are given), 
most ESE systems employ bootstrapping techniques. That 
is, the entity set is iteratively expanded through a pattern 
generation step and an entity extraction step. These me-
thods use a variety of textual data sources, including web 
documents (Cafarella et al., 2005; Pantel et al., 2009), en-
cyclopedia (Bing et al., 2013), and web search query log 
(Pasca, 2007a; Xu et al., 2009). 
 Technologies on AE have been developed in Informa-
tion Extraction (IE). A variety of attribute extraction me-
thods mine web documents to extract and rank a list of 
attributes for a given class (Tokunaga et al., 2005; Yoshi-
naga and Torisawa, 2007; Cafarella et al., 2008). For ex-
ample, the method presented in (Tokunaga et al., 2005) 
uses manually-created lexicon syntactic patterns on web 
documents to extract candidate attributes for given classes. 
The candidate attributes are ranked according to several 
frequency statistics. As an alternative to web documents, 
human compiled encyclopedia (e.g., Wikipedia) can also 
be exploited as sources for attribute extraction (Suchanek 
et al., 2007; Nastase and Strube, 2008; Wu et al., 2008). 
Recently, web search queries have also been considered as 
a textual data source for attribute extraction. For example, 
the method in (Pasca and Durme, 2007) uses lexical syn-
tactic patterns to extract attributes from search queries. 
Pasca (2007b) presented a method that employs seed 
attributes to guide the extraction. 
 There are also some methods for simultaneous extrac-
tion of entities and attributes. For example, the method 
described in (Pasca and Durme, 2008) employs pipeline 
architecture for the simultaneous extraction of entities and 
attributes. The method first extracts entities by applying a 
few extraction patterns to web documents while guiding 
the extraction based on the contents of query log. Then, it 
extracts attributes by mining query logs while guiding the 
extraction based on a few seed attributes. The semi-
supervised learning method presented in (Bing et al., 2013) 
mines the semi-structured data records on the web to 
achieve the goal of new entity discovery and attribute ex-
traction. This method takes a few Wikipedia entities as 
seed input and explores their attribute infoboxes to obtain 
clues for the discovery of more entities and attributes. Dif-
ferent from their solution, we present an unsupervised ap-

proach to jointly perform ESE and AE using web search 
queries. In particular, we represent candidate entities and 
attributes as a bipartite graph where the edges capture the 
relatedness between candidate entities and attributes. Then 
we extend the graph by constructing edges between candi-
date entities/attributes, which capture the relatedness be-
tween candidate entities/attributes. We weight and rank 
candidate entities and attributes according to their impor-
tance by deploying graph based reinforcement techniques. 

The Joint Model for Entity Set Expansion and 
Attribute Extraction 

In this section, we propose a graph based method for joint 
ESE and AE. Given a few seed entities of a particular class, 
our method jointly extracts a ranked list of entities and 
attributes for the given class. We first propose a graph re-
presentation which can capture the relationship between 
entities and attributes; then we present how to construct the 
graph from web search queries. Finally, we propose an 
unsupervised graph based reinforcement algorithm which 
can effectively mine new entities and attributes. 

Graph Representation 
In this section, we propose a graph representation, which 
can: 1) capture the relationship between entities and 
attributes for joint ESE and AE; and 2) further capture the 
relationship between neighboring entities (and attributes) 
to solve the data sparseness problem. 
 Given a particular class c, we use E={e1, … , eN} to de-
note its candidate entity set and A={a1, … , aM} to denote 
its candidate attribute set. The relationship between these 
candidate entities and attributes are modeled as a bipartite 
graph, as illustrated in Figure 1. Each candidate entity (and 
attribute) is represented as a node in the graph. The rela-
tionship between entity ei and attribute aj is represented as 
a weighted edge between ei and aj. The weight wi,j is a pos-
itive real number, indicating the strength of the relatedness 
between ei and aj. 
 Based on the above bipartite graph representation, graph 
based mutual reinforcement techniques (e.g., HITS algo-
rithm (Kleinberg, 1998)) can be utilized to weight and rank 
candidate entities and attributes. However, data sparseness 
may affect the importance scores of long-tail entities and 
attributes, i.e., entities (or attributes) linking few attributes 
(or entities) in the graph. In order to alleviate the negative 
impact of data sparseness, we leverage nearest neighbors 
of a candidate entity to smooth its importance score. Spe-
cifically, we add edges between candidate entities to cap-
ture their relationship, whose weights indicate the similari-
ty between them. The importance score of a candidate enti-
ty can then propagates to its neighbors along the edges 
between them. Similarly, we also add edges between 
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neighboring candidate attributes. For demonstration, Fig-
ure 2 gives an example graph. 
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Figure 1: A bipartite graph representation for candidate 
entities and attributes, where e and a are candidate entities 
and attributes respectively. 
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Figure 2: An extended graph representation for candidate 
entities and attributes, where we denote the weights of 
edges between entities and wa denote the weights of edges 
between attributes. 

Graph Construction 
Our approach constructs the graph representation from web 
search queries via the following steps. 

Step 1: Generate Candidate Entities and Attributes 
 Given a particular class (e.g., “country”) and a set of 
seed entities (e.g., “Japan”, “India”, and “Germany”), our 
approach identifies query patterns by matching seed enti-
ties with web search queries, then these query patterns are 
used to extract new candidate entities from web search 
queries. A query pattern is generated by matching an entity 
with queries, and the remainder of matched queries is used 
as query pattern. For example, we can identify the query 
pattern “weather in E” by matching “Germany” with query 
“weather in Germany”. 
 The collected candidate entities are then used to extract 
candidate attributes. In this study we employ the method in 
(Pasca and Durme, 2007) for candidate attribute extraction 

from web search queries. We also record the frequency of 
an entity-attribute pair in a query log corpus, denoted as 
fre(ei, aj), for attribute filtering. 

Step 2: Filter Candidates 
 The above step will generate many noisy candidate enti-
ties and attributes, which makes the graph unnecessarily 
large. To reduce the graph size, we filter candidate entities 
using the similarity between candidate entities and seed 
entities. Inspired by Pasca (2007a), we represent each can-
didate entity as the query pattern vector, with each dimen-
sion corresponding to a query pattern. For example, “Ger-
many” will be represented as a query pattern vector 
{weather in E  …}. We weight each query pattern using 
its frequency. After computing the similarity between can-
didate entities and seed entities, we keep the top N (N=500 
in this paper) nearest neighbors for each seed entity. Then 
we collect candidate attributes from the entity-attribute 
pairs (ei, aj), where ei belongs to the top N candidate enti-
ties with fre(ei, aj) ≥ 5. 

Step 3: Construct Edges 
 As described in Graph Representation section, there are 
three types of edges in the graph: the edges between candi-
date entities and attributes, the edges between candidate 
entities, and the edges between candidate attributes. 
 For each candidate entity-attribute pair (ei, aj) collected 
by Step 2, we add an edge between ei and aj and set its 
weight as 1. 
 For each pair of candidate entities, ei and ej, our ap-
proach adds an edge between them if the cosine similarity 
between their query pattern vectors exceeds a pre-defined 
threshold δ (δ = 0.6 in this paper), with the cosine similari-
ty as the edge weight. 
 We add edges between candidate attributes in a similar 
way of constructing the edges between entities. If the simi-
larity between two candidate attributes exceeds a pre-
defined threshold θ (θ = 0.2 in this paper), we add an edge 
between them with the similarity as its weight. 

Importance Propagation 
In this section, we propose an unsupervised graph based 
reinforcement algorithm, which allows the information 
from ESE to be used for AE, and vice versa. Specifically, 
our algorithm jointly ranks candidate entities and attributes 
based on the relationships in the above mentioned graph 
representation. The assumption of our method is: 

 Hypothesis 1: The entities linked by many important 
attributes tend to be typical and the attributes linked by 
many typical entities tend to be important. 

Based on the above hypothesis, we weight candidate enti-
ties and attributes in a mutual recursion way. Let s1(ei)k be 
the importance score of entity ei at the k-th iteration, s1(aj)k 
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be the importance score of attribute aj at the k-th iteration, 
am  ei be the edge between am and ei, and w(am  ei) be 
the weight of the edge between ei and am. Here the sub-
script of s1(·) denotes that it is computed based on Hypo-
thesis 1. Then the importance scores of ei and aj at the 
(k+1)-th iteration are calculated as 
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 However, due to data sparseness the above graph based 
mutual reinforcement approach may underestimate the 
importance scores of long-tail entities (and attributes). To 
alleviate this problem, our approach leverages the relation-
ship between entities (and attributes) based on the follow-
ing hypothesis: 

 Hypothesis 2: The entities linked by many typical enti-
ties tend to be typical. The attributes linked by many im-
portant attributes tend to be important. 

According to Hypothesis 2, the importance scores of ei and 
ai at the (k+1)-th iteration are calculated as 
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where β is a parameter (0≤β≤1). s2(ei)k is the importance 
score of ei at the k-th iteration. Equations (3) and (4) con-
sist of two terms. The first term is the importance score 
from the node itself, ensuring that its importance does not 
deviate too much from the previous iteration. The second 
term is the incoming importance score from neighboring 
nodes. 
 Finally, our approach weights each node by combining 
the above two clues using a linear interpolation method: 

1 1 1
1 2( ) (1 ) ( ) ( )k k k

i i is e s e s e� � �� �	 � �	�                (5) 
1 1 1

1 2( ) (1 ) ( ) ( )k k k
j j js a s a s a� � �� �	 � �	�               (6) 

Our approach iteratively updates the importance scores of 
entities and attributes using equation (5) and (6). After 
each iteration, the importance score of each entity 
(attribute) is normalized such that the sum importance 
scores of all entities (attributes) is 1. The iteration stops 
when one of two conditions is met – either the change of 
importance score is minimal or the number of iteration 
exceeds a predefined threshold. Then the candidate entities 
and attributes are ranked according to their importance 
scores, respectively. 

Experiments 

Data Set 
We use the AOL search data (Pass et al., 2006) as the min-
ing corpus, which contains about 20 million web search 
queries collected from 650 thousand users over three 
months. 

Target Classes 
We evaluate the performance of our method on the follow-
ing categories (seed entities are within {}): 


 Country: {china, france, canada, russia, germany}; 

 American City: {new york, chicago, houston, boston, 

phoenix}; 

 Company: {walmart, kmart, staples, sears, pfizer}; 

 Disease: {allergy, asthma, lupus, kidney cancer, hiv}; 

 Book: {mice and men, cold sassy tree, the yellow 

wallpaper, moby dick, the great gatsby}. 

Parameter Setting 
The parameters α and β from Importance Propagation sec-
tion are empirically set to 0.2 and 0.1 respectively. And we 
initialize the weight of an entity to 1 if it is a seed entity 
and 0 otherwise. 

Entity Set Expansion 
For entity set expansion, we compare our method with 
three baselines. The first baseline (referred to as Bootstrap) 
employs traditional bootstrapping method to extract enti-
ties. The second baseline (Nearest Neighbors) is one of the 
state-of-the-art methods (Pasca, 2007a), which extracts top 
N candidate entities nearest with seed entities. The third 
baseline (GraphMethod_Entity) is our approach but only 
leverages the relationship between entities. We use preci-
sion at top K (P@K and K=10, 20, 30) to evaluate the 
ranked entities. 
 The overall entity expansion results are given in Table 1. 
From Table 1, we can see that 

1) Our approach has the best average precisions at all 
top K. This result verifies that the joint method for entity 
and attribute extraction is beneficial to entity extraction;  

2) Compared with GraphMethod_Entity, our approach 
achieves 16%, 11%, and 12% precision improvement at 
P@10, P@20, and P@30, respectively. These precision 
improvements show that attributes are helpful for entity 
expansion;  

3) Our approach has better performance than Bootstrap, 
especially at P@20 and P@30. We believe this is because 
Bootstrap suffers from the semantic drift problem; in con-
trast our approach leverages attributes to reduce the seman-
tic drift in each iteration; 
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Class Bootstrap Nearest Neighbors GraphMethod_Entity Our approach 
p@10 p@20 p@30 p@10 p@20 p@30 p@10 p@20 p@30 p@10 p@20 p@30 

Country 0.90 0.70 0.60 1.00 0.70 0.60 0.70 0.60 0.53 1.00 0.80 0.73 
USA city 1.00 0.95 0.77 1.00 0.95 0.83 0.80 0.60 0.63 0.80 0.65 0.60 
Disease 0.70 0.75 0.70 0.80 0.70 0.67 0.80 0.80 0.70 1.00 0.90 0.90 
Company 0.90 0.65 0.47 0.90 0.85 0.75 0.70 0.65 0.53 0.90 0.75 0.63 
Book 0.60 0.55 0.43 0.50 0.55 0.53 0.70 0.55 0.40 0.80 0.65 0.53 
average 0.82 0.72 0.59 0.84 0.75 0.67 0.74 0.64 0.56 0.90 0.75 0.68 

Table 1: The results of entity set expansion of different approaches. 

Class Method Top ten entities 

Country 

Bootstrap china, france, canada, russia, germany, mexico, spain, italy, ireland, africa 

Nearest Neighbors canada, india, china, germany, france, mexico, spain, italy, ireland, new zealand 

GraphMethod_Entity canada, germany, france, russia, china, mexico, europe, missouri, burlington wa, new 
zealand 

Our method china, germany, canada, france, russia, mexico, italy, ireland, spain, india 

American 
city 

Bootstrap new york, chicago, houston, boston, phoenix, philadelphia, dallas, ny, nyc, seattle 

Nearest Neighbors new york, chicago, miami, houston, denver, phoenix, san diego, boston, philadelphia, 
los angeles 

GraphMethod_Entity boston, chicago, phoenix, houston, new york, atlanta, portland, georgia, pennsylvania, 
south carolina 

Our method new york, chicago, boston, houston, phoenix, ny, georgia, atlanta, virginia 

Disease 

Bootstrap allergy, asthma, lupus, kidney cancer, hiv, bipolar, thyroid, ms, fibromyalgia, anxiety 

Nearest Neighbors ms, hiv, prostate cancer, lupus, allergy, menopause, asthma, lyme disease, chlamydia, 
uti 

GraphMethod_Entity asthma, hiv, allergy, lupus, kidney cancer, early pregnancy, menopause, flu, std, stroke 

Our method hiv, lupus, asthma, allergy, kidney cancer, stroke, breast cancer, stomach cancer, high 
blood pressure, hpv 

Company 

Bootstrap walmart, kmart, staples, sears, pfizer, home depot, wal-mart, wal mart, costco, sports 

Nearest Neighbors walmart, sears, kmart, wal-mart, home depot, staples, sports, wallmart, costco, k-mart 

GraphMethod_Entity walmart, kmart, sears, staples, pfizer, sports, nba, blockbuster, wal-mart, san antonio 

Our method walmart, sears, kmart, pfizer, staples, home depot, wal mart, kroger, medical, wal-mart 

Book 

Bootstrap mice and men, cold sassy tree, the yellow wallpaper, moby dick, the great gatspy, tom 
sawyer, the great gatsby, california, florida, the movie 

Nearest Neighbors cold sassy tree, a seperate peace, the yellow wallpaper, facts, the great gatsby, charac-
ters, mice and men, the movie , supreme court, resume 

GraphMethod_Entity mice and men, the yellow wallpaper, cold sassy tree, moby dick, the great gatsby, the 
movie, the great gatspy, a house, king lear, green 

Our method mice and men, the yellow wallpaper, the great gatsby, cold sassy tree, moby dick, pride 
and prejudice, frankenstein, poetry, the aeneid, animal farm 

Table 2: Top ten ranked entities for each class.
4) Our approach has similar performance as Nearest 

Neighbors at P@20 and P@30, but has better performance 
at P@10 with 6% precision improvement, which shows our 
approach can achieve competitive performance. We found 
that our method achieves better performance than Nearest 
Neighbors in all target classes except “City”. This is be-
cause many attributes extracted for “City” are also the 
attributes of “State”, e.g., “population”, “map”, “history” 
and so on. Hence our method expanded some states into 
“City” class. 

 For demonstration, we also list the top ten entities re-
turned by different approaches in Table 2. We can see that 
our method extracts more accurate entities than baselines 
in all target classes except “City”. Our method expands 
Virginia and Georgia into “City” class. This is because 
many attributes extracted for “City” are also the attributes 
of “State”. In this situation, attributes cannot guide the 
entity extraction process well. 
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Class Pipeline method Our approach 
p@10 p@20 p@30 p@10 p@20 p@30 

Country 0.70 0.68 0.70 0.95 0.85 0.83 
USA city 0.60 0.55 0.47 0.65 0.60 0.47 
Disease 0.80 0.78 0.72 0.80 0.80 0.75 

Company 0.55 0.48 0.40 0.70 0.63 0.62 
Book 0.35 0.38 0.35 0.60 0.53 0.42 

average 0.60 0.57 0.52 0.74 0.68 0.62 
Table 3: The results of attribute extraction of different approaches. 

Class Method Top ten attributes 

Country 
Pipeline 
method maps, history, pictures, capital, population, flag, picture, country, a map, photos 

Our method maps, pictures, history, capital, people, president, leader, flag, population, government 

American 
city 

Pipeline 
method map, pictures, city, university, history, zip code, archdiocese, best, population, maps 

Our method map, pictures, zip code, maps, population, diocese, history, address, art institute, child-
ren's museum 

Disease 

Pipeline 
method 

symptoms, treatment, signs, pictures, causes, symtoms, symptons, home remedies, 
cause, herbs 

Our method symptoms, pictures, signs, smptoms, treatment, risk, symtoms, survival rate, causes, 
herbs 

Company 

Pipeline 
method coupons, location, address, history, list, pictures, phone number, owner, jobs, ceo 

Our method phone number,  ceo, address, mission statement, owner, job applications, photo, apply, 
employees, current ceo 

Book 

Pipeline 
method summary, pictures, picture, pics, author, cast, causes, list, outline, effects 

Our method spark notes, plot summary, criticism, summary, explanation, copy, author, analysis, 
picture, citing 

Table 4: Top ten ranked attributes for pipeline based baseline and our approach.

Attribute Extraction 
For AE, we compare our approach with a pipeline method, 
which uses the output of an entity expansion system as 
input, and then leverages the method in (Pasca and Durme, 
2007) to extract attributes. In our experiments, we use the 
entities outputted by Nearest Neighbors. 
 We employ the metric in (Pasca and Durme, 2007) to 
measure the performance of each approach, where each 
attribute is manually assigned a correctness label (includ-
ing vital, okay, and wrong). The precision score over a 
ranked list of attributes is computed by converting the cor-
rectness labels to numeric values (vital=1, okay=0.5, and 
wrong=0). Then P@K in a given list is measured as the 
average of the assigned values of the first K attributes. 
 The overall results of attribute extraction are given in 
Table 3. From Table 3, we can see that our approach has 
better performance than the pipeline method with 14%, 
11%, 10% improvement at the average P@10, P@20, 
P@30, respectively. We believe this is because the pipeline 
method suffers from the error propagation problem. Com-

pared with the pipeline method, our approach can leverage 
attributes to guide entity extraction and then these accurate 
entities can in turn help the attribute extraction. For dem-
onstration, we also list the top ten attributes returned by 
different approaches in Table 4. Our method extracts more 
prominent attributes than the pipeline method. The 
attributes extracted for “City” class contain “population”, 
“map”, “history” and so on. These attributes also propagate 
their importance scores to the “State” entities (e.g., Geor-
gia), which causes our method expands some “State” enti-
ties into “City” class. 

Conclusion 
In this paper, we propose a joint model for Entity Set Ex-
pansion and Attribute Extraction. Our approach first mines 
a large set of candidate entities and extracts a large set of 
candidate attributes, and then ranks the candidate entities 
and attributes together based on graph reinforcement. The 
graph reinforcement algorithm leverages the relatedness 
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between candidate entities and attributes, the relatedness 
between candidate entities, and the relatedness between 
candidate attributes. Experiment results demonstrate the 
propose approach’s superiority for discovering new entities 
and extracting attributes. In our future work, we plan to 
incorporate more resources (e.g., Wikipedia) to capture the 
relationship between entities and attributes, entities and 
entities, and attributes and attributes. 
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Abstract 
Machine learning approaches to relation extraction are typi-
cally supervised and require expensive labeled data. To break 
the bottleneck of labeled data, a promising approach is to ex-
ploit easily obtained indirect supervision knowledge – which 
we usually refer to as distant supervision (DS). However, tra-
ditional DS methods mostly only exploit one specific kind of 
indirect supervision knowledge – the relations/facts in a 
given knowledge base, thus often suffer from the problem of 
lack of supervision. In this paper, we propose a global distant 
supervision model for relation extraction, which can: 1) com-
pensate the lack of supervision with a wide variety of indirect 
supervision knowledge; and 2) reduce the uncertainty in DS 
by performing joint inference across relation instances. Ex-
perimental results show that, by exploiting the consistency 
between relation labels, the consistency between relations 
and arguments, and the consistency between neighbor in-
stances using Markov logic, our method significantly outper-
forms traditional DS approaches. 

 Introduction   
Relation extraction (RE) aims to identify and categorize re-
lations between pairs of entities in text. For example, a RE 
system will extract CEO-of(Jobs, Apple) from the sentence 
“Jobs is the CEO of Apple”. In recent years, with the expec-
tation to build large scale, machine-readable knowledge ba-
ses which can support natural language understanding and 
human-like reasoning (e.g., Yago1 , DBPedia 2  and Free-
base 3 ), there is an increasing need for extracting rela-
tions/facts from large scale corpus (e.g., the Web). Unfortu-
nately, machine learning approaches to relation extraction 
are typically supervised and require expensive labeled data, 
therefore are unlikely to be scaled to the web situation. 

To break the bottleneck of labeled data, a promising ap-
proach is to exploit easily obtained indirect supervision 
knowledge – which we usually refer to as distant supervi-
sion (DS). For example, as shown in Figure 1, we can collect 
training instances by heuristically aligning relations in a 
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knowledge base (KB) with the sentences in a given corpus, 
then these instances can be used to build relation extractors 
using classifiers such as SVM and logistic classifier. 

 
Figure 1.Training instance labeling using KB relations 
However, traditional DS methods mostly only exploit one 

specific kind of indirect supervision knowledge – the rela-
tions/facts in a given knowledge base such as Freebase and 
Yago. Ignoring many other kinds of indirect supervision 
knowledge, traditional methods often suffer from the prob-
lem of lack of supervision. Specifically, the lack of supervi-
sion will introduce a lot of uncertainty and will result in 
wrongly labeled training instances. For example, in Figure 
1 if only using the relations in KB as supervision knowledge, 
we will not be able to accurately label the three training in-
stances S1-S3 because they can be labeled as either CEO-of, 
Founder-of or NR (Not a Relation), and there will be totally 
3×3×3×2×2=108 possible states for the labels of the five 
example instances. Since most machine learning techniques 
require accurately labelled training instances, the label un-
certainty will result in big challenges. 

To resolve the above problem, this paper proposes a 
global distant supervision model for relation extraction, 
which can: 1) compensate the lack of supervision with a 
wide variety of indirect supervision knowledge; and 2) re-
duce the uncertainty in DS by performing joint inference 
across relation instances. The idea of our method is that we 

1 http://www.mpi-inf.mpg.de/yago-naga/yago 
2 http://www.dbpedia.org/ 
3 http://www.freebase.com/ 

Knowledge Base
CEO-of(Steve Jobs, Apple)

Founder-of(Steve Jobs, Apple)
CEO-of(Marissa Mayer, Yahoo!)

Founder-of(Steve Wozniak, Apple)

S1: Jobs, the CEO of Apple CEO-of, Founder-of, NR CEO-of
S2: Jobs left Apple CEO-of, Founder-of, NR NR
S3: Jobs is the cofounder of Apple CEO-of, Founder-of, NR Founder-of
S4: Mayer is the new CEO of Yahoo! CEO-of, NR CEO-of
S5: Woz is the cofounder of Apple Founder-of, NR Founder-of

Heuristically
labeling

Relation instances Possible labels by DS Golden labels
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can reduce uncertainty by accumulating evidence from 
many kinds of weak supervision knowledge and learning 
models which are globally consistent with all these weak su-
pervision. For instance, apart from the relations in KB, we 
human can also derive supervision from world knowledge, 
such as selectional preference (a CEO usually is a business 
person), relation entailment (the capital of a country is also 
a city of the country), relation co-occurrence (a company’s 
founder usually is its CEO, too) and label consistency be-
tween neighbors (similar instances tend to express the same 
kind of relations). It is clear that if we can model and exploit 
all these kinds of indirect supervision knowledge together, 
we will enhance the performance of distant supervision. 

 
Figure 2. Dependencies between the objects in Figure 1 

Our method will further reduce the uncertainty in DS by 
performing joint inference across relation instances. 
Through joint inference, evidence can be propagated across 
dependent decisions, and the “easy/unambiguous” decisions 
can be leveraged to help related “hard/ambiguous” ones. 
For example, in Figure 2, we can label the ambiguous in-
stances S1 and S3 correspondingly as CEO-of and Founder-
of using the evidence from the unambiguous instances S5 
and S4, where the evidence can be propagated through the 
similar dependencies between (S3, S5) and (S1, S4). 

To materialize the above vision, there are several chal-
lenges to overcome. Firstly, our model should be expressive 
enough to accommodate a wide variety of supervision 
knowledge. Secondly, our model should compactly encode 
complex dependencies between different decisions. Thirdly, 
our model should be able to make globally consistent deci-
sions under a lot of uncertainty and complex dependency 
structure. In this paper, we employ Markov logic (Richard-
son and Domingos, 2006) as representation language, and 
propose a globally consistent Markov logic network for DS 
which can address all above three challenges. We test our 
model on a publicly available data set. Experimental results 
show that our method significantly outperforms traditional 
DS methods. 

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews re-
lated work and introduces Markov logic. Section 3 describes 
the global distant supervision model. Section 4 describes the 
learning and the inference of our model. Section 5 discusses 
experimental results. Finally Section 6 concludes this paper. 

Background 

Distant Supervision for Relation Extraction 
As described above, a fundamental challenge of distant su-
pervision is the label uncertainty of training instances. A 
straightforward solution is to turn the distant supervision 
problem into a direct supervision problem using the heuris-
tic alignment assumption “any sentence that contains a pair 
of entities is likely to express their relation in a KB” (Craven 
and Kumlien, 1999; Wu et al., 2007; Mintz et al., 2009). Un-
fortunately, the DS assumption often fails and results in 
wrongly labeled training instances. 

One common solution of label uncertainty is to use multi-
instance learning techniques, which can exploit the depend-
encies between the labels of an entity pair and the labels of 
its mentions (Bunescu and Mooney, 2007; Riedel et al., 
2010; Yao et al., 2010). Hoffmann et al. (2010) and 
Surdeanu et al. (2012) extended the multi-instance model 
into multi-instance multi-label model so that an entity pair 
can have multiple labels. Xu et al. (2013), Min et al. (2013), 
Ritter et al. (2013) and Zhang et al. (2013) further extended 
the model to resolve the incompleteness of KB. The main 
drawback of these methods is that they only exploit one spe-
cific kind of indirect supervision knowledge, but ignore 
many other kinds of useful supervision knowledge. 

There were also some DS methods which try to eliminate 
wrongly labeled instances using additional knowledge. Tak-
amatsu et al. (2012), Roth and Klakow (2013) and Han and 
Sun (2014) exploited the distributional statistics of in-
stances/ patterns/features. Hoffmann et al. (2010) and Zhang 
et al. (2010) focused on learning dynamic lexicon. Nguyen 
and Moschitti (2011) and Pershina et al. (2014) constructed 
extractors by infusing labeled corpus with heuristically la-
beled corpus of DS. Riedel et al. (2013) and Fan et al. (2014) 
exploited the co-occurrence statistics between relation 
types/instances/features. The main drawback of these meth-
ods is that they are specialized to the used supervision 
knowledge, cannot exploit different kinds of indirect super-
vision knowledge together. 

Markov Logic 
In this study, the main representation challenges of our 
model include how to accommodate a wide variety of super-
vision knowledge and how to compactly encode complex 
dependencies. One of the most powerful representation lan-
guages for the above challenges is Markov logic (Richard-
son and Domingos, 2006), which is a probabilistic extension 
of first-order logic. First-order logic can compactly encode 
very complex dependencies, and has been extensively stud-
ied for knowledge representation. Markov logic extends 
first-order logic by softening formulas with weights, so that 
it can also handle noise and uncertainty. 

S3 S2 S1

S5 S4

Jobs, Apple

Woz, Apple Mayer, Yahoo!

similar similar

mentionmention

mention

Founder-of CEO-of

Founder-of CEO-of
cooccur

mention
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Specifically, a Markov Logic Network (MLN) is a set of 
weighted first-order clauses. Together with a set of con-
stants, it defines a Markov network with one node per 
ground predicate and one feature per ground clause. The 
weight of a feature is the weight of the first-order clause that 
originated it. The probability of a state x in such a network 
is given by the log-linear model: 

 1
( ) exp( ( ))i ii

P x w f x
Z

� �  

where Z is a normalization constant, wi is the weight of the 
ith formula, and fi = 1 if the ith clause is true, and fi = 0 
otherwise. MLN has been successfully applied to many dif-
ferent tasks, such as unsupervised coreference resolution 
(Poon and Domingos, 2008), relational pattern clustering 
(Kok and Domingos, 2008), etc. 

The Global Distant Supervision Model for Re-
lation Extraction 

This section describes our global distant supervision model 
which uses Markov logic as representation language. We 
first propose a base MLN which can encode the relations in 
a KB as supervision knowledge, then we extend the base 
MLN with more supervision knowledge and more decision 
dependencies. 

We assume that there exist k distinct relation types of in-
terest R = {r1, …, rk}, therefore there are k+1 possible rela-
tion type labels { }�T R NR  for each instance. In relation 
extraction, a dataset contains a set of entity pairs P = {p1, …, 
p|P|} with each entity pair p = (arg1, arg2), and a set of rela-
tion instances M = {m1, …, m|M|} with each instance is a tri-
ple m = (arg1, arg2, sentence). The sentence of an instance 
is represented as a feature vector, which is extracted using 
the method in Surdeanu et al. (2012). We use Mp to denote 
the set of all instances mentioning entity pair p. 

Base MLN 
Given a data set, the goal of our model is to predict the rela-
tion types of all entity pairs and the labels of all instances, 
which are represented using the following query predicates: 
- HasRel(p,r), which is true iff (i.e., if and only if) the 

entity pair p has a relation of type r; 
- Label(m,t!), which is true iff the label of instance m is 

t (t  T). The “t!” notation signifies that for each in-
stance m, this predicate is true only for a unique value of 
t, i.e., an instance cannot have multiple relation labels. 

The main local evidence predicates of an instance contain: 
- HasFea(m,f),  which is true iff instance m has feature f; 
- Arg1Type(m,c), which is true iff the argument 1 of m is 

of entity type c; 
- Arg2Type(m,c), which is true iff the argument 2 of m is 

of entity type c. 

These evidence predicates are used to predict instance la-
bel through the feature prediction rule (where “ ” is the 
logical entailment operator): 

HasFea(m,+f)  Label(m,+t) 

and the selectional preference rule (where “ ” is the logi-
cal conjunction operator): 

Arg1Type(m,+c)  Label(m,+t) 

Arg2Type(m,+c)  Label(m,+t) 

The “+” notation signifies that MLN contains an instance of 
the rule with a separate weight for each value combination 
of the variables with a plus sign. For example, our model 
will contain a separate feature prediction rule for each (fea-
ture, relation type) value combination, such as 
‘HasFea(m,ceo) Label(m,CEO-of)’ and ‘HasFea(m, 
co-found) Label(m,CEO-of)’. We also model relation 
label priors using the unit clause: 

Label(+m,+t) 

Based on the above formulas, our model can predict the 
label of an instance by modeling the dependencies between 
an instance’s relation label and its features and arguments. 
Once we know the label of an instance, the relation between 
its entity pair can be extracted using the hard extraction rule: 

Label(m,r) Mention(m,p)  HasRel(p,r) 

where the evidence predicate Mention(m,p) is true iff in-
stance m mentions entity pair p. Notice that, the extraction 
rule doesn’t indicate each true ground HasRel(p,r) predi-
cate will have a supporting true ground Label(m,r) predi-
cate in Mp. Therefore once we know the relation between a 
pair of entities, we use an additional alignment rule to pre-
dict the labels of its mention instances: 

HasRel(p,+r)  AtLeastOne(Mp,+r) 
where the predicate AtLeastOne(Mp,r) will be true iff at 
least one instance in Mp has label r. The alignment rule is 
mainly used to encode the supervision from the relations in 
a KB: in the training of DS models, all values of the ground 
HasRel predicates are given by a KB, and which will be ex-
ploited to label the ground Label predicates through the 
above alignment rule. 

Consistency between Relation Labels 
The base MLN model only exploits the supervision from the 
relations in a KB. In many cases, there are rich inter-depend-
encies between the different relation labels of an entity pair. 
Several main label dependencies include relation entailment 
(e.g., Capital-of City-of), relation mutual exclusion (e.g., 
Parent-of cannot co-occur with Spouse-of), and relation co-
occurrence (e.g., CEO-of and Founder-of). The above label 
dependencies can provide additional supervision and reduce 
the uncertainty in DS by forcing consistency between rela-
tion labels. For example, if the entity pair (Paris, France) 
has a relation Capital-of, then it must also has a relation 
City-of based on the entailment rule “Capital-of City-of”. 

Specifically, we model the consistency between relation 
labels using the relation co-occurrence rule: 
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HasRel(p,+r) HasRel(p,+r’) 
and the hard relation entailment rule: 

HasRel(p,r)  Entail(r,r’) HasRel(p,r’) 
where the evidence predicate Entail(r,r’) is true iff rela-
tion type r entails r’. The relation co-occurrence rule can 
capture both co-occurrence consistency (if the rule weight 
for a (relation type, relation type) pair is positive) and mu-
tual exclusion consistency (if the rule weight for a (relation 
type, relation type) pair is negative). 

Consistency between Relation and Argument 
Traditionally, the argument information of an instance is 
represented using its words and its entity type. However, the 
above representation can only capture limited argument in-
formation. For example, for the argument ‘MIT’, this repre-
sentation only captures the information that ‘MIT is an or-
ganization’, but ignores many other useful information such 
as ‘MIT is a school’, ‘MIT is a university’, etc. In our model, 
we reduce uncertainty in relation extraction by exploiting 
more argument information. 

Specifically, argument information can be exploited to 
reduce uncertainty in the following two ways: 

1) The rich argument information can better model se-
lectional preference. This is because traditional entity types 
(such as Person, Location, Organization and Date) are usu-
ally too coarse to precisely capture the selectional prefer-
ence of a relation type. For example, argument 2 of 
schools_attended must be an education institute, but most 
current RE systems don’t contain this entity type. 

2) The argument information can be used to filter out 
invalid values. For example, argument 2 of the relation type 
person:age is of entity type NUMBER, but not all numbers 
are valid person age values because nearly all persons’ ages 
are between 0 and 120. For demonstration, we investigated 
the NUMBER entities in the KBP data set (Surdeanu et al., 
2012), and found that nearly 99% of NUMBER entities are 
invalid person age values. 

Based on the above observation, our model encodes the 
consistency between a relation and its arguments using the 
relation-argument consistency rules: 

Arg1HasFea(m,+f)  Label(m,+t) 

Arg2HasFea(m,+f)  Label(m,+t) 

And we extract argument features as follows: 
1) Firstly, we identify the fine-grained Freebase entity 

types of an argument by matching its name with Freebase, 
then these entity types are used as its features; 

2) Secondly, we extract an age validation feature for 
NUMBER entity – IsValidPerAge. We extract this feature if 
a NUMBER entity is an integer and its numeric value is 
within [0, 120]. 

Consistency between Neighbor Instances 
In this section, we model the dependency between neighbor 
instances as indirect supervision knowledge. The start point 

of our method is the nearest neighbor consistency assump-
tion, which means that nearby instances are likely to have 
the same label. Based on this assumption, the similarity be-
tween instances can reduce the uncertainty in DS: the clas-
sification results should be sufficiently smooth with respect 
to the underlying similarity structure, and the label of an in-
stance should be consistent with its neighbors. 

Specifically, we model the consistency between neighbor 
instances using the nearest neighbor consistency rule: 

KNNOf(m,m’)  Label(m,t)  Label(m’,t) 
where the evidence predicate KNNOf(m,m’) is true iff m is 
one of the k-nearest neighbors of m’. 

To find k-nearest neighbors of an instance, we use a sim-
ilarity measure as follows: 

arg1 arg2 sentsim(m, m') = sim (m, m') sim (m, m') sim (m, m')� �  

where simsent is the cosine similarity between two instances’ 
feature vectors, simarg1 and simarg2 are cosine similarities be-
tween arg1s’ feature vectors and between arg2s’ feature vec-
tors. We use the features discussed in above section to rep-
resent an argument, where each feature is weighted using its 
maximum mutual information value over different relation 
types (Aggarwal & Zhai, 2012). 

Learning and Inference 
In this section, we describe the learning and the inference of 
our global distant supervision MLN model, and the extrac-
tion of new relations using the learned model. 

Learning. In the learning of DS systems, the relations 
between entity pairs are given, but the labels of instances are 
unknown. Therefore, distantly supervised learning in Mar-
kov logic maximizes the conditional log-likelihood 

( , ) log ( | )

log ( , | )
z

L x y P Y y X x

P Y y Z z X x

� � �

� � � ��
 

where X, Y, Z correspondingly are evidence predicates, 
known/observed query predicates, unknown/hidden query 
predicates in training data. In our global distant supervision 
MLN, Y includes HasRel, Z includes Label, AtLeastOne 
and X includes HasFea, Arg1Type, Arg2Type, Mention, 
Arg1HasFea, Arg2HasFea, KNNOf and Entail. The gra-
dient of the above optimization problem is: 

| , , |]( , ) [ [ ]Z y x i Y Z x i
i

L nEx y E n
w
�

� �
�

 

where ni is the number of true groundings of the ith clause. 
The gradient is the difference of two expectations, each of 
which can be approximated using samples generated by al-
gorithms such as SampleSAT(Wei et al., 2004) and MC-
SAT(Poon & Domingos, 2006). Using the above gradient, 
many gradient based learning algorithms can be used to 
learn our MLN model, such as LBFGS and Conjugate Gra-
dients. This study employs PSCG algorithm (Lowd & Do-
mingos, 2007) with two adjustments: 1) we use a fixed step 
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length; 2) we use the inverse of the number of true ground-
ings as our preconditioner, rather than the inverse diagonal 
Hessian. We found that these two adjustments can improve 
the quality of learned models. 

Due to the hidden variables Z, the optimization problem 
of distantly supervised learning is not convex, so parameter 
initialization is important. In this study, we first learn the 
parameters of the base MLN model, then the learned 
weights of the base MLN model are used to initialize the 
learning of the full MLN model. 

Inference. In MLN, all decisions are jointly inferred. 
Many inference algorithms have been developed for MLN, 
including MaxWalkSAT (Kautz et al., 1997), SampleSAT 
(Wei et al., 2004), MC-SAT (Poon & Domingos, 2006), etc. 
In this study, we use SampleSAT to generate samples for 
weight learning and use MaxWalkSAT for inference on new 
data. We extended SampleSAT and MaxWalkSAT with the 
ability to flip multi-atoms at each step, so that the hard rules 
in our model and the mutual exclusion of instance labels will 
always be satisfied. 

For relation extraction on a new data set, we first initial-
ize the MLN state by running a MaxWalkSAT pass with 
only the formulas in base MLN, then run another pass with 
all formulas. We found this can improve the quality of the 
optimal MLN state. Given the optimal MLN state, each true 
ground HasRel predicate will be extracted as a relation. 

Extraction Ranking. As shown in previous methods 
(Hoffmann et al., 2011; Surdeanu et al., 2012), many factors 
can be used to estimate the confidence of extractions for a 
better precision/recall trade-off, such as the marginal proba-
bility of HasRel(p,r) and the redundancy of an extraction 
in a large corpus. Following these observations, we sort ex-
tractions using the confidence score: 

p
m

Mm
Conf(p, r) P( = Reliabilr) ity(p, r)z

�
� �max  

where p is an entity pair, r is the extracted relation type be-
tween p, zm is the label of instance m, P(zm = r) =  P(Label(m, 
r) = true | Y, Z-m; w) is the conditional probability of in-
stance m having label r in MLN, given all the values of other 
predicates and the MLN parameters w. Reliability(p, r) 
measures whether this extraction is reliable, following the 
idea of the internal consistency reliability in statistics and 
research (Trochim, 2000), that is, whether this relation can 
be extracted in different instances. Specifically, we compute 
Reliability(p, r) as the Average Inter-item Correlation be-
tween instance labels: 

p

m m'
m,m' M

Reliablity(p, Correlati (r) on , )z z
��

� ave  

where  include all mentions of p whose labels are not NR; 
Correlation(zm, zm’)is the correlation score between the two 
labels, its value will be 1.0 if zm= zm’, and if zm ≠ zm’, its 
value will be the relation type co-occurrence probability: 

cooccur m m'P (z , z )=1/1+exp(- )w  

where w is the weight of the relation co-occurrence rule 
‘HasRel(p,zm) HasRel(p,zm’)’. 

Experiments 
In this section, we assess the performance of our method and 
compare it with traditional methods. 

Data Set 
We evaluate our method on a publicly available data set —
KBP, which was developed by Surdeanu et al. (2012). KBP 
was constructed by aligning the relations from English Wik-
ipedia infoboxes against a document collection which con-
tains the corpus provided by the KBP shared task (Ji et al., 
2010; Ji et al., 2011) and a complete snapshot of the June 
2010 version of Wikipedia. KBP contains 183,062 training 
relations and 3,334 testing relations. This paper tunes and 
tests different methods use the same partitions and the same 
evaluation method as Surdeanu et al. (2012). 

System and Baselines 
We tune our global distant supervision model using the val-
idation partition of KBP. After tuning for different MLN 
models, we used PSCG algorithm (5 samples, 10~20 itera-
tions, step length 0.03) and SampleSAT inference algorithm 
(5,000,000 ~ 10,000,000 flips with 20% noise flips, 30% 
random ascent flips, and 50% SA flips) for learning. Be-
cause positive/negative instances are highly imbalanced in 
the training corpus, we put a higher misclassification cost 
(the tuned value is 2.0) to positive instances. For the KNNOf 
evidence predicates, we use 10 nearest neighbors for each 
instance (with similarity > 0.2). 

We compare our method with three baselines: 
Mintz++ – This is a traditional DS method proposed by 

Mintz et al.(2009), which labels training instances using 
heuristic DS assumption, and employs a multi-class logistic 
classifier for extraction. 

Hoffmann – This is a multi-instance multi-label DS 
model proposed by Hoffmann et al. (2011), where the label 
dependency between an entity pair and its mentions is mod-
eled using a deterministic at-least-one assumption. 

Surdeanu – This is a multi-instance multi-label DS model 
proposed by Surdeanu et al. (2012), where the label depend-
ency between an entity pair and its mentions is modeled us-
ing a relational classifier. 

In our experiments, we use the implementations and the 
optimal settings of Stanford’s MIMLRE package (Surdeanu 
et al., 2012) for all three baselines, which is open source and 
was shown to achieve state-of-the-art performance. 

Overall Results 
Following previous methods, we evaluate the different 
methods using the standard Precision, Recall and F1-meas-
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ure on the ranked relation extractions, and provide the pre-
cision/recall curves of different methods. For our model, we 
use two different settings: the first is the base MLN model – 
MLN-Base; the second is the full MLN model – MLN-Full. 
The overall results are shown in Figure 3 and Table 1. 

 
Figure 3. Precision/Recall curves on KBP dataset 

System P R F1 
Mintz++ 0.260 0.250 0.255 
Hoffmann 0.306 0.198 0.241 
Surdeanu 0.249 0.314 0.278 
MLN-Base 0.262 0.302 0.281 
MLN-Full 0.426 0.259 0.322 

Table 1.  The best F1-measures in P/R curves 

From the above results, we can see that: 
1) By accommodating a wide variety of supervision 

knowledge and making joint inference, our method signifi-
cantly outperforms traditional DS methods: compared with 
the three baselines Mintz++, Hoffmann and Surdeanu, our 
MLN-Full model correspondingly achieved 26%, 34% and 
16% F1 improvements. 

2) Markov logic can effectively represent knowledge 
and encode complex dependencies between different deci-
sions for relation extraction. Using the same supervision 
knowledge (i.e., the relations in a KB), MLN-base corre-
spondingly achieved 17% and 1% F1 improvements over 
the multi-instance baselines: Hoffmann and Surdeanu. 

3) The uncertainty in distant supervision can be greatly 
reduced by accommodating a wide variety of indirect super-
vision knowledge and performing joint inference across re-
lation instances. In Table 1 we can see that, compared with 
the MLN-Base model, the MLN-Full model achieved 15% 
F1 improvement. In Figure 3 we can see that the MLN-Full 
model achieved a consistent precision improvement over the 
MLN-Base model on nearly all recall region. 

Detailed Analysis 
To analyze the effect of different kinds of indirect supervi-
sion knowledge, we incrementally accommodated con-
sistency between relation labels (LabelDep), consistency 

between relation and argument (ArgFea) and consistency 
between neighbor instances (NeighborSim) into the base 
MLN model. The results are presented in Table 2. 

Model P R F1 ΔBase 
MLN-Base 0.262 0.302 0.281 --- 
 + LabelDep 0.323 0.292 0.307 9.3% 
 + ArgFea 0.390 0.260 0.312 11.0% 
 + NeighborSim 0.426 0.259 0.322 14.6% 

Table 2. The best F1-measures in P/R curves by incremen-
tal accommodating indirect supervision knowledge (where 
ΔBase is the F1 improvement over the MLN-Base model) 

From Table 2, we can see that: 
1) The accommodation of additional supervision 

knowledge is an effective way to improve the performance 
of DS systems. In our model, all three types of indirect su-
pervision knowledge improved the performance of our 
MLN model. 

2) The exploitation of relation label dependencies sig-
nificantly improved the extraction performance. For in-
stance, our model correspondingly achieved 9.3%, 27.4% 
and 10.4% F1 improvements over MLN-Base, Hoffmann 
and Surdeanu. We believe this is because Markov logic pro-
vides a flexible way to encode complex label dependencies, 
such as entailment, mutual exclusion and co-occurrence. 
Therefore our method can reduce uncertainty more than tra-
ditional multi-instance model based DS approaches, which 
model the relation labels of an entity pair independently. 

3) The incorporation of rich argument features im-
proved the relation extraction performance. We believe this 
is because rich argument features can provide additional 
useful information. For example, the information ‘MIT is a 
University’ is useful for extracting relations of type 
schools_attended. 

4) The consistency between neighbor instances im-
proved the extraction performance. This verified both the 
effectiveness of using similarity between instances as addi-
tional supervision and the effectiveness of using joint infer-
ence to reduce uncertainty. 

Conclusion 
In this paper, we propose a global distant supervision model 
which can: 1) compensate the lack of direct supervision with 
a wide variety of indirect supervision knowledge; and 2) 
overcome the uncertainty in DS by performing joint infer-
ence across relation instances. Experimental results showed 
that our method can significantly improve the relation ex-
traction performance on a publicly available data set. 

Distant supervision is a challenging task, future direc-
tions include incorporating additional knowledge (e.g., in-
trinsic structure of data sets such as clusters), better model-
ing of dependency, and other techniques which can accom-
modate heterogeneous supervision for distant supervision. 
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Abstract

Convex Transductive Experimental Design
(CTED) is one of the most representative active
learning methods. It utilizes a data reconstruction
framework to select informative samples for
manual annotation. However, we observe that
CTED cannot well handle the diversity of selected
samples and hence the set of selected samples
may contain mutually similar samples which
convey similar or overlapped information. This is
definitely undesired. Given limited budget for data
labeling, it is desired to select informative samples
with complementary information, i.e., similar
samples are excluded. To this end, we proposes
Diversified CTED by seamlessly incorporating
a novel and effective diversity regularizer into
CTED, ensuring the selected samples are diverse.
The involvement of the diversity regularizer leads
the optimization problem hard to solve. We derive
an effective algorithm to solve an equivalent
problem which is easier to optimize. Extensive ex-
perimental results on several benchmark data sets
demonstrate that Diversified CTED significantly
improves CTED and consistently outperforms the
state-of-the-art methods, verifying the effective-
ness and advantages of incorporating the proposed
diversity regularizer into CTED.

1 Introduction
In many machine learning tasks, we need to collect the train-
ing data and manually annotate them by domain experts. This
process is usually time consuming and expensive. Active
learning [Settles, 2009] is a machine learning technique that
selects the most informative samples for labeling and uses
them as training data. It has been widely explored in the ma-
chine learning community for its capability of reducing hu-
man annotation effort.

Convex Transductive Experimental Design (CTED) [Yu
et al., 2008] is one of the most representative active learn-
ing methods and has received increasing attention in recent

∗Corresponding author

years. It uses a data reconstruction framework to select in-
formative samples for labeling, where the informativeness of
each sample is measured by its capacity to reconstruct the
target data set. Based on the data reconstruction framework,
several methods were developed. [Zhen and Yeung, 2010]
proposed supervised experimental design, which can lever-
age label information if it is available. [Nie et al., 2013;
Zhu and Fan, 2015] employed robust loss functions to mea-
sure the reconstruction error to develop methods which are
insensitive to outliers. [Cai and He, 2012] incorporated
manifold structure into this framework via manifold adap-
tive kernels. [Hu et al., 2013] performed active learning via
neighbourhood reconstruction to select samples by explor-
ing the local data structure. These methods have achieved
promising performance in text classification [Yu et al., 2008;
Cai and He, 2012] and other multimedia data classification
tasks [Nie et al., 2013; Hu et al., 2013; Zhu and Fan, 2015].

Observe that the data reconstruction framework assigns
each sample a score, which indicates the sample’s capacity to
reconstruct the target data set, and all the samples are ranked
based on these scores. Then the top ranked ones are selected
for labeling. Similar samples may get similar ranking scores,
because these similar ones have similar capacity for data re-
construction. As a result, the set of selected (i.e., top ranked)
samples may well contain samples which are mutually sim-
ilar. This is definitely undesired. Since the process of data
labeling is usually time consuming and expensive, the budget
for data labeling is always limited. To maximize our benefit,
it is desired to select those informative samples containing
complementary information, i.e., highly similar ones are ex-
cluded.

The above analysis motivates us to study the diversity prob-
lem with existing data reconstruction based active learning
methods. In particular, we propose to enhance CTED with
diversity mechanism by imposing a diversity regularizer over
sample selection. The diversity regularizer makes use of a
similarity matrix among samples to ensure that if two sam-
ples are informative but highly similar, only one of them gets
a high ranking score. A main challenge in applying the di-
versity regularizer is to define a good similarity matrix. One
direct way to obtain the similarity matrix is to pre-define it us-
ing the original data. Then it is fixed and used as an input to
the diversity regularizer. If the pre-defined similarity matrix is
not good, the effectiveness of the diversify regularizer will be
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limited. To obtain a reliable similarity matrix and seamlessly
integrate diversity into CTED, we embed similarity matrix
learning into CTED by leveraging a data representation ex-
tracted from the reconstruction matrix of CTED. As we will
discuss later, this data representation reflects the role of each
sample in the data reconstruction process. Therefore, simi-
larity matrix built on this representation can well character-
ize the similarities among samples in terms of their capacity
for reconstruction. The involvement of the diversity regular-
izer makes the obtained optimization problem hard to solve.
We find an equivalent problem which is easier to optimize
and derive an alternating minimization procedure to solve it.
We perform extensive experiments on several benchmark data
sets. Experimental results based on two classifiers all demon-
strate that, with diversification, our method (i.e., Diversified
CTED) significantly improves CTED and consistently out-
performs the state-of-the-art methods in the literature.

2 Related Work
The goal of active learning is to label as little data as pos-
sible, to achieve a certain classification performance, there-
fore saving considerable annotation cost for training a good
learner [Settles, 2009]. One representative active learning
algorithm is to select samples with maximum uncertainty
of labels measured by the distance from the classification
boundary [Tong and Koller, 2002; Lewis and Catlett, 1994;
Balcan et al., 2007; Yang et al., 2014]. Another popular
approach is query by committee, where a number of dis-
tinct classifiers are generated and a sample having the most
disagreement among these classifiers in predicting the label
is selected for labeling [Freund et al., 1997; Seung et al.,
1992]. When selecting samples, these methods need a pre-
trained classifier, which means they need some initially la-
beled data. Another line of research works aim to select sam-
ples in unsupervised setting. Clustering based active learning
methods were proposed in [Nguyen and Smeulders, 2004;
Nie et al., 2012]. [Chattopadhyay et al., 2012; 2013] pro-
posed an active learning method based on Maximum Mean
Discrepancy (MMD)[Borgwardt et al., 2006], with the goal
of minimizing the difference in the marginal probability dis-
tribution between the selected samples and remaining ones.
Data reconstruction based active learning methods, such as
CTED [Yu et al., 2008] and ARSS [Zhu and Fan, 2015], are
also typical methods in this category.

In this paper, our focus is on solving the diversity issue of
the data reconstruction based active learning methods. Par-
ticularly, we solve this problem on the base of CTED and
show that, with diversification, the sample selection power of
CTED can be significantly improved. The developed tech-
niques can also be used to other data reconstruction based
active learning methods.

3 Preliminaries
We summarize the notations and the definition of norms used
in this paper. Matrices are written as boldface uppercase let-
ters and vectors are written as boldface lowercase letters. For
an arbitrary matrix M, we denote its i-th row, j-th column and
(i, j)-th entry as mi, mj and mij , respectively. The `p-norm

of the vector v ∈ Rn is defined as ||v||p = (
∑n

i=1 |vi|p)
1
p .

The Frobenius norm of the matrix M ∈ Rn×m is defined as
||M||F =

√∑n
i=1

∑m
j=1m

2
ij . MT is the transpose of M and

Tr(M) is the trace of M. We use I to denote the identity ma-
trix with proper size.

Denote X ∈ Rd×n as an unlabeled data set, where xi ∈
Rd×1 is the i-th sample. The goal of active learning is to
select a subset Z ∈ Rd×m (m < n) from X, such that the
selected samples can improve the classifier the most if they
are labeled and added to the training set. Since our work is
based on Convex Transductive Experimental Design (CTED),
we first review CTED in the next subsection.

3.1 Convex Transductive Experimental Design
Transductive Experimental Design (TED) [Yu et al., 2006]
aims at selecting a subset Z ∈ Rd×m from the original un-
labeled data set X ∈ Rd×n such that a function f trained on
Z has the smallest predictive variance on a given testing set.
The optimization problem of TED is

max
Z

Tr(XT Z(ZT Z + µI)−1ZT X)

s.t. Z ⊂ X, |Z| = m. (1)

where |Z| = m means that Z contains m samples and µ is a
tuning parameter. In order to solve the NP-hard optimization
problem in Eq. (1), [Yu et al., 2006] proposed a sequential
algorithm, which selects one sample each time. The obtained
result is suboptimal [Yu et al., 2008]. To tackle this issue,
Convex Transductive Experimental Design (CTED) was fur-
ther proposed in [Yu et al., 2008]. The optimization problem
of CTED is

min
A,b

||X− XA||2F +
n∑

i=1

∑n
j=1 a

2
ij

bi
+ γ||b||1

s.t. bi ≥ 0, i = 1, 2, ..., n (2)

where aij is the (i, j)-th entry of A, and γ is a nonnegative
trade-off parameter. As shown in Eq. (2), CTED utilizes
a data reconstruction framework to select informative sam-
ples for labeling. The matrix A contains reconstruction co-
efficients and b is the sample selection vector. The `1-norm
makes b to be sparse. In this way, the values corresponding
to less informative samples tend to be zero. Large value of bi
indicates the i-th sample has a large impact on the reconstruc-
tion. After solving the optimization problem in (2), CTED
ranks all samples based on bi(i = 1, 2, ..., n) in descending
order, and select the top ranked ones for labeling.

Under this data reconstruction framework, several meth-
ods have been proposed [Cai and He, 2012; Nie et al., 2013;
Zhen and Yeung, 2010; Zhu and Fan, 2015; Hu et al., 2013].
For example, [Cai and He, 2012] incorporated manifold infor-
mation into this framework. [Zhu and Fan, 2015] employed
robust loss functions to measure reconstruction error to han-
dle outliers in data. These methods have shown effectiveness
in text classification and other multimedia data classification
tasks. All these methods select informative samples via a
same mechanism, i.e., assigning ranking scores to samples
and selecting top ranked ones.
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As discussed above, similar samples may get similar rank-
ing scores, since these similar ones have similar capacity for
reconstruction. As a result, the set of top ranked samples may
well contain similar samples which convey overlapped infor-
mation. Given limited data labeling budget, if we can exclude
mutually similar samples and select ones with complemen-
tary information, the performance of these methods could be
improved. In this paper, we develop techniques to solve this
problem based on CTED.

4 Diversifying Convex Transductive
Experimental Design

In this section, we propose to diversify the selected samples
to improve CTED, i.e., highly similar samples are excluded.
We first introduce a similarity matrix S ∈ Rn×n to model the
pairwise similarities among all the samples, such that larger
value of sij means higher similarity between the i-th sample
and the j-th one, and smaller value indicates their similarity
is lower. Intuitively, if two samples are highly similar to each
other, they tend to convey very similar information. In this
case, we intend the two samples not to be selected together.
To realize this, we enhance CTED with a diversity regularizer
by extending Eq. (2) to the following optimization problem

min
A,b

||X− XA||2F +
n∑

i=1

∑n
j=1 a

2
ij

bi
+ γ||b||1 + αbT Sb

s.t. bi ≥ 0, i = 1, 2, ..., n (3)

From Eq. (3), we can see that if sij is large (i.e., the i-th sam-
ple and the j-th one are highly similar), bi and bj cannot be
large at the same time. This constraint guarantees that highly
similar samples would not have higher scores in sample se-
lection at the same time.

The effectiveness of the diversity regularizer in Eq. (3)
highly relies on the quality of the similarity matrix S. Prop-
erly defining a good S is the key for improving CTED by
encouraging diversity of selected samples. A direct way to
define S is to pre-calculate it based on the original data. Note
that once the similarity matrix is defined, it is fixed in the
following sample selection step. If the fixed similarity ma-
trix is not well defined, the effectiveness of the diversity reg-
ularizer will be limited. To obtain a faithful similarity ma-
trix and seamlessly incorporate diversity into CTED, we pro-
pose to embed similarity matrix learning into CTED via prop-
erly leveraging the special structure of the data reconstruction
framework.

We observe that, the data reconstruction matrix A encodes
relations among samples. Let us take a look at the i-th row of
A, i.e., ai, which corresponds to the i-th sample. aij means
the j-th sample’s reconstruction coefficient based on the i-th
sample. And ai encodes the reconstruction coefficients of all
the samples based on the i-th one. The i-th row of A (i.e.,
ai) can be treated as a data representation which reflects the
role of the i-th sample for data reconstruction. If i-th and j-th
samples are similar in terms of their capacity for reconstruc-
tion, they tend to have similar ai and aj . Therefore, we use
sij = ai(aj)T

||ai||2||aj ||2 to characterize the similarity between the

i-th sample and j-th one. This similarity measure directly re-
flects the similarity relationship among samples in terms of
their ability for reconstruction. Based on the above analy-
sis, we define a novel and effective diversity regularizer and
use it to regularize CTED. We get the following optimization
problem of Diversified CTED (DCTED for short)

min
A,b

h(A,b) = ||X− XA||2F +
n∑

i=1

∑n
j=1 a

2
ij

bi
+ γ||b||1

+ α
n∑

i=1

n∑
j=1

ai(aj)T

||ai||2||aj ||2
bibj

s.t. bi ≥ 0, i = 1, 2, ..., n (4)

Note that the similarity matrix in Eq. (4) is adaptively updated
in the learning process. We do not need to predefine a similar-
ity matrix. This nice property makes our model very practical
in real world applications. Our empirical studies also suggest
that this diversity term is more effective than the one with a
predefined similarity matrix. The involvement of the diversity
regularizer makes the optimization problem in Eq. (4) hard to
solve. In the next section, we derive an effective algorithm to
solve it.

5 Optimization
The optimization problem in Eq. (4) involves two groups of
variables, i.e., A and b. It is hard to solve due to the com-
plex structure of the diversity term. We first reformulate this
problem. Let A = diag(s)Â, where diag(s) is a diagonal
matrix whose diagonal elements are formed by the vector s.
The i-th element (i.e., si) of s is the `2-norm of the i-th row
of A. Therefore, ||âi||2 = 1. The problem in Eq. (4) can be
reformulated as

min
A,b,s

k(Â, s,b) = ||X− Xdiag(s)Â||2F +
n∑

i=1

s2i
∑n

j=1 â
2
ij

bi

+ γ||b||1 + αbT ÂÂ
T

b

s.t. bi ≥ 0, si ≥ 0, ||âi||2 = 1, i = 1, 2, ..., n (5)

Note that we can replace
∑n

j=1 â
2
ij as 1. We keep it in Eq .(5)

to better illustrate the relationship between the optimization
problems in Eq. (4) and (5).

Theorem 1 The optimization problem in Eq. (5) is equiva-
lent to the one in Eq. (4).

Proof 1 If (A∗, b∗) is the solution of the problem in Eq.
(4), then h(A∗, b∗) ≤ h(A, b). Let A∗ = diag(s∗)Â

∗
,

where s∗i is the `2-norm of the i-th row of A∗, we get
k(Â

∗
, s∗, b∗) = h(A∗, b∗). For (Â, s, b), it is easy to get

k(Â, s, b) = h(A, b) ≥ h(A∗, b∗) = k(Â
∗
, s∗, b∗). This

means (Â
∗
, s∗, b∗) is the solution of the problem in Eq. (5).

Therefore, if we have the solution of the problem in Eq. (4),
we can readily to get the solution of the problem in Eq. (5).
Similarly, if we have the solution of Eq. (5), we can also read-
ily to get the solution of Eq. (4). Therefore, the optimization
problem in Eq. (5) is equivalent to the one in Eq. (4).
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In next, we derive an alternating minimization algorithm to
solve the problem in Eq. (5).

5.1 Update Â
The subproblem w.r.t. Â is

min
Â

f(Â) = ||X− Xdiag(s)Â||2F + αTr(Â
T

bbT Â)

s.t. ||âi||2 = 1, i = 1, 2, ..., n (6)

We derive an algorithm to update Â based on projected gradi-
ent descent to decrease the objective value of Eq. (6). Denote
the gradient of f(Â) as∇f(Â). Then, Â is updated as

Â = Â− µ∇f(Â) (7)

where µ is the step size. Since Â should satisfies ||âi||2 = 1,
we achieve this by projecting each row of Â to the unit sphere.
We need to search the step size to ensure the objective value
is non-increasing under the updating rule of Â.

5.2 Update b
The subproblem w.r.t. b is

min
b

n∑
i=1

s2i
bi

+ γ||b||1 + αbT ÂÂ
T

b

s.t. bi ≥ 0, i = 1, 2, ..., n (8)

The optimization problem is convex w.r.t. bi when the other
elements of b fixed. The subproblem w.r.t. bi is

min
bi

s2i
bi

+ bi(γ + 2α

n∑
j 6=i

mijbj) + αmiib
2
i

s.t. bi ≥ 0 (9)

where mij is the (i, j)-th entry of M = ÂÂ
T

. Set the deriva-
tive w.r.t. bi as zero, we get

2αmiib
3
i + (γ + 2α

n∑
j 6=i

mijbj)b
2
i − s2i = 0 (10)

It is easy to check that there exists positive solution of Eq.
(10), which means the constraint bi ≥ 0 can be satisfied. We
choose the positive solution to update bi.

5.3 Update s
The subproblem w.r.t. s is

min
s
||X− Xdiag(s)Â||2F +

n∑
i=1

s2i
bi

s.t. si ≥ 0, i = 1, 2, ..., n (11)

The optimization problem is convex w.r.t. si when other el-
ements of s fixed. We can find s∗i which leads the derivative
w.r.t. si to be zero. However, s∗i may be negative. Therefore,
we update si as

si = max{s∗i , 0} (12)

Algorithm 1 The Optimization Algorithm for Diversified
CTED
Input: X, γ, and α
Output: Sort all the samples according to bi (i =

1, 2, ..., n) and select the top m ranked ones
1: Initialize Â, s and b randomly
2: repeat
3: Update Â by Projected Gradient Descent
4: Update b by solving Eq. (10)
5: Update s by Eq. (12)
6: until Convergence

We summarize the whole procedure to solve the optimiza-
tion problem in Eq. (5) as Algorithm 1. Since updating Â
decreases the objective value of the optimization problem in
Eq. (5) and solving b and s also decrease it, therefore the
updating rules decrease the objective value of the optimiza-
tion problem in Eq. (5). As the optimization problem in Eq.
(5) is non-negative and lower bounded, therefore Algorithm
1 converges. Since the optimization problem in Eq. (5) is
not convex w.r.t. all the variables simultaneously, different
initializations of these variables may lead Algorithm 1 con-
verges to different values. For simplicity, we initialize these
variables randomly. Our empirical studies show that Algo-
rithm 1 works well with this simple initialization strategy.

6 Experiments
Following a same experimental protocol in [Yu et al., 2008],
we perform classification experiments on five benchmark data
sets to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method
(i.e., Diversified CTED) and give analysis on the experimen-
tal results. We also perform experiments to study the effects
of the parameters.

6.1 Datasets
We conduct the experiments on 5 publicly available data sets,
including 2 digit recognition data sets (i.e., USPS [Wu and
Schölkopf, 2006] and MNIST [Liu et al., 2010]), 2 text data
sets (i.e., WebKB [Wang et al., 2011] and Newsgroup [Yu et
al., 2005]) and one face data set (i.e., ORL [Cai et al., 2006]).
The details of these data sets are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1: Summary of Data Sets

Dataset Size Dimensions Classes
USPS 3082 256 4

MNIST 10000 784 10
NewsGroup 3970 8014 4

WebKB 4199 1000 4
ORL 400 1024 40

6.2 Experimental Setup
Similar with [Yu et al., 2008], we conduct the experiments in
the following way. For each data set, we randomly select 50%
of the data samples to construct a candidate set, from which
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each of the comparing active learning methods is adopted to
select a given number m(= 10, 20, 30, ..., 100) of samples.
We train a classifier on the selected samples and their la-
bels, and then predict the labels of the remaining 50% data
samples. We use the classification accuracy on these 50%
data samples to measure the performance of these compar-
ing active learning methods. To avoid the bias of classifier,
we choose two classifiers, i.e., SVM with linear kernel and
K Nearest Neighbour (KNN) classifier, to predict the class
labels. All the experiments are repeated 10 times and the av-
erage prediction accuracy is reported.

To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed Diversified
CTED (DCTED for short), we compare DCTED with the fol-
lowing closely related methods, including distribution match-
ing via Maximum Mean Discrepancy (MMD) [Chattopad-
hyay et al., 2012], Convex Transductive Experimental Design
(CTED) [Yu et al., 2008], Active Learning via Neighbour-
hood Reconstruction (ALNR) [Hu et al., 2013], and Acceler-
ated Robust Subset Selection (ARSS) [Zhu and Fan, 2015].
We also compare DCTED with the method corresponding
to Eq. (3). This method leverages a pre-defined and fixed
similarity matrix. We denote this method as DCTEDf . For
DCTEDf , we use gaussian function and linear function to
define the pairwise similarities among samples and report the
best result DCTEDf can achieve. The results of random se-
lection are also reported. To fairly compare the above algo-
rithms, we tune the parameters for all these methods from a
large range of {10−3, 10−2, ..., 103}. We will give the sensi-
tive analysis of the parameters of DCTED later in this section.

6.3 Experimental Results
We first show the comparisons between the original CTED
method and Diversified CTED to investigate whether encour-
aging diversity can improve the performance of CTED. The
experimental results are shown in Tables 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6.
The first column of these tables indicate the number of se-
lected samples and C, Df and D indicate CTED, DCTEDf

and DCTED. Each table contains the results based on SVM
and KNN classifier. In the reported results, the best one and
those having no significant difference (i.e., p > 0.05 accord-
ing to t-test) with the best one are marked in bold. We have
the following observations: 1) SVM achieves better perfor-
mance than KNN classifier in most cases. 2) By encourag-
ing diversity, both DCTEDf and DCTED significantly out-
perform CTED in most cases. Let us take the USPS data
set as an example. When the number of selected samples is
10, DCTEDf and DCTED achieve the accuracy of 0.747 and
0.785, which improve the original CTED method by 29.2%
and 35.81%. We also observe that, the original CTED method
needs 40 samples to achieve 0.76 while DCTED method only
needs 10 samples to achieve 0.785. This indicates that, the
set of selected samples by DCTED is more informative since
highly similar samples are excluded. 3) DCTED outperforms
DCTEDf in most cases. This verifies the effectiveness of
DCTED, which adaptively updates the similarity matrix de-
fined on a new data representation. DCTED is more prefer-
able in practice since it does not need to predefine the simi-
larities among samples.

Now we show the comparisons with the state-of-the-art ac-

Table 2: Results on USPS
SVM KNN

m C Df D C Df D
10 0.578 0.747 0.785 0.595 0.694 0.754
20 0.661 0.825 0.836 0.658 0.776 0.806
30 0.705 0.849 0.859 0.716 0.811 0.833
40 0.760 0.864 0.873 0.765 0.832 0.848
50 0.824 0.874 0.884 0.815 0.849 0.862
60 0.854 0.878 0.890 0.834 0.861 0.873
70 0.858 0.882 0.894 0.846 0.868 0.884
80 0.864 0.884 0.898 0.857 0.872 0.890
90 0.870 0.887 0.901 0.858 0.875 0.894

100 0.872 0.890 0.902 0.867 0.879 0.902

Table 3: Results on MNIST
SVM KNN

m C Df D C Df D
10 0.269 0.427 0.426 0.277 0.400 0.431
20 0.357 0.537 0.549 0.363 0.507 0.527
30 0.476 0.600 0.609 0.466 0.569 0.591
40 0.562 0.633 0.643 0.553 0.603 0.622
50 0.626 0.655 0.683 0.605 0.627 0.661
60 0.661 0.676 0.711 0.636 0.644 0.682
70 0.699 0.691 0.727 0.665 0.659 0.701
80 0.720 0.696 0.740 0.687 0.671 0.715
90 0.735 0.704 0.750 0.700 0.681 0.724

100 0.752 0.710 0.760 0.712 0.689 0.736

Table 4: Results on NewsGroup

SVM KNN
m C Df D C Df D
10 0.581 0.611 0.626 0.575 0.596 0.614
20 0.690 0.684 0.720 0.663 0.662 0.694
30 0.732 0.742 0.770 0.690 0.700 0.717
40 0.760 0.776 0.802 0.715 0.719 0.736
50 0.788 0.793 0.820 0.730 0.733 0.749
60 0.815 0.808 0.832 0.742 0.741 0.760
70 0.832 0.830 0.844 0.752 0.754 0.767
80 0.840 0.838 0.856 0.758 0.762 0.774
90 0.846 0.847 0.861 0.763 0.766 0.780

100 0.853 0.853 0.863 0.772 0.769 0.780

Table 5: Results on WEBKB
SVM KNN

m C Df D C Df D
10 0.595 0.626 0.634 0.555 0.609 0.609
20 0.659 0.685 0.693 0.601 0.636 0.641
30 0.703 0.716 0.725 0.632 0.650 0.651
40 0.716 0.740 0.754 0.641 0.661 0.659
50 0.722 0.761 0.774 0.647 0.666 0.668
60 0.732 0.776 0.784 0.657 0.671 0.675
70 0.743 0.782 0.799 0.659 0.673 0.679
80 0.753 0.797 0.808 0.665 0.679 0.683
90 0.758 0.806 0.821 0.670 0.684 0.688

100 0.765 0.815 0.828 0.674 0.686 0.691
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Table 6: Results on ORL
SVM KNN

m C Df D C Df D
10 0.167 0.185 0.221 0.163 0.175 0.211
20 0.306 0.313 0.346 0.274 0.285 0.327
30 0.396 0.418 0.439 0.360 0.377 0.411
40 0.467 0.475 0.519 0.430 0.436 0.479
50 0.524 0.537 0.589 0.481 0.495 0.544
60 0.562 0.570 0.636 0.517 0.525 0.586
70 0.601 0.614 0.698 0.555 0.567 0.628
80 0.622 0.642 0.728 0.582 0.604 0.668
90 0.666 0.680 0.766 0.616 0.628 0.705

100 0.700 0.716 0.786 0.641 0.655 0.728

Table 7: Results Based on SVM
Methods USPS MNIST NewsG WEBKB ORL
Random 0.718 0.565 0.695 0.701 0.497
CTED 0.784 0.586 0.774 0.715 0.501
ALNR 0.813 0.492 0.763 0.712 0.494
ARSS 0.847 0.614 0.765 0.715 0.517
MMD 0.841 0.640 0.755 0.719 0.494

DCTEDf 0.858 0.633 0.778 0.750 0.515
DCTED 0.872 0.660 0.799 0.762 0.573

tive learning methods. Due to the space limit, we report the
averaged results over different number of selected samples.
The results are shown in Tables 7 and 8. From the tables, we
see that active learning methods achieve better performance
than random selection in most cases. Our method (DCTED)
outperforms the other comparing methods on these datasets.

6.4 Parameter Study

Now we study the effects of parameters. Compared with
the original CTED method, our DCTED method introduces
a new hyper parameter, i.e., α. It is interesting to investi-
gate how this parameter affects the performance of DCTED.
To illustrate the effects of α, we fix the number of selected
samples as 50. For CTED, we report the best performance it
achieves. For our method, i.e., DCTED, we vary the value
of α in [10−3, 10−2, ..., 103] and report the corresponding re-
sults. Same as the setting in the previous subsection, the ex-
periments are repeated 10 times with different data partitions
and the average results are reported. The results are shown
in Figs. 1 and 2. The results in these two figures show that
our method (i.e., DCTED) achieves better performance than
CTED in a wide range of α. This again verifies that, the
ability of CTED can be improved by imposing diversity on
sample selection. We also observe that, the performance of
DCTED generally becomes better when the value of α in-
creases. In a certain value of α, DCTED achieves the best
performance. If we continue to increase the value of α, the
performance of DCTED starts to decrease. The reason is that,
when α is too large, the diversity regularizer will dominate
the objective function and the reconstruction part has little ef-
fects on sample selection, leading to select samples which do
not have good capacity for data reconstruction.

Table 8: Results Based on KNN Classifier
Methods USPS MNIST NewsG WEBKB ORL
Random 0.710 0.590 0.638 0.613 0.453
CTED 0.781 0.566 0.716 0.640 0.462
ALNR 0.819 0.475 0.717 0.637 0.456
ARSS 0.849 0.590 0.705 0.639 0.475
MMD 0.838 0.617 0.696 0.625 0.450

DCTEDf 0.832 0.605 0.720 0.662 0.474
DCTED 0.855 0.639 0.737 0.664 0.528
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Figure 1: Parameter Study on MNIST and WEBKB
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Figure 2: Parameter Study on ORL and USPS

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed to enhance CTED with diversity
mechanism by imposing a diversity regularizer over sample
selection. Our proposed method, i.e., Diversified CTED, can
select informative samples with complementary information
and exclude highly similar ones which convey overlapped in-
formation. Extensive experimental results demonstrated that,
with diversification, Diversified CTED significantly improves
CTED and consistently outperforms the state-of-the-art active
learning methods.
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in Operating Systems 
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Abstract—Covert channels are widely considered as a major risk of information leakage in various operating systems, such as 

desktop, cloud, and mobile systems. The existing works of modeling covert channels have mainly focused on using Finite State 

Machines (FSMs) and their transforms to describe the process of covert channel transmission. However, a FSM is rather an 

abstract model, where information about the shared resource, synchronization, and encoding/decoding cannot be presented in 

the model, making it difficult for researchers to realize and analyze the covert channels. In this paper, we use the High-Level 

Petri Nets (HLPN) to model the structural and behavioral properties of covert channels. We use the HLPN to model the classic 

covert channel protocol. Moreover, the results from the analysis of the HLPN model are used to highlight the major 

shortcomings and interferences in the protocol. Furthermore, we propose two new covert channel models, namely: (a) Two 

Channel Transmission Protocol (TCTP) model and (b) Self-Adaptive Protocol (SAP) model. The TCTP model circumvents the 

mutual inferences in encoding and synchronization operations; whereas the SAP model uses sleeping time and redundancy 

check to ensure correct transmission in an environment with strong noise. To demonstrate the correctness and usability of our 

proposed models in heterogeneous environments, we implement the TCTP and SAP in three different systems: (a) Linux, (b) 

Xen, and (c) Fiasco.OC. Our implementation also indicates the practicability of the models in heterogeneous, scalable and 

flexible environments. 

Index Terms—covert channels, high-level Petri nets (HLPN), operating systems, modeling and security 

———————————————————— 

1 INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

he emergence of technological advances, such as vir-
tualization and mobile computing, has brought us 

into an environment where various computing systems 
coexist. Windows and Unix-like operating systems still 
play important roles in desktop and laptop computers. 
Similarly, mobile operating systems, such as Android [1] 
and Apple IOS are advancing at an astonishing pace. Vir-
tualization-based cloud computing [2] is widely consid-
ered to be next generation of computing. Microkernels [23] 
are attracting much more attentions due to special securi-
ty features. These operating systems (OSes) have their 
respective application fields and compose a whole com-
puting environment together. Regardless of the underly-
ing OSes, security is one of the most concerned topics and 
covert channel is considered to be a major threat of in-
formation leakage in the OSes. 

Covert channel [4] is a means of communication be-
tween two entities that are unauthorized or prohibited to 
communicate with each other. Covert channel exploits 
imperfections in the isolation of shared resources between 

two unrelated entities and enables communications be-
tween them via unintended channels, bypassing manda-
tory auditing and access controls placed on standard 
communication channels [8]. Covert channel can be con-
structed using a variety of shared media by attackers. 
Numerous studies [1], [5 - 8] have shown that covert 
channels are a threat to the information security of data-
bases, networks, and desktop operating systems. Some 
recent researches [1], [6] also highlight the threat of covert 
channel to cloud computing and mobile computing. Even 
in Sel4 [23], a formally verified microkernel, covert channel 
is still specified to be a potential threat of information leak-
age [3]. 

The Finite State Machine (FSM) [9] and its transforms 
[10 -12] are typically used by the researchers to model the 
covert channels. As shown in Fig. 1, a FSM describes the 
state change of shared media and the messages conveyed. 
The model works well on evaluating the upper and lower 
limits of channel capacity. However, a FSM is rather an 
abstract model, where information about the operation 
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Fig. 1.  An FSM model for covert channel. 
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sequences, synchronization, and operations on shared 
resources cannot be characterized, leading it hard for re-
searchers to understand the process of a covert transmis-
sion. Except the capacity evaluation, the FSM exhibits 
very limited ability to perform covert channel analysis, 
such as the process of covert channel construction, detec-
tion of covert channel attacks, and covert channel re-
striction mechanism. 

In this paper, we use High-Level Petri Nets (HLPN) to 
model covert channels in a more concrete form. The 
HLPN [13] is a classical transform of Petri net. A detailed 
discussion of HLPN is provided in Section 2. Modeling 
the covert channels using HLPN can benefit researchers 
in following aspects: (a) Covert channel construction: It’s 
much easier for researchers to construct covert channel 
attacks based on the HLPN model as it describes the pro-
cess and operations of the sender and receiver concretely. 
(b) Threat estimation: More details on timing sequence 
and system calls contained in the model make it more 
accurate to estimate the threat of a channel, such as the 
transmission rate and max bandwidth. (c) Covert channel 
detection: Lots of works use probability statistics based 
methods to detect covert channels. Information in the 
HLPN model can help to refine the probability model and 
improve the detection accuracy. (d) Channel restriction: 
Security analysts can discover the key operations in a 
covert channel attack and design related restriction mech-
anism through model analysis. 

Our aim is to perform the modeling of the covert 
channels to present the communication process in detail, 
regardless of the underlying platform. We use the HLPN 
to model the classic covert channel protocol by providing 
mathematical representation and analyzing the behavior 
of the sender, receiver, and shared media. The results 
from the analysis are then used to identify the factors that 
reduce the transmission accuracy. Moreover, the issues 
identified during the analysis of classic covert protocol 
motivated us to propose an improved protocol called 
Two Channel Transmission Protocol (TCTP). Finally, we 
take the noise and interference into account and improve 
the TCTP into Self-Adaptive protocol (SAP). To demon-
strate the correctness and practicability of our models in 
covert channel construction, we implement and evaluate 
TCTP and SAP in three representative heterogeneous 
OSes: (a) Linux Fedora [24], (b) Xen [19], and (c) mi-
crokernel Fiasco.OC [25]. Using our models researchers 
can automate the construction of various covert channels 
on different platforms. The proposed TCTP model proves 
to deliver higher accuracy in an environment with little 
noise. In case of strong noises, the SAP model ensures the 
correctness of transmission. An experiment on transmis-
sion rate estimation also demonstrates the effectiveness of 
HLPN on modeling covert channels. 

Contributions of this paper consist of the following: 
(a). We simulate the classic covert channel protocol [6] 

and provide mathematical representation to ana-
lyze the behavior and structural properties of the 
protocol by HLPN. 

(b). We discover the limitations in the classic protocol 
by model analysis and improve it into the TCTP 

model, which achieves much higher accuracy 
with minor decrease in transmission rate in nor-
mal environments. 

(c). We take noises into account and improve the 
TCTP model into SAP model, which achieves 
more than 90% accuracy in presence of strong 
noise where the classic protocol only gets less 
than 30%. 

(d).  We introduce the process of automatically con-
structing covert channels in different OSes and es-
timating the capacity of covert channels based on 
the HLPN models. The results demonstrate 
HLPN performs much better than traditional 
FSMs on covert channel analysis. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 
presents some preliminaries tools and technologies used 
in this paper. Description, modeling, and analysis of the 
classic covert channel protocol are discussed in Section 3. 
Design, modeling, and analysis of TCTP are explained in 
Section 4. Section 5 presents the SAP in detail. The exper-
iments performed to demonstrate the effectiveness of our 
proposed strategies are discussed in Section 6. In Section 
7, we provide some related work done in the field of cov-
ert channel modeling and construction. Section 8 con-
cludes the paper. 

2 PRELIMINARIES 

This section will discuss some of the technologies used in 
this work to elaborate the concepts and improve readabil-
ity of the paper. 

2.1 High-Level Petri Nets 

Petri nets [13] are graphical and mathematical modeling 
tool that is applicable to many systems characterized as 
being concurrent, asynchronous, distributed, parallel, 
nondeterministic, or stochastic. In this paper, we have 
used a variant of the classical Petri Net model, namely, 
HLPN.  

Definition 1(HLPN) [15] A HLPN is a 7-tuple N = (P, T, F, 
ψ, R, L, M0) here: 

 1. P is a set of finite places. 
 2. T is a set of finite transitions such that P∩T=Ø. 
 3. F is a flow relation such that F ⊆ (P×T) ∪ (T×P). 
 4. ψ is a mapping function that maps P to data types 

such that ψ: P→ Type. 
 5. R define rules that maps T to predicate logic formu-

las such that R: T→ Formula. 

 

Fig. 2.  An example of High-Level Petri Net. 
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 6. L is a label that maps F to labels such that L: F→ 
Label. 

 7. M0 is the initial marking where M0: P→ Tokens. 

Places (P) store tokens to indicate the state of a HLPN; 
Transitions (T) cause flow of tokens to indicate the state 
change; Flow relation (F) associates P with T. (ψ, R, L) 
further describe the attributes of (P, T, F) respectively as 
introduced in Definition 1. 

In HLPN, places can have tokens of different types and 
can also be a cross product of two or more types, such as 
in Fig. 2 the places are mapped to the types: ψ(P1) = Bool, 
ψ(P2) = ID, ψ(P3) = Int, ψ(P4) = Char. 

The preconditions must hold for any transition to be 
enabled. Moreover, the variables from the incoming flows 
are used to enable a certain transition. For example, pre-
conditions for t1 will use x and y from P1 and P2, respec-
tively. Similarly, post condition uses variables from out-
going flows for transition firing, and can be written as: 
R(t1) = (x = true) ˄ (y ≥ 50) ˄ (4 ≤ z ≤20). 

There are four steps to construct a HLPN model in 
general: a) determine the places (P), transitions (T) and 
flows (F) based on the modeled object;  b) map P to con-
crete data types ; c) map F to corresponding labels; d) 
mathematically describe the preconditions and post con-
ditions for each T. Further details and examples are pre-
sented in Section 3, 4, 5 where we model three different 
covert protocols by HLPN respectively. 

2.2 Covert Channel Communication 

During a typical transmission cycle of a covert channel, 
the confidential information is transmitted from the send-
er to receiver. The sender encodes the information into 
binary bits and changes the properties of the shared re-
sources according to the bits. The receiver observes the 
changes, and decodes the confidential information from 
the changes. The sender and receiver predetermine the 
parameters and repeat the cycle until all the confidential 
information has been transmitted. 

The sender, receiver, and the shared resources in cov-
ert communications vary according to the underlying 
OSes. The communication scenarios in the three different 
OSes are introduced respectively as follows: 

Unix-like OS: The sender and receiver are two pro-
cesses, which are limited to communicating with each 
other by access control or other security policies. The 
shared resources could be the number of processes, num-
ber of free file system nodes, temporary files and etc. Take 
the last_pid channel [16] as an example: the variable 
last_pid shared by all the processes is the maximum PID 
(process ID) allocated to the processes. When a new pro-
cess is forked, last_pid will be checked and increased. 
Whatever security policy is deployed, the processes in 
different levels share the value of last_pid all the time. 
Covert messages can be transferred from the high level 
host to the low level object by altering and viewing this 
value [16]. 

Xen-based virtualized environment: The Xen hyper-
visor is an open source virtualization solution for various 
platforms including x86, x86 64, IA64, and ARM [2]. Xen 
supports both full virtualization and Para-virtualization 

and manages the resource of virtual machines using a 
reference hypervisor. 

Ristenpart et al. [6] first introduced the concept of 
cross-vm covert channels. Their basic idea is to construct 
certain patterns of contention on the hardware resources 
shared by two co-located VMs and use the contention 
patterns to encode information. For example, to send a 
single bit via a shared hard disk, attackers may let both 
the sender and the receiver VMs operate on large files 
concurrently for a specific period of time. During that 
time, the sender can choose to read files or do nothing to 
represent bit one or zero. At the same time, the receiver 
can distinguish the two by timing its own disk operations 
to decode the information. 

Microkernel based OS: Microkernel minimizes the 
functionality that is provided by the kernel. The kernel 
provides a set of general mechanisms, while user-mode 
servers implement the actual OS services. User code ob-
tains a system service by communicating with servers via 
an Inter-Process Communication (IPC) mechanism, typi-
cally message passing. Therefore, IPC is on the critical 
path of any service invocation and this is the main differ-
ence between microkernel and traditional OS.  

Besides global IDs and hardware-based channels like 
in Unix-like OS and Xen platform [3], a unique channel 
called IPC-based channel threats the isolation in mi-
crokernel. The basic idea is to use normal IPCs to encode 
information. For example, there are two legal IPCs (ipc1 
and ipc2) between two tasks; the attacker use ipc1 to rep-
resent sending bit one and ipc2 sending bit zero. Confi-
dential information could be transmitted in a series of 
ipc1 and ipc2 operations. 

3 MODELING AND ANALYSIS OF CLASSIC COVERT 

CHANNEL PROTOCOL 

In this section we perform the formal modeling and anal-
ysis of the classic covert channel protocol. We use the 
HLPN to model the behavior and information flow of the 
protocol. The models serve as the basis for the performing 
formal verification of the underlying protocols. We per-
formed the verification of the models using SMT-lib and 
Z3. However, because of the page limitations and restrict-
ed scope of the paper, we do not include the verification 
of the models in the paper. 

3.1 The Classic Covert Channel Protocol 

The classic covert channel protocol includes basic steps of 

 

Fig. 3.  An illustration of a covert channel using L2 
cache to encode information. 
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a covert transmission. The most famous example is the L2 
cache-based covert channel proposed by [6], further stud-
ied in [7], [16-17] that divided all the cache lines into two 
subsets (a and b). To send a bit, the sender evicts the re-
ceiver cache content from the cache lines that corresponds 
to one subset and leaves the other untouched by accessing 
the memory addresses mapped to the chosen cache lines. 
Then, the receiver can decode the information by compar-
ing the time in accessing the two subsets separately, and 
if subset a takes a significantly longer time to read as 
compared to subset b, it is bit one; otherwise it is bit zero. 
This process is illustrated by Fig. 3.  

3.2 Modeling and Analysis 

The model of the classic protocol is illustrated in Fig. 4. 
The model ignores the characteristic of the platform and 
abstracts the state change of shared resource and the op-
eration caused the change. As stated in Definition 1, the 
HLPN is a 7-tuple N = (P, T, F, ψ, R, L, M0). To begin 
modeling the protocol, we first need to specify P and the 
associated types. As depicted in Fig. 4, there are 10 places 
in the model. The names and mapping of P are shown in 
Table 1. The types used in the model are illustrated in 
Table 2.  

The next step is to define the set of rules, precondi-
tions, and post conditions to map to T. The set of transi-
tions T = {Start, Get1bit, Send0, Send1, Read0, Read1, 
Store1bit}. 

P(Rdy_St) stores the token Ready representing the 
sender and receiver are both ready for the transmission. 
The Start transition is mapped to the following formula: 

])}2[re],1[re{(Re:Re'

vry:]1[re|Rere

TRUEvry|RyvryR(Start)







 (1) 

The formula in (1) depicts the start condition of the 
whole transmission, where the Ready token in P(Rdy_st) is 
true. After (1) is executed successfully, the Ready token in 
P(Info_Tosend) is set to true for the associated sending 
queue. The next transition Get1bit extracts one bit from 
the sending-queue and copy it to the ready to send buffer, 
as represented in (2). 

}it{ITS:ITS'

]}2[vb],1[vb{Tos_Inf:'Tos_Inf

])2[vb(Top:it | ITSit

])2[vb(Pop:]2[vbNULL]2[vb

 Truevb[1]| Inf_TosvbR(Get1bit)











 (2) 

While analyzing the classic model, we identify a prob-
lem in (2). The formula does not take into account the 
state of P(Oneb_Tosend) that causes P(Oneb_Tosend) to 
store an incoming token bit_sending. If the previous bit 
has not been sent yet, then the previous bit will either be 
lost or the transmission of the bits will be out of order. 
Although, we can add a judgment in (2) to stop the disor-
der, we found that this reflects a defect in the classic pro-
tocol design. A detailed discussion of the aforesaid is 
provided in Section 3.3 

The next Send0, Send1, and Read0, Read1 are four ab-
stract transitions which describe the process of sending 
and reading one bit. As our model focuses on portability 
and versatility, we describe the operations in an abstract 
mode instead of concrete ways because the operations 
and shared resources may be different due to platforms 
or covert channels. In Section 6, some concrete examples 
are introduced. Send0 and Send1 illustrate the process of 
sender selecting the operations and changing the state of 
shared resource, based on the bit to send. The rules for 
the aforesaid transitions are mapped to (3) and (4). 

Algorithm1  Classic Covert Channel Protocol 

Cache[2]: A shared processor cache, divided into two regions. Each cache region can be put in one of the two states, cached or 

flushed. 

DSend[N], DRecv[N]: N bits data to transmit and receive, respectively. 
Sender Operations         Receiver Operations 
wait for receiver to initialize the cache;                                                 access memory maps to Cache[0] and Cache[1]; // put Cache[0] and 

Cache[1] into cached state; 

Step send: 
if DSend[i] = 1 then 

access memory maps to Cache[0]; 
// put Cache[0] into flushed state; 

else DSend[i] = 0 then 
access memory maps to Cache[1]; 

// put Cache[1] into flushed state; 

end if; 
                                                                                                                     Step receive: 

                                                                                                                 timed access memory maps to Cache[0]; 
                                                                                                                             // detect the state of Cache[0] by latency; 

                                                                                                               timed access memory maps to Cache[1]; 
                                                                                                                         // detect the state of Cache[1] by latency; 
                                                                                                               if Time_Cache[0] > Time_Cache[1] 
                                                                                                                           DRecv[i] := 1; // Cache[0] is flushed; 
                                                                                                               else 
                                                                                                                           DRecv[i] := 0; // Cache[1] is flushed; 
                                                                                                               end if; 

repeat Step send and receive until all bits sent. 
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}b{OTS:'OTSNULL:b

}b{OB:'OB

TRUEsr[1]|R_Shsr

0''b|OTSbR(Send0)









 (3) 

}b{OTS:'OTSNULL:b

}b{OB:'OB

TRUEsr[2]|R_Shsr

1''b|OTSbR(Send1)









 (4) 

After (3) or (4) is fired, the bit_sending token is extract-
ed from P(Oneb_Tosend) and stored in P(Oneb_Sent), indi-
cating one bit is sent but has not been read. The next two 
transitions, Read0 and Read1, depict the process as receiv-
er senses the state change of the shared resource and read 
the bit. Once the token in P(Oneb_Sent) is not null and the 
shared resource for bit reading is available, Read0 or 
Read1 will be fired based on the value of the bit. The said 
transitions will move the bit on sending from P(Oneb_Sent) 
to P(Oneb_Rec). The two transitions are mapped to (5) and 
(6), respectively. The last transition is Store1bit, which 
extracts the Bit_Sending to the receiver’s R_Queue. It will 
be fired only if: (a) the receiving queue is not full; (b) the 
Bit_Sending is not null. The transition is mapped to (7). 

}bs{S_Onb:'S_OnbNULL:bs

}bs{R_Oneb: Oneb_R' 

TRUEsr[3]|R_sharedsr

 0' ' bs|Onb_SbsR(Read0)









 (5) 

}bs{S_Onb:'S_OnbNULL:bs

}bs{R_Oneb: Oneb_R'

TRUEsr[4]|R_sharedsr

 1' ' bs|Onb_SbsR(Read0)









 (6) 

}br{Rd_Oneb:'Rd_OnebNULL:br

}vb{S_Inf:'S_Inf)br(Push:vb

)vb(Size Lenth(vb) |S_Infvb

NULLbr |Rd_Onebbrt)R(Store1bi









 (7) 

3.3 Protocol Limitations 

As discussed in Section 3.2, transition Get1bit ignores the 
state of P(Oneb_Tosend) as described in formula (2), lead-
ing that the sender will continuously send information to 
the receiver until all of the bits are transmitted. The prob-
lem with the aforesaid mechanism is that transmission 
between the sender and receiver is independent, which 
can cause out of order bit transmission and unacknowl-
edged bit failure. In case of covert channel, the synchroni-
zation between the sender and receiver is very important, 
because information is encoded and decoded by the state 
change of the shared resource. In covert channels, the 
shared resource cannot express previous information at 
all. Therefore, if the sender and receiver are not synchro-
nized, then the sender’s successive operations to transmit 

TABLE 1 
PLACES AND MAPPINGS OF CLASSIC PROTOCOL 

Place Mapping Description 

Rdy_St P(Ready) Holds the flag indicating 

sender and receiver are 

both ready. 

Info_Tosend P(Ready×S_Queue) Holds the sending queue 

and ready flag. 

Oneb_Tosend P(Bit_Sending) Holds the bit to be sent. 

Shar_Res P(S0×S1×R0×R1) Holds the state of the 

shared resource. 

Oneb_Sent P(Bit_Sending) Holds the bit that has 

been sent. 

Oneb_Rec P(Bit_Sending) Holds the bit that has 

been received. 

Info_Store P(R_Queue) Holds the receiving 

queue. 

TABLE 2 
DATA TYPES USED IN THE MODEL OF CLASSIC PROTOCOL 

Types Description 

Ready A bool type for indicating whether the sender and 

receiver are ready for the transmission . 

S_Queue A bit array type for information to send. 

Bit_Sending A bit type for the bit in transmitting. 

S0,S1,R0,R1 Bool types for indicating whether the state of shared 

resource representing sending 0, sending 1, reading 0 

and reading 1 respectively. 

R_Queue A bit array type for storing the received bits. 
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Fig. 4.  Model of Classic Protocol. 
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several bits will result only in retrieving the last bit sent 
by the sender at the receiver’s end. As depicted in Algo-
rithm1, the sender and receiver wait after performing the 
send and receive steps, respectively. However, the prob-
lem resides in how the both sides (sender and receiver) 
will come to know that operation from the other side is 
complete and when to start the next step. 

To solve the aforesaid problems, we propose TCTP 
(Two Channel Transmission Protocol). The modeling and 
analysis of TCTP is presented in next section. 

4 DESIGN, MODELING AND ANALYSIS OF TCTP 

In this section, we present our technique to tackle the ex-
isting difficulties in classic covert channel protocol and 
develop a reliable protocol called TCTP. In later subsec-
tions we will thoroughly discuss the design, modeling, 
and analysis of the proposed protocol. 

4.1 Design 

Considering a normal communication protocol, the re-
ceiver will send back an acknowledgement (ack) message 
when receiving a message from the sender, which is ig-
nored in the classic covert protocol. We use the same idea 
and propose a new protocol. The transmission mecha-
nism of TCTP is shown in Fig. 5. 

The transmission of one bit requires 4 steps: (a) send-
ing the bit, (b) sending S_Ack, (c) reading the bit, and (d) 
sending R_Ack. The first two are operated by the sender 
and the last two by the receiver. Not only the receiver, but 
also the sender should send out an ack to the receiver to 
indicate that the encoding operation on shared resource 
has been finished. The receiver starts examining the state 
of shared resource after getting the ack from the sender.  

The next step after ascertaining the ack messages from 
both the sender and receiver is to determine the way to 

implement them. In a covert channel the direct communi-
cation is limited, and the sender and receiver should be 
separated strictly by security policies. We propose to use 
the covert channels for the transmission of ack messages. 
There are two possible ways to achieve the aforesaid: (a) 
using the same shared resource employed in information 
encoding, and (b) using another shared resource to im-
plement the acks. In a real scenario, the state of a shared 
resource can be changed by various noises, such as opera-
tions performed by other parties and system scheduling. 
Therefore, using a single shared resource to encode and 
synchronize will lead to a possible interference resulting 
in an out of order transmission. Considering the aforesaid 
situation, we choose to adopt different shared resource 
for the ack messages in our Two Channel Transmission 
Protocol (TCTP), discussed in algorithm 2. 

The key idea in TCTP is to achieve the synchronization 
between the sender and receiver by implementing ack 
messages, and the separation of operations on encoding 
and synchronizing. The experiment results in Section 6 
reveal that TCTP achieves better performance than the 
classic protocol in transmission accuracy with the same 
rate. 

 

Fig. 5.  Transmission of TCTP. 

Algorithm2  Two Channel Transmission Protocol 
Shared_Resource[2]: Two separated shared resources. One used to transmit information, another used to send ack. Each has two 
states. 

DSend[N], DRecv[N]: N bits data to transmit and receive, respectively. 
Sender Operations         Receiver Operations 
perform related actions to get ready to send;                                      perform related actions to get ready to receive; 
Step send:                                                                                                   
if DSend[i] = 1 then 

set Shared_Resource[0] to state 1;                                                     busy loop to detect the state of Shared_Resource[1]; 
// state 1 decodes 1;                                                                                                                if state = 1 // sent_ack received; 
else DSend[i] = 0 then                                                                                                   goto Step receive; 

set Shared_Resource[0] to state 0;                                                               else 
// state 0 decodes 0;                                                                                                                       do nothing; 
end if;                                                                                                                    end if; 
set Shared_Resource[1] to state 1; 
// state 1 decodes sent_ack, informing receiver one bit sent; 

                                                                                                              Step receive: 
busy loop to detect the state of Shared_Resource[1];                            detect the state of Shared_Resource[0]; 

if state=0 // received_ack received;                                                                       if state=0 
goto Step send;                                                                                      DRecv[i]=0; // get one 0-bit; 

else                                                                                                           else 
do nothing;                                                                                            DRecv[i]=1; // get one 1-bit; 

end if;                                                                                              end if;  
                                                                                                                  set Shared_Resource[1] to state 0; 

                                                                                                               // state 0 decodes receive_ack, informing sender one bit received; 

repeat Step send and receive until all bits sent. 
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4.2 Modeling and Analysis 

The model for TCTP is demonstrated in Fig. 6. The first 
step towards modeling the protocol is to identify the re-
quired types, P, and mapping. The types and the descrip-
tions are shown in Table 3, and the mapping of P to types 
is depicted in Table 4. The tokens Ready, R_Ack and S_Ack 
control the flow of bits in the model of the system. The set 
of transitions is T= {Start, Get1bit, send0, send1, send_s_ack, 
read0, read1, send_r_ack, store1bit}. 

The first transition is Start that has the same rules and 
constraints as was in (1). The next transition is Get1bit, 
which extract one bit from the sending-queue to the buff-
er of ready to send. The extracted bit is the one going to 
be sent by the channel. The transition is successfully fired 
only if: (a) the sending-queue is not empty, (b) the trans-
mission has been started and (c) the sender receives the 
R_Ack from the receiver. Once the conditions are satisfied, 
the sending-queue in P(Info_Tosend) is updated to the one 
of popped out the first bit in the queue. Moreover, the 
value of Bit_Sending in P(Oneb_Tosend) is updated based 
on the value of the first bit in the sending-queue and the 
R_Ack is updated to false to indicate the buffer received 
the bit which is ready to send. The said transition is 
mapped to (8). After Get1bit is fired, one bit is extracted 
from the sending-queue to the ready to send buffer. The 
next two transitions are Send0 and Send1, which means 
the sender selects operations and changes the state of 
shared resource based on the bit to send. The two transi-
tions are mapped to the rules (9) and (10), respectively. 

TABLE 3 
PLACES AND MAPPINGS OF TCTP 

Place Mapping Description 

Rdy_St P(Ready) Holds the flag indicating 

sender and receiver are 

both ready. 

Info_Tosend P(Ready×S_Queue) Holds the sending queue 

and ready flag . 

Oneb_Tosend P(R_Ack×

Bit_Sending) 

Holds the receiving ack 

and bit to be sent. 

Shar_Res1 P(S0×S1×R0×R1) Holds the state of the 

shared resource 1. 

Shar_Res2 P(Sr_Sack×Sr_Rack) Holds the state of the 

shared resource 2. 

Oneb_Sent P(S_Ack×

Bit_Sending) 

Holds the sending ack 

and the bit that has been 

sent. 

Oneb_Toread P(S_Ack×

Bit_Sending) 

Holds the sending ack 

and bit to be read.   

Oneb_Rec P(R_Ack×

Bit_Sending) 

Holds the receiving ack 

and the bit that has been 

received. 

Info_Store P(R_Queue) Holds the receiving 

queue. 

TABLE 4 
DATA TYPES USED IN THE MODEL OF TCTP 

Types Description 

Ready A bool type for indicating whether the sender and 

receiver are ready for the transmission . 

S_Queue A bit array type for information to send. 

Bit_Sending A bit type for the bit in transmitting. 

S0,S1,R0,R1 Bool types for indicating whether the state of shared 

resource1 representing sending 0, sending 1, reading 0 

and reading 1 respectively. 

R_Queue A bit array type for storing the received bits. 

Sr_Sack, 

Sr_Rack 

Bool types for indicating whether the state of shared 

resource2 representing sending S_Ack and R_Ack 

respectively. 
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Fig. 6.  Model of TCTP. 
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])}2[it],1[it{(ITS:'ITS

])}2[vb],1[vb{(Tos_Inf:'Tos_Inf

Pop(vb[2]):vb[2]FALSE:]1[it

])2[vb(Top:]2[itTRUE]1[it|ITSit

NULLvb[2] 

TRUEvb[1] |Inf_ToSvbR(Get1bit)













 (8) 

])}2[b],1[b{(ToS_Onb:'ToS_Onb

NULL:]2[bFALSE:]1[b

])}2[b],1[b{(S_Onb:'S_Onb

TRUEsr[1]|2R_Shsr'0']2[b

 TRUE [1] b|Onb_ToSbR(Send0)











 (9) 

])}2[b],1[b{(ToS_Onb:'ToS_Onb

NULL:]2[bFALSE:]1[b

])}2[b],1[b{(S_Onb:'S_Onb

TRUEsr[2]|2R_Shsr'1']2[b

 TRUE [1] b|Onb_ToSbR(Send1)  











 (10) 

After the above transitions are fired, the bit_sending to-
ken is extracted from P(Oneb_Tosend) and stored in 
P(Oneb_Sent), indicating one bit is sent but has not been 
read; what’s more, the R_Ack token in P(Oneb_Tosend) is 
set to 0 marking another ack needed from the receiver to 
continue the transmission and the S_Ack token in 
P(Oneb_Sent) is set to 1. The next transition send_s_ack 
which means sending an ack to notice the receiver one bit 
has been sent is mapped to (11): 

])}2[b],1[b{(S_Onb:'S_Onb

NULL:]2[b FALSE:]1[b

 )}b[2]ackSh[1],{(SS_Onb Onb_SS'

TRUEackSh[1]  |2R_ShackSh

NULL]2[b

TRUE b[1]|Onb_Sbck)R(Send_s_a













 (11) 

The following transitions, Read0 and Read1, represent 
the receiver observing the state change of the shared re-
source and decoding the bit sent from the sender, after 
receiving the ack. Corresponding formulas are depicted 
in (12) and (13). 

The bit_sending token in P(Oneb_Toread) is transferred 
to P(Oneb_Rec), representing that the bit is read success-
fully. Moreover, the S_Ack token in P(Oneb_Toread) is set 
to false that enables the transmission of next bit. Further-
more, the R_Ack token in P(Oneb_Rec) is also set to true. 
The receiver needs to send an ack to the sender after re-
ceiving the bit to inform the acceptance and the transmis-
sion start of next bit. The transition Send_r_ack performs 
the aforesaid and is mapped to (14). 

 

])}2[br],1[br{(ToR_Onb:'ToR_Onb

NULL:]2[brFALSE:]1[br

])}2[br],1[br{(RR_Onb:Onb_ToRR'

TRUEsr[3]|1R_Shsr'0']2[br

     TRUEbr[1] |Onb_ToRbrR(Read0)











 (12) 

])}2[br],1[br{(ToR_Onb:'ToR_Onb

NULL:]2[brFALSE:]1[br

])}2[br],1[br{(RR_Onb:Onb_ToRR'

TRUEsr[4]|1R_Shsr'1']2[br

     TRUEbr[1] |Onb_ToRbrR(Read1)











 (13) 

])}2[acksh],1[b{(R_OnbOnb_R'

TRUEackSh[2]  |2R_ShackSh

 NULL]2[b

 TRUE b[1]|Onb_Rbck)R(Send_r_a









 (14) 

The R_Ack token in P(Oneb_Tosend) is set to true after 
this transition is fired. The last transition is store1bit which 
has the same meaning to Section 3.2 and is mapped to (7). 

4.3 TCTP Summary 

The TCTP uses two shared resources in one covert chan-
nel. Using the aforesaid design may increase the risk of 
being detected by IDS (Intrusion Detection System) or 
other covert channel protecting mechanism. Therefore, 
TCTP may have more noises or other interferences pro-
duced by the protecting mechanism. The issues of noises 
have always been affecting the transmission of covert 
channels. From the design perspective of TCTP, no meth-
ods are available to deal with strong noises that have also 
been proved by the experiments performed in Section 6. 
To overcome the issues of noises, we propose Self-
Adaptive Protocol (SAP). The design and modeling of the 
SAP is discussed below.  

5 DESIGN, MODELING AND ANALYSIS OF SAP 

In this section, we present Self-Adaptive Protocol (SAP), 
which evolved from TCTP. Works on the design, model-
ing, and protocol analysis are presented in ensuing sec-
tions. 

5.1 Design 

The term “Self-Adaptive” means that the protocol can 
identify interference and adjust itself to deliver the infor-
mation correctly. Our principal thinking in the design of 
SAP lies in splitting all of the bits into several blocks, 
where each block contains few bits. The redundancy 
check is performed after the bits in the block are sent. If 
the check is failed, the complete block is resent. A sleep-
ing time also maintained for each block that changes dy-
namically based on the results of the check performed 
above. The sleeping time increases if the check is failed, 

 

Fig. 7.  An example of SAP. 
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and decreases if the check is passed. The sender and the 
receiver do nothing during the sleeping time. The sleep-
ing time occupies most of the transmission time when 
intense noises are identified by the SAP. The process in 
SAP implies that the capacity of the channels varies based 
on the environment. 

Fig. 7 illustrates an example of SAP using the simple 
parity check, where the information to be sent is split into 
five blocks and each block has 4 bits. The initial sleeping 
time is T, changes t at a time. As depicted in the Fig. 7, the 
first block fails in the check three times. Therefore, the 
block is resent three times and the sleeping time changes 
from T to T+t and T+2t. The next four blocks pass the 
check at one round, resulting in the sleeping time change 
of T-2t. The complete details and steps performed by SAP 
are described in Algorithm 3. 

5.2 Modeling and Analysis 

The model of SAP is depicted in Fig. 8. There are 11 plac-
es in the model. The names and mapping of P are shown 

in Table 5. The types used in the model are illustrated in 
Table 6. 

The first transition Start is the same as previous proto-
cols and is mapped to the same rules depicted in formula 
(1). The next two transitions, Getblock_S and Getblock_F, 
depict the process of getting the bits blocks. The transition 
Getblock_S is successfully fired only if: (a) the previous 
block sent to the receiver passed the redundancy check 
and the check result is award by the sender according to 
the state change of shared resource 2 and (b) the sending-
queue is not empty. Once the conditions are satisfied, the 
tokens in P(Block_S) is updated to the next bits block that 
has to be sent next and the sleeping time T decreases as T 
= T- t. Moreover, the value of Check_Bit is updated based 
on the token S_Block and the referenced clock Timer is set 
to 0 to restart the timing. The Check_S token in 
P(Shar_Res2) is also set to false to control the flow of bits. 
However, the operations performed by the transition Get-
block_F are the opposite. The said two transitions are 
mapped to (15) and (16), respectively. 

Algorithm3  Self-Adaptive Protocol 

Shared_Resource[2]: Two separated shared resources. One used to transmit information, another used to send ack. Each has two 

states. 

DSend[N], DRecv[N]: N bits data to transmit and receive, respectively. 

L: the length of each block; L0: current length of the sending block. 

T0 : the initial sleeping time; T1: the increment of sleeping time.  
Sender Operations          Receiver Operations 

perform related actions to get ready to send;                                       perform related actions to get ready to receive; 

Step sending block:                                                                                 Step receiving block: 

sleeping T0;                                                                                                 L0 := 0; // initializing the value of L0; 

L0 := 0; // initializing the value of L0;                                                                                              Step receiving one bit: 

Step sending one bit:                                                                               if L0 < L then 

if L0 < L then                                                                                                        busy looping to detect the state of Shared_Resource[1]; 

if DSend [i] = 1 then                                                                                                if state = 1 then // sent_ack received; 

set Shared_Resource[0] to state 1;                                                                     detect the state of Shared_Resource[0]; 

else DSend [i] = 0 then                                                                                                 if state = 0 then 

set Shared_Resource[0] to state 0;                                                                            DRecv[i] :=0; // get one 0-bit; 

end if;                                                                                                                          else 

set Shared_Resource[1] to state 1;                                                                                    DRecv[i] :=1; // get one 1-bit; 

busy loop to detect the state of Shared_Resource[1];                                             end if; 

  if state=0 then                                                                                                     L0 := L0 + 1; 

           L0 := L0 + 1;                                                                                                 goto Step receiving one bit; 

         goto Step sending one bit;                                                                  else 

 else                                                                                                                       continue looping; 

         continue looping;                                                                                 end if; 

   end if;                                                                                           else L0 = L then 

// similar to TCTP;                                                                                                             receive rcB; 

else L0 = L then                                                                                                 executing redundant check; 

calculating the redundant check bit rcB;                                              if check passed then 

send rcB;                                                                                                          changing the state of Shared_Resource[1] to 2; 

busy loop to detect the state of Shared_Resource[1];                                  storing this block and goto Step receiving block; 

if state=2 then //check passed;                                                              else check failed then 

T0 := T0 - T1;                                                                                                                                    changing the state of Shared_Resource[1] to 3; 

padding next block and goto Step sending block ;                       clearing this block and goto Step receiving block; 

else state=3 then // check failed;                                                           end if; 

T0 := T0 + T1;                                                                          end if; 

goto Step sending block to re-send this block; 

end if;  

end if; 
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TABLE 5 
PLACES AND MAPPINGS OF SAP 

Place Mapping Description 

Rdy_St P(Ready) Holds the flag indicating 

sender and receiver are 

both ready. 

Info_Tosend P(Ready×S_Queue) Holds the sending queue 

and ready flag . 

Block_S P(S_Block×L×T×t×

Timer×Check_Bit) 

Holds the bits block to send 

and its related attributes. 

Oneb_Tosend P(R_Ack×Bit_Sending) Holds the receiving ack and 

bit to be sent. 

Shar_Res1 P(S0×S1×R0×R1) Holds the state of the 

shared resource 1. 

Shar_Res2 P(Sr_Sack×Sr_Rack×

Check_S×Check_F) 

Holds the state of the 

shared resource 2. 

Oneb_Sent P(S_Ack×Bit_Sending) Holds the sending ack and 

the bit that has been sent. 

Oneb_Toread P(S_Ack×Bit_Sending) Holds the sending ack and 

bit to be read.   

Oneb_Rec P(R_Ack×Bit_Sending) Holds the receiving ack and 

the bit that has been re-

ceived. 

Block_R P(R_Block×L×

Check_Bit) 

Holds the bits block re-

ceived and the check bit.  

Info_Store P(R_Queue) Holds the receiving queue. 
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Fig. 8.  Model of SAP. 

TABLE 6 
DATA TYPES USED IN THE MODEL OF SAP 

Types Description 

Ready A bool type for indicating whether the sender and 

receiver are ready for the transmission . 

S_Queue A bit array type for information to send. 

Bit_Sending A bit type for the bit in transmitting. 

S0,S1,R0,R1 Bool types for indicating whether the state of shared 

resource1 representing sending 0, sending 1, reading 

0 and reading 1 respectively. 

R_Queue A bit array type for storing the received bits. 

Sr_Sack, Sr_Rack Bool types for indicating whether the state of shared 

resource2 representing sending S_Ack and R_Ack 

respectively. 

Check_S, Check_F Bool types for indicating whether the state of shared 

resource2 representing check passed or failed. 

S_Block A bit array type for the bits to send block. 

R_Block A bit array type for the bits received block. 

L An integer type for the max length of the block. 

T An integer type for the sleeping time. 

T An integer type for the change of sleeping time. 

Timer An integer type for a referenced clock. 

Check_Bit A bit type for the check bit. 
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])}4[b],3[b],2[b],1[b{(2R_Sh'2R_Sh

FALSE:]3[b])}6[BS],5[BS

],4[BS],3[BS],2[BS],1[BS{(ToSS_Inf'ToSS_Inf

]4[BS]3[BS:]3[BS

TRUE1])-S[tGetCheck(B

|Inf_ToSSBSTRUE]3[b

|2R_ShbNULLvb[2] 

 TRUEvb[1]|Inf_ToSvb_S)R(Getblock

















 (15) 

TRUE]4[b|2R_Shb  NULLvb[2] 

ALSEFvb[1]|Inf_ToSvb_F)R(Getblock





 (16) 

The next transition Get1bit is very similar to the one in 
TCTP, only difference is the bit to send comes from the 
S_block instead of the sending queue in TCTP. The transi-
tions, send0, send1, send_s_ack, read0, read1, send_r_ack, and 
store1bit have the same rules and functionalities as dis-
cussed in TCTP. The remaining two transitions, Sto-
reblock_S and Storeblock_F, illustrate the process of storing 
the block. The redundancy check is also enforced by the 
aforesaid two transitions. Storeblock_S depicts the success-
ful storage of the block that requires certain constraints to 
be satisfied, such as, the length of R_Block must be equal 
to the max length L and the redundancy check is passed 
by the block by verifying the value of R_Block and 
Check_Bit. After the transition Storeblock_S is fired, 
Check_S in P(Shar_Res2) is set to true and the R_Block is 
stored in the R_Queue. The R_Block and Check_Bit are 
cleared for next block. The transition Storeblock_F depicts 
a scenario when any of the constraints discussed in Sto-
reblock_S are violated. The two transitions are mapped to 
(17) and (18), respectively. 

])}1[vb{(BRR'BRR

TRUE])3[vb],1[vb(CheckGet 

 L  (vb[1]) lenth|BRvbck_S)R(Storeblo







(17) 

FALSE])3[vb],1[vb(GetCheck

 L  (vb[1]) lenth|BRvbck_F)R(Storeblo





(18) 

6 EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATIONS 

In this section, we implement and evaluate the proposed 
protocols in Linux, Xen, and Fiasco.OC, to demonstrate 
the effectiveness and generality of the proposed proto-
cols. The scenarios are constructed based on the models. 
Moreover, a comparison of experimental transmission 
rate and estimated rate is presented to prove the model’s 
ability on describing covert channels. 

6.1 Evaluation Criteria 

Capacity [9] [10] [11] is the amount of information trans-
ferred by the channel per unit time (bits per second). 
Formal and non-formal methods are presented to calcu-
late the capacity by Millen and Tsai. The accurate capacity 
can be obtained by experiment. The capacity (C) in our 
work is calculated as follows: 

,
t

N(t)
C 

 

where N(t) is the amount of the information transmitted 
in total time t. 
Accuracy is also a metric to evaluate the channel perfor-
mance. If the covert message cannot be decoded correctly, 
the obtained information is valueless. The channel accu-
racy is measured as the percentage of correctly received 
bits. As Cabuk el al. [5], the edit distance [22] is adopted to 
measure the accuracy, which is the minimum distance 
between two strings. 

6.2 Experiment Assumptions 

Two scenarios are considered in our experiments. The 
first scenario simulates a normal environment without 
restricting mechanism, where noises come from the third 
party who has ten activities and one can cause the change 
of shared resource. Each activity is launched randomly. 
The later simulates an environment with mitigating 
mechanism where noises are produced intentionally, 

 

Fig. 9.  Capacity of TCTP and Classic in Linux, Xen, and Fias-
co.OC. 
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which means the shared resource is always changed 
when the mechanism is running. However, as the mecha-
nism degrades the system performance, it cannot keep 
running all the time. We assume it runs according to a 
random timing sequence. 

6.3 Evaluations 

The TCTP aims at reliable, efficient, and deterministic 
covert information transmission in OSes. Constructing a 
TCTP needs to specify the shared resources and related 
operations. In Linux, we use the last_pid to encode and 
temporary file to synchronize [16]. In Xen, the shared 
memory [12] acts as two resources: the time intervals be-
tween two normal data are used to encode and special 
words embedded in the data indicate synchronization; in 
Fiasco.OC, two normal IPCs are used to represent S_ACK 
and R_ACK respectively and the time intervals between 
them are used to encode. 

The experiment results in Fig. 9 reveal that the capacity 
of TCTP and the classic covert channel protocol are al-

most same in Linux and Fiasco.OC; TCTP decreases fewer 
than 5% in Xen platform. The decrease is caused by the 
synchronization operation in TCTP. Fig. 10 depicts the 
decode error rate of TCTP and the classic covert channel 
protocol in normal and mitigating environment. It clearly 
shows that TCTP performs much better in all of the sce-
narios. This suggests that the synchronization and shared 
resource separation designed in TCTP increase transmis-
sion accuracy effectively. The Fig. 10 also reveals that 
some characters in Xen can increase the decode error rate 
of covert channels; and although microkernels are consid-
ered more secure in some properties, they suffer more in 
covert channel attacks when compared to other OSes. 

The decode error rate of TCTP in scenario 2 reaches 
more that 50%, which means 50% of messages transferred 
cannot be used. In such scenarios, SAP is preferred. As 
shown in Fig. 11, the accuracy of SAP with strong noises 
in the three OSes reaches 90%. A statistic of average de-
code error rate on the TCTP and SAP is shown in Fig. 12. 
The SAP achieves much lower decode error rate in all 
OSes. Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 demonstrate the redundancy 
check and segment retransmission technologies in SAP 
can ensure the correctness of information transferred in a 
covert channel. Fig. 12 also reveals that Xen gets higher 
error rate than the other two platforms in both of the 
TCTP and SAP.  

6.4 Capacity Estimation 

One important application of covert channel models is to 
estimate the capacity of the channel. We introduce the 
simulation of capacity estimation of TCTP in Linux by 
using the HLPN model. 

 

Fig. 10.  Decode error rate of TCTP and Classic; the lower two lines 
represent a normal environment; the upper two lines represent an 
environment with mitigating mechanism. 

 

Fig. 11.  Decode error rate of SAP in mitigating environment. 

 

Fig. 12.  Average decode error rate of TCTP and SAP in Linux, 
Xen, and Fiasco.OC in mitigating environment. 
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Recall that there were nine transitions T= {Start, 
Get1bit, send0, send1, send_s_ack, read0, read1, send_r_ack, 
store1bit} in TCTP HLPN model. Among them, Start, 
send_s_ack, and send_r_ack are mapped to creat(), a system 
command to create temporary files; send0, send1, read0, 
and read1 are mapped to fork(), a system command to 
change the value of last_pid. Get1bit and store1bit are oper-
ations to write the memory, which can be ignored when 
compared with the other two operations. We use T1 to T9 
to denote the time of each transition. Assume that there 
are N bits to transfer, m bits 0 and N-m bits 1. The capaci-
ty of TCTP can be estimated by following formula: 

)7T4T(*)mN()6T3T(*mT8)T5(T2*NT1

N
C




 (19) 

In our implementation in Linux, T1=T5=T8=1us (the 
time of one single creat()), T3=T6=19us (the time of two 
successive fork()), T4=T5=10us (the time of one single 
fork()) . We have: 
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Finally we get: 

m28N12

N
C




 (20) 

The distribution of bit 1 is equal to bit 0 in large scale 
statics, so we have: 

N*5.0m   
So 

Cestim = 38.4 kbits 

As shown in Fig. 9, the max capacity achieved in our 
experiment is 35kbits, which is very close to the estimated 
value; the estimation error is 9.7%. 

7 RELATED WORK 

In 1973, Lampson [4] discussed the ways in which infor-
mation can be transferred between programs (i.e., legiti-
mate, storage, and covert channels) and defined covert 
channels as those not intended for information transfer at 
all, such as the program’s effect on the system load. After 
the innovative work, covert channels became one of the 
hottest topics in academia and were discovered in all 
kinds of computer systems [8], [18], [26] (i.e., desktop op-
erating systems, database, network, cloud and mobile 
computing). 

The subject of this paper is the designing and model-
ing of covert channels. The most popular work in the de-
signing of covert channel is the L2 cache covert channel 
attack in EC2 [6] performed by Ristenpart et al. As a fol-
low up, Okamura et al. designed and evaluated a new 
attack that uses the load of a shared CPU to encode in-
formation [21]. On the other hand, Wu et al. identified a 
new covert channel termed sharing memory covert tim-

ing channel (SMCTC) from Xen source code [20]. Xu et al. 
re-explored L2 cache channel and achieved higher bit rate 
than previous works [17].  

As for covert channel modeling, Millen firstly used the 
technique of finite state machines to model covert chan-
nels that use individual channel variables [9]. Tsai and 
Gligor [11] improved the finite-state into a Markov model 
to simulate the use of covert storage channels and to 
compute their maximum bandwidths under different 
system loads and program behaviors. Recently, a four-
state machine [12] was proposed to depict the scenario 
with transmission errors.  

8 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

Covert channel analysis is a classic topic in information 
security. Constructing real covert channel communica-
tions in new computing platforms is the first step for re-
searchers to learn the threat of covert channels. In this 
paper, we studied the design and modeling of the covert 
channel protocols. Two covert channel protocols called 
TCTP and SAP aiming to provide reliable transmission 
are proposed. The TCTP avoids mutual inferences in en-
coding and synchronization operations and the SAP uses 
sleeping time and redundancy check to ensure correct 
transmission in an environment where strong noise exists. 
We used HLPN to model and analyze the three protocols 
(classic covert protocol, TCTP, and SAP). The HLPN has 
greater ability on describing covert channel and is easy to 
extend to depict new covert protocols. Our experiments 
proved that the TCTP and SAP can achieve high accuracy 
with stable capacity, and the models perform much better 
on capacity evaluation. In future, we are planning to use 
model checking approach to detect covert channels and 
analyze the decode error rate and channel restrictions by 
information flow analysis based on the model. 
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ABSTRACT 

Manual deadlock fixing is error-prone and time-consuming. Exist-

ing generic approach (GA) simply inserts gate locks to fix dead-

locks by serializing executions, which could introduce various 
new deadlocks and incur high runtime overhead. We propose a 

novel approach DFixer to fix deadlocks without introducing any 

new deadlocks by design. DFixer only selects one thread of a 

deadlock to pre-acquire a lock w together with another lock h, 
where before fixing, the deadlock occurs when the thread holds 

lock h and waits for lock w. As such, DFixer eliminates a hold-

and-wait necessary condition, preventing the deadlock from oc-
curring. The thread performing pre-acquisition is carefully select-
ed such that no other synchronization exists in between the two 

original acquisitions. Otherwise, DFixer further introduces a con-

text-aware conditional protected by above lock w to guarantee the 

correctness of DFixer. The evaluation is on 20 deadlocks, includ-

ing 17 from widely-used real-world C/C++ programs. It shows 

that DFixer successfully fixed all deadlocks. Whereas GA intro-

duced 9 new deadlocks; a latest work Grail failed to fix 8 dead-

locks and introduced 3 new deadlocks on others. On average, 

DFixer incurred only 2.1% overhead, where GA and Grail in-
curred 15.8% and 11.5% overhead, respectively.  

CCS Concepts 

• Software and its engineering➝Deadlocks   • Software and its 

engineering➝Software testing and debugging.  

Keywords 

Deadlock, fixing, multithreaded program, lock order 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Deadlock [39] occurrence prevents a program execution from 
making further progress. In general, there are two kinds of dead-
locks [28]: resource deadlock [7][29] and communication dead-
lock [28][34]. A resource deadlock occurs when a set of threads 
are holding some locks and are waiting for the other locks held by 
the threads in the same set. A communication deadlock occurs 
when some threads wait for some messages but they never receive 
these messages. In this paper, we focus on fixing resource dead-
locks as two kinds of deadlocks are caused by different mecha-
nisms and cannot be handled by the same technique [28].  

Manual bug fixing not only takes a long time [26] but is also error 
prone [60]. Recently, automated bug fixing become popular [19] 
[20][21][33][44][57][64]. However, almost all existing techniques 
on concurrency bugs fixing insert new locks (known as gate locks) 
statically or dynamically to serialize all executions of threads 

involved in a concurrency bug, including AFix [26][27], Axis [36], 

Grail [37], Gadara [55], and [42]. By introducing new locks, new 

deadlocks may also be introduced [36][37][42]. Even manual 
fixing may also introduce deadlocks (e.g., 16.4% incorrect fixing 

indeed introduced new deadlocks [60]). Axis [36] further iterative-

ly fixes introduced deadlocks by adding more new gate locks. 

Grail [37] adopts Petri-net analysis to eliminate such introduced 

deadlocks [55] which, however, is only applicable to deadlocks 
with two threads [37].  

Introducing gate locks might be necessary to fix other concurren-
cy bugs except deadlocks as fixing the former requires serializa-
tion of memory accesses from all threads of such bugs. However, 
deadlock is a kind of high level concurrency bugs caused by in-
correct synchronization orders; whereas others (e.g., atomicity 
violations) are usually caused by missing synchronizations to 
protect the involved memory accesses from occurring in wrong 
orders. For example, many techniques differentiate concurrency 
bugs as deadlock bugs and non-deadlock bugs [33][39][43][54] 
[62] as they require different techniques to detect and fix. 

ConcBugAssist [33] focuses on data races, atomicity violations, 

and order violations. Even among above listed fixing techniques, 

AFix cannot fix deadlocks [26][37] and Grail only targets to fix 

deadlocks of two threads which further uses Petri-net analysis to 
avoid introducing new deadlocks.  

In this paper, we propose a novel strategy known as DFixer to-

ward deadlock fixing. The key insight of DFixer is that a deadlock 

can be fixed by breaking a necessary condition for this deadlock 
to occur: the hold-and-wait condition of one thread involved in 
this deadlock. Suppose that if a deadlock D occurs, one of its 

thread t is waiting for a lock (denoted by wLock of thread t) 

while holding another lock (denoted by hLock of thread t) and 

this hLock is waited by another thread in the same deadlock D. 

Our fixing is, for the thread t of the deadlock D, its wLock should 
be acquired (i.e., pre-acquired) together with its acquisition on the 

hLock. This fixing strategy exactly breaks the hold-and-wait con-

dition of a thread (e.g., holding a hLock and waiting for a wLock 

by above thread t) in a deadlock. Hence DFixer is able to fix the 

deadlock. The advantages of this strategy are that (1) it does not 

introduce any new lock by its design; (2) if a thread is properly 
selected (see Section 3) to perform its pre-acquisition on its 

wLock, no new deadlock is introduced; and (3) it exactly fixes a 
deadlock without serializing the executions from other threads 
that execute the same program code but do not participate in the 
deadlock, avoiding performance downgrade.  

We have implemented DFixer for C/C++ programs and evaluated 
it on 20 deadlocks, including 17 real-world deadlocks and 13 of 

them are from three versions of widely-used large-scale MySQL 

database. We compared DFixer with the generic approach (denot-
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ed by GA that fixes a deadlock by inserting gate locks) and a 

latest concurrency bug fixing technique Grail (that is based on 

GA but inserts context-aware gate locks). The experiment result 

shows that DFixer was able to fix all these deadlocks without 

introducing any new deadlock; whereas GA fixed all deadlocks 

but also introduced 9 new deadlocks, and Grail not only failed to 

fix 8 deadlocks but also introduced 3 deadlocks on fixing other 

deadlocks. After fixing, DFixer incurred the least overhead (i.e., 

about 2% on average) while both GA and Grail incurred a signifi-

cantly larger overhead (i.e., 15.8% and 11.5%, respectively).  

The main contributions of this paper are as follows:  

 It proposes a novel deadlock fixing strategy DFixer that in-
troduces neither new locks nor new deadlocks.  

 DFixer fixes a deadlock by selecting only one thread to pre-
acquire a lock. This allows parallel executions of threads not 
from the deadlocks, avoiding performance downgrade.  

 We implemented DFixer as a prototype tool (see 

http://lcs.ios.ac.cn/~yancai/dfixer) to evaluate DFixer with 

comparison to the generic approach GA and a latest tech-

nique Grail. The experiment results demonstrate the effec-

tiveness and efficiency of DFixer compared to GA and Grail.  

2. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATIONS 

2.1 Preliminaries 
A deadlock occurrence involves a subset of the following events:  

 acq(t, m): A thread t acquires a lock m.  

 tryAcq(t, m): A thread t tries to acquire a lock m and it re-
turns true if this try succeeds or false otherwise.  

 rel(t, m): A thread t releases a lock m. 

 wait(t, m): A thread t firstly releases a lock m and then waits 
to acquire it again on a notification (i.e., a communication 
message) from a different thread (see below).  

 notify(t, m): A thread t sends a notification to a different 

thread t' that is blocked on wait(t', m). If there is no such a 

thread t', the notification is discarded. 

In the rest of this paper, we may not mention thread t or even lock 

m when we discuss above kinds of events if they are implied by 
the context (e.g., we may refer to acq(t, m) as acq(m) or acq()).  

If a thread firstly acquires a lock m and then acquires another lock 

n before releasing lock m, we say there is a lock order from lock m 

to lock n, denoted by m ↝ n. If there exists another lock order n ↝ 

m (or n ↝ … ↝ m for multiple threads), we say it is a reversed lock 

order of the lock order m ↝ n. Existence of a lock order and its 
reversed lock order indicates a potential deadlock depending on 
whether they can be formed at the same time in an execution; 
however, the absence of a lock order and its reversed lock order 
indicates the absence of any deadlock on these two locks.  

To simply our analysis on lock orders, we assume that "a thread 
can only release the lock that it acquired last" [31]. Or at least, we 

assume this kind of lock acquisitions within deadlocks.  

Formally, we adopt the lock dependency relation [12][29] to de-

fine deadlocks. A lock dependency  = t, w, h, L denotes that a 

thread t acquires a lock w while holding lock h and all locks in set 

L. Besides, each event occurs at a program location which is re-

ferred to as a Site. A sequence of k (k > 1) dependencies D = 1, 

2 … k, where i = ti, wi, hi, Li, forms a resource deadlock, if:  

(1) for 1 ≤ i ≤ k – 1, wi  Li, wi = hi+1 (wk = h1), and,  

(2) for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ k, ti ≠ tj, wi ≠ wj, and Li ∩ Lj = ∅.  

The above definition describes that a set of threads wait mutually 
for a set of locks that are held by other threads in the same set. 

That is, each lock dependency i is a necessary condition for a 
deadlock D to occur. For example, the deadlock shown in Figure 

1(a) is described as D1 = t1, n, m, {}, t2, m, n, {}.  

For a lock dependency  = t, w, h, L of a deadlock D, we refer to 

lock w as a wLock of thread t and lock h as a hLock of thread t 
as when deadlock D occurs, thread t is waiting on lock w while 

holding lock h. For example, on above deadlock D1 in Figure 

1(a), for thread t1, its hLock and wLock are lock m and lock n, 

respectively; and for thread t2, its hLock and wLock are lock n 
and lock m, respectively.   

2.2 Generic Approach 
A generic approach (GA) to deadlock fixing serializes the execu-

tions of all threads in the deadlock by inserting a gate lock. GA is 

widely adopted by existing works and is also adopted to fix other 
concurrency bugs [26][27][36][37][55][42]. As discussed in Sec-

tion 1, GA could fix a deadlock; but it may easily introduce vari-

ous new resource or communication deadlocks, and may further 
reduce the parallelism of executions from different threads due to 
over synchronization (i.e., introducing performance bugs [25]). 

We firstly illustrate GA on three deadlocks D1 to D3 as well as 

how it introduces various new deadlocks. For simplicity, we may 
not show lock releases if they are not related to our discussion.  

Deadlock D1: Figure 1(a) shows a program P1 with a deadlock D1 

on two threads t1 and t2 as they acquire two locks m and n in re-
versing lock orders (denoted by two dotted arrows). To fix dead-

lock D1, GA inserts a gate lock G to prevent two threads from 

acquiring two locks m and n concurrently as shown in Figure 1(b). 

GA correctly fixes D1.  

Deadlock D2: Figure 1(c) shows a program P2 with three threads 

t1 to t3 executing lock acquisitions and releases on locks m and n 

in three functions f1() to f3(), respectively. Program P2 contains a 

deadlock D2 between threads t1 and t2 if the value of need_m at 

site s22 is true. (The variable need_m is used to prevent a second 
lock acquisition by thread t3 via its call to f2() at site s33).  

Figure 1(d) shows the program fixed by GA on deadlock D2. Af-
ter fixing, deadlock D2 never occurs due to the insertion of a gate 

lock G. However, considering three threads together, we could 

observe that a new deadlock is introduced between threads t1 and 

t3: right after thread t1 acquires lock G and thread t3 acquires lock 

m (at site s31), thread t1 cannot further acquire lock m (at site s11) 

as which is held by thread t3; next, thread t3 cannot acquire lock 

G (at site sGa2) on its call to function f2() (at site s33) as lock G is 

held by thread t1. As a result, GA fixes deadlock D2 but introduc-

es a new resource deadlock on locks G and m.  

Deadlock D3: Figure 1(e) shows a program P3 with two threads t1 
and t2 to acquire locks m and n. Similar to program P1, program 
P3 contains a deadlock D3. The difference is that program P3 con-

tains a pair of events wait(n) and notify(n) at sites s22 and s13, 
respectively. However, the deadlock D3 is not related to this pair 

of events. It occurs if (1) thread t1 acquires lock m and is about to 

acquire lock n (at site s12) and (2) thread t2 acquires lock n and is 

about to acquire lock m at site s23 without executing wait(n) at site 
s22 (i.e., the value of v is a false).  

Figure 1(f) shows the program fixed by GA on deadlock D3. After 

fixing, deadlock D3 never occurs. However, a new communication 

deadlock is introduced: if thread t2 acquires both locks G and n 
and then executes wait(n) (i.e., the value of v is true), then the 
corresponding notification message will never be received by 

thread t2. It is because thread t1 is prevented from sending out the 

message at site s13 by executing notify(n) at site sGa1, as lock G is 
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already held by thread t2. As a result, GA fixes deadlock D3 but 
introduces a new communication deadlock.  

Besides introducing new deadlocks, GA also introduces perfor-
mance bugs because it inserts a global lock as a gate lock. For 

example, on D1, if the two locks m and n of thread t1 are different 

from the locks m and n of thread t2, no deadlock occurs; hence, 
the two thread could execute in parallel. However, after fixing by 

GA, the two threads always execute sequentially due to a global 

gate lock, incurring runtime overhead.  

The latest work Grail [37] follows GA approach, but inserts a 

context-aware gate lock (determined by both locks m and n). Thus, 

Grail does not reduce parallelism if no deadlock may occur. How-

ever, as Grail still adopts the gate lock strategy, it cannot avoid 

introducing new deadlocks like GA (e.g., on fixing deadlock D2 

and D3); hence, Grail has to rely on other analyses (e.g., Petri-net 
model) to further prevent newly introduced deadlocks. Besides, as 

Grail needs to compute a context-aware lock involving all locks 

of a deadlock [37], it may fail on complex programs as some 
locks cannot be determined before some statements are executed. 

Due to these reasons, Grail failed to fix 8 out of 20 deadlocks in 
our experiment (in Section 5).  

3. OUR APPROACH  

3.1 Rationales and Overview of DFixer 
GA fixes a deadlock by inserting new gate locks to serialize exe-

cutions of the targeted deadlocks. Introducing new locks must 
introduce new lock orders from the introduced gate locks to the 
locks involved in targeted deadlocks. These newly introduced 
lock orders may form new deadlocks if their reversed lock orders 
are also introduced. For example, on fixing deadlock D2 in Figure 

1(c), the two newly introduced lock orders G ↝ m and m ↝ G form 

a new deadlock. Besides, the introduced new global locks are 
inserted to prevent all threads of a deadlock from executing con-
currently, which may (1) block communication messages from 
sending out (e.g., on fixing deadlock D3) or (2) introduce perfor-
mance bugs by preventing other threads from executing the same 
program code concurrently.  

Therefore, the key insights of deadlock fixing strategy are (1) to 
avoid introducing new lock orders and (2) to fix the executions 
exactly involved in the targeted deadlocks, but not to globally 
serialize all the involved program code. Based on above insights, 

we propose a novel strategy to fix deadlocks, known as DFixer. 

We note that a necessary condition for a deadlock D to occur is 

that each thread of D has to hold a hLock and then waits for a 

wLock (i.e., the hold-and-wait condition). DFixer exactly breaks 

such a necessary condition of one thread by fixing this thread to 

acquire its wLock together with its hLock, denoted by 

acq(hLock&wLock) which is formally defined in Section 3.2.1. 

That is, the selected thread by DFixer should either acquire the 

two locks at the same time or not acquire any one of them, break-
ing a hold-and-wait condition of the thread. We refer to this early 

acquisition by a selected thread on its wLock together with the 
acquisition on its hLock as a lock pre-acquisition.  

For example, Figure 2 shows program P1 (see Figure 1) with 

deadlock D1 fixed by DFixer. There are two ways for DFixer to 

fix deadlock D1: (1) thread t1 pre-acquires its wLock n (i.e., 

acq(m&n)), and (2) thread t2 pre-acquires its wLock m (i.e., 

acq(n&m), where the two pre-acquisitions are highlighted and also 
depicted by  from the original acquisition on the corre-
sponding wLock to its pre-acquisition.  

However, not all deadlocks could be fixed like the way to fix D1. 

For example, if there is another lock acquisition acq(p) in be-

tween acq(m) and acq(n) of thread t1 in P1, pre-acquisition on 

lock n also introduces a new lock order n ↝ q. Hence, such other 
synchronization events may also introduce various new deadlocks. 
To address such challenge, we carefully analyze these cases and 
further propose context-aware conditionals to guarantee the fixing 

correctness of DFixer via pre-acquisition.  

Overall, the novelties of DFixer are: (1) neither new lock nor new 
lock order is introduced, introducing no resource deadlocks. (2) 

Thread t1 Thread t2

s11

s12
s13
s14

acq(m&n)

acq(n)
rel(n)
rel(m)

s21

s22
s23
s24

acq(n)

acq(m)
rel(m)

rel(n)

(b) Fixing B: pre-acquisition on m by t2.

Fixed Program P1
Thread t1 Thread t2

s11

s12
s13
s14

acq(m)

acq(n)
rel(n)
rel(m)

s21

s22
s23
s24

acq(n&m)

acq(m)
rel(m)
rel(n)

(a) Fixing A: pre-acquisition on n by t1.  
Figure 2. Two ways to fix deadlock D1 in program P1 by DFixer. 

Thread t1 Thread t2

s11
s12
s13

acq(m)
acq(n)
notify(n)

s21
s22
s23

acq(n)
if(v) wait(n)
acq(m)

(e) A deadlock D3.

Thread t1 Thread t2

sGa1
s11
s12
s13
sGr1

acq(G)
acq(m)
acq(n)
notify(n)

rel(G)

sGa2
s21
s22
s23
sGr2

acq(G)
acq(n)
if(v) wait(n)
acq(m)

rel(G)

(f) A fix to D3 by GA that introduces a new communication deadlock.



Program P3

Thread t1 Thread t2
s11

s12

acq(m)     

acq(n)

s21

s22

acq(n)

acq(m)

Thread t1 Thread t2
sGa1
s11
s12
sGr1

acq(G)
acq(m)
acq(n)  

rel(G)

sGa2
s21
s22
sGr2

acq(G)
acq(n)   
acq(m) 

rel(G)

(a) A deadlock D1.

(b) A correct fix to D1 by GA.

Program P1

Thread t1 Thread t2 Thread t3

s11
s12

Func f1()
{
acq(m)
acq(n)

}

s21
s22

Func f2()
{
acq(n)
if(need_m)    

acq(m)
}

s31
s32
s33
s34
s35

Func f3()
{
acq(m)
need_m = false
call f2()
need_m = true
rel(m)

}(c) A deadlock D2.

(d) A fix to D2 by GA that introduces a new resource deadlock.

Thread t1 Thread t2 Thread t3

sGa1
s11
s12
sGr1

Func f1()
{
acq(G)
acq(m)
acq(n)

rel(G)
}

sGa2
s21
s22

sGr2

Func f2()
{
acq(G)
acq(n)
if(need_m) 

acq(m)
rel(G)
}

s31
s32
s33
s34
s35

Func f3()
{
acq(m)
need_m = false
call f2()
need_m = true
rel(m)

}

Program P2

Simplified from a MySQL deadlock 

with BugID = 62614.

Simplified from a MySQL deadlock with 

Bug ID = 60682.  
Figure 1. Three deadlocks (D1 to D3) and their fixing by GA. 
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DFixer only selects one thread to pre-acquire a lock and if any 

conditionals are also introduced, they are made to be context-

aware (i.e., specified by both hLock and wLock). This allows all 
other threads to execute concurrently (if they are not involved in 
deadlock) and to execute without preventing communications 
from sending out, introducing no communication deadlocks.  

3.2 Lock Pre-acquisitions and Context-aware 

Conditionals 
In this subsection, suppose that for each thread in a deadlock, the 

acquisition on its hLock dominates its acquisition on wLock (i.e., 

if acq(hLock) is executed, acq(wLock) must be executed; and if 
not, the latter is not executed). Section 3.3 discusses how to han-
dle the opposite cases.  

3.2.1 Implement Lock Pre-acquisition 
DFixer requires that the two locks wLock (w for short) and hLock 

(h for short) of a selected thread should be acquired at the same 
time. However, if the two statements are simply placed together 

(i.e., "acq(h); acq(w)" or "acq(w); acq(h)"), there always exists a 

lock order between two acquisitions (i.e., h ↝ w or w ↝ h, respec-

tively), which either is the same as that before fixing (i.e., h ↝ w) 
or may introduce a new deadlock as a new lock order is intro-

duced (i.e., w ↝ h).  

To eliminate both lock orders, the two acquisitions must be per-
formed at the same time. This could be implemented by re-writing 
locking mechanism. However, we propose to use the existing 

locking primitive tryAcq() (e.g., pthread_mutex_trylock() 

from Pthread) to implement acq( h&w ) as follows: 

acq(h&w) = 
while( (tryAcq(h) && tryAcq(w)) == false) 
{ rel(h); rel(w); } 

That is, if a thread cannot acquire both locks, it immediately re-
leases the acquired one if any. Although this implementation still 

introduces a lock order h ↝ w which, however, does not introduce 
any new deadlocks even if there exists a reversed lock order (i.e., 

w ↝ h). The reason is that the thread involved in above pre-

acquisition immediately releases its lock h, which never results in 

a hold-and-wait condition on locks h and w. From this viewpoint 
by not introducing any deadlock, we regard that this implementa-

tion does not introduce a lock order h ↝ w. In the rest of this pa-

per, we directly use "acq(h&w )" to denote the pre-acquisition on 
a wLock w together with a hLock h.  

Note that tryAcq() may introduce livelocks [35]. In theory, such a 
livelock cannot be eliminated. In practice, it can be easily resolved 
by inserting a random sleep (e.g., from 0 to 5 milliseconds as 
adopted in our experiment) right after two release operations.  

3.2.2 Avoid Introducing Resource Deadlocks 
Simply let a thread to pre-acquire its wlock may also introduce 
new (resource) deadlocks as it may introduce new lock orders. Let 
us consider a general case. Suppose for a deadlock D shown in 

Figure 3(a), thread t1 is selected to pre-acquire its lock w together 
with its lock h (i.e., acq(h&w)) as shown in Figure 3(b).   

After pre-acquisition, a challenge is that: if there exists other lock 

acquisitions, say on a lock p, between the original two acquisi-

tions, a new lock order w ↝ p is then introduced as denoted in a 

dotted arrow in Figure 3(b). For such a lock order w ↝ p, if its 

reversed lock order p ↝ w also exists (e.g., Figure 3(c)), a new 
deadlock is introduced.  

Therefore, a straightforward approach for DFixer is to only select 

a thread of a deadlock such that, in between its acq(h) and acq(w), 

no other lock acquisition exists. For such a thread, its pre-

acquisition on w not only fixes the deadlock but also introduces no 
new lock orders, hence introducing no new deadlocks.  

However, above approach may fail on fixing some deadlocks as, 
for a deadlock, all its threads may acquire other locks in between 
their two acquisitions. We further propose context-aware condi-

tionals (specified by both hLock and wLock) to handle such cases 
where a thread of a deadlock acquires other locks in between its 
two acquisitions, together with lock pre-acquisition. This fixing is 
shown in Figure 3(d) where the original deadlock is the one in 
Figure 3(a). Our proposal is, after pre-acquisition, if there is any 

other lock acquisition, say acq(p):  

(1) DFixer firstly releases the pre-acquired lock w right before 

the acquisition on lock p and then re-acquires lock w togeth-

er with the acquisition on lock p (i.e., from "acq(p)" to 

"rel(w); acq(p&w)").  

(2) DFixer further guarantees that the second thread of the 

deadlock could not acquire lock w if the thread in (1) has re-

leased its pre-acquired lock w but not re-acquired it together 
with lock p.  

The first step guarantees no new lock order w ↝ p is introduced. 

However, the re-acquisition on lock w of acq(p&w) recovers the 

lock order h ↝ w (formed by "acq(h&w) … rel(w); acq(p&w)"), 

failing to fix the deadlock considering its reversed lock order w ↝ 

h from the second thread of the deadlock (or w ↝ ... ↝ h if the 

deadlock contains more than two threads). Therefore, DFixer has 

to guarantee that such a lock order h ↝ w does not form a dead-

lock from the other thread that forms the lock order w ↝ h. This is 
guaranteed in (2) that prevents two lock orders forming at the 
same time. This guarantee could be implemented by adding new 
locking mechanism or even communications (e.g., a pair of 

wait() and notify() primitives). However, this makes DFixer 
much more complex.  

We then introduce a context-aware conditional vhw, specified by 

both hLock h and wLock w, to provide the guarantee. Specifical-

ly, as shown in Figure 3(d), thread t1 sets a vhw to be true right 

before it releases its pre-acquired lock w and recovers it to be false 

after it re-acquires lock w. For thread t2, after it acquires lock w 

(i.e., the hLock of thread t2), it checks whether thread t1 requires 

to re-acquire lock w (i.e., vhw = true?); if so, it does not actually 

acquire lock w but waits until vhw becomes false. As such, although 

thread t1 forms a lock order h ↝ w, it cannot be formed with the 

lock order w ↝ h by thread t2 at the same time. Besides, this con-

ditional does not prevent either thread t2 acquiring lock w at other 

sites or other threads acquiring lock w. Note that, this conditional 
is different from an ad-lock synchronization [59] as accesses to 
vhw are always protected by the same lock w.  

The cases where more than one other lock acquisitions exist in 
between acq(h) and acq(w) are handled in the same way.  

Thread t1
acq(h)
acq(p)
acq(w)

Thread t1
acq(h&w)
acq(p)
acq(w)

(a) (b)

Pre-acquisition 

on lock w:

Thread t2
acq(w)
acq(h)

Thread t'
acq(p)
acq(w)A new deadlock

is introduced.

(c)

(d)

Thread t1
acq(h&w)

vhw=true
rel(w); acq(p&w);
vhw=false
acq(w)

Thread t2
while(acq(w))
{
if(vhw) rel(w);
else break;

}
acq(h)

vhw=false

 
Figure 3. Fixing via lock pre-acquisition fails (above) and a condition-

al is required (below). 
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Discussion. To avoid introducing new deadlocks, DFixer fixes a 

given thread via lock pre-acquisitions and context-aware condi-
tionals. A question is that: without any pre-acquisition, could a 
deadlock be fixed directly by any conditionals alone? We believe 
a deadlock could be fixed by conditionals only. However, it may 
involve complex control logic among two threads (e.g., consider-
ing protections on conditionals, two cases considering which 
thread firstly acquire their first lock); otherwise, hangs (like dead-
lock) may occur, prevent the threads from making any progress. 

For example, Figure 4 shows that a conditional vhw is used to al-
low only one thread of a deadlock (e.g., deadlock D2 in Figure 
1(c)) to execute acquisitions on two locks at a time.  

Then, a hang occurs as follows: after thread t1 changes vhw to be 

true and thread t3 acquires lock m, t1 cannot acquire m at site s11 

and thread t3 always executes while(vhw) after it calls f2() at site 
s33. For deadlock D3, if a conditional is applied to fix it, the result 
is similar as a gate lock is applied (i.e., a communication deadlock 
is introduced). Besides, the conditional has to be protected by a 
common lock. Introducing such a lock further brings a potential to 
introduce deadlocks; whereas, our conditional is rightly protected 
by the existing wLock of a selected thread.  

3.2.3 Avoid Introducing Communication Deadlocks 
Although DFixer aims to fix resource deadlocks, it should intro-

duce neither resource deadlocks nor communication deadlocks. If 

DFixer fixes a deadlock without considering communications 

among all threads, a communication deadlock may also be intro-
duced as shown in Figure 5. Figure 5(a) shows a general case: a 

thread t2 (we use the symbol "t2" not "t1" to be consistent with 

deadlock D3 in Figure 1) of a deadlock executes a wait(k) be-

tween its two acquisitions (where lock k is acquired before 

wait(k) and may be the same as lock h). After pre-acquisition (as 
shown in Figure 5(b)), a communication deadlock occurs if (1) 

thread t2 is blocked on executing wait(k) while it is holding lock 

w and (2) a thread t' that should execute notify(k) is then 

blocked as it cannot acquire lock w as shown in Figure 5(c). The 

cases where a notify() eixsts is similar; we only discuss wait() 
below as its solution also applies to cases of notify(). 

Fortunately, our solution in the last subsection (to address other 

lock acquisitions acq(p)) also applies to the existence of above 

wait(k) in Figure 5(a). This is because an event wait(k) consists 

of three setps: release lock k (denoted by relw(k)), wait for a 

message related to lock k, and re-acquire lock k (denoted by 

acqw(k)). As relw(k) does not produce lock orders, we do not 
consider it. However, the wait requires that pre-acquisition on 
lock w should not prevent other threads sending a message via 

notify(k); and acqw(k) requires that no new lock order from the 

pre-acquired lock w is introduced. Hence, in both cases, the pre-

acquired lock w should be released, which is similar with the case 
on avoiding introducing resource deadlocks and our above 
solution also applies to this case.  

The only difference between acq(k) and acqw(k) of a wait(k) is 

that, the latter is implicitly included in the wait(k). That is, right 

after wait(k), the re-acquisition on lock k (i.e., acqw(k)) has been 

done. Hence, we insert a rel(k) right after a wait(k) and then let 
the thread acquire both locks together:  

wait(k) and acq(w) = 

wait(k); rel(k); acq(k&w); 

However, as we mentioned before, the lock k in wait(k) might be 

the lock h. This does not affect the fixing correctness of DFixer 

except one special case: the corresponding notify(k) (i.e., noti-
fy(h)) is expected to be executed by thread t1 (i.e., thread t1 is 

the same as thread t') in between its acquisition and release on 

lock w (i.e., hLock of thread t1). This case is actually the deadlock 
D3 in Figure 1. For this case, above fixing fails as three threads (if 
they are likely to form a deadlock) are expected to execute by 
following the below orders according to our solution, resulting a 
controdiction:  

1) Thread t2 pre-acquires lock w together with lock h and then 

releases lock h right before wait(k). 

2) thread t' firstly acquires lock w (acq(w)) and then executes 

notify(k). 

3) thread t2 re-acquires lock w together with lock k (acq(w&k)). 
4) thread t1 (i.e., thread t') should acquire lock w (acq(w)).  

When thread t' is actually the thread t1 and the lock k is the lock 

h, their acquisitions on lock w (highlighted in 2) and 4)) are the 
same one, making above execution order infeasible. Actually, 
after executing the first three steps, there is no fourth step as it is 
included in step 2). As the step 4) is forced by our context-aware 
conditional, we then remove this conditional. That is, to fix 
deadlocks of this special case, the pre-acquisition alone is enough 
(on the thread where a wait(k) exists and lock k is its hLock).  

Figure 6 shows fixing of deadlock D3 on program P3 if thread t2 
is selected. This fixing only involves pre-acquisition of wLock m.  

3.2.4 Fix Multiple Deadlocks 
A program may contain multiple deadlocks. These deadlocks 

could be incrementally (i.e., one by one) fixed by DFixer. 

However, DFixer could also be optimized to fix multiple 

deadlocks by selecting a shared thread, if these deadlocks share 
the thread as well as its two acquisitions (i.e., share a lock 
dependency).  

3.3 Handle Program Control Flows 
In Section 3.2, we assume that acq(h) dominates its acq(w) for a 

thread selected by DFixer. However, this is not always the case 

due to the complexity of program controls (e.g., an early return 

may exist in between acq(h) and acq(w)).  

There are five basic cases according to whether the code lines 

between two acquisitions on hLock and wLock of a thread involve 
(1) single or multiple entries and single or multiple exits and (2) 
loop structures, as shown in Figure 7. To ease our following 

Thread t2
acq(h)
wait(k)
acq(w)

Thread t2
acq(h&w)
wait(k)

acq(w)

(a) (b)

Thread t'

acq(k)
acq(w)
notify(k)

(c)

Pre-acq. 
on lock w:

A new 
deadlock is 
introduced.

 
Figure 5. A communication deadlock introduced after pre-acquisition. 

Thread t1 Thread t2 Thread t3

s11
s12

Func f1()
{
while(vhw);
vhw=true
acq(m)
acq(n)
vhw=false

}

s21

s22

Func f2()
{
while(vhw);
vhw=true
acq(n)
if(need_M) acq(m)
vhw=false

}

s31
s32
s33
s34
s35

Func f3()
{
acq(m)
need_M = false
call f2()
need_M = true
rel(m)

}  
Figure 4. Deadlock fixing via a conditional without pre-acquisitions. 

Thread t1 Thread t2

s11
s12
s15

acq(m)
acq(n)
notify(n)

s21
s22
s23

acq(n&m)
if(v) wait(n)
acq(m)

Fixed Program P3

 
Figure 6. Fixing on deadlock D3 by DFixer. 
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presentation, we suppose that the two locks h and w are the hLock 

and the wLock of a selected thread, respectively.  

 Single-entry and Single-exit. In this case, DFixer directly in-
serts an acq(w) into the pre-acquisition block, as the execution 
of acq (h) always results in the execution of the original acq 
(w); and the original acq(w) should be removed.  

 Single-entry and Multiple-exits. If there are more than one 
branch between the two lock acquisitions, DFixer has to insert 
a lock release statement (i.e., rel(w)) at the beginning of all 
other branches that do not contain the original acq(w).  

 Multiple-entries and Single-exit. If there are multiple entries 
between the two lock acquisitions (e.g., acq(w) and acq(h) are 
in two different functions), DFixer adds a lock w specified 
conditional (i.e., vw in Figure 7(c)) to indicate whether the 
lock w is previously acquired at its pre-acquisition site.  

 Multiple-entries and Multiple-exits. This case is a combina-
tion of the last two cases. Therefore, DFixer not only inserts 
release statements on lock w to all other branches not contain-
ing the original acq(w), but also inserts a lock w specified 
conditional. For this case, the inserted release statements 
should also be executed conditionally.    

 Loop structure. We firstly note that if the original acq(w) is 
within a loop, its corresponding rel(w) should also be in the 
same loop; otherwise, a self-deadlock exists. As DFixer re-
quires that the lock w should be pre-acquired, it has to take the 
acquisition on lock w out of the loop body. Otherwise, the 
originally protected executions become unprotected during 
the second and later executions of the loop.  

Among our example deadlocks, only deadlock D2 involves multi-

ple-exits on thread t2. If thread t2 is selected, the program control 
flow is fixed as shown in Figure 8 according to Figure 7(b).  

3.4 DFixer Algorithm 
Algorithm 1 outlines DFixer. Given a program P and a deadlock 

D from program P, DFixer firstly (Step 1) analyzes the program 

statements1 involved in each thread of D. This analysis is based on 

a Depth-First-Search, for each thread t, to explore all possible 

paths from the statement of its hLock (i.e., site(h)) to the state-

ment of its wLock (i.e., site(w)). Within this search, DFixer keeps 

all other locks p of acq(p) in Lp(t) and all locks k of wait(k) or 
notify(k) in WNk(t).  

                                                                 
1 These statements should be extracted when the deadlock occurs as it is diffi-
cult for Object-oriented programs (e.g., C++) to statically extract the concrete 
calls between the two sites site(h) and site(w) for a thread. 

Next (Step 2), DFixer tries to select a thread t such that the size of 

Lp(t) and WNk(t) is the smallest one among all not selected (see 

Step 3) threads of D. If the size of Lp(t) and WNk(t) is 0, DFixer 

directly applies pre-acquisition fixing alone; otherwise, it applies 
both pre-acquisition and a context-aware conditional to fix D. It 
then handles program control follows as said in Section 3.3. 

After applying fixing, DFixer (Step 3) compiles the fixed pro-

gram. If the compilation fails, DFixer returns to Step 2 to select 

another thread to fix deadlock D again. (This compilation failure 

is usually caused as some wLocks cannot be pre-acquired). If no 

thread is selected in Step 2, DFixer fails to fix the deadlock D.  

3.5 Guarantee of DFixer 
DFixer guarantees to fix a given deadlock D without introducing 
new resource or new communication deadlocks as Theorem 1.  

Theorem 1. Given a deadlock D from a program P, after fixing 

deadlock D by DFixer according to Algorithm 1: (1) the events in 

D do not form any deadlock occurrence, and (2) no other re-
source or communication deadlock is introduced.  

Proof Sketch. Suppose that the deadlock D = … ti, wi, hi, Li 

… and DFixer selects the thread ti to pre-acquire its wLock wi.  

Case 1: |𝐿𝑝(𝑡𝑖) + 𝑊𝑁𝑘(𝑡𝑖)| = 0. This case is straightforward. Be-

fore fixing, there are two lock orders: hi ↝ wi for thread ti and wi 
↝ … ↝ hi for other threads in D. After fixing, the lock order hi ↝ 
wi is removed due to pre-acquisition of wi (i.e., acq(hi & wi)). 
Therefore, the events in D cannot form a deadlock occurrence. On 

the other hand, as |𝐿𝑝(𝑡𝑖) + 𝑊𝑁𝑘(𝑡𝑖)| = 0, no other lock acquisi-

tions or wait() /notify() exist in between the original acq(hi) 
and acq(wi). Therefore, after pre-acquisition of the lock wi, no 
new lock order is introduced and the pre-acquisition does not 

prevent any wait() or notify() from occurring. Hence, no new 
resource deadlock or communication deadlock is introduced.  

Case 2: |𝐿𝑝(𝑡𝑖) + 𝑊𝑁𝑘(𝑡𝑖)| ≠ 0. In this case, as the original lock 

order hi ↝ wi is eliminated after fixing, the events in D cannot 
form a deadlock occurrence. After fixing, no other lock order is 

acq(h)

acq(w) acq(w)rel(w)

acq(h)

acq(w)

rel(w)

(b) Single-entry and Multiple-exits

(e) Loop structure

Pre-acquisitions and 

handling of control flows

Removed statements

acq(h)

acq(w)

acq(h&w)

acq(w)

(a) Single-entry and Single-exit

(c) Multiple-entries and Single-exit (d) Multiple-entries and Multiple-exits

Original statements

if(!vw)
acq(w)

acq(h&w)
vw=true

vw=false
rel(w)

acq(h)

acq(w)

rel(w)

acq(h)

acq(w)

rel(w)

acq(h&w)

if(!vw)
acq(w)

vw=false
rel(w)

if(vw){ 
vw=false
rel(w)}

acq(h&w)
vw=true

rel(w)

acq(w)

rel(w)

acq(h&w)

 

Figure 7. Five basic cases of control flows. 

Thread t1 Thread t2 Thread t3

s11

s12

Func f1()
{
acq(m)

acq(n)
}

s21
s22

Func f2()
{
acq(n&m)
if(need_m)
acq(m)

else
rel(m)

}

s31
s32
s33
s34
s35

Func f3()
{
acq(m)
need_m = flase
call f2()
need_m = true
rel(m)

}

Fixed Program P2

 
Figure 8. Fixing on deadlock D2 by DFixer if thread t2 is selected.  
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introduced except one for each lock p: hi ↝ wi due to the three 

fixing statements (i.e., acq(hi & wi); rel(wi); acq(p & wi)) from 

thread ti. However, there is a context-aware conditional vhw is 
introduced (see line 14 of Algorithm 1) to determine whether the 

lock order hi ↝ wi is formed. The lock order only occurs when vhw 
= true (see thread t1 in Figure 3(d)). But the original lock order 

wi ↝ … ↝ hi only occurs when vhw = false (see thread t2 in Fig-
ure 3(d)). Hence, the two lock orders cannot be formed at the 
same time. Therefore, after fixing, the events in D as well as the 
introduced lock orders cannot form a deadlock occurrence. Be-

sides, in this case, right before any other acq() or 

wait()/notify(), the pre-acquired lock wi is released, introducing 

no new lock order and does not prevent thread ti from executing 

notify(). Hence, neither new resource deadlock nor communica-
tion deadlock is introduced. 

Based on the above two cases, Theorem 1 is proved.  

4. DISCUSSIONS AND LIMITATIONS 
In practice, some wLocks depend on data structures which cannot 

appear together with the acquisition of their hLocks. Of course, 

DFixer is able to fix a deadlock via multiple ways. If a thread 

could not perform its pre-acquisition, another thread is then se-
lected. However, the worst case is that no thread of a deadlock 

could perform a pre-acquisition on its wLock. In theory, this case 

does exist. Note that, this challenge is also suffered by Grail; 
however, Grail fails on fixing deadlocks with at least one such 

thread. The reason is that Grail requires exactly all hLocks and 

wLocks to abstract a context-aware gate locks. In our experiment, 

it failed on 7 deadlocks from MySQL due to this reason.  

DFixer may also introduce more runtime overhead than Grail and 

GA. For example, after pre-acquisition of a wLock, the thread may 

take a long time before reaching the original acquisition and 

release of the wLock; and this may prevent other threads (not from 

the deadlock) acquiring the wLock. However, Grail and GA do 

not suffer this limitation as their inserted new locks only affect the 
executions of threads from the deadlock.  

5. EXPERIMENT 

5.1 Benchmarks 
We collected a set of nine benchmarks: DB Maintain, Bank 

Trans., Dining Philo., HawkNL, SQLite, OpenLDAP, and 

three different versions of large-scale MySQL Database Serv-

er. The first three are used for deadlock research purpose and the 
rest are widely-used real-world programs. They totally include 20 
deadlocks and each involves two or three threads, covering most 
of deadlocks cases [39]. All these benchmarks have been used in 
previous works multiple times [11][17][18][30][32][55] and are 
available either online [1][3][4][6] or from the previous works 
[30][55]. These benchmarks including their test cases are also 

available at http://lcs.ios.ac.cn/~yancai/dfixer.  

Table 1 shows the statistics of all benchmarks, including bench-
mark names with version numbers (if available), Bug IDs (if 
available), program size (SLOC [5]), the number of threads of 

each benchmark ("prog"), the number of threads involved in each 

deadlock ("dlk"), the number of deadlocks ("# of dlks") in 

each benchmark. The next five columns show the statistics related 

to DFixer, including the number of other lock acquisitions ("Lq") 

and the number of wait()/notify() event ("WNk") of each thread 
in each deadlock, respectively, whether there are multi-entries, 
multi-exits, and loops structures. We show the five metrics for 
each thread of each deadlock, where a single value or symbol is 
shown if they are same for all threads of a deadlock. The eleventh 

column shows the depth from acq(hLock) to acq(wLock) of each 
thread in each deadlock, in terms of the number of functions and 

the code lines (SLOC). For example, the first such value is "0 (1) 

/ 0 (3)", indicating that the two acquisitions of both threads are 
within the same function and there are 1 and 3 code lines between 
them, respectively. Note that, some benchmarks include multiple 
deadlocks. These deadlocks from the same benchmark involve the 
same set of locks but occur in different scenarios (i.e., from dif-
ferent set of threads and in different functions), we treat them as 
different deadlocks as each of them should be fixed. However, 
due to page limit, the statistics only show the data of one deadlock 
for each benchmark; and the full statistics are also available at our 
online benchmark page. The last column shows whether dead-
locks from a benchmarks could be fixed by lock pre-acquisition 
only (i.e., without a context-aware conditional).  

5.2 Implementation and Experimental Setup 
We implemented DFixer (as well as GA and Grail) on top of 

LLVM framework [2][38]. DFixer extends the ModulePass class 

Table 1. Statistics of benchmarks and deadlocks.  

Benchmark Bug ID SLOC 
# of threads 
(prog/dlk) 

# of dlks Lp WNk 
Multi- 

entries? 
Multi- 
exits? 

Any  
Loops? 

Depth 
Func. (SLOC) 

Pre-acq 
only? 

DB Maintain n/a 0.1K 3 / 2 1 0 0    0 (1) / 0 (3)  
Bank Trans. n/a 0.1K 3 / 2 1 0 0    0 (3) / 0 (3)  
Dining Philo. n/a 0.1K 5 / 5 1 0 0    0 (1) / 0 (1)  

Hawknl (1.6b3) n/a 9.3K 3 / 2 1 0 0    0 (5) / 0 (6)  
SQLite (3.3.3) 1672 74.0K 3 / 2 2 0 0    0 (1) / 1 (4)  
OpenLDAP (2.2.20) 3494 167.3K 5 / 2 1 1 / 0 0  /  /   /   1 (36) / 1 (29)  
MySQL-1 (6.0.4a) 34567 1,093.6K 16 / 2 4 1 / 0 0  /  /   /  8 (26) / 0 (2)  
MySQL-2 (6.0.4a) 37080 1,093.6K 17 / 2 1 1 / 3 0 /  /   /  4 (43) / 4 (15)  
MySQL-3 (5.5.17) 62614 1,282.7K 22 / 2 2 1 / 0 0  /   /    /  0 (1) / 1 (13)  
MySQL-4 (5.1.57) 60682 1,146.7K 19 / 3 6  1 / 0 / 0 1 / 1 / 0    / /  1 (23) / 4 (116) / 2 (18)  

 

Algorithm 1: DFixer  
1.   
2.   
3.   
4.   
5.   
6.   
7.   
8.   
9.   

10.   
11.   
12.   
13.   
14.   
15.   
16.  
17.     
18.  

Input:  𝑃 and D = 𝑡1, 𝑤1, ℎ1, {}, 𝑡1, 𝑤2, ℎ2, {} …  
//Step 1: identify program information 

for each 𝑡, 𝑤, ℎ, {} ∈ 𝐷 { 
   let 𝐿𝑝(𝑡) = ∅, 𝑊𝑁𝑘(𝑡) = ∅  //other acq(q) and wait(k) in between 
   Analyze 𝑃 from 𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑒(ℎ) to 𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑒(𝑤) and update 𝐿𝑝(𝑡), 𝑊𝑁𝑘(𝑡) 
   //this analysis is based on DFS exploring 
} 
//Step 2: select a thread and apply fixing 

let 𝑡 ∈ 𝐷 be a thread with smallest |𝐿𝑝(𝑡) + 𝑊𝑁𝑘(𝑡)| from all threads 
in 𝐷 except those threads previously selected. 
if no such a thread 𝑡,  
   print "DFixer failed to fix deadlock D from program 𝑃." halt. 
if |𝐿𝑝(𝑡) + 𝑊𝑁𝑘(𝑡)| = 0: Apply pre-acquisition on thread 𝑡. 
else Apply pre-acquisition and context-aware conditional on thread 𝑡.  
handle program control flow according to Section 3.3. 
//Step 3: verify fixing 

let the fixed program 𝑃 as program 𝑃′. 
compile 𝑃′, if failed, goto Step 2.  
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of LLVM to perform a Depth-First-Search as shown in Algorithm 
1 on Bitcode files. It firstly extracts synchronizations and controls 
(i.e., Control-Flow-Graphs and Call-Graphs) for each thread in 

between its acq(hLock) and acq(wLock). Next, based on extract-
ed information, it applies pre-acquisition or/and context-aware 

conditionals. However, DFixer does not directly modify any 
Bitcode files; instead, it generates a fixing guide file (e.g., where 
and what should be inserted). We built a small program to trans-
late this file into a Linux patch file. The patch file can be patched 
into the source code of the given program to fix a deadlock.  

For the DFixer and Grail, some wLocks were not visible at the 

acquisition of their hLocks. Trying to solve the visibility issue 
might be difficult (as which requires C/C++ source file inclusion 
and could easily introduce compilation errors). Therefore, we set a 

pointer and assign the value of the wLock to the pointer. This 

pointer is used for pre-acquisition by DFixer or for computation of 

context-aware gate locks by Grail. We implemented context-

aware conditionals for DFixer via a map structure from two given 

locks (hLock and wLock) to a Boolean value.  

Grail is based on context-aware gate locks. It firstly generates a 

string by concatenating the addresses of hLock and wLock. Next, 
a second constant string (mapped in Java String Pool in Java 7, 

see String.intern()) with same values is returned as a 

gatelock object. This constant string is unique in each Java 
execution. We implemented this via a map structure in C++, 
which maps a concatenation of two lock addresses to a gate lock. 
There is no essential difference between our implementation in 

C++ and the Grail original implementation in Java.  

After applying three techniques to all benchmarks, we ran each 
fixed program by each technique for 100 times and collected the 
cases where deadlock occurred. During this 100 runs, we inserted 
a set of random sleep before and after each original and fixing 
lock acquisition of each deadlock to amplify deadlock occurrence 
probabilities. (Note, without the random sleep, the 100 runs were 
not enough.) We also ran them for 10 additional times without 

sleep to collect their execution time. As all versions of MySQL are 
servers, we only collected their processing time on SQL queries 
(i.e., test cases) but not the whole program execution time.  

We conducted the experiment on a ThinkPad workstation W540 
with a 2.5 GHz (up to 3.4GHz) i7-4710MQ processor, installed 
with Ubuntu 14.04 and GCC 4.8.  

5.3 Result Analysis 

5.3.1 Overall Effectiveness 
Table 2 shows the detailed fixing results. The second major col-

umn shows that, before ("Native") and after fixing by each tech-

nique, how many deadlocks occurred in 100 runs (with random 
sleep). The third major column shows, after fixing, whether any 
new deadlock was introduced. We adopted manual inspection into 

the fixed source code firstly ("Potential") and then ran each 
fixed program to see whether any new deadlocks could be trig-

gered ("Triggered"). The mark "-" indicates that no data was 
collected (e.g., a technique failed to fix a deadlock or a new dead-
lock always occurred after fixing). The last major column shows 
the average fixing overhead of the 10 additional runs (no sleep). 

From the second major column of Table 2, we see that all dead-
locks were likely to occur with random sleep. After fixing, no 
deadlocks occurred except on two benchmarks where new dead-
locks were introduced. However, no deadlock occurrences did not 
indicate that no new deadlocks were introduced by three tech-
niques. The second major column of Table 2 then shows that, 
after fixing, many potential deadlocks were introduced by both 

GA and Grail; and these potential deadlock were also triggered. 

However, DFixer did not introduce any potential deadlocks and no 

deadlock was triggered.  

We further summarized the fixing results of three techniques on 
17 deadlocks from real-world benchmarks in Table 3 (summa-
rized from Table 2), including the number of deadlocks success-
fully fixed by each technique and whether there is any significant 
performance downgrade (e.g., more than 5% overhead). From the 

table, we observe that Grail and GA only successfully fixed 7 and 

6 deadlocks out of 17 deadlocks, respectively; on other deadlocks, 
they either failed or/and introduced new deadlocks. However, 

DFixer fixed all 17 deadlocks correctly. Besides, both Grail and 

GA incurred larger than 5% overheads on average; whereas, 

DFixer did not incur such a large overhead across all benchmarks. 

5.3.2 Overall Efficiency 
The last major column of Table 2 shows the fixing overhead. Av-

eragely, on real-world deadlocks, GA incurred 15.8% overhead, 

Grail incurred 11.5% overhead, but DFixer only incurred 2.1% 

overhead.  

We note the following: Grail fixes a deadlock by inserting a con-

text-aware gate lock, which could reduce fixing overhead com-

pared to GA that inserts a global gate lock. Previous experiments 

[37] also verified this point. In our experiment, Grail incurred the 

largest overhead on four of six benchmarks. This, however, does 
not contradict the previous results [37]. The reason is that our 

Table 2. Detailed comparisons of GA, Grail, and DFixer (The avg. overhead in last row is on real-world deadlocks only). 

Benchmark 

# of deadlocks occurrences  

with random sleep 

# of new deadlocks 
Average overhead Potential Triggered 

Native GA Grail  DFixer GA Grail DFixer GA Grail DFixer GA Grail DFixer 

DB Maintain 51 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 
Bank Trans. 53 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 184.4% 312.5% 3.1% 
Dining Philo. 31 0 - 0 0 - 0 0 - 0 106.8% - 0.6% 

Hawknl 73 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11.2% 27.1% 1.9% 
SQLite 56 100 100 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 - - 2.7% 
OpenLDAP 47 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2.0% 2.9% 0.5% 
MySQL-1 62 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7.1% 9.5% 0.5% 
MySQL-2 37 0 - 0 0 - 0 0 - 0 19.4% - 2.9% 
MySQL-3 70 0 0 0 2 2 0 2 2 0 11.5% 6.3% 1.8% 
MySQL-4 28 47 - 0 6 - 0 6 - 0 43.5% - 4.1% 

 Sum:   9 3 0 9 3 0      Avg.: 15.8% 11.5% 2.1% 
 

Table 3. Summary of fixing on real-world deadlocks. 

# of total real  

deadlocks 

# of fixed With overhead < 5%? 

GA Grail DFixer GA Grail DFixer 

17 7 (41%) 6 (35%) 17 (100%)      
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experiments focused on scenarios where deadlocks were likely to 
occur before fixing, while the previous experiments focused on 
scenarios where deadlocks (and atomicity violations) were not 

likely to occur (see the deadlock benchmark Log4j-bugID-24159 
[37]). Therefore, for our cases, all three techniques have to serial-
ize part or all executions in each deadlock as our test cases are 

designed to trigger deadlock occurrences. As both GA and Grail 
completely serialized the executions in our cases, they incurred 

more overhead than that by DFixer which not only serialized part 

of executions via per-acquisitions but also released pre-acquired 
locks if no deadlocks may occur (i.e., by fixing program control 

flows). On the other hand, GA simply inserted gate locks; where-

as Grail had to compute context-aware gate locks by matching 

context in a map structure (even in its original implementation in 

Java, see Section 5.2). As a result, Grail may incur a larger over-

head than GA on some benchmarks.  

5.3.3 Detailed Discussion  
DB Maintain and Bank Trans. These two benchmarks are 

simple ones like our example deadlock D1. All three techniques 

correctly fixed them. On DB Maintain, no additional overhead 

was incurred by all techniques. However, on Bank Trans, the 
two threads acquire their first locks twice before they acquire their 

second lock, i.e., "acq(m); acq(m); acq(n)" (here no self-deadlock 
exists as two threads use recursive locking of Pthread). Besides, 
the two threads only acquire their second lock in less than half of 
all cases. As a result, the deadlock seldom occurs before fixing 

(without sleep). However, GA and Grail completely serialized 

two threads from their first acquisitions, resulting in heavy over-

head (184.4% by GA and 300% by Grail). DFixer only selected 

one thread to pre-acquire its second lock together with its first 
acquisition; and if the thread takes another branch, it immediately 
releases the pre-acquired locks, only incurred 3.1% overhead.  

Dining Philo. This benchmark includes five threads t1 to t5 
(to simulate five philosophers) and each thread ti acquires two 

locks li and li+1 (l6 = l0). The deadlock occurs when each thread 

ti acquires lock li and waits for lock li+1. Both GA and DFixer 

were able to fix it. However, Grail only targets to fix deadlocks 
with two threads. Therefore, it was unable to fix this deadlock. 

(Note that, for deadlocks involving more than two threads, Grail 
might generate a gate lock based on all these locks, which is fea-

sible on Dining Philo. but may fail on other deadlocks (e.g., 

MySQL-4 discussed later)). After fixing, GA incurred 106.8% 
overhead as it completely serialized all executions of five threads; 

whereas, DFixer only incurred 0.6% overhead as it serialized only 
two threads by selecting only one thread to pre-acquire a lock.  

Hawknl and OpenLDAP. On these two real-world benchmarks, all 
three techniques were able to fix them correctly. Note that, alt-

hough one thread from OpenLDAP involves a lock acquisition on 

a third lock as shown in Table 1, DFixer fixed it by selecting the 

second thread to perform a pre-acquisition only. Actually, by 

selecting the first thread, DFixer was also able to fix it. On the 

performance, on Hawknl, Grail incurred the largest overhead 

(i.e., 27.1%), followed by GA incurring 11.2% overhead; DFixer 

incurred only 1.9% overhead. On OpenLDAP, both Grail and GA 

incurred larger overheads (i.e., 2.9% and 2.0%, respectively) than 

that by DFixer (i.e., 0.5%).  

SQLite. The two deadlocks from this benchmark occur when a 

data race occurs on a variable inMutex. DFixer correctly fixed 

both deadlocks. However, both GA and Grail failed to fix them. 

On their 100 runs, there were exactly 100 occurrences of a new 
deadlock. The original deadlock is like our example deadlock D2. 
In the original program, two threads of each deadlock acquire two 

locks mutex1 and mutex2 in a reversed order; however, a thread 

sometimes does not release lock mutex2 (controlled by the varia-

ble inMutex). After fixing by GA and Grail, a gate lock G was 

inserted, resulting in two lock orders G ↝ mutex1 and G ↝ 

mutex2. However, when one of two threads does not release lock 

mutex2 and if it later re-acquires lock mutex1, it has to acquire 

the inserted gate lock G, resulting in a lock order mutex2 ↝ G. 

This lock order, together with the lock order G ↝ mutex2 from 

another thread, forms a new deadlock. DFixer successfully fixed 
two deadlocks via pre-acquisition. Of course, it had to fix the 
control flows as its fixing on deadlock D2 shown in Figure 8.  

MySQL-1 and MySQL-2. There are totally 5 deadlocks within 

MySQL-6.0.4a. All three techniques correctly fixed the first 

four. However, for the last one (BugID=37080), both DFixer and 

GA fixed it but Grail failed. We simplified this deadlock in Figure 

9(a). The thread t2 firstly acquires a lock from a table table-

>syncObj and then acquires a global lock syncSec. The thread t1 
acquires the two locks in a reversed order. However, for thread t1, 
after it acquires the global lock syncSec, it has to iteratively ex-

plore a linked structure data via a pointer p in a for-loop (under-

lined). From the pointer p, a Dbb pointer dbb is fetched (via func-

tion getDbb()); then a Section pointer sec is fetched (via func-

tion findSec()). The pointer sec points to a memory containing 

a table pointer table and its lock table->syncObj. As a result, 

before executing findSec(), the table is unknown and hence, the 

lock syncObj is also unknown. Therefore, Grail failed to compute 

a gate lock from both locks syncSec and syncObj (which is un-

known). However, for DFixer, although the lock syncObj cannot 

be pre-acquired with lock syncSec by thread t1, the lock 

syncSec can be pre-acquired with lock table->syncObj by 

thread t2. Hence, DFixer fixed this deadlock.  

MySQL-3. The two deadlocks from this benchmark are actually 

our example deadlock D2. There are two locks thread_count 

and index. One of two threads acquires lock index if the value of 

the variable need_mutex is true in a function purge_logs(). 

However, this function may also be called from another function 

srv_printf_innodb_monitor(){ … }

lock_print_info_summary()
{acq(Kernel);}

thd_security_contex()
{acq(THDData);}

Thread t3
mysql_rm_table_part2()
{acq(Open); … }

trx_allocate_for_mysql()
{acq(Kernel);}

wait_for_locked_table_names()
{wait(Open);}

Thread t2






(b) Deadlock on MySQL-4 (BugID: 60682)







SRLUpdateRecords::commit()
{ acq(syncSec);

for(UCHAR* p=data; p<end; p+=len)
{ Dbb* dbb = log->getDbb(getInt(&p));

dbb->updateRecord(secId); …}
}

Table::treeFetch()
{acq(syncObj);}

Dbb::updateRecord(secId)
{ Section* sec = findSec(secId);
sec->updateRecord(); …}

Thread t1

(a) Deadlock on MySQL-2 (BugID: 37080)

truncateTable(Table* table)
{ acq(table->syncObj); …}

SRLDropTable::append()
{acq(syncSec);}

Thread t2

kill_one_thread()
{acq(THDData); … }

awake(){
acq(Open);
notify(Open);}

Thread t1

 

Figure 9. Two deadlocks simplified from MySQL-2 and MySQL-4. 
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purge_first_log(). In this case, the lock index is acquired in 

purge_first_log(). Therefore, although Grail and GA fixed 

the original deadlock, they introduced a new deadlock if function 

purge_logs() is called in purge_first_log(). This produces 

a lock order index ↝ GateLock. Together with its reversed lock 

order GateLock ↝ index formed by another thread, a new re-

source deadlock is introduced. DFixer fixed this deadlock like its 

fixing to deadlock D2 without introducing new deadlocks. On this 

benchmark, GA incurred the largest overhead (i.e., 11.5%), fol-

lowed by Grail (i.e., 6.3%). DFixer only incurred 1.8% overhead.  

MySQL-4. The deadlocks from this benchmark are complex. Fig-
ure 9(b) shows one of them. This deadlock involves three threads 
and three locks as highlighted. However, like our deadlock D3, 

there is a pair of wait() and notify() on lock Open. Grail failed 

to fix this deadlock as locks Open and THDData are specified by a 

database; Grail failed to compute a gate lock. For GA, like its fix 

on D3, it introduced a communication deadlock as, after fixing, 

once thread t2 executes wait(Open), it holds the gate lock which 

prevents thread t1 from executing both acq(Open) and noti-
fy(Open). This newly introduced communication deadlock was 
identified by our manual inspection and was also triggered. For 

DFixer, like its fixing on D3, it fixed this deadlock by selecting 

thread t2 to perform its pre-acquisition on lock Kernel. Note, 

DFixer could not select thread t1 or thread t3 to perform a pre-

acquisition as both locks THDData and Open are specified by a 

database. GA, by serializing all three threads, incurred 43.5% 

overhead; whereas DFixer incurred only 4.1% overhead.  

On MySQL-4, we manually identified 6 potential deadlocks intro-

duced by GA which were also triggered. We suspect that more 

deadlocks were introduced by GA as there were many other paral-

lel executions like threads t1 and t2, which could result in dead-

lock occurrences with the gate locks inserted by GA. However, 

these potential deadlocks were not triggered in our experiment as 

they may require different test cases. We use symbol "" to indi-
cate this case in Table 2.  

6. RELATED WORK 

6.1 Deadlock Detection  
Detection of deadlocks is mainly based on detection of either 
cycles in lock order graphs [7][8][9][15][24][40][41][52][58] or 
cyclic lock dependencies on lock dependency relation [11][12] 
[29] statically or dynamically [7][15][41][48][52] [58].  

Static ones may report many false positives [58] compared to 
dynamic ones, even with various filters [41]. Although dynamic 
one are relatively precise, they also report false positives. Kahlon 
et al. [31] theoretically analyze whether two threads may form a 
deadlock occurrence through reachability checking. Other works, 
recently, focus on how to actually trigger occurrences of real-
world deadlocks by searching for possible scheduling 

[10][12][13][29][49]. DFixer focuses on how to fix deadlocks. It 

could be integrated with these techniques to fix their detected and 
triggered deadlocks as a subsequent action.  

There are also many works on synthesizing concurrency bugs 

once observed. ESD [61] synthesizes an execution from a core 

dump file of an execution with a deadlock occurrence. PENELO-
PE [53] also synthesizes part of execution to replay an observed 

atomicity violations or deadlocks. These techniques may fail due 
to the lack of thread interleaving and test cases.  

ConTeGe [45] targets to generate concurrent test cases so as to 

trigger an expected concurrency bug. OMEN [50] further synthe-

sizes executions for deadlock triggering based on ConTeGe. Sher-

lock [16] actively infers test cases based on interleaving con-

straints of threads involved in a targeted deadlock via concolic 
executions [51].  

Synthesis of executions and concurrent test cases may also help to 
verify the existence of a potential deadlock introduced by dead-
lock fixing approaches. However, unlike existing approaches, 

DFixer avoids introducing any new deadlocks by its design, no 
matter what test cases are given.  

Deadlocks may easily exist in database applications (e.g., most of 
deadlocks in our benchmarks were taken from MySQL Database 
Servers). These deadlocks could also be detected and prevented 
by analyzing hold-and-wait relations (i.e., cycles) among threads 

and locks [22][23]. DFixer also breaks such a hole-and-wait rela-

tion to fix a deadlock.  

6.2 Concurrency Bug Fixing and Recovery 
Many techniques have been proposed to fix concurrency bugs [14] 
[26][27][30][36][37][55][56][63]. However, almost all these 
techniques insert gate locks dynamically or statically to serialize 
executions of threads in a deadlock, which could introduce new 

deadlocks as discussed in this paper. DFixer distinguishes itself 

from all these works by its design to avoid introducing any new 
deadlocks.  

Among above techniques, both Gadara [55] and Dimmunity [30] 

aim to prevent previously detected deadlocks occurring. They 

adopt a strategy like GA except that they may not always invoke 

acquisitions on the inserted gate lock via context matching. How-
ever, context matching may introduce false positives, which fails 
to prevent a deadlock occurring.  

Recovery techniques could be integrated with deadlock detection 

and fixing. Sammati [46] aims to provide deadlock recovery by 

rolling back the executed operations, once a deadlock is detected. 

ConAir [62] tries to recover most concurrency bugs including 

deadlock. Lin et al. [35] propose to change lock acquisition primi-

tives (i.e., from acq() to tryAcq() or from tryAcq() to acq()) to 
partially fix a deadlock. They further propose to recover program 
executions once a deadlock occurs [47], which may incur high 
runtime overhead. Besides, recovery from deadlock occurrence 
might be infeasible as discussed in [35] (e.g., when a thread in-
volves file IO operations or accesses shared variables). Once 

DFixer fixes a deadlock, the deadlock never occurs. Therefore, 

there is no need for DFixer to adopt any recovery techniques.  

7. CONCLUSION  
Existing deadlock fixing strategies may easily introduce new 
deadlocks and may also incur high runtime overhead. We propose 

DFixer toward deadlock fixing without introducing any new dead-

locks via lock pre-acquisition. We have evaluated DFixer on a set 

of widely used benchmarks including 20 deadlocks and also com-
pared it with existing approaches. The experimental result shows 

that, compared to existing ones, DFixer not only fixed all dead-

locks but also introduced no new deadlocks; besides, DFixer only 

incurred about 2% overhead on average which is significantly 
lower than that of compared approaches.  
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Abstract
Studying the spread of phenomena in social networks is
critical but still not fully solved. Existing influence max-
imization models assume a static network, disregarding
its evolution over time. We introduce the continuous
time constrained influence maximization problem for
dynamic diffusion networks, based on a novel diffusion
model called DYNADIFFUSE. Although the problem is
NP-hard, the influence spread functions are monotonic
and submodular, enabling fast approximations on top
of an innovative stochastic model checking approach.
Experiments on real social network data show that our
model finds higher quality solutions and our algorithm
outperforms state-of-art alternatives.

1 Introduction
Understanding how information, diseases, etc. spread in a
network is vital in many settings. Companies may wish to
target users such that they, by word-of-mouth, influence their
friends, friends-of-friends, and so on, to purchase a prod-
uct. Finding a set of initial nodes that will eventually in-
fluence the largest number of nodes in a network is critical
for achieving a high success rate (Domingos and Richardson
2001). Solving such an influence maximization problem can
enable us to predict the success or failure of new innovations
in their early stages, or to shape the process accordingly.

While several influence diffusion models have been pro-
posed, all of them assume the given network is static (Guille
et al. 2013). In reality, however, networks may evolve quite
notably during the diffusion process (Mislove et al. 2008;
Tang et al. 2010). Matsubara et al. (2012) found that the in-
formation diffusion process often goes on for days or even
months. During this time, the degree of influence between
two nodes can change quite substantially due to chang-
ing interests or social ties. Likewise, the network topology
may change, with new nodes appearing or disappearing, and
edges coming and going. Gomez-Rodriguez, Leskovec, and
Schölkopf (2013) show that information diffusion networks
inferred from cascade data often evolve dramatically as the
information cascades accumulate. Accounting for such dy-
namics and thus pursuing seed node sets of a higher quality
may lead to significant financial gains.

Copyright c© 2015, Association for the Advancement of Artificial
Intelligence (www.aaai.org). All rights reserved.

In this paper, we thus drop the assumption of a static
network and investigate how to account for network evo-
lution in influence maximization. We define the contin-
uous time constrained influence maximization problem
and propose the continuous time dynamic diffusion model
(DYNADIFFUSE) for dynamic diffusion networks. Having
captured specific dynamic characteristics of networks (such
as herd behavior and activeness), DYNADIFFUSE enables
us to consider their effects while estimating the influence
spread of a set of nodes within a given time frame. This is
achieved using an innovative stochastic model checking ap-
proach. Although the new problem is NP-hard, the influence
spread function is monotonic and submodular. This enables
us to obtain fast approximations with a lower bound preci-
sion ratio of 1 − 1/e. In our experiments on real social net-
work data, we show that network evolution indeed plays an
important role in influence maximization. DYNADIFFUSE
leads to significantly more influential node sets than previ-
ous models, with negligible time overhead.

2 Related Work
Kempe, Kleinberg, and Tardos (2003) first formulated the
problem of influence maximization in a graph, in which in-
fluence propagation is captured using stochastic cascades,
as in their independent cascade (IC) model. Recently, tem-
poral aspects have been gaining increasing attention. Chen,
Lu, and Zhang (2012) incorporated the time delay of influ-
ence diffusion into the IC model. Liu et al. (2012) defined
a discrete time constrained information maximization prob-
lem and improved the IC model by adding the time stamps
of every time period for each edge, but their algorithms do
not consider continuous time constraints. Gomez-Rodriguez
and Schölkopf (2012) proposed a continuous time con-
strained diffusion model, which can be inferred from a cas-
cade database (Gomez-Rodriguez, Balduzzi, and Schölkopf
2011). However, unlike DYNADIFFUSE, all aforementioned
models assume a static network with fixed propagation rates
or probabilities during the diffusion process.

Finding the best initial set of nodes requires combinato-
rial optimization, which is very costly. Many studies aimed
at speeding up Kempe’s greedy algorithm. Kimura and Saito
(2006) introduced a shortest-path based IC model and pro-
vided efficient algorithms for it. Leskovec et al. (2007)
proposed the Cost-Effective Lazy Forward (CELF) scheme
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for selecting new seeds to significantly reduce the num-
ber of influence spread evaluations. Chen, Wang, and Yang
(2009) proposed two algorithms: MixedGreedy and De-
greeDiscount. Liu et al. (2014) developed a heuristic algo-
rithm based on independent influence paths. Furthermore,
Tang, Xiao, and Shi (2014) presented a greedy algorithm
called TIM by generating many random graph sets under
parameters control. Cohen et al. (2014) developed an effi-
cient sketch-based algorithm (SKIM) by pre-generating a
small sketch for nodes. However, these algorithms all as-
sume static networks with fixed propagation probabilities.

3 Problem Definition and Overview
In contrast to previous work, our problem definition more
closely reflects real networks by allowing diffusion rates and
probabilities for each edge to vary during the diffusion.
Definition 1. Continuous time constrained influence
maximization problem for dynamic diffusion networks:
Suppose we are given (1) a social network snapshot
G(V,E), (2) a set of dynamic characteristics reflecting how
it will evolve, (3) a time bound T , and (4) a positive integer
k < |V |. Our goal is to find an initial set I ⊂ V of k nodes,
maximizing the expected total number of nodes influenced
up to time T , as estimated by an influence function σT (I).
Our solution to this problem consists of three parts:

1. In Section 4, we propose a new continuous time con-
strained dynamic diffusion model, called DYNADIFFUSE.

2. In Section 5.1, an influence spread analysis method for
DYNADIFFUSE, relying on stochastic model checking, is
given to estimate the influence of an initial set of nodes.

3. In Section 5.2, we design a fast greedy algorithm called
FASTMARGIN after proving the monotonicity and sub-
modularity of the influence function for DYNADIFFUSE.

4 Dynamic Diffusion Model
We now present a new dynamic diffusion model
(DYNADIFFUSE) and then derive a specific instantia-
tion based on real social network data.

4.1 Model Definition
In our diffusion model, each node is either influenced or not.
Initially only a small set of nodes in an initial set I are influ-
enced (by an external action such as supplying free product
samples). Then, every node in I tries to influence its adja-
cent neighbors. If a node has successfully been influenced,
it tries to influence its own neighbors, and so on. We assume
that once a node has been influenced, this state persists until
the end. The process terminates when there are no remaining
uninfluenced nodes or when the given time T has elapsed.

Whether a node succeeds in influencing its neighbor is
modeled using propagation rates. Clearly, different edges
have different propagation rates (Kossinets, Kleinberg, and
Watts 2008), and these may also change over time. Follow-
ing previous work, we use the exponential distribution to
model the propagation rate. For an edge from node i to node
j associated with a propagation rate r, the influence diffu-
sion probability is 1 − e−rt, where t is the time span af-
ter node i is influenced. We can infer a diffusion network

with potential diffusion edges and edge-specific propagation
rates directly from diffusion cascade data using an optimiza-
tion algorithm. Then we can construct a Continuous Time
Markov Chain (CTMC) when given an initial set.

Definition 2. Continuous Time Markov Chain (CTMC):
A (labeled) CTMC is a tuple (S, s0, R, L), where S is a finite
set of states and s0 ∈ S is the initial state.R : S×S → R≥0
is a transition rate matrix assigning rates to pairs of states
with r ∈ R used as rate parameters of the exponential distri-
bution f(t) = re−rt,t > 0. We allow self-loops. Finally, for
a fixed finite set P of action labels, L : R→ 2P is a function
assigning such labels to every transition with r > 0.

We can create a CTMC (S, s0, R, L), denoted by M0,
to represent the behavior of an inferred diffusion network
G(V,E) as follows. Each state s ∈ S has |V | dimensions,
with values of 0 or 1 representing whether a node has been
influenced. We first create an initial state s0 for I , the initial
set. For example, in Figure 1a and b, s0 = (1, 0, 0) repre-
sents that for I = {A} only A is initially influenced. Next,
we iteratively create all other reachable states in S and their
corresponding transitions in R. Iterating over A’s outgoing
edges, we find that nodes B and C can be influenced, so
we need two new states in S, (1, 1, 0) for reaching B and
(1, 0, 1) for reaching C, along with two associated transi-
tions for them. If these states are already in S, we just need to
add transitions. We iterate this process until there is nothing
left to add. For a transition from state s1 to s2, the transition
rate is calculated as

∑
ei
ri, where ri is the propagation rate

of each edge that can influence the new node. For example,
A and B in state (1, 1, 0) can independently influence C, so
the transition rate is r2 + r3. Finally, we get four reachable
states in S plus associated transitions in R, and L = ∅.

Next, we consider dynamic properties of social networks
(Lang and Wu 2011, for example). It is impossible to model
all possible dynamics exhibited by different social networks.
However, having discovered salient dynamic characteris-
tics from real data, we can capture these using additional
CTMC models. We introduce local variables f1, . . . , fm,
which model dynamic factors for a dynamic characteristic.
These factors are used to model the degree of effects on the
diffusion network by a positive function Φ(f1, . . . , fm). In
the CTMCs for dynamic characteristics, transitions can be
divided into two types: Internal transitions define how these
dynamic factors evolve stochastically, while external tran-
sitions associated with action labels will be used for syn-
chronization with the main CTMC M0 defined earlier. M0’s
action labels will be updated to match these labels.

For example, Figure 1c presents a dynamic characteris-
tic called activeness (detailed in Section 4.3). There is only
one state and one local variable step. The internal transition,
[]dr : step++, represents that step increases with rate dr,
where dr is a constant. The external transition, [AL]ddstep,
is labeled with an action label AL indicating low activeness.
After defining dynamic characteristics, we update the corre-
sponding action labels for M0. If node C has low activeness
in Figure 1a, we add the action label AL for all transitions
that can influence C. The result is shown in Figure 1d. We
next explain how to connect these CTMCs to model the evo-
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(a) Diffusion Network G (b) CTMC for G, initial set I={A}, (1,0,0) is initial state (c) CTMC for Activeness

(1,0,0)

(1,1,0)

(1,1,1)
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(d) Correlate with (c) by adding action labels for (b)   

(1,0,0,1)

(1,1,0,1)

(1,1,1,1)

(1,0,1,1)

[]r1 [AL](r2+r3). ddstep

[AL]r3. ddstep

[]r1

[]dr:step++ []dr:step++

[]dr:step++
[]dr:step++

(e) Parallel Composition for (c) and (d) 

Figure 1: DYNADIFFUSE modeling example, where dd stands for decreaseDelta and dr for decreaseRate

lution of the inferred network.

Definition 3. CTMC Parallel Composition: For two la-
beled CTMCs M1 = (S1, s01, R1, L1) and M2 = (S2, s02,
R2, L2), the parallel composition, M1 ‖ M2, is a CTMC
(S1 × S2, (s01, s02), Rc, L1 ∪ L2), where Rc is defined as:

[ι]s1
α−→1 s

′
1

[ι]〈s1, s2〉
α−→ 〈s′1, s2〉 ι ∈ L1 \ L2, α ∈ R1

[ι]s2
α−→2 s

′
2

[ι]〈s1, s2〉
α−→ 〈s1, s′2〉 ι ∈ L2 \ L1, α ∈ R2

[ι]s1
α1−→1s

′
1 ∧ [ι]s2

α2−→2s
′
2

[ι]〈s1, s2〉
α1·α2−→ 〈s′1, s′2〉 ι ∈ L1 ∩ L2, α1 ∈ R1, α2 ∈ R2

Here, [ι]s
α−→ s′ means that the CTMC evolves from state

s to s′ when α ∈ R is performed with action label ι ∈ L.

We can see that transitions with different action labels
in different Mi may only occur independently. In contrast,
transitions with the same action labels in different Mi must
occur together with a combined transition rate

∏
i αi. The

combined CTMC with the activeness dynamic characteris-
tic is shown in Figure 1d. In this example, if step is changed
during the simulation, the transition rates of subsequent tran-
sitions will evolve as [AL]r3 · ddstep.

In this way, we can model most common dynamic char-
acteristics. If a new connection appears, we can introduce
an edge with a minimal positive value at the beginning that
increases later. An edge (re-)emerges when its rate increases
from the minimal value, and conversely an edge disappears
if its rate decreases to that value. Nodes can be regarded as
removed when all of their edges have disappeared.

With this modeling approach, we get a labeled CTMCM0

for an inferred diffusion network and a series of CTMCs
D = {d1...dn} for dynamic characteristics. Finally, we de-
fine the DYNADIFFUSE model as follows.

Definition 4. Continuous Time Dynamic diffusion Model
(DynaDiffuse): Given a CTMC M0 for a network G =
(V,E), a set A of propagation rates αu,v for each (u, v) ∈
E, an initial set of vertices I ⊆ V , and a set of dynamic
characteristics D = {d1, . . . , dn}, where each di ∈ D is
a CTMC model whose transition rate matrix represents a
given positive function Φ(f1, . . . , fm) (with dynamic factors
fj and Φ ≥ 0), DYNADIFFUSE M is a synchronous CTMC
model defined as M = M0 ‖ D = M0 ‖ d1 ‖ · · · ‖ dn.

4.2 Modeling Process
Algorithm 1 presents the complete modeling process for a
DYNADIFFUSE instantiation. First, we make use of a con-
vex optimization algorithm (Gomez-Rodriguez, Balduzzi,
and Schölkopf 2011) to infer the diffusion network topol-
ogy G = (V,E) with R̄ as a set of propagation rates for
every edge (Figure 1a). Given an initial set, we can con-
struct its corresponding CTMC M0 = (S, I,R, L) where
L is empty, i.e., L(r) = ∅ for all r ∈ R. Then, we model
each dynamic characteristic by a dynamic module di ∈ D
as a CTMC (Figure 1c). To establish their correlation, we
add action labels L of M0 for corresponding external tran-
sitions in di (Figure 1b). Finally we synchronize them by
following Definition 3 (Figure 1e). We can then use stochas-
tic model checking to predict the influence spread in a given
time (Section 5.1).

Algorithm 1 Complete Modeling Process
Input: C (Cascade Data), T (time constraint), I (initial set)

1: G(V,E, R̄)← gls(C, T ) # optimization algorithm
2: Create CTMC M0 = (S, I,R, L) from G, A
3: D ← dynamic modules mined from real data
4: modify L of M0 to capture the correlation with D
5: return M0 ‖ D as DynaDiffuse

4.3 Salient Dynamic Characteristics
While DYNADIFFUSE can flexibly capture various kinds of
network evolution, we focus on two important characteris-
tics of information spread in social networks.

Herd Behavior. It is a well-established phenomenon that
over time, with an increasing number of influenced people,
propagation rates increase. The strength of this effect, how-
ever, differs for different types of users. Several studies show
that information diffusion is affected by a person’s confor-
mity, i.e., inclination to be influenced (Li, Bhowmick, and
Sun 2011; Tang, Wu, and Sun 2013; Raafat, Chater, and
Frith 2009). For each user v, we compute a conformity score

|{(m, v, t) ∈ Pv | ∃(m, v′, t′) : pv,v′ ∧ ε ≥ t− t′ ≥ 0}|
|Pv|

where Pv is the set of user v’s posting history logs, pv,v′ ∈
P , representing the posting logs that user v posted to user
v′ and ε is a maximal time difference for v’s reposting of
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v′’s posting (one week in our dataset from Section 6). In-
dividual conformity represents how strongly v’s posting be-
havior conforms to that of her friends. In our dataset, we
discover that nearly 30% of users have a conformity > 0.6.
We divided the users into three groups according to their
conformity values and randomly selected 100 users from
each group to calculate the distribution of the times a post-
ing had been reposted before they forwarded it. Our analysis
revealed that users with high conformity either repost very
popular postings or brand new ones posted by their close
friends, often related to their personal offline life. Low con-
formity users, in contrast, do not seem to show any clear
pattern. Therefore, we model herd behavior at different in-
tensities for different conformity levels. Given a conformity
vector for all nodes, we define a CTMC as follows.
module “herd behavior”

n : [0..|V |] init by |I|;
/* conformity ≥ 60% */
[CH] n > 0→ 1 + ψ(n) ∗ conformityhigh : (n′ = n+ 1);
/* 60% > conformity ≥ 30% */
[CM ] n > 0→ 1+ψ(n)∗conformitymiddle : (n′ = n+1);
/* conformity < 30% */
[CL] n > 0→ 1 + ψ(n) ∗ conformitylow : (n′ = n+ 1);

end module

The module definition syntax used here is based on the
Reactive Modules formalism (Alur and Henzinger 1999),
with local variables and transition commands that reflect
the operational behavior of the module, i.e., state transi-
tions of the CTMC. Here, the local variable n (with range
from 0 to |V |) represents the current number of influenced
nodes, which is initialized as |I|. The form of each transi-
tion command is [action label] guard condition → rate :
updates. Updates can be performed if and only if the cur-
rent state of the CTMC meets the guard condition. We la-
bel each node’s incoming edge by its conformity level in
the CTMC for the inferred diffusion network, with [CH]
for high, [CM ] for medium, and [CL] for low conformity.
For each level i, conformityi is the average value for all
nodes at this level. The transition rate function Φ(n) =
1 + ψ(n) · conformityi models the changing trend of the
rate as the number of influenced users increases. We define
ψ(n) = γ

(
1 + e−δ(

n
|V |−b)

)−1
for γ > 0, as this mirrors

the spread process for popular events in a network, first in-
creasing gradually at an increasing rate and then stabilizing.
The range ofψ(n) is determined by γ, the curve’s slope by δ,
and b is the rate’s breakpoint. In our experiments, we study
how these variables affect the initial set selection for influ-
ence maximization.

Activeness of Actors. Studies (Lang and Wu 2011;
Viswanath et al. 2009) show that social actors exhibit dif-
ferent levels of activeness. In particular, highly active ones
contribute more towards the interaction, e.g. by reposting
messages and posting new stories. Although there are many
other factors, such as user interests, beliefs, and topics, much
of their effects can be attributed to a user’s activeness.

From our real diffusion dataset (cf. Section 6), we
first measure the activeness of every node v ∈ V as
activeness(v) = |vp|, i.e., the total number of messages
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Figure 2: Fraction of interactions over time for one year .

the user has posted or reposted (during a one week period
in our experiments). For analysis purposes, we divided the
users into groups according to their activeness values and
randomly selected 10% of users in each group to calculate
the average interaction levels based on one year of historic
data. Figure 2 illustrates that highly active users display a
relatively more even distribution of posting messages over
time, compared to other groups. On the contrary, less active
users post less and less over time. The trends are different
for different groups. To capture this, we thus divide the user
base into two parts using a threshold on their activeness. For
active nodes (whose activeness is larger than the threshold),
we assume stable transition rates for all of their incoming
edges during the diffusion process. On the contrary, the in-
coming edges’ transition rates for inactive nodes (low level
activeness) will stochastically decrease over time, following
an exponential distribution with expectation decreaseRate.
Given a classification threshold γ, the function Φ of this dy-
namic module can be expressed as

Φ =


decreaseDeltastep activeness < γ

1 otherwise

Then, given an activeness vector of all nodes, we define
the activeness module using a label AL for low activeness
and a parameter decreaseRate to control the evolution.
module “Activeness”

const float decreaseRate;
const float decreaseDelta;
step : [0..IntMax] init by 0;
[] step ≥ 0→ decreaseRate : (step′ = step + 1);
[AL] step > 0→ decreaseDeltastep : (step′ = step);

end module

5 Influence Analysis and Maximization
We now define the influence function for the DYNADIFFUSE
model and apply our novel stochastic model checking ap-
proach to predict the influence spread.

5.1 Spread Analysis
Definition 5. The influence spread σT (I) of an initial set I
until time T in a DYNADIFFUSE model MI is defined as the
expected number of nodes influenced until T :

σT (I) = ENT (I) =

|V |∑
i=1

P (ti ≤ T |MI),

where ti denotes the time when node i is influenced.
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To estimate the influence spread of a given initial set I , we
rely on stochastic model checking (Kwiatkowska, Norman,
and Parker 2007), a method for computing possible behav-
iors of a stochastic system. Given a model description and
a formula in temporal logic, stochastic model checking pro-
vides the likelihood of the model satisfying the formula as
well as a wider range of quantitative measures relating to
model behavior. For example, one can use stochastic model
checking to determine the expected running time or expected
number of lost messages of a system.

Transitions (except self-loops) of the DYNADIFFUSE
model correspond to non-influenced nodes becoming influ-
enced. To calculate ENT (I), we tie a reward to every such
transition, and accumulate all rewards in the diffusion pro-
cess to estimate the number of influenced nodes. Given a
DYNADIFFUSE model M , we denote the instantaneous re-
ward associated with the transition from state i to state j as
rewardij . The reward Markov process associated with M is
then (M,REM ), where the reward accumulated in the time
interval (0, t] is REM =

∫ t
0

rewardM(u−),M(u)dNM (t),
where NM (t) is the number of state transitions of M in the
time interval (0, t]. Assume rewardij = 1 for all transitions.
Then REM =

∫ t
0
dNM (t) =

∑|V |
i=1 P (ti ≤ T |MI). This

can be determined using a Uniformisation based Stochas-
tic Model Checking approach (Kwiatkowska, Norman, and
Parker 2007). It allows us to either get an exact result by
verification, or to estimate the result using a faster simu-
lation approach. In our study, we used the PRISM system
(Kwiatkowska, Norman, and Parker 2011) for this.

5.2 Scalable Influence Maximization
Complexity, Monotonicity, and Submodularity.
Theorem 1. Continuous time constrained influence maxi-
mization on a DYNADIFFUSE model is NP-hard.

Proof. With dynamic modules D = ∅ and T → ∞, our
DYNADIFFUSE model turns out to be an instance of the in-
dependent cascade model. Hence, the latter is a special case
of DYNADIFFUSE. As the traditional influence maximiza-
tion problem is known to be NP-hard (Kempe, Kleinberg,
and Tardos 2003), this new problem is also NP-hard.

Theorem 2. The influence function σT (I) for DYNA-
DIFFUSE is monotonous.

Proof. If initial nodes are influenced at t = 0, each tran-
sition (except self-loops) of a DYNADIFFUSE model means
there will be a new influenced node. The time delay is de-
termined by an exponential distribution with a step-varied
expectation value. Consider the possible distributions of all
possible time differences between each pair of states in the
model. There will be a series of different state graphs χ. For
a given ∆x ∈ χ, we define σT,∆x(I) as equal to the number
of nodes reachable from I by at least one path with length no
larger than T . It is very natural to discover that σT,∆x(S) ≤
σT,∆x(S ∪ v) (for S ⊂ V ). Therefore, σT,∆x(I) is
monotonous. As σT (I) = (

∑
x∈χ σT,∆x(I))/|χ|, we obtain

that σT (I) is monotonous as well.

Theorem 3. The influence function σT (I) for DYNA-
DIFFUSE is submodular.

Proof. Consider any set of nodes V1 ⊆ V2 ⊆ V , and a node
v0 ∈ V \ V2 (if V2 = V , then trivially V01,T = V02,T be-
low). We again use ∆x ∈ χ, as in the proof of Theorem 2.
We assume ∆V0i,T is the set of nodes that can be reached
from v0, but cannot be reached by Vi (i = 1, 2) within the T
bound in the∆x graph. Since V1 ⊆ V2, we obtain∆V01,T ≥
∆V02,T . We see that σT,∆x(V1 ∪ {v0}) − σT,∆x(V1) =
∆V01,T ≥ ∆V02,T = σT,∆x(V2 ∪ {v0}) − σT,∆x(V2) and
thus σT,∆x(I) is submodular. From this it follows that σT (I)
is submodular, concluding the proof.

FASTMARGIN Greedy Algorithm. The standard greedy
algorithm for maximizing monotonic and submodular func-
tions has a provable lower bound ratio of 1 − 1/e. How-
ever, for genuine scalability, we propose a faster marginal
influence spread estimation algorithm for the continuous
time diffusion model. Our algorithm (Algorithm 2) first pre-
dicts a relatively precise influence spread using stochas-
tic model checking on the CTMC Parallel Composition.
Then, we predict the increased marginal influence spread
(σT (I∪{v})−σT (I)) of adding each v ∈ V \I when select-
ing an additional node to be added to the current initial set.
To improve the efficiency, we estimate this marginal influ-
ence spread using a faster discounted formula for σT ({v}) in
Line 12, instead of determining a precise value with stochas-
tic model checking.

Algorithm 2 FASTMARGIN Greedy algorithm
Require: a DYNADIFFUSE for a graph G = (V,E), the size k of

the desired initial set, a time constraint T
1: I ← ∅;
2: for each v ∈ V do
3: predict accurate σT ({v}) using stochastic model checking
4: u← argmaxv(σT ({v}))
5: I ← {u}
6: for i← 2 to k do
7: for each v ∈ V \ I do
8: if (v, u) ∈ E and u ∈ N(I) then
9: PI,u ← 1−Π(w,u)∈E,w∈I(1− e−ru,w(T ))

10: else
11: PI,u ← 0
12: ∆σT ({v})← σT (I ∪ {v})− σT (I)

≈ σT ({v})Σ(v,u)∈E(1−e−rv,u(T ))(1−PI,u)σT ({u})

Σ(v,u)∈E(1−e−rv,u(T ))σT ({u})

13: u← argmaxv(∆σT ({v})) # using CELF
14: I ← I ∪ {u}
15: return I # best set I

Here,N(I) is the set of directed successors of I , and PI,u
is the probability that u is influenced immediately by current
initial nodes. We estimate the probability with an exponen-
tial distribution for the whole diffusion period. The discount
is to subtract the influence spread that may be obtained by
I from σT ({v}). The higher the probability that v’s neigh-
bors are already influenced by I , the larger the discount that
should be applied to σT ({v}). For scalability to large net-
works, we also adopt the CELF lazy evaluation approach
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(Leskovec et al. 2007), which dramatically reduces the num-
ber of evaluations of argmaxv(σT (I ∪ {v}) − σT (I)). We
call this algorithm FASTMARGIN. This algorithm can flex-
ibly be used in any continuous-time constrained diffusion
model that assumes that the diffusion rate follows the expo-
nential distribution.

Time and space complexities. Let dmax be the maxi-
mum degree of all nodes, and S and R be the states and
transition matrix of a DYNADIFFUSE instance, respectively.
In Algorithm 2, the first for loop requires O(|V ||S|2) time
for uniformisation. The second for loop will cost O((k −
1)|V |dmax). So the total runtime complexity isO(|V ||S|2 +
(k− 1)|V |dmax). However, the standard greedy algorithm’s
time complexity is O(k|V ||S|2). Thus, they have the same
running time when k = 1, and Algorithm 2 is faster for
k > 1. The space complexity is O(|V |(|S| + |R|)), domi-
nated by stochastic model checking in line 3.

6 Experimental Evaluation
Dataset. We evaluate our model and algorithm on a mi-
croblog diffusion dataset from Sina Weibo, a major Chinese
microblogging platform. The data covers 96, 700 users and
373, 412 microblog postings (211, 052 original and 162, 360
reposted) from the time period of November 2–8, 2013. For
each of these postings, it contains a set of time-stamped
reposting logs with user ID, reposting time, and reposting
contents, in total nearly 4, 000, 000 entries. From this data,
we inferred an underlying diffusion network with 6, 000
top nodes and the 30, 000 fastest edges using the algorithm
from Gomez-Rodriguez, Balduzzi, and Schölkopf (2011),
and calculated the conformity and activeness vectors.
Comparing Models. Figure 3a shows that the seeds’ influ-
ence spread obtained by DYNADIFFUSE (i.e., FastMargin-
Dynamic, CELF-Dynamic) is consistently superior to that
of the static continuous time diffusion model (Gomez-
Rodriguez and Schölkopf 2012) (i.e., FastMargin–Static,
CELF–Static), as well as the IC model (Kempe, Kleinberg,
and Tardos 2003) (i.e., CELF-IC). The FASTMARGIN algo-
rithm is slightly less precise than the pure CELF algorithm
because of its heuristics, but the gap is not large. We ad-
ditionally compare the DYNADIFFUSE-estimated influence
spread with the real influence spread in the social network.
To assess the real diffusion, we first crawled all original mi-
croblogs published on November 9, 2013 for every user in
the obtained initial set and then calculated the average to-
tal number of repostings in the following week (T = 1 to
7). We regard the average total number of repostings as the
influence spread for each user. We only calculate the repost-
ing numbers within our data set (96,700 users) and minus the
overlap. Figure 3b illustrates that the estimated results of our
dynamic model, i.e., FastMargin–Dynamic (Slow, Quick),
are closer to the real situation than those of the static dif-
fusion model, FastMargin–Static. Moreover, the evolution
speed parameters in our model influence the precision of
the estimated results. To get even more precise results, we
could easily tune them with collected historic data. Note
that DYNADIFFUSE consistently outperforms existing mod-
els across different values of these parameters.
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Figure 3: (a) Diffusion models comparison by DYNADIFFUSE
with T = 3 days. Herd behavior module: δ = 30, b = 0.05, ac-
tiveness module: decreaseDelta = 0.9, decreaseRate = 0.2. (b)
Comparison by the real influence spread with K = 6. Slow evolu-
tion: δ = 30, b = 0.05, decreaseDelta = 0.9, decreaseRate =
0.2. Quick evolution: δ = 100, b = 0.01, decreaseDelta = 0.9,
decreaseRate = 0.4. Legend: greedy algorithm–diffusion model
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Figure 4: Running time of algorithms (T = 6 days)

Comparing Algorithms. We then evaluated the efficiency
and scalability of DYNADIFFUSE and the FASTMARGIN
algorithm. Figure 4 shows running time on a worksta-
tion (2.5GHz Dual core, 4GB RAM). FastMargin–Dynamic
and FastMargin–Static are significantly faster than CELF
(CELF–Dynamic and CELF–Static) and are more scalable
as K grows. Interestingly, the time gap between DYNA-
DIFFUSE (i.e., CELF–Dynamic, FastMargin–Dynamic) and
the static model (i.e., CELF–Static, FastMargin–Static) is
very small. The analysis for DYNADIFFUSE with FAST-
MARGIN is thus just slightly more costly than for the IC
model, yet produces an initial set of significantly higher
quality. Note that FASTMARGIN’s running time remains al-
most constant as k increases. CELF-IC has similar behavior,
but with worse output quality, as we have seen earlier.

7 Conclusion and Future Work
We have presented the novel continuous constrained influ-
ence maximization problem for dynamic networks, and in-
troduced a novel diffusion model called DYNADIFFUSE for
it. Under DYNADIFFUSE, we employ an innovative stochas-
tic model checking approach to considering dynamic effects
and estimating the influence spread of a set of nodes within
a given time frame. Our experiments show that network dy-
namics indeed have strong effects on the solution’s quality.
In the future, we will investigate how to learn dynamic be-
havior from data. Additionally, we believe that our novel ap-
proach of relying on stochastic model checking can serve as
an important new framework for many new forms of social
network analysis.
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Abstract. In this paper, we present a practical and provably secure
two-pass authenticated key exchange protocol over ideal lattices, which
is conceptually simple and has similarities to the Diffie-Hellman based
protocols such as HMQV (CRYPTO 2005) and OAKE (CCS 2013). Our
method does not involve other cryptographic primitives—in particular,
it does not use signatures—which simplifies the protocol and enables us
to base the security directly on the hardness of the ring learning with
errors problem. The security is proven in the Bellare-Rogaway model
with weak perfect forward secrecy in the random oracle model. We also
give a one-pass variant of our two-pass protocol, which might be appeal-
ing in specific applications. Several concrete choices of parameters are
provided, and a proof-of-concept implementation shows that our proto-
cols are indeed practical.

1 Introduction

Key Exchange (KE) is a fundamental cryptographic primitive, allowing two par-
ties to securely generate a common secret key over an insecure network. Because
symmetric cryptographic tools (e.g., AES) are reliant on both parties having
a shared key in order to securely transmit data, KE is one of the most used
cryptographic tools in building secure communication protocols (e.g., SSL/TLS,
IPSec, SSH). Following the introduction of the Diffie-Hellman (DH) protocol [1],
cryptographers have devised a wide selection of KE protocols with various use-
cases. One such class is Authenticated Key Exchange (AKE), which enables each
party to verify the other’s identity so that an adversary cannot impersonate an
honest party in the conversation.

For an AKE protocol, each party has a pair of static keys: a static secret
key and a corresponding static public key. The static public key is certified to
belong to its owner using a public-key or ID-based infrastructure. During an
execution of the protocol, each party generates a pair of ephemeral keys—an
c© International Association for Cryptologic Research 2015
E. Oswald and M. Fischlin (Eds.): EUROCRYPT 2015, Part II, LNCS 9057, pp. 719–751, 2015.
DOI: 10.1007/978-3-662-46803-6 24
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ephemeral secret key and an ephemeral public key—and sends the ephemeral
public key to the other party. Then, these keys are used along with the transcripts
of the session to create a shared session state, which is then passed to a key
derivation function to obtain a common session key. Intuitively, such a protocol
is secure if no efficient adversary is able to extract any information about the
session key from the publicly exchanged messages. More formally, Bellare and
Rogaway [2] introduced an indistinguishability-based security model for AKE,
the BR model, which captures key authentication such as implicit mutual key
authentication and confidentiality of agreed session keys. The most prominent
alternatives stem from Canetti and Krawczyk [3] and LaMacchia et al. [4], that
also account for scenarios in which the adversary is able to obtain information
about a static secret key or a session state other than the state of the target
session. In practice, AKE protocols are usually required to have a property,
Perfect Forward Secrecy (PFS), that an adversary cannot compromise session
keys after a completed session, even if it obtains the parties’ static secret keys
(e.g., via the Heartbleed attack1). As shown in [5], no two-pass implicit AKE
protocol based on public-key authentication can achieve PFS (but this may not
be true for two-pass AKEs with explicit authentication [6]). Thus, the notion of
weak PFS (wPFS) is usually considered for two-pass implicit AKE protocols,
which states that the session key of an honestly run session remains private if
the static keys are compromised after the session is finished [5].

One approach for achieving authentication in KE protocols is to explicitly
authenticate the exchanged messages between the involved parties by using some
cryptographic primitives (e.g., signatures, or MACs), which usually incurs addi-
tional computation and communication overheads with respect to the basic KE
protocol, and complicates the understanding of the KE protocol. This includes
several well-known protocols such as IKE [7,8], SIGMA [9], SSL [10], TLS
[11–15], as well as the standard in German electronic identity cards, namely
EAC [16], and the standardized protocols OPACITY [17] and PLAID [18].
Another line of designing AKEs follows the idea of MTI [19] and MQV [20],2

which aims at providing implicit authentication by directly utilizing the alge-
braic structure of DH problems (e.g., HMQV [5] and OAKE [26]). All the above
AKEs are based on classic hard problems, such as factoring, the RSA prob-
lem, or the computational/decisional DH problem. Since these hard problems
are vulnerable to quantum computers [27] and as we are moving into the era
of quantum computing, it is very appealing to find other counterparts based
on problems believed to be resistant to quantum attacks. For instance, post-
quantum AKE is considered of high priority by NIST [28]. Due to the potential
benefits of lattice-based constructions such as asymptotic efficiency, conceptual
simplicity, and worst-case hardness assumptions, it makes perfect sense to build
lattice-based AKEs.

1 http://heartbleed.com/
2 Note that MQV has been widely standardized by ANS [21,22], ISO/IEC [23] and

IEEE [24], and recommended by NIST and NSA Suite B [25].
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1.1 Our Contribution

In this paper, we propose an efficient AKE protocol based on the Ring Learning
With Errors (Ring-LWE), which in turn is as hard as some lattice problems
(e.g., SIVP) in the worst case on ideal lattices [29,30]. Our method avoids intro-
ducing extra cryptographic primitives, thus simplifying the design and reducing
overhead. In particular, the parties are not required to either encrypt any mes-
sages with the other’s public key, nor sign any of their own messages during key
exchange. Furthermore, by having the key exchange as a self-contained system,
we reduce the security assumptions needed, and are able to directly rely on the
hardness of Ring-LWE in the random oracle model.

By utilizing many useful properties of Ring-LWE problems and discrete
Gaussian distributions, we establish an approach to combine both the static
and ephemeral public/secret keys, in a manner similar to HMQV [5]. Thus, our
protocol not only enjoys many nice properties of HMQV such as two-pass mes-
sages, implicit key authentication, high efficiency, and without using any explicit
entity authentication techniques (e.g., signatures), but also has many properties
of lattice-based cryptography, such as asymptotic efficiency, conceptual simplic-
ity, worst-case hardness assumption, as well as resistance to quantum computer
attacks. However, there are also several shortcomings inherited from lattice-
based cryptography, such as “handling of noises” and large public/secret keys.
Besides, unlike HMQV which works on “nicely-behaved” cyclic groups, the secu-
rity of our protocol cannot be proven in the CK model [3] due to the underlying
noise-based algebraic structures. Fortunately, we prove the security in the BR
model (adapted to the public-key setting [31]), which is the most common model
considered as it is usually strong enough for many practical applications and it
comes with composability [32]. In addition, our protocol achieves the weak PFS
property, which is known as the best PFS notion achievable by two-pass AKEs
with implicit authentication [5].

As MQV [20] and HMQV [5], we also present a one-pass variant of our
basic protocol (i.e., only a single message is needed to derive a shared session
key), which might be useful in client-server based applications. Finally, we select
concrete choices of parameters and construct a proof-of-concept implementation
to examine the efficiency of our protocols. Though the implementation has not
undergone any real optimization, the performance results already indicate that
our protocols are practical.

Besides, we note that none of the techniques we use prevents us from instan-
tiating our AKE protocol based on standard lattices. One just has to keep in
mind that key sizes and performance eventually become worse.

1.2 Techniques, and Relation to HMQV

Our AKE protocol is inspired by HMQV [5], which makes our protocol share
some similarities to HMQV. However, there are also many differences between
our protocol and HMQV due to the different underlying algebraic structures.
To better illustrate the similarities and differences between our AKE protocol
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and HMQV, we first briefly recall the HMQV protocol [5]. Let G be a cyclic
group with generator g ∈ G. Let (Pi = gsi , si) and (Pj = gsj , sj) be the static
public/secret key pairs of party i and party j, respectively. During the protocol,
both parties exchange ephemeral public keys, i.e., party i sends Xi = gri to
party j, and party j sends Yj = grj to party i. Then, both parties compute the
same key material ki = (P d

j Yj)sic+ri = g(sic+ri)(sjd+rj) = (P c
i Xi)sjd+rj = kj

where c = H1(j,X) and d = H1(i, Y ) are computed by using a function H1, and
use it as input of a key derivation function H2 to generate a common session
key, i.e., ski = H2(ki) = H2(kj) = skj .

As mentioned above, HMQV has many nice properties such as only two-
pass messages, implicit key authentication, high efficiency, and without using
any explicit entity authentication techniques (e.g., signatures). Our main goal
is to construct a lattice-based counterpart such that it not only enjoys all those
nice properties of HMQV, but also belongs to post-quantum cryptography, i.e.,
the underlying hardness assumption is believed to hold even against quantum
computer. However, such a task is highly non-trivial since the success of HMQV
greatly relies on the nice properties of cyclic groups such as commutativity (i.e.,
(ga)b = (gb)a) and perfect (and public) randomization (i.e. ga can be perfectly
randomized by computing gagr with a uniformly chosen r at random).

Fortunately, as noticed in [33–35], the Ring-LWE problem supports some
kind of “approximate” commutativity, and can be used to build a passive-secure
key exchange protocol. Specifically, let Rq be a ring, and χ be a Gaussian distri-
bution over Rq. Then, given two Ring-LWE tuples with both secret and errors
choosen from χ, e.g., (a, b1 = as1+e1) and (a, b2 = as2+e2) for randomly chosen
a ←r Rq, s1, s2, e1, e2 ←r χ, the approximate equation s1b2 ≈ s1as2 ≈ s2b1 holds
with overwhelming probability for proper parameters. By the same observation,
we construct an AKE protocol (as illustrated in Fig. 1), where both the static
and ephemeral public keys are actually Ring-LWE elements corresponding to a
globally public element a ∈ Rq. In order to overcome the inability of “approxi-
mate” commutativity, our protocol has to send a signal information wj computed
by using a function Cha [33]. Combining this with another useful function Mod2,
both parties are able to compute the same key material σi = σj (from the
approximately equal values ki and kj) with a guarantee that σj = Mod2(kj , wj)
has high min-entropy even conditioned on the partial information wj = Cha(kj)
of kj (thus it can be used to derive a uniform session key skj).

However, the strategy of sending out the information wj = Cha(kj) inher-
ently brings an undesired byproduct. Specifically, unlike HMQV, the security of
our AKE protocol cannot be proven in the CK model which allows the adver-
saries to obtain the session state (e.g., ki at party i or kj at party j) via session
state reveal queries. This is because in a traditional definition of session iden-
tifier that consists of all the exchanged messages, the two “different” sessions
with identifiers sid = (i, j, xi, yj , wj) and sid′ = (i, j, xi, yj , w

′
j) have the same

session state, i.e., ki at party i.3 This also means that we cannot directly use
3 This problem might not exist if one consider a different definition of session identifier,
e.g., the one that was uniquely determined at the beginning of the protocol execution.
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Party i Party j

Public Key: pi = asi + 2 i ∈ Rq

Secret Key: si ∈ Rq

where si, i ←r χ

xi = ari + 2fi ∈ Rq

where ri, fi ←r χβ

ki = (pjd + yj)(sic + ri) + 2dgi

where gi ←r χβ

σi = Mod2(ki, wj) ∈ {0, 1}n

ski = H2(i, j, xi, yj , wj , σi)

Public Key: pj = asj + 2 j ∈ Rq

Secret Key: sj ∈ Rq

where sj , j ←r χ

yj = arj + 2fj ∈ Rq

kj = (pic + xi)(sjd + rj) + 2cgj

where rj , fj , gj ←r χβ

wj = Cha(kj) ∈ {0, 1}n

σj = Mod2(kj , wj) ∈ {0, 1}n

skj = H2(i, j, xi, yj , wj , σj)

xi

yj , wj

c = H1(i, j, xi) ∈ R, d = H1(j, i, yj , xi) ∈ R

Fig. 1. Our AKE protocol from Ring-LWE

σi = σj as the session key, because the binding between the value of σi and
the session identifier (especially for the signal part wj) is too loose. In partic-
ular, the fact that σi = Mod2(ki, wj) corresponding to sid is simply a shift of
σ′

i = Mod2(ki, w
′
j) corresponding to sid′(by the definition of the Mod2 function),

may potentially help the adversary distinguish σi with the knowledge of σ′
i. We

prevent the adversary from utilizing this weakness by setting the session key as
the output of the hash function H2 (modeled as a random oracle) which tightly
binds the session identifier sid and the key material σi (i.e., ski = H2(sid, σi)).
Our technique works due to another useful property of Mod2, which guarantees
that σi = Mod2(ki, wj) preserves the high min-entropy property of ki for any wj

(and thus is enough to generate a secure session key by using a good randomness
extractor H2, e.g., a random oracle).4

In order to finally get a security proof of our AKE protocol in the BR model
with weakly perfect forward secrecy, we have to make use of the following prop-
erty of Gaussian distributions, namely some kind of “public randomization”.
Specifically, let χα and χβ be two Gaussian distributions with standard devi-
ation α and β, respectively. Then, the sum of the two distributions is still a
Gaussian distribution χγ with standard deviation γ =

√
α2 + β2. In particular,

if β � α (e.g., β/α = 2ω(log κ) for some security parameter κ), we have that
the distribution χγ is statistically close to χβ . This technique is also known as
“noise flooding” and has been applied, for instance, in proving robustness of
the LWE assumption [36]. The security proof of our protocol is based on the
observation that such a technique allows to statistically hide the distribution of
4 We remark that this is also the reason why the nice reconciliation mechanism in [34]

cannot be used in our protocol. Specifically, it is unclear whether the reconciliation
function rec(·, ·) in [34] could also preserve the high min-entropy property of the
first input (i.e., which might not be uniformly random) for any (maliciously chosen)
second input.
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χα in a bigger distribution χβ , and for now let us keep it in mind that a large
distribution will be used to hide a small one.

To better illustrate our technique, we take party j as an example, i.e., the one
who combines his static and ephemeral secret keys by computing r̂j = sjd + rj

where d = H1(j, i, yj , xi). We notice that the value r̂j actually behaves like a
“signature” on the messages that party j knows so far. In other words, it should
be difficult to compute r̂j if we do not know the corresponding “signing key”
sj . Indeed, this combination is necessary to provide the implicit entity authen-
tication. However, it also poses an obstacle to getting a security proof since the
simulator may also be unaware of sj . Fortunately, if the randomness rj is chosen
from a big enough Gaussian distribution, then the value r̂j almost obliterates
all information of sj . More specifically, the simulator can directly choose r̂j such
that r̂j = sjd + rj for some unknown rj by computing yj = (ar̂j + 2f̂j) − pjd,
and programming the random oracle d = H1(j, i, yj , xi) correspondingly. The
properties of Gaussian distributions and the random oracle H1 implies that yj

has almost identical distribution as in the real run of the protocol. Now, we check
the randomness of kj = (pic + xi)r̂j + 2cgj . Note that for the test session, we
can always guarantee that at least one of the pair (pi, xi) is honestly generated
(and thus is computationally indistinguishable from uniformly distributed ele-
ment under the Ring-LWE assumption), or else there is no “secrecy” to protect
if both pi and xi are chosen by the adversary. That is, pic+xi is always random
if c is invertible in Rq. Again, by programming c = H1(i, j, xi), the simulator
can actually replace pic + xi with x̂i = cui for a uniformly distributed ring ele-
ment ui. In this case, we have that kj = x̂ir̂j + 2cgj = c(uir̂j + 2gj) should be
computationally indistinguishable from a uniformly distributed element under
the Ring-LWE assumption. In other words, when proving the security one can
replace kj with a uniformly distributed element to derive a high min-entropy
key material σj by using the Mod2 function as required.

Unfortunately, directly using “noise flooding” has a significant drawback, i.e.,
the requirement of a super-polynomially large standard deviation β, which may
lead to a nightmare for practical performance due to a super-polynomially large
modulus q for correctness and a very large ring dimension n for the hardness of
the underlying Ring-LWE problems. Fortunately, we can reduce the big cost by
further employing the rejection sampling technique [37]. Rejection sampling is
a crucial technique in signature schemes to make the distribution of signatures
independent of the signing key, and has been applied in many other lattice-based
signature schemes [38–41].

In our case the combination of the static and ephemeral secret keys, r̂j =
sjd + rj , at party j is essentially a signature on all the public messages under
party j’s public key (we again take party j as an example, but note that similar
analysis also holds for party i). Thus, we can freely use the rejection sampling
technique to relax the requirement on a super-polynomially large β. In other
words, we can use a much smaller β, but require party j to use rj if r̂j = sjd+rj

follows the distribution χβ , and to resample a new rj otherwise. We note that
by deploying rejection sampling in our AKE it is the first time that rejection
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Table 1. Comparison of lattice-based AKEs (CCA† means CCA-security with high
min-entropy keys [43], and EUF-CMA means existential unforgeability under chosen
message attacks)

Protocols KEM/PKE Signature Message-pass Model RO? Num. of Rq

FSXY12 [43] CCA† - 2-pass CK × � 7

FSXY13 [44] OW-CCA - 2-pass CK
√

7

Peikert14 [34] CPA EUF-CMA 3-pass SK-security
√

> 2 �

BCNS14 [35] CPA EUF-CMA 4-pass ACCE
√

2 for KEM ��

Ours - - 2-pass BR with wPFS
√

2

� The actual number of ring elements depends on the choice of the concrete
lattice-based signatures.

�� Since the protocol uses traditional signatures to provide authentication, it
does not contain any other ring elements.

sampling is used beyond signature schemes in lattice-based cryptography. As
for signatures, rejection sampling is done locally, and thus will not affect the
interaction between the two parties, i.e., two-pass messages. Even though the
computational performance of each execution might become worse with certain
(small) probability (due to rejection and repeated sampling), the average com-
putational cost is much better than the setting of using a super-polynomially
large β.

1.3 Related Work, Comparison and Discussion

In the past few years, many cryptographers have put effort into constructing
different kinds of KE protocols from lattices. At Asiacrypt 2009, Katz and
Vaikuntanathan [42] proposed the first password-based authenticated key
exchange protocol that can be proven secure based on the LWE assumption.
Ding et al. [33] elegantly constructed a passive-secure KE protocol on (Ring-
)LWE by using a nice error-removing technique with a signal message. Like the
standard DH protocol, the protocol in [33] could not provide authentication—it
is not an AKE protocol—and is thus vulnerable to man-in-the-middle attacks.
This motivates us to design an efficient AKE protocol on (ideal) lattices, espe-
cially an MQV-style one with implicit authentication.

Since the work of Katz et al. [42], there are four papers focusing on design-
ing AKEs from lattices [34,35,43,44]. At a high level, all of them are following
generic transformations from key encapsulation mechanisms (KEM) to AKEs.
Concretely, Fujioka et al. [43] proposed a generic construction of AKE from
KEMs, which can be proven secure in the CK model. Informally, they showed
that if there is a CCA-secure KEM with high min-entropy keys and a family
of pseudorandom functions (PRF), then there is a secure AKE protocol in the
standard model. Thus, by using existing lattice-based CCA-secure KEMs such
as [45,46], it is possible to construct lattice-based AKE protocols in the stan-
dard model. However, as the authors commented, their construction was just
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of theoretic interest due to huge public keys and the lack of an efficient and
direct construction of PRFs from (Ring-)LWE. Later, the paper [44] tried to get
a practical AKE protocol by improving the efficiency of the generic framework
in [43], and showed that one-way CCA-secure KEMs were enough to get AKEs
in the random oracle model. The two protocols in [43,44] share some similari-
ties such as having two-pass messages, and involving three encryptions (i.e., two
encryptions under each party’s static public key and one encryption under an
ephemeral public key). However, the use of the random oracle heuristic makes the
protocol in [44] more efficient than that in [43]. Specifically, the protocol in [44]
requires exchanging seven ring elements when instantiated with the CPA-secure
encryption from Ring-LWE [29] by first transforming it into a CCA-secure one
with the Fujisaki-Okamoto transformation.

Recently, Peikert [34] presented an efficient KEM based on Ring-LWE, which
was then transformed into an AKE protocol by using the same structure as
SIGMA [9]. Similar to the SIGMA protocol, the resulting protocol had three-
pass messages and was proven SK-secure [47] in the random oracle model. For
the computation overheads, Peikert’s protocol involved one KEM, two signatures
and two MACs. By treating the KEM in [34] as a DH-like KE protocol, Bos
et al. [35] integrated it into the Transport Layer Security (TLS) protocol by
directly using signatures to provide explicit authentication. Actually, the authors
used traditional digital signatures such as RSA and ECDSA, and thus their pro-
tocol was not a pure post-quantum AKE. As for the security, the protocol in [35]
was proven secure in the authenticated and confidential channel establishment
(ACCE) security model [48] (which is based on the BR model, but has many
differences to capture entity authentication and channel security).

Due to the lack of concrete security analysis and parameter choices in the lit-
erature, we only give a theoretical comparison of lattice-based AKEs in Table 1.
In summary, our protocol only has two-pass messages (about two ring elements)
and does not use signatures/MACs at all, and its security relies on the hardness
of Ring-LWE in the random oracle model. To the best of our knowledge there is
not a single post-quantum authenticated key exchange protocol (until this work)
which directly relies on a quantum-hard computational problem and does not
make use of explicit cryptographic primitives except hash functions.

1.4 On the Quantum Hardness of Our AKE Protocol

We call our AKE protocol post-quantum as our protocol relies merely on the
Ring-LWE assumption, which is believed to hold even in presence of polynomial-
time quantum computers. However, we emphasize that it does not mean nec-
essarily that our scheme is quantum resistant. This may sound confusing and
controversial in the beginning; that is why we clarify this issue in the follow-
ing. While the underlying assumption may give the impression that our scheme
is quantum secure, our security analysis makes use of rewinding the adversary,
which is generally hard to apply to a quantum algorithm (exceptions can be
found in [49,50]). Moreover, our proof is done in the random oracle model.
In [51], Boneh et al. introduced the quantum random oracle model, and show
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that proofs in this augmented model are more realistic when considering quan-
tum adversaries. In fact, many well-known transformations proven secure in the
classical random oracle model cannot be (easily) proven secure against quantum
algorithms, such as the Fiat-Shamir transform [52,53]. Moreover, it is not clear
whether the security models for key exchange are appropriate when considering
quantum adversaries. An update of security models (in general) may necessary
when considering quantum adversaries (see [54,55]). Therefore, we do not claim
that our scheme is quantum resistant, but believe it is a big step forward.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Notation

Let κ be the natural security parameter, and all quantities are implicitly depen-
dent on κ. Let poly(κ) denote an unspecified function f(κ) = O(κc) for some
constant c. The function log denotes the natural logarithm. We use standard
notation O,ω to classify the growth of functions. If f(κ) = O(g(κ) · logc κ),
we denote f(κ) = Õ(g(κ)). We say a function f(κ) is negligible if for every
c > 0, there exists a N such that f(κ) < 1/κc for all κ > N . We use negl(κ) to
denote a negligible function of κ, and we say a probability is overwhelming if it
is 1 − negl(κ).

The set of real numbers (integers) is denoted by R (Z, resp.). We use ←r to
denote randomly choosing an element from some distribution (or the uniform
distribution over some finite set). Vectors are in column form and denoted by
bold lower-case letters (e.g., x). The 	2 and 	∞ norms we designate by ‖·‖ and
‖·‖∞. The ring of polynomials over Z (Zq = Z/qZ, resp.) we denote by Z[x]
(Zq[x], resp.).

Let X be a distribution over finite set S. The min-entropy of X is defined as

H∞(X) = − log(max
s∈S

Pr[X = s]).

Intuitively, the min-entropy says that if we (privately) choose x from X at ran-
dom, then no (unbounded) algorithm can guess the value of x correctly with
probability greater than 2−H∞(X).

2.2 Security Model for AKE

We now recall the Bellare-Rogaway security model [2,31], restricted to the case
of two-pass AKE protocol.

Sessions. We fix a positive integer N to be the maximum number of honest par-
ties that use the AKE protocol. Each party is uniquely identified by an integer i
in {1, 2, . . . , N}, and has a static key pair consisting of a static secret key ski

and static public key pki, which is signed by a Certificate Authority (CA). A
single run of the protocol is called a session. A session is activated at a party by
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an incoming message of the form (Π, I, i, j) or the form (Π,R, j, i,Xi), where
Π is a protocol identifier; I and R are role identifiers; i and j are party iden-
tifiers. If party i receives a message of the form (Π, I, i, j), we say that i is the
session initiator. Party i then outputs the response Xi intended for party j. If
party j receives a message of the form (Π,R, j, i,Xi), we say that j is the session
responder; party j then outputs a response Yj to party i. After exchanging these
messages, both parties compute a session key.

If a session is activated at party i with i being the initiator, we associate
with it a session identifier sid = (Π, I, i, j,Xi) or sid = (Π, I, i, j,Xi, Yj).
Similarly, if a session is activated at party j with j being the responder, the
session identifier has the form sid = (Π,R, j, i,Xi, Yj). For a session identifier
sid = (Π, ∗, i, j, ∗[, ∗]), the third coordinate—that is, the first party identifier—is
called the owner of the session; the other party is called the peer of the ses-
sion. A session is said to be completed when its owner computes a session key.
The matching session of sid = (Π, I, i, j,Xi, Yj) is the session with identifier
s̃id = (Π,R, j, i,Xi, Yj) and vice versa.

Adversarial Capabilities. We model the adversary A as a probabilistic poly-
nomial time (PPT) Turing machine with full control over all communication
channels between parties, including control over session activations. In partic-
ular, A can intercept all messages, read them all, and remove or modify any
desired messages as well as inject its own messages. We also suppose A is capa-
ble of obtaining hidden information about the parties, including static secret
keys and session keys to model potential leakage of them in genuine protocol
executions. These abilities are formalized by providing A with the following ora-
cles (we split the Send query as in [3] into Send0, Send1 and Send2 queries for
the case of two-pass protocols):

– Send0(Π, I, i, j): A activates party i as an initiator. The oracle returns a
message Xi intended for party j.

– Send1(Π,R, j, i,Xi): A activates party j as a responder using message Xi.
The oracle returns a message Yj intended for party i.

– Send2(Π,R, i, j,Xi, Yj): A sends party i the message Yj to complete a session
previously activated with a Send0(Π, I, i, j) query that returned Xi.

– SessionKeyReveal(sid): The oracle returns the session key associated with the
session sid if it has been generated.

– Corrupt(i): The oracle returns the static secret key belonging to party i. A
party whose key is given to A in this way is called dishonest ; a party not
compromised in this way is called honest.

– Test(sid∗): The oracle chooses a bit b ←r {0, 1}. If b = 0, it returns a key
chosen uniformly at random; if b = 1, it returns the session key associated
with sid∗. Note that we impose some restrictions on this query. We only
allow A to query this oracle once, and only on a fresh (see Definition 1)
session sid∗.

Definition 1 (Freshness). Let sid∗ = (Π, I, i∗, j∗,Xi, Yj) or (Π,R, j∗, i∗,
Xi, Yj) be a completed session with initiator party i∗ and responder party j∗. If the
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matching session exists, denote it s̃id
∗
. We say that sid∗ is fresh if the following

conditions hold:

– A has not made a SessionKeyReveal query on sid∗.
– A has not made a SessionKeyReveal query on s̃id

∗
(if it exists).

– Neither party i∗ nor j∗ is dishonest if s̃id
∗
does not exist. I.e., A has not

made a Corrupt query on either of them.

Recall that in the original BR model [2], no corruption query is allowed. In
the above freshness definition, we allow the adversary to corrupt both parties
of sid∗ if the matching session exists, i.e., the adversary can obtain the parties’
secret key in advance and then passively eavesdrops the session sid∗ (and thus
s̃id

∗
). We remark that this seems to be stronger than what is needed for capturing

wPFS [5], where the adversary is only allowed to corrupt a party after an honest
session sid∗ (and thus s̃id

∗
) has been completed.

Security Game. The security of a two-pass AKE protocol is defined in terms of
the following game. The adversary A makes any sequence of queries to the oracles
above, so long as only one Test query is made on a fresh session, as mentioned
above. The game ends when A outputs a guess b′ for b. We say A wins the game
if its guess is correct, so that b′ = b. The advantage of A, AdvΠ,A, is defined as
|Pr[b′ = b] − 1/2|.
Definition 2 (Security). We say that an AKE protocol Π is secure if the
following conditions hold:

– If two honest parties complete matching sessions then they compute the same
session key with overwhelming probability.

– For any PPT adversary A, the advantage AdvΠ,A is negligible.

2.3 The Gaussian Distributions and Rejection Sampling

For any positive real α ∈ R, and vectors c ∈ R
m, the continuous Gaussian

distribution over R
m with standard deviation α centered at v is defined by

the probability function ρα,c(x) = ( 1√
2πα2 )m exp

(
−‖x−v‖2

2α2

)
. For integer vectors

c ∈ R
n, let ρα,c(Zm) =

∑
x∈Zm ρα,c(x). Then, we define the discrete Gaussian

distribution over Z
m as DZm,α,c(x) = ρα,c(x)

ρα,c(Zm) , where x ∈ Z
m. The subscripts s

and c are taken to be 1 and 0 (respectively) when omitted. The following lemma
says that for large enough α, almost all the samples from DZm,α are small.

Lemma 1 ([56]). Letting real α = ω(
√

log m), constant η > 1/
√

2π, then we
have that Prx←rDZm,α

[‖x‖ > η · α
√

m] ≤ 1
2Dn, where D = η

√
2πe · e−π·η2

. In
particular, we have Prx←rDZm,α

[‖x‖ > α
√

m] ≤ 2−m+1.

Now, we recall rejection sampling in Theorem 1 from [37], which will be used
in the security proof of our AKE protocol.
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Theorem 1 (Rejection Sampling [37]). Let V be a subset of Z
m in which all

the elements have norms less than T , α = ω(T
√

log m) be a real, and ψ : V → R

be a probability distribution. Then there exists a constant M = O(1) such that
the distribution of the following algorithm Samp1 :

1: c ←r ψ
2: z ←r DZm,α,c

3: output (z, c) with probability min
(

DZm,α(z)
MDZm,α,c(z)

, 1
)
.

is within statistical distance 2−ω(log m)

M from the distribution of the following algo-
rithm Samp2 :

1: c ←r ψ
2: z ←r DZm,α

3: output (z, c) with probability 1/M .

Moreover, the probability that Samp1 outputs something is at least 1−2−ω(log m)

M .
More concretely, if α = τT for any positive τ , then M = e12/τ+1/(2τ2) and the
output of algorithm Samp1 is within statistical distance 2−100

M of the output of
Samp2, and the probability that A outputs something is at least 1−2−100

M .

2.4 Ring Learning with Errors

Let the integer n be a power of 2, and consider the ring R = Z[x]/(xn + 1).
For any positive integer q, we define the ring Rq = Zq[x]/(xn + 1) analogously.
For any polynomial y(x) in R (or Rq), we identify y with its coefficient vector
in Z

n (or Z
n
q ). Then, we define the norm of a polynomial to be the (Euclidean)

norm of its coefficient vector.

Lemma 2. For any s, t ∈ R, we have ‖s · t‖ ≤ √
n · ‖s‖ · ‖t‖ and ‖s · t‖∞ ≤

n · ‖s‖∞ · ‖t‖∞.

The discrete Gaussian distribution over the ring R can be naturally defined
as the distribution of ring elements whose coefficient vectors are distributed
according to the discrete Gaussian distribution over Z

n, e.g., DZn,α for some
positive real α. Letting χα be the discrete Gaussian distribution over Z

n with
standard deviation α centered at 0, i.e., χα := DZn,α, we now adopt the following
notational convention: since bold-face letters denote vectors, x ←r χα means we
sample the vector x from the distribution χα; for normal weight variables (e.g.,
y ←r χα) we sample an element of R whose coefficient vector is distributed
according to χα.

Now we come to the statement of the Ring-LWE assumption; we will use a
special case detailed in [29]. Let Rq be defined as above, and s ←r Rq. We define
As,χα

to be the distribution of the pair (a, as + x) ∈ Rq × Rq, where a ←r Rq is
uniformly chosen and x ←r χα is independent of a.
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Definition 3 (Ring-LWE Assumption). Let Rq and χα be defined as above,
and s ←r Rq. The Ring-LWE assumption RLWEq,α states that it is hard for any
PPT algorithm to distinguish As,χα

from the uniform distribution on Rq × Rq

with only polynomially many samples.

The following lemma says that the hardness of the Ring-LWE assumption
can be reduced to some hard lattice problems such as the Shortest Independent
Vectors Problem (SIVP) over ideal lattices.

Proposition 1 (A special case of [29]). Let n be a power of 2, α be a
real number in (0, 1), and q be a prime such that q mod 2n = 1 and αq >
ω(

√
log n). Define Rq = Zq[x]/〈xn +1〉 as above. Then, there exists a polynomial

time quantum reduction from Õ(
√

n/α)-SIVP in the worst case to average-case
RLWEq,β with 	 samples, where β = αq · (n	/ log(n	))1/4.

It has been proven that the Ring-LWE assumption still holds even if the
secret s is chosen according to the error distribution χβ rather than uniformly [29,
57]. This variant is known as the normal form, and is preferable for controlling
the size of the error term [58,59]. The underlying Ring-LWE assumption also
holds when scaling the error by a constant t relatively prime to q [58], i.e., using
the pair (ai, ais + txi) rather than (ai, ais + xi). Several lattice-based crypto-
graphic schemes have been constructed based on this variant [58,59]. In our case,
we will fix t = 2. Besides, recall that the RLWEq,β assumption guarantees that
for some prior fixed (but randomly chosen) s, the tuple (a, as + 2x) is computa-
tionally indistinguishable from the uniform distribution over Rq ×Rq if a ←r Rq

and x ← χβ . In this paper, we will use a matrix form of the ring-LWE assump-
tion. Formally, let Bχβ ,�1,�2 be the distribution of (a,B = (bi,j)) ∈ R�1

q ×R�1×�2
q ,

where a = (a0, . . . , a�1−1) ←r R�1
q , s = (s0, . . . , s�2−1) ←r R�2

q , ei,j ←r χβ , and
bi,j = aisj + 2ei,j for i ∈ {0, . . . , 	1 − 1} and j ∈ {0, . . . , 	2 − 1}. For poly-
nomially bounded 	1 and 	2, one can show that the distribution of Bχβ ,�1,�2 is
pseudorandom based on the RLWEq,β assumption [45].

3 Authenticated Key Exchange from Ring-LWE

We now introduce some notations. For an odd prime q > 2, take Zq = {− q−1
2 , . . . ,

q−1
2 } and define the subset E := {− q

4�, . . . ,  q
4�} as the middle half of Zq.

We also define Cha to be the characteristic function of the complement of E,
so Cha(v) = 0 if v ∈ E and 1 otherwise. Obviously, for any v in Zq, v +
Cha(v) · q−1

2 mod q belongs to E. We define an auxiliary modular function,
Mod2 : Zq × {0, 1} → {0, 1} as Mod2(v, b) = (v + b · q−1

2 ) mod q mod 2.
In the following lemma, we show that given the bit b = Cha(v), and a value

w = v + 2e with sufficiently small e, one can recover Mod2(v,Cha(v)). In partic-
ular, we have Mod2(v, b) = Mod2(w, b).

Lemma 3. Let q be an odd prime, v ∈ Zq and e ∈ Zq such that |e| < q/8. Then,
for w = v + 2e, we have Mod2(v,Cha(v)) = Mod2(w,Cha(v)).
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Proof. Note that w + Cha(v) q−1
2 mod q = v + Cha(v) q−1

2 + 2e mod q. Now, v +
Cha(v) q−1

2 mod q is in E as we stated above; that is, − q
4� ≤ v+Cha(v) q−1

2 mod
q ≤  q

4�. Thus, since −q/8 < e < q/8, we have − q
2� ≤ v + Cha(v) q−1

2 mod q +
2e ≤  q

2�. Therefore, we have v + Cha(v) q−1
2 mod q + 2e = v + Cha(v) q−1

2 +
2e mod q = w + Cha(v) q−1

2 mod q. Thus, Mod2(w,Cha(v)) = Mod2(v,Cha(v)).

Now, we extend the two functions Cha and Mod2 to ring Rq by applying them
coefficient-wise to ring elements. Namely, for ring element v = (v0, . . . , vn−1) ∈
Rq and binary-vector b = (b0, . . . , bn−1) ∈ {0, 1}n, define C̃ha(v) = (Cha(v0), . . . ,
Cha(vn−1)) and M̃od2(v,b) = (Mod2(v0, b0), . . . , Mod2(vn−1, bn−1)). For simplic-
ity, we slightly abuse the notations and still use Cha (resp. Mod2) to denote C̃ha

(resp. M̃od2). Clearly, the result in Lemma 3 still holds when extending to ring
elements.

In our AKE protocol, the two involved parties will use Cha and Mod2 to derive
a common key material. Concretely, the responder will publicly send the result of
Cha on his own secret ring element to the initiator in order to compute a shared
key material from two “close” ring elements (by applying the Mod2 function).
Ideally, for a uniformly chosen element v from Rq at random, we hope that the
output of Mod2(v,Cha(v)) is uniformly distributed {0, 1}n. However, this can
never happen when q is an odd prime. Fortunately, we can show that the output
of Mod2(v,Cha(v)) conditioned on Cha(v) has high min-entropy, and thus can
be used to extract an (almost) uniformly distributed session key. Actually, we
can prove a stronger result.

Lemma 4. Let q be any odd prime and Rq be the ring defined above. Then, for
any b ∈ {0, 1}n and any v′ ∈ Rq, the output distribution of Mod2(v+v′,b) given
Cha(v) has min-entropy at least −n log(12 + 1

|E|−1 ), where v is uniformly chosen
from Rq at random. In particular, when q > 203, we have −n log( 12 + 1

|E|−1 ) >
0.97n.

Proof. Since each coefficient of v is independently and uniformly chosen from Zq

at random, we can simplify the proof by focusing on the first coefficient of v.
Formally, letting v = (v0, . . . , vn−1), v′ = (v′

0, . . . , v
′
n−1) and b = (b0, . . . , bn−1),

we condition on Cha(v0):

– If Cha(v0) = 0, then v0 + v′
0 + b0 · q−1

2 is uniformly distributed over v′
0 +

b0 · q−1
2 + E mod q. This shifted set has (q + 1)/2 elements, which are either

consecutive integers—if the shift is small enough—or two sets of consecutive
integers—if the shift is large enough to cause wrap-around. Thus, we must
distinguish a few cases:

• If |E| is even and no wrap-around occurs, then the result of Mod2(v0 +
v′
0, b0) is clearly uniform on {0, 1}. Hence, the result of Mod2(v0 + v′

0, b0)
has no bias.

• If |E| is odd and no wrap-around occurs, then the result of Mod2(v0 +
v′
0, b0) has a bias 1

2|E| over {0, 1}. In other words, the Mod2(v0 + v′
0, b0)

will output either 0 or 1 with probability exactly 1
2 + 1

2|E| .
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• If |E| is odd and wrap-around does occur, then the set v′
0 + b0 · q−1

2 +
E mod q splits into two parts, one with an even number of elements, and
one with an odd number of elements. This leads to the same situation
as with no wrap-around.

• If |E| is even and wrap-around occurs, then our sample space is split into
either two even-sized sets, or two odd sized sets. If both are even, then
once again the result of Mod2(v0 + v′

0, b0) is uniform. If both are odd, it
is easy to calculate that the result of Mod2(v0 + v′

0, b0) has a bias with
probability 1

|E| over {0, 1}.

– If Cha(v0) = 1, v0+v′
0+b0 · q−1

2 is uniformly distributed over v′
0+b0 · q−1

2 +Ẽ,
where Ẽ = Zq \ E. Now |Ẽ| = |E| − 1, so by splitting into the same cases as
Cha(v0) = 0, the result of Mod2(v0 + v′

0, b) has a bias with probability 1
|E|−1

over {0, 1}.
In all, we have that the result of Mod2(v0 + v′

0, b0) conditioned on Cha(v0)
has min-entropy at least − log( 12 + 1

|E|−1 ). Since the bits in the result of
Mod2(v+v′,b) are independent, we have that given Cha(v), the min-entropy
H∞(Mod2(v + v′,b)) ≥ −n log(12 + 1

|E|−1 ). This completes the first claim.
The second claim directly follows from the fact that − log(12 + 1

|E|−1 ) >

− log(0.51) > 0.97 when q > 203. �

Remark 1 (On Uniformly Distributed Keys). It is known that randomness extrac-
tors can be used to obtain an almost uniformly distributed key from a biased bit-
string with high min-entropy [60–64]. In practice, as recommended by NIST [65],
one can actually use the standard cryptographic hash functions such as SHA-2
to derive a uniformly distributed key if the source string has at least 2κ min-
entropy, where κ is the length of the cryptographic hash function.

3.1 The Protocol

We now describe our protocol in detail. Let n be a power of 2, and q be an odd
prime such that q mod 2n = 1. Take R = Z[x]/(xn +1) and Rq = Zq[x]/(xn +1)
as above. For any positive γ ∈ R, let H1 : {0, 1}∗ → χγ = DZn,γ be a hash func-
tion that always outputs invertible elements in Rq.5 Let H2 : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}κ

be the key derivation function, where κ is the bit-length of the final shared key.
We model both functions as random oracles [67]. Let χα, χβ be two discrete
Gaussian distributions with parameters α, β ∈ R

+. Let a ∈ Rq be the global
public parameter uniformly chosen from Rq at random, and M be a constant
determined by Theorem 1. Let pi = asi + 2ei ∈ Rq be party i’s static public
key, where (si, ei) is the corresponding static secret key; both si and ei are taken

5 In practice, one can first use a hash function (e.g., SHA-2) to obtain a uniformly
random string, and then use it to sample from DZn,γ . The algorithm outputs a
sample only if it is invertible in Rq, otherwise, it tries another sample and repeats.
By Lemma 10 in [66], we can have a good probability to sample an invertible element
in each trial for an appropriate choice of γ.
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from the distribution χα. Similarly, party j has static public key pj = asj + 2ej

and static secret key (sj , ej).

Initiation. Party i proceeds as follows:
1. Sample ri, fi ←r χβ and compute xi = ari + 2fi;
2. Compute c = H1(i, j, xi), r̂i = sic + ri and f̂i = eic + fi;
3. Go to step 4 with probability min

(
D

Z2n,β(z)

MD
Z2n,β,z1

(z) , 1
)
, where z ∈ Z

2n is
the coefficient vector of r̂i concatenated with the coefficient vector of
f̂i, and z1 ∈ Z

2n is the coefficient vector of sic concatenated with the
coefficient vector of eic; otherwise go back to step 1;

4. Send xi to party j.
Response. After receiving xi from party i, party j proceeds as follows:

1′. Sample rj , fj ←r χβ and compute yj = arj + 2fj ;
2′. Compute d = H1(j, i, yj , xi), r̂j = sjd + rj and f̂j = ejd + fj ;

3′. Go to step 4′ with probability min
(

D
Z2n,β(z)

MD
Z2n,β,z1

(z) , 1
)
, where z ∈ Z

2n is
the coefficient vector of r̂j concatenated with the coefficient vector of
f̂j , and z1 ∈ Z

2n is the coefficient vector of sjd concatenated with the
coefficient vector of ejd; otherwise go back to step 1′;

4′. Sample gj ←r χβ , compute kj = (pic+xi)r̂j+2cgj where c = H1(i, j, xi);
5′. Compute wj = Cha(kj) ∈ {0, 1}n and send (yj , wj) to party i;
6′. Compute σj = Mod2(kj , wj) and derive the session key skj = H2(i, j, xi,

yj , wj , σj).
Finish. Party i receives the pair (yj , wj) from party j, and proceeds as follows:

5. Sample gi ←r χβ and compute ki = (pjd+ yj)r̂i +2dgi with d = H1(j, i,
yj , xi);

6. Compute σi = Mod2(ki, wj) and derive the session key ski =
H2(i, j, xi, yj , wj , σi).

Remark 2. Deploying our protocol practically in a large scale requires the sup-
port of a PKI with a trusted Certificate Authority (CA). In this setting, all the
system parameters (such as a) will be generated by the CA like other PKI-based
protocols.

In the above protocol, both parties will make use of rejection sampling, i.e.,
they will repeat the first three steps with certain probability. By Theorem 1,
the probability that each party will repeat the steps is about 1 − 1

M for some
constant M and appropriately chosen β. Thus, one can hope that both parties
will send something to each other after an averaged M times repetitions of the
first three steps. Next, we will show that once they send something to each other,
both parties will finally compute a shared session key.

3.2 Correctness

To show the correctness of our AKE protocol, i.e., that both parties compute
the same session key ski = skj , it suffices to show that σi = σj . Since σi and
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σj are both the output of Mod2 with Cha(kj) as the second argument, we need
only to show that ki and kj are sufficiently close by Lemma 3. Note that the two
parties will compute ki and kj as follows:

ki = (pjd + yj)r̂i + 2dgi

= a(sjd + rj)r̂i + 2(ejd + fj)r̂i

+2dgi

= ar̂ir̂j + 2g̃i

kj = (pic + xi)r̂j + 2cgj

= a(sic + ri)r̂j + 2(eic + fi)r̂j

+2cgj

= ar̂ir̂j + 2g̃j

where g̃i = f̂j r̂i + dgi, and g̃j = f̂ir̂j + cgj . Then ki = kj + 2(g̃i − g̃j), and we
have σi = σj if ‖g̃i − g̃j‖∞ < q/8 by Lemma 3.

4 Security

Theorem 2. Let n be a power of 2 satisfying 0.97n ≥ 2κ, prime q > 203 sat-
isfying q = 1 mod 2n, real β = ω(αγn

√
n log n) and let H1,H2 be random

oracles. Then, if RLWEq,α is hard, the proposed AKE is secure with respect to
Definition 2.

The intuition behind our proof is quite simple. Since the public element a and
the public key of each party (e.g., pi = asi + 2ei) actually consist of a RLWEq,α

tuple with Gaussian parameter α (scaled by 2), the parties’ static public keys
are computationally indistinguishable from uniformly distributed elements in
Rq under the Ring-LWE assumption. Similarly, both the exchanged elements
xi and yj are also computationally indistinguishable from uniformly distributed
elements in Rq under the RLWEq,β assumption.

Without loss of generality, we take party j as an example to check the dis-
tribution of the session key. Note that if kj is uniformly distributed over Rq,
we have σj ∈ {0, 1}n has high min-entropy (i.e., 0.97n > 2κ) even conditioned
on wj by Lemma 4. Since H2 is a random oracle, we have that skj is uni-
formly distributed over {0, 1}κ as expected. Now, let us check the distribution of
kj = (pic+xi)(sjd+rj)+2cgj . As one can imagine, we want to establish the ran-
domness of kj based on pseudorandomness of “Ring-LWE samples” with public
element âj = c−1(pic + xi) = pi + c−1xi, the secret ŝj = sjd + rj , as well as the
error term 2gj (thus we have kj = c(âj ŝj + 2gj)). Actually, kj is pseudorandom
due to the following fact: 1) c is invertible in Rq; 2) âj is uniformly distributed
over Rq whenever pi or xi is uniform, and 3) ŝj has distribution statistically
close to χβ by the strategy of rejection sampling in Theorem 1. In other words,
âj ŝj +2gj is statistically close to a RLWEq,β sample, and thus is pseudorandom.

Formally, let N be the maximum number of parties, and m be maximum
number of sessions for each party. We distinguish the following five types of
adversaries:

Type I: sid∗ = (Π, I, i∗, j∗, xi∗ , (yj∗ , wj∗)) is the test session, and yj∗ is output
by a session activated at party j by a Send1(Π,R, j∗, i∗, xi∗) query.
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Type II: sid∗ = (Π, I, i∗, j∗, xi∗ , (yj∗ , wj∗)) is the test session, and yj∗ is not
output by a session activated at party j∗ by a Send1(Π,R, j∗, i∗, xi∗) query.

Type III: sid∗ = (Π,R, j∗, i∗, xi∗ , (yj∗ , wj∗)) is the test session, and xi∗ is not
output by a session activated at party i∗ by a Send0(Π, I, i∗, j∗) query.

Type IV: sid∗ = (Π,R, j∗, i∗, xi∗ , (yj∗ , wj∗)) is the test session, and xi∗ is out-
put by a session activated at party i∗ by a Send0(Π, I, i∗, j∗) query, but i∗

either never completes the session, or i∗ completes it with exact yj∗ .
Type V: sid∗ = (Π,R, j∗, i∗, xi∗ , (yj∗ , wj∗)) is the test session, and xi∗ is out-

put by a session activated at party i∗ by a Send0(Π, I, i∗, j∗) query, but i∗

completes the session with another y′
j �= yj∗ .

The five types of adversaries give a complete partition of all the adversaries.
The weak perfect forward secrecy (wPFS) is captured by allowing Type I and
Type IV adversaries to obtain the static secret keys of both party i∗ and j∗ by
using Corrupt queries. Since sid∗ definitely has no matching session for Type II,
Type III, and Type V adversaries, no corruption to either party i∗ or party j∗

is allowed by Definition 1. The security proofs for the five types of adversaries
are similar, except the forking lemma [68] is involved for Type II, Type III,
and Type V adversaries by using the assumption that H1 is a random oracle.
Informally, the adversary must first “commit” xi (yj , resp.) before seeing c (d,
resp.), thus it cannot determine the value pic + xi or pjd + yi in advance (but
the simulator can set the values by programming H1 when it tries to embed
Ring-LWE instances with respect to either pic + xi or pjd + yi as discussed
before).

For space reason, we only give the security proof for Type I adversaries in
Lemma 5, and defer the proofs for other types of adversaries to the full version.

Lemma 5. Let n be a power of 2 satisfying 0.97n ≥ 2κ, prime q > 203 satis-
fying q = 1 mod 2n, real β = ω(αγn

√
n log n). Then, if RLWEq,α is hard, the

proposed AKE is secure against any PPT Type I adversary A in the random
oracle model.

In particular, if there is a PPT Type I adversary A breaking our protocol with
non-negligible advantage ε, then there is a PPT algorithm B solving RLWEq,α

with advantage at least ε
m2N2 − negl(κ).

Proof. We prove this lemma via a sequence of games G1,l for 0 ≤ l ≤ 7, where
the first game G1,0 is almost the same as the real one except that the simulator
randomly guesses the test session at the beginning of the game and aborts the
simulation if the guess is wrong, while the last game G1,7 is a fake one with
randomly and independently chosen session key for the test session (thus the
adversary can only win the game with negligible advantage). The security is
established by showing that any two consecutive games are computationally
indistinguishable. Bold fonts are used to highlight the changes of each game
with respect to its previous game.

Game G1,0. S chooses i∗, j∗ ←r {1, . . . , N}, si∗ , sj∗ ←r {1, . . . , m}, and hopes
that the adversary will use sid∗ = (Π, I, i∗, j∗, xi∗ , (yj∗ , wj∗)) as the test session,
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where xi∗ is output by the si∗ -th session of party i∗, and yj∗ is output by the s∗
j -th

session of party j∗ activated by a Send1(Π,R, j∗, i∗, xi∗) query. Then, S chooses
a ←r Rq, generates static public keys for all parties (by choosing si, ei ←r χα),
and simulates the security game for A. Specifically, S maintains two tables L1, L2

for the random oracles H1,H2, respectively, and answers the queries from A as
follows:

– H1(in): If there does not exist a tuple (in, out) in L1, choose an invertible
element out ∈ χγ at random, and add (in, out) into L1. Then, return out to
A.

– H2(in) queries: If there does not exist a tuple (in, out) in L2, choose a vector
out ←r {0, 1}κ, and add (in, out) into L2. Then, return out to A.

– Send0(Π, I, i, j): A activates a new session of i with intended party j, S
proceeds as follows:
1. Sample ri, fi ←r χβ and compute xi = ari + 2fi;
2. Compute c = H1(i, j, xi), r̂i = sic + ri and f̂i = eic + fi;
3. Go to step 4 with probability min

(
D

Z2n,β(z)

MD
Z2n,β,z1

(z) , 1
)
, where z ∈ Z

2n is
the coefficient vector of r̂i concatenated with the coefficient vector of
f̂i, and z1 ∈ Z

2n is the coefficient vector of sic concatenated with the
coefficient vector of eic; otherwise go back to step 1;

4. Return xi to A;
– Send1(Π,R, j, i, xi): S proceeds as follows:

1′. Sample rj , fj ←r χβ and compute yj = arj + 2fj ;
2′. Compute d = H1(j, i, yj , xi), r̂j = sjd + rj and f̂j = ejd + fj ;

3′. Go to step 4′ with probability min
(

D
Z2n,β(z)

MD
Z2n,β,z1

(z) , 1
)
, where z ∈ Z

2n is
the coefficient vector of r̂j concatenated with the coefficient vector of
f̂j , and z1 ∈ Z

2n is the coefficient vector of sjd concatenated with the
coefficient vector of ejd; otherwise go back to step 1′;

4′. Sample gj ←r χβ , compute kj = (pic+xi)r̂j+2cgj where c = H1(i, j, xi);
5′. Compute wj = Cha(kj) ∈ {0, 1}n and return (yj , wj) to A;
6′. Compute σj = Mod2(kj , wj) and derive the session key skj =

H2(i, j, xi, yj , wj , σj).
– Send2(Π, I, i, j, xi, (yj , wj)): S computes ki and ski as follows:

5. Sample gi ←r χβ and compute ki = (pjd+yj)r̂i+2dgi where d = H1(j, i,
yj , xi);

6. Compute σi = Mod2(ki, wj) and derive the session key ski =
H2(i, j, xi, yj , wj , σi).

– SessionKeyReveal(sid): Let sid = (Π, ∗, i, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗), S returns ski if the session
key of sid has been generated.

– Corrupt(i): Return the static secret key si of i to A.
– Test(sid): Let sid = (Π, I, i, j, xi, (yj , wj)), S aborts if (i, j) �= (i∗, j∗), or xi

and yj are not output by the si∗ -th session of party i∗ and the s∗
j -th session

of party j∗, respectively. Else, S chooses b ←r {0, 1}, returns sk′
i ←r {0, 1}κ

if b = 0. Otherwise, return the session key ski of sid.
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Claim 1. The probability that S will not abort in G1,0 is at least 1
m2N2 .

Proof. This claim directly follows from the fact that S randomly chooses i∗, j∗ ←r

{1, . . . , N} and si∗ , s∗
j ←r {1, . . . , m} independently from the view of A. �

Game G1,1. S behaves almost the same as in G1,0 except in the following case:

– Send1(Π,R, j, i, xi): If (i, j) �= (i∗, j∗), or it is not the s∗
j -th session of j∗, S

answers the query as in Game G1,0. Otherwise, it proceeds as follows:
1′. Sample rj , fj ←r χβ and compute yj = arj + 2fj ;
2′. Sample an invertible element d ←r χγ , and compute r̂j = sjd + rj ,

f̂j = ejd + fj ;
3′. Go to step 4′ with probability min

(
D

Z2n,β(z)

MD
Z2n,β,z1

(z) , 1
)
, where z ∈ Z

2n is
the coefficient vector of r̂j concatenated with the coefficient vector of
f̂j , and z1 ∈ Z

2n is the coefficient vector of sjd concatenated with the
coefficient vector of ejd; otherwise go back to step 1′;

4′. Abort if there is a tuple ((j, i, yj , xi), ∗) in L1. Else, add
((j, i, yj , xi), d) into L1. Then, sample gj ←r χβ and compute kj =
(pic + xi)r̂j + 2cgj where c = H1(i, j, xi);

5′. Compute wj = Cha(kj) ∈ {0, 1}n and return (yj , wj) to A;
6′. Compute σj = Mod2(kj , wj) and derive the session key skj =

H2(i, j, xi, yj , wj , σj).

Let F1,l be the event that A outputs a guess b′ that equals to b in Game G1,l.

Claim 2. If RLWEq,β is hard, then Pr[F1,l] = Pr[F1,0] − negl(κ).

Proof. Since H1 is a random oracle, Game G1,0 and Game G1,1 are identical if
the adversary A does not make a H1 query ((j, i, yj , xi), ∗) before S generates
yj . Thus, the claim follows if the probability that A makes such a query in both
Games is negligible. Actually, if A can make the query before seeing yj with non-
negligible probability, we can construct an algorithm B that breaks the RLWEq,β

assumption.
Formally, after given a ring-LWE challenge tuple (u,b) ∈ Rq × R�

q in matrix
form for some polynomially bounded 	, B sets a = u and behaves like in Game
G1,0 until B has to generate yj for the s∗

j -th session of j∗ intended for party i∗.
Instead of generating a fresh yj , B simply sets yj as the first unused elements in
b = (b0, . . . , b�−1), and checks if there is a tuple ((j, i, yj , xi), ∗) in L1. If yes, it
returns 1 and aborts, else it returns 0 and aborts.

It is easy to check that A has the same view as in G1,0 and G1,1 until the point
that B has to compute yj . Moreover, if b = (b0 = ur0 + 2f0, . . . , b�−1 = ur�−1 +
2f�−1) for some randomly choose r�′ , f�′ ←r χβ where 	′ ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 	 − 1}, we
have the probability that A will make the H1 query with (j, i, yj , xi) is non-
negligible by assumption. While if b is uniformly distributed over R

�
q, we have

the probability that A will make the H1 query with (j, i, yj , xi) is negligible.
This shows that B can be used to solve Ring-LWE assumption by interacting
with A. �
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Game G1,2. S behaves almost the same as in G1,1 except in the following case:

– Send1(Π,R, j, i, xi): If (i, j) �= (i∗, j∗), or it is not the s∗
j -th session of j∗, S

answers the query as in Game G1,1. Otherwise, it proceeds as follows:
1′. Sample an invertible element d ←r χγ , and choose z ←r DZ2n,β ;

2′. Parse z as two ring elements r̂j , f̂j ∈ Rq, and define yj = ar̂j + 2f̂j − pjd;

3′. Go to step 4′ with probability 1/M ; otherwise go back to step 1′;
4′. Abort if there is a tuple ((j, i, yj , xi), ∗) in L1. Else, add ((j, i, yj , xi), d) into

L1. Then, sample gj ←r χβ and compute kj = (pic + xi)r̂j + 2cgj where
c = H1(i, j, xi);

5′. Compute wj = Cha(kj) ∈ {0, 1}n and return (yj , wj) to A;
6′. Compute σj = Mod2(kj , wj) and derive the session key skj = H2(i, j, xi, yj ,

wj , σj).

Claim 3. If β = ω(αγn
√

n log n), then Pr[F1,2] = Pr[F1,1] − negl(κ).

Proof. By Lemma 1 and Lemma 2, we have that both ‖sjd‖ ≤ αγn
√

n and
‖ejd‖ ≤ αγn

√
n (in Game G1,1) hold with overwhelming probability. This means

that β = ω(αγn
√

n log n) satisfies the requirement in Theorem 1, and thus the
distribution of (d, z) in Game G1,2 is statistically close to that in G1,1. The claim
follows from the fact that the equation yj = ar̂j +2f̂j − pjd holds in both Game
G1,1 and G1,2.

Game G1,3. S behaves almost the same as in G1,2, except for the following case:

– Send0(Π, I, i, j): If (i, j) �= (i∗, j∗), or it is not the si∗ -th session of i∗, S
answers as in Game G1,2. Otherwise, it proceeds as follows:
1. Sample ri, fi ←r χβ and compute xi = ari + 2fi;
2. Sample an invertible element c ←r χγ , and compute r̂i = sic + ri,

f̂i = eic + fi;
3. Go to step 4 with probability min

(
D

Z2n,β(z)

MD
Z2n,β,z1

(z) , 1
)
, where z ∈ Z

2n is
the coefficient vector of r̂i concatenated with the coefficient vector of
f̂i, and z1 ∈ Z

2n is the coefficient vector of sic concatenated with the
coefficient vector of eic; otherwise go back to step 1;

4. Abort if there is a tuple ((i, j, xi), ∗) in L1. Else, add ((i, j, xi), c)
into L1. Return xi to A.

Claim 4. If RLWEq,β is hard, then Pr[F1,3] = Pr[F1,2] − negl(κ).

Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Claim 2, we omit the details. �

Game G1,4. S behaves almost the same as in G1,3 except for the following case:

– Send0(Π, I, i, j): If (i, j) �= (i∗, j∗), or it is not the si∗ -th session of i∗, S answers
as in Game G1,3. Otherwise, it proceeds as follows:
1. Sample an invertible element c ←r χγ , and choose z ←r DZ2n,β;
2. Parse z as two ring elements r̂i, f̂i ∈ Rq, and define xi = ar̂i + 2f̂i − pic;
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3. Go to step 4 with probability 1/M ; otherwise go back to step 1;
4. Abort if there is a tuple ((i, j, xi), ∗) in L1. Else, add ((i, j, xi), c) into L1.

Return xi to A.

Claim 5. If β = ω(αγn
√

n log n), then Pr[F1,4] = Pr[F1,3] − negl(κ).

Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Claim 3, we omit the details. �

Game G1,5. S behaves almost the same as in G1,4 except for the following case:

– Send2(Π, I, i, j, xi, (yj , wj)): If (i, j) �= (i∗, j∗), or it is not the si∗ -th session
of i∗, S behaves as in Game G1,4. Otherwise, if (yj , wj) is output by the
s∗

j -th session of party j∗, S sets ski = skj , where skj is the session key
of sid = (Π,R, j, i, xi, (yj , wj)). Else, S samples gi ←r χβ and computes
ki = (pjd + yj)r̂i + 2dgi where d = H1(j, i, yj , xi). Finally, it computes
σi = Mod2(ki, wj) and derives the session key ski = H2(i, j, xi, yj , wj , σi).

Claim 6. Pr[F1,5] = Pr[F1,4] − negl(κ).

Proof. This claim follows since G1,5 is just a conceptual change of G1,4 by the
correctness of the protocol. �

Game G1,6. S behaves almost the same as in G1,5 except in the following case:

– Send0(Π, I, i, j): If (i, j) �= (i∗, j∗), or it is not the si∗ -th session of i∗, S
answers as in Game G1,5. Otherwise, it proceeds as follows:
1. Sample an invertible element c ←r χγ , and choose x̂i ←r Rq;
2. Define xi = x̂i − pic;
3. Go to step 4 with probability 1/M ; otherwise go back to step 1;
4. Abort if there is a tuple ((i, j, xi), ∗) in L1. Else, add ((i, j, xi), c) into

L1. Return xi to A.
– Send2(Π, I, i, j, xi, (yj , wj)): If (i, j) �= (i∗, j∗), or it is not the si∗ -th session

of i∗, or (yj , wj) is output by the s∗
j -th session of party j∗, S behaves the

same as in G1,5. Otherwise, it proceeds as follows:
5. Randomly choose ki ←r Rq;
6. Compute σi =Mod2(ki, wj) and derive the session key ski = H2(i, j, xi, yj ,

wj , σi).

Note that in Game G1,6, we have made two changes: 1) The term ar̂i + 2f̂i

in Game G1,5 is replaced by a uniformly chosen element x̂ ∈ Rq at random; 2)
The value ki = (pjd + yj)r̂i + 2dgi in Game G1,5 is replaced by a uniformly
chosen string ki ←r Rq, when (yj , w

′
j) is output by the s∗

j -th session of party
j∗ but wj �= w′

j . In the following, we will employ the “deferred analysis” proof
technique in [69], which informally allows us to proceed the security games by
patiently postponing some tough probability analysis to a later game. Specially,
for 	 = 5, 6, 7, denote Q1,l as the event in Game G1,� that 1) (yj , w

′
j) is output

by the s∗
j -th session of party j∗ but wj �= w′

j ; and 2) A makes a query to H2 that
is exactly used to generate the session key ski for the si∗ -th session of party i∗,
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i.e., ski = H2(i, j, xi, yj , wj , σi) for σi = Mod2(ki, wj). Ideally, if Q1,5 does not
happen, then the adversary cannot distinguish whether a correctly computed ki

or a randomly chosen one is used (since H2 is a random oracle, and the adversary
gains no information about ki even if it obtains the session key ski). However,
we cannot prove the claim immediately due to technical reason. Instead, we will
show that Pr[Q1,5] ≈ Pr[Q1,6] ≈ Pr[Q1,7] and Pr[Q1,7] is negligible in κ.

Claim 7. If RLWEq,β is hard, Pr[Q1,6] = Pr[Q1,5] − negl(κ), and
Pr[F1,6|¬Q1,6] = Pr[F1,5|¬Q1,5] − negl(κ).

Proof. Note that H2 is a random oracle, the event Q1,5 is independent from
the distribution of the corresponding ski. Namely, no matter whether or not
A obtains ski, Pr[Q1,5] is the same, which also holds for Pr[Q1,6]. In addition,
under the RLWEq,β assumption, we have x̂i = ar̂i + 2f̂i in G1,5 is computation-
ally indistinguishable from uniform distribution over Rq, and thus the public
information (i.e., static public keys and public transcripts) in G1,5 and G1,6

is computationally indistinguishable. In particular, the view of the adversary
A before Q1,� happens for 	 = 5, 6 is computationally indistinguishable, which
implies that Pr[Q1,6] = Pr[Q1,5] − negl(κ). Besides, if Q1,l for l = 5, 6 does
not happen, the distribution of ski is the same in both games. In other words,
Pr[F1,6|¬Q1,6] = Pr[F1,5|¬Q1,5] − negl(κ). �

Game G1,7. S behaves almost the same as in G1,6 except in the following case:

– Send1(Π,R, j, i, xi): If (i, j) �= (i∗, j∗), or it is not the s∗
j -th session of j∗, S

answers the query as in Game G1,6. Otherwise, it proceeds as follows:
1′. Sample an invertible element d ←r χγ , and choose ŷj ←r Rq;

2′. Define yj = ŷj − pjd;

3′. Go to step 4′ with probability 1/M ; otherwise go back to step 1′;
4′. Abort if there is a tuple ((j, i, yj , xi), ∗) in L1. Else, add ((j, i, yj , xi), d) into

L1. Then, the simulator S uniformly chooses kj ←r Rq at random;

5′. Compute wj = Cha(kj) ∈ {0, 1}n and return (yj , wj) to A;
6′. Compute σj = Mod2(kj , wj) and derive the session key skj = H2(i, j, xi, yj ,

wj , σj).

Claim 8. Let n be a power of 2, prime q > 203 satisfying q = 1 mod 2n,
β = ω(αγn

√
n log n). Then, if RLWEq,β is hard, Game G1,6 and G1,7 are compu-

tationally indistinguishable. In particular, we have Pr[Q1,7] = Pr[Q1,6]−negl(κ),
and Pr[F1,7|¬Q1,7] = Pr[F1,6|¬Q1,6] − negl(κ).

Proof. Assume there is an adversary that distinguishes Game G1,6 and G1,7, we
now construct a distinguisher D that solves the Ring-LWE problem. Specifically,
let (u = (u0, . . . , u�−1),B) ∈ R�

q×R�×�
q be a challenge Ring-LWE tuple in matrix

form for some polynomially bounded 	, D first sets public parameter a = u0.
Then, it randomly chooses invertible elements v = (v1, . . . , v�−1) ← χ�−1

γ , and
compute û = (v1 · u1, . . . , v�−1u�−1). Finally, D behaves the same as S in Game
G1,6, except for the following cases:
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– Send0(Π, I, i, j): If (i, j) �= (i∗, j∗), or it is not the si∗ -th session of i∗, S
answers as in Game G1,6. Otherwise, it proceeds as follows:
1. Set c and x̂i be the first unused element in v and û, respectively;
2. Define xi = x̂i − pic;
3. Go to step 4 with probability 1/M ; otherwise go back to step 1;
4. Abort if there is a tuple ((i, j, xi), ∗) in L1. Else, add ((i, j, xi), c) into L1.

Return xi to A.

– Send1(Π,R, j, i, xi): If (i, j) �= (i∗, j∗), or it is not the s∗
j -th session of j∗, S

answers the query as in Game G1,6. Otherwise, it proceeds as follows:
1′. Sample an invertible element d ←r χγ , and set ŷj be the first

unused element in b0 = (b0,0, . . . , b0,�−1);
2′. Define yj = ŷj − pjd;
3′. Go to step 4′ with probability 1/M ; otherwise go back to step 1′;
4′. Abort if there is a tuple ((j, i, yj , xi), ∗) in L1. Else, add ((j, i, yj , xi), d)

into L1. Then, let 	1 ≥ 1 be the index that x̂i appears in û, and 	2 ≥ 0
be the index that ŷj appears in b0, the simulator S sets kj = cb�1,�2 ;

5′. Compute wj = Cha(kj) ∈ {0, 1}n and return (yj , wj) to A;
6′. Computeσj = Mod2(kj , wj) andderive the sessionkey skj = H2(i, j, xi, yj ,

wj , σj).

Since v is randomly and independently chosen from χ�−1
γ , the distribution

of c is identical to that in Game G1,6 and Game G1,7. Besides, since each vi is
invertible in Rq, we have û is uniformly distributed over R�−1

q , which shows that
the distribution of x̂i is identical to that in Game G1,6 and Game G1,7. Moreover,
if (u,B) ∈ R�

q × R�×�
q is a Ring-LWE challenge tuple in matrix form, we have

ŷj = u0s�2 + 2e0,�2 and kj = cb�1,�2 = cu�1s�2 + 2ce�1,�2 = x̂is�2 + 2ce�1,�2 =
(xi + pic)s�2 + 2ce�1,�2 for some randomly chosen s�2 , e0,�2 , e�1,�2 ←r χβ . This
shows that the view of A is the same as in Game G1,6. While if (u,B) ∈ R�

q×R�×�
q

is uniformly distributed over R�
q × R�×�

q , we have both ŷj and kj = cb�1,�2 are
uniformly distributed over Rq (since c is invertible). Thus, the view of A is the
same as in G1,7. In all, we have shown that D can be used to break Ring-LWE
assumption if A can distinguish Game G1,6 and G1,7. �

Claim 9. If 0.97n > 2κ, we have Pr[Q1,7] = negl(κ)

Proof. Let ki,� be the element “computed” by S for the s∗
i -th session at party i∗

in Games G1,�, and kj,� be the element “computed” by S for the s∗
j -th session

at party j∗. By the correctness of the protocol, we have that ki,5 = kj,5 + ĝ for
some ĝ with small coefficients in G1,5. Since we have proven that the view of the
adversary before Q1,� happens in Game G1,5, G1,6 and G1,7 is computationally
indistinguishable, the equation ki,7 = kj,7 + ĝ′ should still hold for some ĝ′

with small coefficients in the adversary’s view until Q1,7 happens in G1,7. Let
(yj , wj) be output by the s∗

j -th session of party j = j∗, and (yj , w
′
j) be the

message that is used to complete the test session (i.e., the si∗ -th session of party
i = i∗). Note that kj,7 is randomly chosen from Rq, and the adversary can
only obtain the information of kj,7 from the public wj , the dependence of ĝ on
kj should be totally determined by the information of wj . Thus, we have that
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σ′
i = Mod2(ki, w

′
j) = Mod2(kj + ĝ′, w′

j) conditioned on wj has high min-entropy
by Lemma 4. In other words, the probability that the adversary makes a query
H2(i, j, xi, yj , w

′
j , σ

′
i) is at most 2−0.97n + negl(κ), which is negligible in κ. �

Claim 10. Pr[F1,7|¬Q1,7] = 1/2 + negl(κ)

Proof. Let (yj , wj) be output by the s∗
j -th session of party j = j∗, (yj , w

′
j) be

the message that is used to complete the test session (i.e., the si∗ -th session of
party i = i∗). We distinguish the following two cases:

– wj = w′
j : In this case, we have ski = skj = H2(i, j, xi, yj , wj , σi), where

σi = σj = Mod2(kj , wj). Note that in G1,7, kj is randomly chosen from the
uniform distribution over Rq, we have that σj ∈ {0, 1}n (conditioned on wj)
has min-entropy at least 0.97n by Lemma 4. Thus, the probability that A
has made a H2 query with σi is less than 2−0.97n + negl(κ).

– wj �= w′
j : By assumption that Q1,7 does not happen, we have that A will

never make a H2 query with σi.

The probability that A has made a H2 query with σi is negligible. This claim
follows from the fact that if the adversary does not make a query with σi exactly,
the distribution of ski is uniform over {0, 1}κ due to the random oracle property
of H2, i.e., Pr[F1,7|¬Q1,7] = 1/2 + negl(κ). �

Combining the claims 1∼10, we have that Lemma 5 follows.

5 One-Pass Protocol from Ring-LWE

As MQV [20] and HMQV [5], our AKE protocol has a one-pass variant, which
only consists of a single message from one party to the other. Let a ∈ Rq be
the global public parameter uniformly chosen from Rq at random, and M be a
constant. Let pi = asi+2ei ∈ Rq be party i’s static public key, where (si, ei) is the
corresponding static secret key; both si and ei are taken from the distribution χα.
Similarly, party j has static public key pj = asj+2ej and static secret key (sj , ej).
The other parameters and notations used here are the same as that in Section 3.

Initiation. Party i proceeds as follows:
1. Sample ri, fi ←r χβ and compute xi = ari + 2fi;
2. Compute c = H1(i, j, xi), r̂i = sic + ri and f̂i = eic + fi;
3. Go to step 4 with probability min

(
D

Z2n,β(z)

MD
Z2n,β,z1

(z) , 1
)
, where z ∈ Z

2n is
the coefficient vector of r̂i concatenated with the coefficient vector of
f̂i, and z1 ∈ Z

2n is the coefficient vector of sic concatenated with the
coefficient vector of eic; otherwise go back to step 1;

4. Sample gi ←r χβ and compute ki = pj r̂i + 2gi where c = H1(i, j, xi);
5. Compute wi = Cha(ki) ∈ {0, 1}n and send (yi, wi) to party j;
6. Compute σi = Mod2(ki, wi), and derive the session key ski = H2(i, j, xi,

wi, σi).
Finish. Party j receives the pair (xi, wi) from party i, and proceeds as follows:
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1′. Sample gj ←r χα, compute kj = (pic+xi)sj+2cgj where c = H1(i, j, xi);
2′. Compute σj = Mod2(kj , wi) and derive the session key skj = H2(i, j, xi,

wi, σj).

The correctness of the protocol simply follows from the fact that ki = pj r̂i +
2gi = (asj + 2ej)(sic + ri) + 2gi ≈ a(sic + ri)sj + 2(eic + fi)sj + 2cgj = kj . The
security of the protocol cannot be proven in the BR model with party corruption,
since the one-pass protocol inherently can not provide wPFS due to the lack of
messages from the receiver j. Besides, the protocol cannot prevent a replay
attack without additional measures like keeping a state or using synchronized
time. However, we can prove its security in a weak model similar to [5] which
avoids the (above) inherent insufficiencies for one-pass protocols. Since the proof
is parallel to the two-pass one, we omit the details.

Finally, we remark that the one-pass protocol can essentially be used as a
KEM, and can be transformed into a CCA-secure encryption scheme in the ran-
dom oracle model by combining it with a CPA-secure symmetric-key encryption
scheme together with a MAC algorithm in a standard way (where both keys are
derived from the session key in the one-pass protocol). The resulting encryption
has two interesting properties: 1) it allows the receiver to verify the sender’s
identity, but no one else can verify it (since only the receiver can compute the
session key, i.e., it provides some kind of sender authentication); 2) the sender
can deny having created such a ciphertext, because the receiver can also create
such a ciphertext by itself (i.e., it is a deniable encryption).

6 Concrete Parameters and Timings

In this section, we present concrete choices of parameters, and the timings in
a proof-of-concept implementation. Our selection of parameters for our AKE
protocols can be found in Table 2. Those parameters were chosen such that the
correctness property is satisfied with high probability and with the choice of
different levels of security.

For the correctness of our two-pass protocol, the error term must be bounded
by ‖g̃i − g̃j‖∞ < q/8. Note that g̃i = (ejd + fj)(sic + ri) + dgi, and g̃j = (eic +
fi)(sjd+rj)+cgj , where ei, ej ←r χα, c, d ←r χγ , and fi, fj , ri, rj , gi, gj ←r χβ .
Due to the symmetry, we only estimate the size of ‖g̃i‖∞. At this point, we use
the following fact about the product of two Gaussian distributed random values
(as stated in [35]). Let x ∈ R and y ∈ R be two polynomials whose coefficients are
distributed according to a discrete Gaussian distribution with standard deviation
σ and τ , respectively. The individual coefficients of the product xy are then
(approximately) normally distributed around zero with standard deviation στ

√
n

where n is the degree of the polynomial.
In our case, it means that we have ‖(ejd + fj)(sic + ri)‖∞ ≤ 6β2

√
n and

‖dgi‖∞ ≤ 6γβ
√

n with overwhelming probability (since erfc(6) is about 2−55).
Note that the distributions of ejd + fj and sic + ri are both according to χβ

since we use rejection sampling in the protocol. Now, to choose an appropriate β
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Table 2. Choices of parameters (The bound 6α with erfc(6) ≈ 2−55 is used to estimate
the size of secret keys)

Protocol
Choice of

n Security α τ log β log q (bits)
Size (KB)

Parameters pk sk (expt.) init. msg resp. msg

Two-pass

I1
1024

80 bits 3.397 12 16.1 45 5.625 1.5 5.625 5.75

I2 75 bits 3.397 24 17.1 47 5.875 1.5 5.875 6.0

II1
2048

230 bits 3.397 12 17.1 47 11.75 3.0 11.75 12.0

II2 210 bits 3.397 36 18.7 50 12.50 3.0 12.50 12.75

One-pass

III1
1024

160 bits 3.397 12 16.1 30 3.75 1.5 3.875 -

III2 140 bits 3.397 36 17.7 32 4.0 1.5 4.125 -

IV1
2048

360 bits 3.397 12 17.1 32 8.0 3.0 8.25 -

IV2 350 bits 3.397 36 18.7 33 8.25 3.0 8.5 -

we set η = 1/2 in Lemma 1 such that ‖ejd‖, ‖sic‖ ≤ 1/2αγn with probability at
most 2 · 0.943−n. Hence, for n ≥ 1024, we get a potential decryption error with
only a probability about 2−87. In order to make the rejection sampling work,
it is sufficient to set β ≥ τ · 1/2αγn = 1/2ταγn for some constant τ (which
is much better than the worst-case bound β = ω(αγ

√
n log n) in Theorem 1).

For instance, if τ = 12, we have an expect number of rejection sampling about
M = 2.72 and a statistical distance about 2−100

M by Theorem 1. For such a choice
of β, we can safely assume that ‖g̃i‖∞ ≤ 6β2

√
n + 6γβ

√
n ≤ 7β2

√
n. Thus, it is

enough to set 16 · 7β2
√

n < q for correctness of the protocol in Section 3.
Though the Ring-LWE problem enjoys a worst-case connection to some hard

problems (e.g., SIVP [29]) on ideal lattices, the connection as summarized in
Proposition 1 seems less powerful to estimate the actual security for concrete
choices of parameters. In order to assess the concrete security of our parameters,
we use the approach of [70], which investigates the two most efficient ways to
solve the underlying (Ring-)LWE problem, namely the embedding and decoding
attacks. As opposed to [70], the decoding attack is more efficient against our
instances because the Ring-LWE case with m ≥ 2n is close to the optimal
attack dimension for the corresponding attacks. The decoding attack first uses a
lattice reduction algorithm, such as BKZ [71] / BKZ 2.0 [72] and then applies a
decoding algorithm like the ones in [73–75]. Finally, the closest vector is returned
as the error polynomial, and the secret polynomial is recovered.

As recommended in [74,76], it is enough to set the Gaussian parameter α ≥
3.2 so that the discrete Gaussian DZn,α approximates the continuous Gaussian
Dα extremely well.6 In our experiment, we fix α = 3.397 for a better performance
of the Gaussian sampling algorithm in [39]. As for the choices of γ, we set
γ = α for simplicity (actually such a choice in our experiments works very well:
no rejection happened in 1000 hash evaluations). In Table 2, we set all other
parameters β, n, q for our two-pass protocol to satisfy the correctness condition.
We also give the parameter choices of our one-pass protocol (in this case, we

6 Only α is considered because β � α, and the (Ring-)LWE problem becomes harder
as α grows bigger (for a fixed modulus q).
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can save a factor of β in q due to the asymmetry). Note that n is required to be
a power of 2 in our protocol (i.e., it is very sparsely distributed7). We present
several candidate choices of parameters for n = 1024, 2048, and estimate the
sizes of public keys, secret keys, and communication overheads in Table 2.

Table 3. Timings of proof-of-concept implementations in ms

Protocol Parameters τ Initiation Response Finish

Two-pass

I1 12 22.05 ms 30.61 ms 4.35 ms

I2 24 14.26 ms 19.18 ms 4.41 ms

II1 12 49.77 ms 60.31 ms 9.44 ms

II2 36 25.40 ms 36.96 ms 9.59 ms

Protocol Parameters τ Initiation Finish

One-pass

III1 12 26.17 ms 3.64 ms

III2 36 14.57 ms 3.70 ms

IV1 12 53.78 ms 7.75 ms

IV2 36 32.28 ms 7.94 ms

We have implemented our AKE protocol by using the NTL library com-
piled with the option NTL GMP LIP = on (i.e., building NTL using the GNU
Multi-Precision package). The implementations are written in C++ without any
parallel computations or multi-thread programming techniques. The program is
run on a Dell Optiplex 780 computer with Ubuntu 12.04 TLS 64-bit system, a
2.83GHz Intel Core 2 Quad CPU and 3.8GB RAM. We use an n-dimensional Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT) for the multiplications of two ring elements [78,79], and
the CDT algorithm [80] as a tool for hashing to DZn,γ and sampling from DZn,α,
but the DDLL algorithm [39] for sampling from DZn,β (because the CDT algo-
rithm has to store large precomputed values for a big β). In Table 3, we present
the average timings of each operation (in millisecond, ms) for 1000 executions.
Since our protocols also allow some precomputations like sampling Gaussian
distributions offline, the timings can be greatly reduced if this is considered in
practice. Finally, we note that our implementation has not undergone any real
optimization, and it can be much improved in practice.

7 Conclusions and Open Problems

In this paper, a two-pass AKE and its one-pass variant are proposed. Both
protocols are carefully built upon on the algebraic structure of (Ring-)LWE
problems and several recent developments in lattice-based cryptography, and
are proven secure based on the hardness of Ring-LWE in the random oracle
model. However, the literature shows that the use of random oracle is delicate
for proving quantum resistance [51]. It is of great interest to investigate the
quantum security of our protocol, or to design an efficient protocol without the
random oracle heuristic (and the need of rewinding).

7 We remark such a choice of n is not necessary, but it gives a simple analysis and
implementation. In practice, one might use the techniques for Ring-LWE cryptogra-
phy in [77] to give a tighter choice of parameters for desired security levels.
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ABSTRACT 
Spreadsheets are widely used by end users for numerical compu-
tation in their business. Spreadsheet cells whose computation is 
subject to the same semantics are often clustered in a row or col-
umn. When a spreadsheet evolves, these cell clusters can degener-
ate due to ad hoc modifications or undisciplined copy-and-pastes. 
Such degenerated clusters no longer keep cells prescribing the 
same computational semantics, and are said to exhibit ambiguous 
computation smells. Our empirical study finds that such smells are 
common and likely harmful. We propose AmCheck, a novel tech-
nique that automatically detects and repairs ambiguous computa-
tion smells by recovering their intended computational semantics. 
A case study using AmCheck suggests that it is useful for discov-
ering and repairing real spreadsheet problems. 

Categories and Subject Descriptors 

D.2.7 [Software Engineering]: Distribution, Maintenance, and 
Enhancement – restructuring, reverse engineering, and reengi-
neering 

General Terms 
Reliability, Experimentation, Human Factors 

Keywords 
Spreadsheet, ambiguous computation, smell, repair 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Spreadsheets are generally developed and maintained by end users 
who are not familiar with appropriate software development prac-
tice. As a result, spreadsheets have been found to be error-prone 
[28]. Spreadsheet errors can induce great financial losses [26]. 
Various techniques have been proposed to improve the quality of 
spreadsheets. Some examples include testing [12][23][2], error or 
smell detection [6][19][20], and debugging [3][30]. 

A spreadsheet comprises tables of cells arranged in rows and col-
umns. We refer to a cell cluster as a cell array when it is subject 

to the same computational semantics. For example, the cells 
[D2:D7] in Figure 1(b) refer to the semantics of “Total” and uni-
formly follow a formula pattern of Di = Bi + Ci, where 2 ≤ i ≤ 7. In 
general, cell arrays can be specified manually or with tool assis-
tance. In this paper, we focus only on those cell arrays subject to 
computational semantics expressed in formula patterns without 
using “if” conditions. Our empirical study reports that there are 
altogether 16,385 cell arrays among 993 (out of 4,037) spread-
sheets in the EUSES corpus [11]. This indicates that cell arrays 
are common in real-life spreadsheets. 

Spreadsheet smells can occur due to a distortion of, or an ambi-
guity in, the meaning of data or formulas [29]. Spreadsheet soft-
ware like Excel provides two useful features, copy-and-paste and 
auto-fill, to reduce the chances of introducing smells during the 
creation of new cells in a cell array. Both features can help auto-
matically deduce a formula pattern from selected sample cells 
[35], and apply it to the new cells in a cell array. 

Although the two features provide convenience in editing spread-
sheets, their application is restrictive in the sense that end users 
have little control on the formula pattern deduction process. They 
may not even be aware of deduced formula patterns. After editing, 
there is no record in the new cells that they have been created 
using these two features, and therefore have to be uniformly mod-
ified in future. Little provision is offered to warn end users from 
modifying these cells arbitrarily. In principle, all cells in a cell 
array should prescribe the same computational semantics. A cell 
array is said to suffer from an ambiguous computation smell when 
there is more than one computational semantic among the cells it 
contains. Ad hoc modifications to these cells are one major cause 
of ambiguous computation smells. For example, the cell array 
[D2:D7] in Figure 1(a) could be a consequence of ad hoc cell 
modifications that result in four different formula patterns, leading 
to an ambiguous computation smell. Note that no warning can be 
raised by spreadsheet software to alert end users of such a smell. 
This smell can exist for a long time and even be replicated to oth-
er spreadsheets without being discovered. Even though this cell 
array currently offers a correct value in each cell, it is error-prone 
and susceptible to developing errors upon future data updates. For 
example, the value in D2 would be incorrect if the value of C2 is 
later updated to 1. As ambiguous computation smells are vulnera-
ble to errors, their early detection is important. It is particularly 
the case for those spreadsheets subject to liability consequences 
such as company reports for release to authorized third parties. 

Spreadsheet software like Excel provides a mechanism to detect 
cells with inappropriate formulas. However, the detection is appli-
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Smells can occur in a cell array when end users make ad hoc mod-
ifications to its cells. Such modifications can be made by inexpe-
rienced end users to accommodate last-minute modifications un-
der tight deadlines. We find two common types of ambiguous 
computation smell: missing formula smell and inconsistent formu-
la smell, as explained earlier. A missing formula smell occurs in a 
not well-formed cell array when it contains a data cell. An incon-
sistent formula smell occurs in a not well-formed cell array when 
it has two formula cells with semantically different R1C1 expres-
sions. A cell array of more than two cells can suffer from missing 
formula and inconsistent formula smells at the same time. 

Definition 2: A conformance error occurs when the value of a 
cell in a cell array does not conform to that computed by this cell 
array’s ��������: 

∃� ∈ ���������, �. �����	 ≠ ��������(�. ������). 

A conformance error may be caused by improper modifications to 
a cell array such that it suffers from ambiguous computation 
smells. Conformance errors reflect true data discrepancies in 
spreadsheets, such as F7 in Figure 1(a). 

4. DETECTING AND REPAIRING 
AMBIGUOUS COMPUTATION SMELLS 
Given a spreadsheet, our AmCheck analyzes it and reports all 
detected ambiguous computation smells with repair suggestions. 
AmCheck heuristically identifies cell arrays (§4.1), and detects 
ambiguous computation smells via constraint solving (§4.2). To 
repair ambiguous computation smells, AmCheck infers an 
�������� in two steps. First, AmCheck uses values and formulas in 

a cell array to derive constraints associated with its underlying 
formula pattern (§4.3). Second, AmCheck infers an �������� based 

on these constraints. In order to expedite the inference process, 
AmCheck combines heuristics (§4.4) and program synthesis tech-
niques (§4.5). After the inference, AmCheck reports a conform-
ance error if any cell in a cell array has a value not conforming to 
the one computed by the inferred ��������. 

4.1 Extracting Cell Arrays 
The first challenge of ambiguous computation smell detection is 
to identify cell arrays from a given spreadsheet, which has no 
record about cells previously prepared by copy-and-paste and 
auto-fill. We observe that a spreadsheet snippet usually provides 
useful hints about boundaries of cell arrays. Besides, the formula 
of a cell in a cell array often references other cells in the same row 
or column as this cell. These two observations facilitate our cell 
array identification and extraction. 

The first step is to identify potential snippets. Related data and 
formulas in a spreadsheet are often clustered together in a rectan-
gle circumscribed by empty cells or labels [16]. We refer to such 
rectangles of cells as snippets. Examples of spreadsheet snippets 
in Figure 1(a) include two rectangles comprising cells [B2:F7] 
and [B9:D9], respectively. 

To identify snippets, we adopt a cell classification strategy, simi-
lar to what Abraham and Erwig [4] suggested. We define a fence 
as a row or column of cells that comprises only empty cells or 
labels in a spreadsheet. We use fences to identify boundaries for 
each spreadsheet snippet. Other cells inside the identified bounda-
ries are considered as cells of this spreadsheet snippet. 

We describe our spreadsheet snippet identification algorithm 
briefly as follows. Initially, each spreadsheet is considered as one 
snippet. We then identify fences in this snippet, and divide this 
snippet into more ones by the identified fences. For each newly 

identified snippet, we repeat this refinement until no further snip-
pet can be identified. 

The second step is to extract cell arrays from identified spread-
sheet snippets. As mentioned, the formula of a cell in a cell array 
often references other cells in the same row or column as this cell. 
Our cell array extraction algorithm works as follows. For each 
snippet, it examines consecutive cells clustered in a row or col-
umn, and considers a cluster as a cell array if: (1) the cluster is not 
a subset of another cell array, and (2) the formula of each cell in 
the cluster consistently references input cells from the same col-
umn or row as this cell. The algorithm may encounter the follow-
ing four scenarios in its extraction process: 

 Row-based cell array: For a cluster of consecutive cells in a 
row, some cells contain formulas, and for each cell with a 
formula, its formula only references input cells from the same 
column as this cell. We then consider this cluster as a row-
based cell array. One example is [B9:C9] in Figure 1(a). 

 Column-based cell array: For a cluster of consecutive cells 
in a column, some cells contain formulas, and for each cell 
with a formula, its formula only references input cells from 
the same row as this cell. We then consider this cluster as a 
column-based cell array. One example is [D2:D7] in Figure 
1(a). 

 Pure value: It is hard to judge whether a row or column con-
taining only data cells prescribes one business concept and is 
subject to certain computational semantics. We do not consid-
er such rows or columns as cell arrays. 

 Other cases: If a row or column does not belong to any of the 
above cases, we also do not consider it as a cell array. 

4.2 Detecting Ambiguous Computation Smells 
By Definition 1, a cell array is well-formed if it satisfies: (1) it 
contains only formula cells, (2) all its formulas use the same in-
puts (in R1C1 notation), and (3) all its formulas give the same 
outputs given the same input values. Thus, we can map ambigu-
ous computation smell detection to a constraint satisfaction prob-
lem, and rewrite the above three conditions as follows: 

∀��, �� ∈ ���������, �(��. ���) = 	�(��. ���) 
∧	∄	�����, ��. ���(�����) ≠ ��. ���(�����). 

Here, we use input to denote any possible input values to cells c1’s 
and c2’s expressions. If a cell array does not satisfy any of the 
above conditions, it suffers from ambiguous computation smells. 

4.3 Extracting Formula Cell Constraints 
Given a smelly cell array, we expect AmCheck to detect any ex-
istence of conformance errors as defined in Definition 2. To do 
that, AmCheck needs to recover an R1C1 expression from exist-
ing cells to represent this cell array’s ��������. 

Our construction technique is inspired by component-based pro-
gram synthesis, which synthesizes a loopless program from com-
ponents, input-output pairs and specifications used by this pro-
gram [14][21]. The construction is based on three assumptions: (1) 
Components in formulas used by a cell array are often compo-
nents used by this cell array’s ��������; (2) Most values should be 

correct for this cell array, and they can serve as input-output pairs; 
(3) Existing formulas in the cell array are good hints of ��������. 

Under these assumptions, AmCheck recovers an R1C1 expression 
by extracting its constraints from cells of a smelly cell array, and 
combining them appropriately. The extraction process consists of 
four parts, i.e., extracting input variables, components, input-
output pairs and functions from a smelly cell array, as follows: 
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1) All cells referenced by formulas in a cell array are considered 
as input variables for this cell array’s ��������. For example, 

input variables for CellArray1 are RC[-2] and RC[-1], input 
variables for CellArray2 are RC[-2] and RC[-1], and input 
variables for CellArray3 are R[-7]C, R[-6]C, …, R[-2]C (in 
Figure 1 (a)). The process may extract irrelevant input varia-
bles, which can be removed at a later stage. Let IV be the set 
of all input variables of a cell array. After extracting n input 
variables for �������� , we can model ��������  as a function 

�(��, ��, … ��). Formally, IV is defined as follows: 

�� = �(��. ���) ∪ �(��. ���) … ∪ �(��. ���), 
where	��, ��, … �� ∈ ���������. 

2) All operators used by formulas in the cell array are considered 
as components. For example, components from CellArray1 
include “*”, components from CellArray2 include “+” and “–
”, and components from CellArray3 include “+” and SUM. 
Some components may be irrelevant, but we can skip them at 
a later stage. If AmCheck fails to find any operator from a cell 
array, it would add basic operators (e.g., +, –, *, /) as compo-
nents. 

3) All data in the cell array are considered as input-output pairs. 
For example, in CellArray2, <(1, 0), 1>, <(2, 0), 2>, <(3, 0), 
3>, <(4, 1), 5>, <(0, 5), 5> and <(0, 6), 6> are considered as 
input-output pairs. 

4) Existing formulas in the cell array can be modeled as func-
tions. For example, one can extract from CellArray2 four 
functions, namely, f(x1, 0) = x1, f(x1, x2) = x1 + x2, f(x1, x2) = x1 
– x2 and f(0, x2) = x2. These functions are treated as specifica-
tions in component-based program synthesis [14][21]. 

All these extracted input variables, components, input-output pairs 
and functions are constraints used for recovering ��������. 

4.4 Recovering �������� 
We observe that a cell array’s �������� can exist in functions ex-

tracted from the cell array’s formula cells. For example, function 
f(x1, x2) = x1 * x2 extracted from formula cells in CellArray1 in 
Figure 1(a) is a good candidate for recovering CellArray1’s 
�������� . This observation enables us to recover a cell array’s 

�������� based on a candidate set of functions obtained from its 

formula cells. This can significantly reduce the cost of formula 
pattern inference since program synthesis [21] is expensive. We 
aim to select a function that contains all input variables and covers 
all cells in a cell array as its ��������. We say that a function co-

vers a data cell when the cell’s value can be computed by the 
function. For example, the value of F5 in CellArray1 in Figure 1(a) 
can be computed by f(x1, x2) = x1 * x2. We say that a function co-
vers a formula cell if the function is compatible with the one ex-
tracted from the cell’s formula in the sense that both of them can 
produce the same outputs given the same inputs. For example, 
function f(x1, x2) = x1 + x2 is compatible with function f(x1, 0) = x1 

extracted from D2 in Figure 1(a). Note that the second parameter 
binds to zero for the two functions to have the same inputs. How-
ever, f(x1, x2) = x1 + x2 is incompatible with another function f(x1, 
x2) = x1 – x2 extracted from D4 in CellArray2 in Figure 1(a) be-
cause their outputs are different when x1 is 0 and x2 is 1. 

Algorithm 1 gives our �������� recovery algorithm. The algorithm 

returns NULL if it fails to recover any ��������  from functions 

extracted from a given cell array, which contains at least one for-
mula cell. If only one function can be extracted from a given cell 
array, it is treated as the cell array’s �������� (Lines 13). Other-

wise, a function that can cover (by the Coverage method) all val-
ues and formulas in the given cell array (Lines 410) is treated as 
the ��������. The Coverage method (Lines 1327) computes the 

ratio of the number of cells a function can cover over the total 
number of cells in the cell array. Lines 17-19 (and Lines 21-23) 
check whether a formula (and data) cell is covered by a function. 

4.5 Synthesizing �������� 
The ��������  recovery algorithm returns NULL when it fails to 

identify an appropriate ��������  of a smelly cell array from its 

extracted functions. When this happens, AmCheck synthesizes the  
�������� using component-based program synthesis [14][21]. 

Let us review the basic mechanism of component-based program 
synthesis to construct a program before explaining the �������� 

synthesis algorithm. Program synthesis first derives constraints 
(constraintsps) for a program to be synthesized based on a set of 
components and input-output pairs (generated by specifications 
[14] or provided by users [21]). It then solves constraintsps to 
synthesize the program. If the input-output pairs provided are not 
sufficiently restrictive, multiple candidate programs can be syn-
thesized (all satisfying constraintsps). More input-output pairs can 
be used to provide additional constraints to strengthen con-
straintsps until a unique program is synthesized. 

Algorithm 2 gives the pseudo-code of our �������� synthesis algo-

rithm. There are three challenges in synthesizing the ��������: (1) 

Component-based program synthesis [14][21] requires users to 
explicitly provide components and input-output pairs [21]. The 
algorithm addresses this using constraints extracted from values 
and formulas in a smelly cell array (§4.3). (2) Functions extracted 
from a smelly cell array’s formulas can be incompatible with one 
another. For example, two functions f(x1, x2) = x1 + x2 and f(x1, x2) 
= x1 – x2 extracted from CellArray2 in Figure 1(a) are incompati-
ble. Such incompatibility can make our �������� synthesis fail. (3) 

Data cells may contain incorrect values, which cannot be comput-
ed by an appropriate ��������  of the cell array. Such incorrect 

values can also make our �������� synthesis fail. 

To tackle the second challenge, Algorithm 2 classifies extracted 
functions into compatible groups using the Classify method (Line 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Algorithm 1. �������� recovery algorithm. 
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Input: IV (input variables), FUNC (functions), IO (input–
output pairs), CA (cell array). 

Output: F (target formula pattern) or NULL. 
 1:  if (FUNC.length == 1) 
 2:    return FUNC.get(0) 
 3:  end if 
 4:  foreach fn in FUNC do 
 5:    if fn contains all input variables in IV then 
 6:      if (Coverage(fn, CA) == 100%) then 
 7:        return fn 
 8:      end if 
 9:    end if 
10:  end for 
11:  return NULL 
12: 
13:  method Coverage(fn, CA) 
14:    coveredCells = 0 
15:    foreach cell in CA do 
16:      if (cell.type == FORMULA) then 

17:        if (!input. fn(input)cell.exp(input)) then 
18:          coveredCells ++ 
19:        end if 
20:      else  // Plain value case 
21:        if (fn(cell.input) == cell.value) then 
22:          coveredCells ++ 
23:        end if 
24:      end if 
25:    end for 
26:    return coveredCells / CA.length 
27:  end method 
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6.1 Empirical Study on the EUSES Corpus 
We ran AmCheck on all spreadsheets in the EUSES corpus and 
got experimental results about ambiguous computation smells. 

6.1.1 Experimental Subjects 
The EUSES corpus consists of 4,037 real-life spreadsheets from 
11 categories. Since its creation in 2005, it has been widely used 
for spreadsheet research and evaluation. Table 1 gives the statis-
tics of the corpus. It lists the number of spreadsheets (Total), the 
number of our processed spreadsheets (Processed), the number of 
spreadsheets with formulas (With formulas), and the number of 
spreadsheets with cell arrays (With arrays) for each category 
(Category). We find that only 92.8% (3,746/4,037) of spread-
sheets in the corpus could be parsed by the Apache POI. 43.4% 
(1,626/3,746) of the processed spreadsheets contain cells with 
formulas. Out of them, 61.1% (993/1,626) contain cell arrays. 

6.1.2 Ambiguous Computation Smells 
Table 1 also gives the number of spreadsheets suffering from 
ambiguous computation smells (Smelly), the number of spread-
sheets with missing formula smells (Missing), the number of 
spreadsheets with inconsistent formula smells (Inconsistent), and 
the percentage of smelly spreadsheets against all those with cell 
arrays. Note that a smelly spreadsheet can suffer from both types 
of smells simultaneously. As shown in Table 1, 44.7% (444/993) 
of the spreadsheets with cell arrays and 27.3% (444/1,626) of the 
spreadsheets with formulas suffer from at least one kind of am-
biguous computation smell. This discloses that ambiguous compu-
tation smells are common in real-life spreadsheets. 

Table 2 lists the number of cell arrays (CA), the number of well-
formed cell arrays (WCA), and the number of smelly cell arrays 
(SCA). It also lists the number of cell arrays suffering from miss-
ing formula smells (MISS), inconsistent formula smells (INCO), 
and both smells (BO). It omits filby and jackson since they do not 
contain cell arrays. We observe that ambiguous computation 
smells occur commonly in the corpus: 21.6% (3,535/16,385) of 
identified cell arrays suffer from ambiguous computation smells. 
Among these smelly cell arrays, 75.3% (2,663/3,535) suffer from 
missing formula smells, 31.5% (1,113/3,535) suffer from incon-
sistent formula smells, and 6.8% (241/3,535) suffer from both 
smells. Therefore, we draw the following conclusion: 

Ambiguous computation smells commonly occur in real-
life spreadsheets, with missing formula smells occurring 
more often than inconsistent formula smells. 

6.1.3 Quality of AmCheck Analysis 
AmCheck is based on cell array identification and �������� infer-

ence. This process partly relies on heuristics, so AmCheck may be 

imprecise and cause false positives. Thus, we are interested in its 
analysis quality. 

We partition detected smelly cell arrays into seven categories 
according to how much the inferred ��������  can cover cells in 

these arrays. These seven categories are: {100%, [90%, 100%), 
[80%, 90%), [70%, 80%), [60%, 70%), [50%, 60%) and [0%, 
50%)}. Table 3 lists the number of smelly cell arrays (SCA) and 
the number of cells with conformance errors (CE1) for each cate-
gory. We observe that the �������� inferred by AmCheck is able to 

cover all cells in 903 smelly cell arrays (i.e., a coverage of 100%) 
and 90% or more (but not 100%) of cells in another 108 smelly 
cell arrays. This suggests that values and formulas in these 1,011 
cell arrays are highly compatible with the inferred �������� . In 

other words, each of these 1,011 cell arrays that suffer from miss-
ing formulas or different formula patterns very likely prescribes a 
well-defined computational semantic expressible by the �������� 

inferred by AmCheck. It is thus very likely that detected ambigu-
ous computation smells in these cell arrays (1,011/3,535 = 28.6%) 
are probably true. This provides an alternative for assessing the 
quality of AmCheck’s automatically detected spreadsheet smells. 
We can use these seven categories to rank the likeliness of a 
smelly cell array being true. Those cell arrays falling into the    
100% category are considered most likely. 

Next, we evaluate the precision of AmCheck’s smell detection for 
the seven categories. We randomly selected 100 smelly cell arrays 
(CA) in each category and manually validated their quality. This 
accounts for 700 smelly cell arrays, which occupy 19.8% 
(700/3,535) of the whole. In each category, Table 3 lists the num-
ber of true smelly cell arrays (TP), the number of true smelly cell 
arrays that AmCheck can repair (RE), the number of true smelly 
cell arrays warned by Excel 2010 (EX), and the number of cells 
with true conformance errors (CE2). We explain these data below. 

True positives and repairability. Out of the 700 sampled smelly 
cell arrays, we manually confirmed that 319 (45.6%) of them are 
true smelly cell arrays. We observe from the CA and TP columns 

Table 1. Statistics of the EUSES corpus (n.a.: not applicable). 

Category 
Spreadsheets Spreadsheets with ambiguous computation smells 

Total Processed With formulas With arrays Smelly Missing Inconsistent Percentage 
cs101 8 8 8 7 3 2 1 42.9% 

database 678 632 202 103 56 45 29 54.4% 
filby 45 2 2 0 0 0 0 n.a. 

financial 720 692 358 245 126 81 79 51.4% 
forms3 26 19 18 10 4 3 1 40.0% 
grades 588 557 285 201 88 66 42 43.8% 

homework 576 535 278 163 54 35 30 33.1% 
inventory 699 643 278 173 75 47 44 43.4% 
jackson 13 0 0 0 0 0 0 n.a. 

modeling 679 653 192 88 38 29 21 43.2% 
personal 5 5 5 3 0 0 0 0% 

Total 4,037 3,746 1,626 993 444 308 247 44.7% 

 

Table 2. Smelly cell arrays in the EUSES corpus. 

Category CA WCA SCA MISS INCO BO 
cs101 31 21 10 7 3 0 

database 2,252 1,714 538 438 113 13 
financial 4,899 4,221 678 415 294 31 
forms3 229 62 167 166 127 126 
grades 1,893 1,426 467 381 111 25 

homework 2,162 1,456 706 555 176 25 
inventory 3,210 2,589 621 433 205 17 
modeling 1,585 1,237 348 268 84 4 
personal 124 124 0 0 0 0 

Total 16,385 12,850 3,535 2,663 1,113 241 
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in Table 3 that the number of true smelly cell arrays decreases 
with the reduction in coverage. We recommend to select 80% as a 
coverage threshold for reliable detection of smelly cell arrays with 
an experimental precision of 73.7% (221/300). 

AmCheck is able to repair 316 (99.1%) of the 319 true smelly cell 
arrays. It shows that AmCheck is effective for detecting and re-
pairing smelly cell arrays automatically. Figure 4 elaborates the 
effectiveness with respect to the two different types of smells 
under various coverage categories. For each coverage category, it 
gives the number of true smelly cell arrays (True) and the number 
of true smelly cell arrays that can be repaired (Repaired) using an 
inferred �������� for missing formula smells (Figure 4(a)) and 

inconsistent formula smells (Figure 4(b)). There are totally 10 cell 
arrays suffering from both missing formula and inconsistent for-
mula smells. They are counted in both charts. AmCheck is able to 
repair 214 out of the 216 missing formula smells, and 112 out of 
the 113 inconsistent formula smells. The three smelly cell arrays 
that AmCheck failed to repair involves sophisticated library func-
tions, incomplete input variables and complex structures. There is 
no enough evidence to suggest that AmCheck’s repairing effec-
tiveness and coverage categories are correlated. 

We draw the following conclusion: 

AmCheck can effectively repair true ambiguous computa-
tion smells. One may use a coverage threshold of 80% for 
reliable detection of ambiguous computation smells. 

False positives. The differences of values in the CA and TP col-
umns in Table 3 give the number of false positives, which arise 
mostly because the cells concerned do not form a cell array as 
identified by AmCheck using the heuristics in §4.1. Two main 
causes are found: (1) Some spreadsheets use numbers as labels. 
For example, in financial reports end users often use years like 
2011 and 2013 as labels but represented in a number format. Our 
heuristics can misinterpret them as data cells. 69.2% (92/133) of 
false positives in the coverage range of [70%, 100%] belong to 
this case. It should be easy for end users to recognize such false 
positives. (2) The heuristics incorrectly identify some cells with 
distinct formula patterns as those subject to the same computa-
tional semantics (but actually not). 13.5% (18/133) of false posi-
tives in the coverage range of [70%, 100%] belong to this case. 
End users can manually confirm or reject them in our current 
AmCheck implementation. For the remaining 23 (17.3%) false 
positives, the concerned cell arrays contain data cells with varying 
complex semantics, which AmCheck cannot effectively distin-
guish. We leave this to future work. 

6.1.4 Conformance Errors 
Cells that do not conform to the inferred �������� in a cell array 

are considered as conformance errors. In Table 3, AmCheck de-
tected a total of 8,481 conformance errors (CE1) in the EUSES 
corpus. We manually validated the 1,423 detected conformance 
errors in the 700 sampled cell arrays. We confirmed that 30.5% 
(434/1,423) of them are true conformance errors (CE2), and all of 
them occur at the 319 true smelly cell arrays. Note that there can 
be multiple conformance errors in one smelly cell array. We also 
observe that conformance errors occurring at the cell arrays with 
higher coverage are more likely to be true. For example, 70.5% 
(179/254) of detected conformance errors are true in the coverage 
range of [80%, 100%]. 

6.1.5 Comparison with Excel 
Although Microsoft Excel has built-in support for inconsistency 
detection in cell arrays, its detection is subject to a few limitations. 
First, Excel considers only cell arrays of three adjacent cells. Se-
cond, it detects only those smells that a cell’s formula is syntacti-
cally different from those of its two adjacent cells when these two 
cells’ formulas are identical. The EX column in Table 3 shows 
that Excel detected inconsistencies in only 3.8% (12/319) of the 
true smelly cell arrays. 

6.1.6 Runtime Overhead 
Running AmCheck over the whole EUSES corpus took about 116 
minutes. It thus took about 1.7 seconds to analyze one spreadsheet 
on average. This good performance is attributed to the use of our 
two-stage analysis (��������  recovery and ��������  synthesis). If 

we use �������� synthesis only to infer formula patterns, it would 

take 861 minutes (12.8 seconds for each spreadsheet on average). 
Our two-stage analysis significantly reduces the computational 
time by 86.5%. Among the 3,535 detected smelly cell arrays,  
93.2% (3,296/3,535) of them have their ��������  successfully 

recovered at the first stage, and the remaining 6.8% (239/3,535) 
have their �������� synthesized at the second stage. 

Table 3. Smelly cell arrays with different coverages. 

 All Sampled 
SCA CE1 CA TP RE EX CE2 

100% 903 0 100 
95/ 
100 

95/ 
100 

2/ 
100 

0/ 
0 

[90%, 100%) 108 133 100 
73/ 
100 

73/ 
100 

7/ 
100 

94/ 
121 

[80%, 90%) 197 338 100 
53/ 
100 

52/ 
100 

3/ 
100 

85/ 
133 

[70%, 80%) 120 242 100 
46/ 
100 

46/ 
100 

0/ 
100 

101/ 
190 

[60%, 70%) 211 363 100 
38/ 
100 

36/ 
100 

0/ 
100 

103/ 
192 

[50%, 60%) 917 1,392 100 
9/ 

100 
9/ 

100 
0/ 

100 
37/ 
135 

[0%, 50%) 1,079 6,013 100 
5/ 

100 
5/ 

100 
0/ 

100 
14/ 
652 

Total 3,535 8,481 700 
319/ 
700 

316/ 
700 

12/ 
700 

434/ 
1,423 

 

 

(a) Cell arrays with missing formula smells. 

 

(b) Cell arrays with inconsistent formula smells. 

Figure 4. Sampled smelly cell arrays with different coverages 
(x-axis: coverage category, y-axis: the number of cell arrays 

concerned). 
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6.2 Case Study on Real-life Spreadsheets 
To evaluate the usefulness of AmCheck to end users, we conduct-
ed a case study on ten real-life spreadsheets currently used by 
finance officers. We studied three questions: (1) Why do ambigu-
ous computation smells occur in spreadsheets? (2) Is AmCheck 
helpful for detecting and repairing ambiguous computation smells? 
(3) How harmful are ambiguous computation smells? 

Setup. We conducted our study in the Institute of Software, Chi-
nese Academy of Sciences. We collected ten real-life spreadsheets 
professionally prepared by finance officers for research project 
budgeting. These spreadsheets involve seven departments or units, 
and have been used for more than three years. Most spreadsheets 
are maintained by more than two officers. 

We invited three officers who have participated in maintaining 
these spreadsheets for an interview. We explained ambiguous 
computation smells to these officers, and told them our plan of 
using their spreadsheets in the study. We gave a list of Am-
Check’s detected ambiguous computation smells in these spread-
sheets as well as suggested repairs with brief explanations. We let 
the officers study these smells before our interview. 

In the interview, we asked the officers three questions: (1) Can 
you explain how these ambiguous computation smells arise? (2) 
Do you agree that these smells are indeed problems? (3) Are the 
suggested repairs helpful? 

Overall results. For each spreadsheet, Table 4 lists the number of 
cell arrays (CA), the number of well-formed cell arrays (WCA), 
the number of smelly cell arrays (SCA), the number of cell arrays 
suffering from missing formula smells (MISS), the number of cell 
arrays suffering from inconsistent formula smells (INCO), and the 
number of cells with conformance errors (CE). The numbers in 
brackets are confirmed data by officers. We observe that 80.0% 
(8/10) of the spreadsheets suffer from ambiguous computation 
smells. We detected 55 smelly cell arrays (40 suffering from miss-
ing formula smells and 17 suffering from inconsistent formula 
smells; some suffering from both smells), and 23 cells contain 
conformance errors. The results reveal that ambiguous computa-
tional smells are common to financial spreadsheets that have been 
rigorously prepared and maintained by end users for over three 
years. 40% of the spreadsheets contain even confirmed errors. 
20.4% (55/270) of identified cell arrays suffer from ambiguous 
computation smells, and this percentage is comparable to that for 
the EUSES corpus (21.6%). The ratio 2.4 (40/17) between number 
of smelly cell arrays suffering from missing formula smells and 
number of smelly cell arrays suffering from inconsistent formula 
smells is also comparable to that for the EUSES corpus, 2.4 
(2,663/1,113). Ratios of true positives are higher than those in the 
EUSES corpus. This is because the aforementioned false positives 
are rare in these spreadsheets. Therefore, we draw the following 
conclusion: 

The ratio of smelly cell arrays in real-life spreadsheets is 
comparable to that for the EUSES corpus. 

Causes of ambiguous computation smells. From the interview 
with officers, we obtained interesting answers about how missing 
formula smells arose. They recalled: “I copied some data from 
another place, and did not notice that they can be computed from 
related cells”, “I just wrote down these data as plain values”, or 
“after I used the auto-fill feature to generate these cells (in a cell 
array), I noticed that there was an error of ‘division by zero’, and 
so I set its value to 0”. From these answers, missing formula 
smells have been usually caused by carelessly ignoring necessary 
computation. 

When coming to the question of how inconsistent formula smells 
arose, they recalled: “I copied formulas from another spreadsheet, 
and I really do not know why smells occur”, or “I wrote formulas 
by myself and did not use any auto-fill feature, but I missed some 
input cells”. For example, function SUM has been used inconsist-
ently when some cells contain a value of zero. Another example is: 
a cell array should have a formula pattern of R[-3]C * R[-2]C * 
R[-1]C, but some of its cells have a formula like R[-3]C * R[-1]C. 
This occurs when R[-2]C’s value happens to be 1. From these 
interview answers, we draw the following conclusion: 

Ambiguous computation smells have been often caused by 
carelessly using the auto-fill and copy-and-paste features. 
AmCheck can effectively detect and repair such smells. 

Harmfulness of ambiguous computation smells. Interestingly, 
the officers were surprised by so many detected ambiguous com-
putation smells. Although some concerned cells had temporarily 
correct values, they still decided to take our repair suggestions. 
They said: “these cells (suffering from ambiguous computation 
smells) are risky, and are difficult to maintain in future”. 

Although the studied spreadsheets have been verified by our fi-
nancial officers carefully during their daily jobs, conformance 
errors still exist. When such errors were presented to them, they 
said: “the final result is balanced, and it should be impossible!”. 
After we repaired the conformance errors, we noticed that the 
final result now became unbalanced. Weird! Finally, we figured 
out why: there was another missing formula smell in a related cell. 
Although this missing formula (not related to cell arrays) could 
not be detected by the current AmCheck implementation, its re-
ported smell warning enables end users to eventually find the 
hidden problem successfully. These conformance errors have been 
caused by careless updates to cells in cell arrays. With Am-
Check’s repairs, our officers realized that existing values of some 
cells are indeed faulty. From these interview interactions, we draw 
the following conclusion: 

Table 4. Detected smelly cell arrays in the case study. 

ID CA WCA SCA MISS INCO CE 
1 12 12 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 
2 24 24 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 
3 17 9 8 (8) 7 (7) 3 (3) 4 (4) 
4 32 12 20 (20) 14 (14) 6 (6) 8 (8) 
5 32 29 3 (3) 2 (2) 1 (1) 0 (0) 
6 32 29 3 (3) 2 (2) 1 (1) 0 (0) 
7 10 9 1 (0) 1 (0) 0 (0) 1 (0) 
8 32 29 3 (3) 2 (2) 1 (1) 0 (0) 
9 50 45 5 (3) 3 (1) 2 (2) 1 (1) 
10 29 17 12 (10) 9 (9) 3 (1) 9 (7) 

Total 270 215 55 (50) 40 (37) 17 (15) 23 (20) 

 
Table 5. Undetected cell arrays in the case study (numbers in 

brackets are false positives). 

ID CA 
Undetected cell arrays 

DRC PV INS CC CON DS 
1 12 5  

 
1 

 
4 

2 24   
   

 
3 17  6 

   
 

4 32   2 
 

1  
5 32   

 
1 

 
8 

6 32   
   

9 
7 10 (1)   

   
 

8 32   
   

9 
9 50 (2)   1 

  
 

10 29 (2)  2    1 
Total 270 (5) 5 8 3 2 1 31 
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Ambiguous computation smells are harmful and have 
caused data discrepancies in real-life spreadsheets.  

6.3 Discussions 
While the evaluation shows that our AmCheck is promising for 
detecting and repairing ambiguous computation smells in real-life 
spreadsheets, we discuss some of its limitations. 

6.3.1 False Negatives 
False negatives in detecting smelly cell arrays are mainly caused 
by undetected cell arrays. With help from finance officers, we 
further measured such undetected cell arrays in our case study. 

For each spreadsheet, Table 5 lists the number of detected cell 
arrays (CA) and the number of undetected cell arrays (Undetected 
cell arrays). AmCheck misses 15.9% (50 / (270 – 5 + 50)) of all 
cell arrays in total. The recall rate of cell array extraction in Am-
Check is 84.1% ((270 – 5) / (270 – 5 + 50)). Several reasons 
caused such false negatives: (1) Some cells reference other cells at 
different rows or columns (DRC); (2) Some cell arrays contain 
plain values only (PV); (3) Some cell arrays have in-line space 
(INS); (4) Some cell arrays contain constant cells without being 
labeled with “$” (a special annotation indicating a constant cell) 
(CC); (5) Some cell arrays contain conditional formulas (CON); 
(6) Some cells reference other cells in different spreadsheets (DS). 
AmCheck needs extensions for handling these cases. 

6.3.2 Threats to Validity 
One threat to internal validity of our evaluation is that we were 
unable to validate analysis results of spreadsheets in the EUSES 
corpus by their original users. As such, we validated the results by 
ourselves partially and manually in due diligence. Another threat 
to external validity of our evaluation concerns the representative-
ness of spreadsheets in the EUSES corpus and collected in our 
case study. We chose the EUSES corpus because it is by far the 
largest corpus that has been widely used for evaluation by previ-
ous spreadsheet research studies. Spreadsheets collected in our 
case study are those used in practice and maintained by profes-
sional finance officers. We made best effort in choosing repre-
sentative and real-life experimental subjects. 

7. RELATED WORK 
In this section, we review related work in recent years. 

Spreadsheet errors. Spreadsheet errors are common [27][28][29]. 
They can cause serious financial losses. Ambiguous computation 
smells may not cause errors immediately but degrade spreadsheet 
quality gradually. Spreadsheets suffering from ambiguous compu-
tation smells contain unclear computational semantics, which 
make them difficult to maintain in a correct way. 

Detecting faults in spreadsheets. Various techniques have been 
proposed to detect faults in spreadsheets. UCheck [4] and dimen-
sion inference [7] use the type system to check unit faults and 
dimension faults, respectively. They focus on whether units can 
be combined correctly into one cell. Smellsheet Detective [9][10] 
detects statistical smells, type smells, content smells and function-
al dependency smells. Hermans et al. proposed visualizing spread-
sheets by dataflow graphs [17], and detected inter-worksheet 
smells in these graphs [18]. They proposed detecting smells from 
data clones [20] and in spreadsheet formulas [19]. In these pieces 
of work, Hermans et al.’s [19] and Smellsheet Detective [10] fo-
cus on syntactic faults, while our work focus on missing formula 
and inconsistent formula smells, which concern semantic faults. 
Our work also detects conformance errors caused by ambiguous 
computation smells. Its scope is thus orthogonal to existing work. 

Program synthesis. Our work is based on component-based pro-
gram synthesis [14][21]. Typically, end users should provide 
components and input-output pairs for program synthesis [21]. 
Regarding our problem, we automatically extract such compo-
nents and input-output pairs from spreadsheets and alleviate their 
noises. Program synthesis has also been used for other purposes in 
spreadsheet research, e.g., string transformation from examples 
[13], table transformation [15], and number transformation [32]. 
In this paper, we apply program synthesis in a novel way to detect 
and repair ambiguous computation smells in spreadsheets by re-
covering hidden computational semantics. 

Modeling and testing for spreadsheets. Construction of rigorous 
models for spreadsheets [1][8][16] can help end users reduce 
chances of introducing ambiguous computation smells. Inferring 
such models from spreadsheets can be challenging. Its effective-
ness depends on correctness of spreadsheets, and ambiguous 
computation smells can reduce its precision. Our work addresses 
the problem effectively by using both heuristics and formula pat-
tern synthesis. Spreadsheet testing [5][12][23] is another interest-
ing topic, whose most challenge may be the lack of test oracles. 
Our work extracts partial computational semantics from cell con-
tents and recovers hidden formula patterns. It does not require 
explicit test oracles. Ambiguous computation smells may also 
mislead spreadsheet testing, and our work can assist the testing by 
repairing smelly spreadsheets. 

Semantic faults in software. Similar to smells in spreadsheets, 
semantic faults are also dominant root causes of software failures 
[24][33]. Most semantic faults require domain knowledge to un-
derstand, detect and repair [24]. MUVI [25] and DefUse [31] can 
detect semantic faults related to inconsistent updates to correlated 
multi-variables and dataflow intentions, respectively, in software. 
They rely on invariant mining and detection techniques. Our work 
uses a different approach by inferring hidden computational se-
mantics by heuristics and program synthesis techniques. 

8. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we study ambiguous computation smells in spread-
sheets, which are caused by end users’ ad hoc modifications to 
spreadsheet cells that should stick to certain computational seman-
tics. We propose a novel approach, AmCheck, to detect and repair 
ambiguous computation smells by inferring formula patterns for 
smelly cell arrays in spreadsheets. This also helps detect challeng-
ing conformance errors in spreadsheets. Our evaluation with real-
life spreadsheets reports that ambiguous computation smells are 
common and harmful, and end users do care about such smells 
and conformance errors caused by such smells, and value Am-
Check for its ability of automatically detecting and repairing 
smelly spreadsheets. 

We have identified several future research directions. First, detect-
ing smelly cell arrays can be improved by more precise cell array 
extraction and formula pattern inference. Second, AmCheck can 
be improved by implementing more features like handling condi-
tional formula patterns. Third, we plan to conduct more real-life 
case studies and investigate mechanisms to prevent ambiguous 
computation smells in spreadsheets. 
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Abstract
In this article, we present a new hybrid algorithm to enable and scale the high-performance conjugate gradients (HPCG)
benchmark on large-scale heterogeneous systems such as the Tianhe-2. Based on an inner–outer subdomain partitioning
strategy, the data distribution between host and device can be balanced adaptively. The overhead of data movement
from both the MPI communication and the PCI-E transfer can be significantly reduced by carefully rearranging and fusing
operations. A variety of parallelization and optimization techniques for performance-critical kernels are exploited and
analyzed to maximize the performance gain on both host and device. We carry out experiments on both a small hetero-
geneous computer and the world’s largest one, the Tianhe-2. On the small system, a thorough comparison and analysis
has been presented to select from different optimization choices. On Tianhe-2, the optimized implementation scales to
the full-system level of 3.12 million heterogeneous cores, with an aggregated performance of 623 Tflop/s and a parallel
efficiency of 81.2%.

Keywords
Tianhe-2, HPCG, conjugate gradients, MIC, heterogeneous computing

1. Introduction

The ever growing demand in extreme scale computing
continues to push the performance limit of supercom-
puters to higher levels. Nowadays, heterogeneous
architecture has become a competitive choice to build
supercomputing systems that run at desired computa-
tional rates and fit within an affordable power envel-
ope. Such systems are equipped with both multi-core
CPUs and many-core accelerators; examples include
Tianhe-2, which is comprised of both Intel Xeon CPUs
and Intel Xeon Phi coprocessors, and Titan, which con-
sists of both AMD Opteron CPUs and NVIDIA Tesla
K20x GPUs. In order to fully exploit the computing
capacity of a heterogeneous computer, people need to
study on how to keep the load balance among different
processing units, reduce data movement between het-
erogeneous resources, and conduct vectorization/paral-
lelization in the many-core accelerator, among other
considerations.

The high-performance conjugate gradients (HPCG)
benchmark, recently introduced to the high-
performance computing world, aims to better correlate
computation and data access patterns found in many
applications today. Compared to the high-performance
LINPACK (HPL), which is the de facto standard to

rank supercomputing systems on the TOP500 List,
HPCG pays closer attention to real-world applications
and contains more typical scientific computing opera-
tions, such as the Krylov subspace iteration, the sparse
matrix–vector multiplication, the overlapping additive
Schwarz preconditioner, the geometric multigrid V-
cycle, and the symmetric Gauss–Seidel relaxation. It is
a challenging task to optimize these operations on a
leadership heterogeneous system with high computing
power, yet relatively low data-moving capability.

Announced in June 2013, and taking the top place
on the TOP500 List since then, Tianhe-2 remains the
largest heterogeneous system to date. There are over 3
million hybrid cores available for Tianhe-2, with less
than 10% coming from the Intel Xeon CPUs and the
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rest from the Intel Xeon Phi accelerators based on the
many integrated core (MIC) architecture. Questions
have arisen on how to leverage these millions of cores
in extreme scale computing. We believe methodologies
and technologies applied in optimizing HPCG on
Tianhe-2 may shed some light on possible answers.
After making a first attempt to optimize and scale
HPCG on Tianhe-2 without using the MIC accelerators
(Zhang et al., 2014), we proposed a hybrid CPU-MIC
algorithm (Liu et al., 2014) for single-node HPCG opti-
mization. Recently, we further polished the hybrid
algorithm and pushed forward to enable a full-system
run on Tianhe-2, achieving 623 Tflop/s, a new perfor-
mance record on the HPCG List of 2014.

In this article, we will provide a detailed overview of
the proposed hybrid algorithms and optimization meth-
odologies applied in optimizing HPCG on Tianhe-2.
First, based on an inner–outer subdomain partition-
ing strategy, we propose a new data partition algo-
rithm in order to make a balanced utilization of host
and device and reduce the data movement overhead
at the same time. Second, different parallelization and
optimization methods are exploited on the most time-
consuming kernel in HPCG. Third, we list the various
optimization techniques on both CPU and MIC for
other performance-critical kernels. Finally, perfor-
mance results on both a small heterogeneous system
and the Tianhe-2 supercomputer are presented and
analyzed.

2. Basic HPCG algorithm

Originally proposed by Dongarra and Heroux (2013),
the HPCG benchmark focuses on measuring the capa-
bility of a supercomputer in solving a large sparse lin-
ear system. As detailed in Dongarra and Luszczek
(2013), the linear system solved in HPCG is obtained
from discretizing the Poisson equation �Du= f ,
defined in a 3-D regular cubic domain with homoge-
neous Dirichlet boundary conditions. Based on a
semistructured mesh with equidistant mesh length in
each dimension, the discretization employed in
HPCG leads to a second-order 27-point stencil as illu-
strated in Figure 1. To achieve high performance, it is
allowed to use any data formats of both sparse
matrices and dense vectors in HPCG, but it is prohib-
ited from taking advantage of the specific structure of
the problem to avoid the indirect memory access pat-
terns in all sparse matrix kernels. We use the latest
version of HPCG, v2.4, in our research.

In HPCG, the linear system Ax= b is solved using a
preconditioned conjugate gradients (CG) algorithm as
described in Algorithm 1, where M21 is the precondi-
tioner. In the main loop of Algorithm 1, the major cost
consists of a sparse matrix–vector multiplication
(SpMV) in line 7; a multigrid preconditioner (MG) in

line 3; three vector dot products in lines 4, 7, and 10;
and three vector updates (WAXPBY) in lines 6, 8,
and 9.

The preconditioner M21 used in HPCG is based on
a V-cycle geometric multigrid method, as shown in
Algorithm 2. In the algorithm, a symmetric Gauss-
Seidel (SymGS) method is used as the coarsest level sol-
ver and the pre- and post-smoothers as well. Here
SymGS(x, r) denotes a SymGS iteration, where r is the
right-hand side and x is the initial guess of the solution
vector. More specifically, SymGS(x, r) is equivalent to:

x (L+D)�1 r � Uxð Þ, ==forward sweep and ð1Þ

Algorithm 1 Preconditioned CG for Ax=b:

Input A, b, x0, itmax, e
1: r0  b� Ax0

2: for i= 0, 1, . . . , itmax do
3: zi  M�1ri
4: si  ri, zið Þ
5: if i= 0ð Þpi  zi

6: else pi  zi + si=si�1ð Þpi�1
7: ai  si= pi, Apið Þ
8: xi+ 1  xi +aipi

9: ri+ 1  ri +aipi

10: if k ri+ 1k2=k r0k2<eð Þbreak;
11: end for
Output xi+ 1

Algorithm 2 V-cycle for xh =MG rh
� �

.

Input: rh

1: if on the coarse level then
2: xh = SymGS 0, rh

� �
vCoarse-level solver

3: else
4: xh = SymGS 0, rh

� �
vPre-smoothing

5: r2h = Ih2h rh � Ahxh
� �

vRestriction
6: x2h =MG r2h

� �
vRecursion

7: xh = xh + Ih2hx
2h vProlongation

8: xh = SymGS xh, rh
� �

vPost-smoothing
9: end if
Output: xh

Figure 1. The 3-D 27-point stencil in HPCG.
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x (U +D)�1 r � Lxð Þ, ==backward sweep, ð2Þ

where D is the diagonal of A, and L and U are the strict
lower and upper triangular parts of A, respectively. It
is worth noting that the ordering of unknowns affects
the behavior of the SymGS smoother. By default, a
natural ordering of the grid points is used in HPCG. A
user-defined ordering is allowed, including the red–
black reordering techniques to improve the locality or
increase the concurrency of the SymGS smoother. But
caution has to be applied when using these methods
because both the time cost on reordering the matrix
and the possibly increased number of CG iterations will
be counted as performance penalties.

HPCG uses a 3-D domain decomposition strategy
for distributed parallel computing. The whole domain
is partitioned into smaller subdomains, each of which is
assigned to a message passing interface (MPI) process.
Two types of MPI communications exist in HPCG.
One is the MPI allreduce communication required in
each vector dot product. The other is the neighboring
communication in the SpMV and SymGS sparse matrix
kernels used to exchange the boundary data (i.e. halos)
of each subdomain with its neighbors.

3. Hybrid CPU-MIC algorithm

To maximize the utilization of different computing
resources in a heterogeneous system, a hybrid algo-
rithm for data partitioning is required. The algorithm
is not only responsible for assigning tasks among the
host and device but also used to coordinate the asyn-
chronous computation/communication between them.
In this section, we propose and analyze a new data par-
titioning strategy, along with corresponding methods
to reduce the data movement overhead.

3.1. Inner–outer subdomain partition

In each subdomain, there are two types of grid points.
For points dependent on the halo data, the computa-
tion cannot be started until finishing the halo exchange
procedure. The rest are, however, halo-independent
points that can be processed locally without waiting on
any MPI communication. Based on these facts, we pro-
pose an inner–outer partitioning method. In the new
partitioning method, a subdomain is divided into one
or several regular inner tasks and an irregular outer
task. Each inner task is processed by an accelerator,
while the whole outer part is processed by the CPU.
Figure 2(a) shows a schematic diagram of the inner–
outer partition for the case of three MIC devices.

There are several advantages of the inner–outer par-
titioning strategy.

� The inner task assigned to each accelerator is halo
independent, therefore the computation done on

the accelerator can be started immediately without
waiting for the halo data from remote nodes to
arrive.

� The ratio of the inner–outer tasks can be adjusted
according to the computing capacity of the host
and device to improve the load balance between
them.

� Direct data transfer between accelerators, which
may not be available on some platforms (e.g. for
MIC devices when running on offload mode), is
avoided by leaving slices for the CPU between inner
tasks.

� The required volume of transferred data between
the host and device is roughly in proportion to size
of the inner–outer interface, which is small as com-
pared to the whole subdomain.

On Tianhe-2, since there are three MIC accelerators
in each computing node, we have two possible ways to
perform the inner–outer partition. One is the node-wise
partition, as shown in Figure 2(a), in which each com-
puting node is assigned one MPI process corresponding
to a subdomain that is further partitioned to three MIC
tasks and one outer task. The other method uses the
accelerator-wise partition, where each computing node
is assigned three MPI processes, with each one corre-
sponding to a subdomain. The subdomain in the
accelerator-wise parition is smaller as compared to the
one in the node-wise partition, with each one parti-
tioned to only one inner task for the MIC device and
one outer task for the CPU. A schematic diagram of
the accelerator-wise inner–outer partition is shown in
Figure 2(b). There is a trade-off in selecting from the
two alternatives of the inner–outer partitioning method.
The node-wise version, successfully applied stencil com-
putations (Xue et al., 2014) and later for the single-node
optimization of HPCG (Liu et al., 2014), seems prefer-
able to the accelerator-wise version because the total
number of MPI processes is minimized. But further
analysis of the cost of MPI communication suggests the
opposite.

Suppose there are p computing nodes available, then
the total number of MPI processes is p for the node-
wise partition and 3p for the accelerator-wise partition.
Further assume that in either case, the total number of
points in the MIC task is the same, which is usually
proportional to the local memory capacity of the MIC
device. Then for the accelerator-wise partition, it is nat-
ural to set the size of the MIC task to be a regular cube
with length n to minimize communication overhead.
And for the node-wise partition, we denote the length
of a MIC task to be nx, ny, and nz in each dimension.
Since the volume of the MIC task is the same in the
two versions, we have nxnynz = n3. It is worth noting
that the thickness of the subdomain boundary is much
smaller than the length of the MIC task; we therefore

Liu et al. 41
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ignore it in the following analysis. And for simplicity,
we only count the communication of any given subdo-
main to its six immediate neighbors, since the amount
of communication to all other neighbors is negligible.
We then compare the communication amount from
each subdomain in the two cases, denoted as S1 and S2,
respectively. We have S1 = 6nx ny + nz

� �
+ 2nynz and

S2 = 6n2. Solving the optimization problem:

R= min
S1

S2

= min
n

ny
+

n

nz
+

1

3

ny

n

nz

n

� �
ð3Þ

leads to nx = 3�2=3n, ny = nz = 31=3n, and
R= 32=3’2:08. The above analysis shows that when
comparing the node-wise partition with the accelerator-
wise version, although the total communication
amount over all MPI processes can be reduced by as
much as 1� pS1=3pS2ð Þ= 1� R=3’31%, the averaged
communication amount per MPI process is increased
by at least R� 1’108%. Note that in either case, the
volume of the MIC task is assumed to be the same,
which means that the time spent on computation is

nearly a constant. The rapidly increased amount of
MPI communication in the node-wise partition may
eventually introduce substantial overhead that cannot
be overlapped by local computation.

Another disadvantage of the node-wise partition
comes from the allocation overhead, which introduces

(a) Node-wise partition.

(b) Accelerator-wise partition.

Figure 2. The inner–outer subdomain partitioning methods for the case of three MIC devices. Only the x–z cross section is shown
for simplicity.

Figure 3. The effective ratio (Reffective) for different subdomain
size (N3) and boundary thickness (L).
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penalty to the final HPCG performance. In a previous
work (Liu et al., 2014), we found that in the current off-
load programming environment, the allocation proce-
dure on the three MIC devices cannot be completely
done in a truly multi-threaded asynchronous way. The
measured cost of doing so grows almost linearly as the
number of MIC devices increases. When using the
accelerator-wise alternative instead, allocating on the
three MIC devices can be done independently with
almost no extra cost. Based on the above facts, we
choose to use the accelerator-wise version of the inner–
outer partitioning method in what follows.

3.2. Load balance between host and device

In the inner–outer partitioning method, all the interior
boundaries of a subdomain are of the same thickness
on each grid level of the V-cycle multigrid precondi-
tioner. Denote the length of the subdomain to be Nx,
Ny, and Nz in the three dimensions, respectively. Let L
be the thickness of the outer part at the finest grid level.
The number of points in the MIC task is then
Nx � 2Lð Þ Ny � 2L

� �
Nz � 2Lð Þ. Further denoting

Reffective as the effective ratio of the number of points
assigned to MIC and Rtheoretical as the theoretical ratio
of the peak performance contributed by MIC, we have:

Reffective =
Nx � 2Lð Þ Ny � 2L

� �
Nz � 2Lð Þ

NxNyNz
ð4Þ

and

Rtheoretical =
flopsmic

flopscpu + flopsmic
: ð5Þ

To achieve an ideal load balance between CPU and
MIC, we expect that the effective ratio is larger than,
but close to, the theoretical ratio; that is,
Reffective ;. Rtheoretical. Otherwise, the work assigned to
MIC will be inadequate. On Tianhe-2, since there are a
total of 24 CPU cores and 3 MIC devices in each com-
puting node, we may assign as many as 8 CPU cores to
work along with each MIC card for each subdomain.
The contributed performance from the 8 CPU cores is
140.8 Gflop/s and that from the MIC device is 1003.2
Gflop/s. Substituting these values into equation (5), we
get Rtheoretical’87:7%. In practice, we leave at least one
CPU core to handle the MPI communication of each
subdomain, and the actual value of Rtheoretical is slightly
larger than 87.7%. We remark that if the memory
bandwidth measured by the STREAM benchmark is
used instead of the peak performance in the calculation
of Rtheoretical, the result will be around 87.8%, which
does not change the conclusion we will make in the
sequel.

Figure 3 lists some typical values of Reffective calcu-
lated according to equation (4) in the case that the

subdomain is a regular cube with length N and bound-
ary thickness L. From Figure 3, we observe that larger
values of N help increase Reffective to the ideal value,
but larger values of L dramatically worsen it. When the
subdomain is not regular, then it is easy to verify that
the effective ratio is smaller than Reffective in equation
(4), with N = NxNyNz

� �1=3
. So the above observations

still apply.
For the boundary thickness L, we need to set it care-

fully to obtain a consistent partition on each level while
maintaining a good load balance between the host and
device at the same time. Since HPCG uses a four-level
MG with a fine to coarse ratio of 2, it is natural to con-
sider setting L on the finest level to be a multiple of 8.
Figure 4(a) shows the data partition done on each level
of the V-cycle MG when L= 8, 16, 32, . . .. In prac-
tice, considering the memory capacity of the MIC
device, the size of the subdomain usually falls within
the range of 1283�NxNyNz� 2563. From Figure 3, we
can see that even for the smallest allowable value of the
boundary thickness of L = 8, the effective ratio of an
MIC task is still below the ideal. In order to improve
the load balance, we have to sacrifice the grid consis-
tency on the coarsest level by setting L = 4. In this
case, a typical subdomain size such as 1763 1763 176
results in an effective ratio of 0.87, which is very close
to expected. The revised task partitioning scheme is
shown in Figure 4(b). A CPU-only partition is
employed on the coarsest level instead. As a trade-off,
some extra overhead is introduced to transfer data
between CPU and MIC on the coarsest level. However,
the overhead is negligible because of the relatively small
data size and can be further reduced by carefully
exploiting the data dependency and the execution order
of operations done on the coarsest level.

3.3. Reducing data movement overhead

There are two types of data movement that may signifi-
cantly affect the overall performance of HPCG. One is
the MPI neighboring communication for halo exchange
among different computing nodes. The other is the local
peripheral component interconnect express (PCI-E)
transfer between CPU and MIC within each heteroge-
neous node. Both types of data movement can benefit
from the proposed inner–outer subdomain partitioning
method due to the reduced amount of data dependency
between host and device. To further reduce the over-
head of the data movement, we conduct some addi-
tional optimizations as follows. First, we notice that
both types of data movement can be safely removed in
the SymGS kernels for pre-smoothing and coarsest-
level solving because the initial guess is 0. Then we go
through all kernels that still require the two types of
data movement and list them in Table 1. In order to
seek an opportunity to overlap the data movement with
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computation, we also list in the table the preceding ker-
nels that could be fused with the current ones. Without
the loss of generality, in the following discussion, we
take SpMV in the main CG loop as an example of the
current kernel, which can be fused with the preceding
kernel WAXPBY.

For analysis, we divide each type of the data move-
ment into four steps: (1) packing data, (2) starting data
movement, (3) moving data, and (4) finishing data
movement. Note that when using the blocking or syn-
chronized data movement subroutines on the MPI or
PCI-E level, the last three steps are not separated. In
practice, we use the nonblocking and asynchronous
functions to seek a better chance to reduce the over-
head of data movement.

3.3.1. The unfused schedule. In the reference implementa-
tion of HPCG, the exchange of halo data is done at the
beginning of the current kernel, and the computation is
not started until the MPI communication is finished.
Based on the reference implementation of HPCG, a

simple hybrid schedule, as shown in Figure 5(a), can be

designed by taking into account the four-step decom-

position of the MPI communication. After packing the

halo data in step (1), nonblocking point-to-point com-

munications are posted in step (2). During the MPI

communication of step (3), intra-node data transfers

between host and device via duplex PCI-E transfer are

inserted in an asynchronous way. Finally, in step (4), a

synchronization point is introduced to finish the non-

blocking MPI point-to-point communication. This sim-

ple schedule successfully allows all the heterogeneous

units to work simultaneously and overlaps a portion of

MPI neighboring communication with computation.

However, at the beginning of the current kernel, before

doing computation on the inner task, the MIC device

has to wait for the end of a number of operations,

including the packing and starting of the MPI commu-

nication, and all four steps to transfer data from host

to device. The overhead introduced by these operations

may highly degrade the sustained performance on the

MIC accelerator.

(a) L = 8.

(a) L = 4.

Figure 4. The V-cycle multigrid preconditioner and the corresponding hybrid inner–outer partitioning methods for different
choices of the boundary thickness L on the finest level.
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3.3.2. The fused schedule. Assuming that the computa-
tion done on CPU and MIC requires exactly the same
time, when the unfused schedule in Figure 5(a) is used,
MIC has to wait for the CPU to finish processing the
SpMV kernel because the computation of the outer
part is started later than the inner one. That is why we
set Reffective ;. Rtheoretical in Section 3.2 to keep load bal-
ance, which leads to the corresponding waiting time on
the CPU side. The waiting time can be shortened by
adjusting the ratio of the inner and outer parts to lessen
the load on CPU. By properly fusing the current kernel
with the preceding one, we then have a chance to
exploit the CPU waiting time in the preceding kernel to
pack and transfer the data from CPU to MIC and start
the neighboring MPI communication as early as possi-
ble. The fused schedule is presented in Figure 5(b). In
the fused schedule, the non-computing time on MIC is
greatly reduced, which only includes packing and start-
ing the data transfer from device to host, and possibly
some extra time to wait for the data from the host to
arrive. All other data movement related operators on
the CPU are fused into the preceding kernel.

4. Parallelization and optimization of
SymGS

The SymGS kernel in the MG preconditioner consumes
a large portion of the running time of HPCG. Two

major difficulties exist in optimizing and parallelizing
SymGS. One is the strong data dependency required to
update values of grid points in the SymGS iteration,
and the other is the large memory footprint required to
repeatedly access the large sparse matrix and the dense
vectors. The strong data dependency makes SymGS
hard to parallelize. Although a red–black relaxation
can be used to enhance the concurrency, it often comes
along with a performance penalty due to the increased
number of iterations. The high cost of memory access
in SymGS, on the other hand, calls for a carefully
designed algorithm, possibly in combination with the
red–black reordering method, to fuse certain opera-
tions such that the locality can be effectively improved.

4.1. Forward–backward fused SymGS

There are two sweeps in the SymGS smoother, namely,
the forward and the backward sweeps as defined in
equations (1) and (2), respectively. For a grid with N
unknowns, the number of nonzeros in the sparse matrix
A is almost 27N in total. On a system with 64-bit dou-
bles and 32-bit integers, each sweep of SymGS involves
about 12 3 27N bytes memory access from A and at
least 16N bytes from the two vectors r and x, but only
performs about 54N floating-point operations. The
resulting computation to memory ratio of SymGS is
less than 0.17 flop/byte, which makes HPCG seriously
memory bound.

(a) The unfused schedule.

(b) The fused schedule.

Figure 5. Heterogeneous schedules to reduce the data movement overhead from both MPI neighboring communication and PCI-E
data transfer. The length of the dashed line with double-sided arrows represents the total consumed time. The ‘‘#’’ marked blocks on
the CPU represent the time spent waiting for the MIC to finish the computation, and the blank space on the MIC indicates the idle time.

Table 1. List of all kernel pairs that can be fused to reduce data movement overhead in HPCG.

Preceding kernel Current kernel Calling position

WAXPBY SpMV CG
SymGS (pre-smoother) SpMV MG (level 0–1)
Prolongation SymGS (post-smoother) MG (level 0–2)
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A key to improving the performance of SymGS is to
increase the temporal locality of the data access.
Because the forward sweep is immediately followed by
the backward sweep in SymGS, it is possible to reuse
the data of the sparse matrix by properly fusing the
two sweeps. The fusion technique can be incorporated
with any red–black relaxation in SymGS. For example,
we do a red–black reordering only along dimension z.
The update of the zi plane only depends on the zi plane
itself and the two adjacent planes of the other color.
We draw a dependency graph in Figure 6, where each
node represents the update of a colored plane in the z
dimension. The processing steps of the original red–
black relaxation for SymGS are also shown in the fig-
ure. In each step of the red–black SymGS, concurrency
is increased because all planes of the same color in the
same ‘‘horizontal’’ level of the graph can be processed
in parallel. To increase the temporal locality, we expect
to reuse the result of the forward sweeps as early as
possible. In the dependency graph, the data reuse can
be improved by exploiting the graph in the ‘‘vertical’’
direction. For example, after finishing the forward
sweeps of z0 and z2 red planes, we may perform the for-
ward sweep of z1 black plane, immediately followed by
the backward sweep of the same z1 black plane, then
the backward sweep of the z0 red plane. In this way,
the computed result in the z0 plane can be obtained as
early as possible and the data reuse distance can be
greatly shortened. Based on this observation, we pro-
pose a forward–backward fused SymGS (Zhang et al.,
2014) as presented in Algorithm 3. It is worth noting
that the fusing technique for the SymGS in HPCG,
with certain generalizations, can be applied in other
applications of stencil computing.

4.2. Parallelization of fused SymGS

Based on the forward–backward fused SymGS in
Algorithm 3, we propose some architecture-aware par-
allelization methods, with the first two for the inner

task of size nx 3 ny 3 nz and the last one for the outer
task of size Nx 3 Ny 3 Nz and boundary thickness L.

4.2.1. fusez-rby. This method employs another red–
black relaxation along dimension y to enable multi-
threading parallelization. Each thread performs com-
putation in a number of successive x pencils, as shown
in Figure 7(a), where circled numbers indicate the
updating order. In practice, we spare one physical core
in the MIC accelerator for the Intel Many-core
Platform Software Stack (MPSS) and offload-related
services and enable the four hardware threads on all
the rest of the cores to maximize the performance.
Considering the Intel Xeon Phi 31S1P in Tianhe-2,
ny
�

2 parallelism is obtained with a working set size of
3nxny

�
224 per thread and 3nxny

�
56 per core. The size

of the last-level cache is expected to be large enough to
hold all the needed data of the sparse matrix and vec-
tors. For example, when nx = ny = nz = 192, the last-
level cache should be around 671 KB per core at least,
which is greater than the available capacity in the Intel
Xeon Phi 31S1P device. Because a data dependency
between the update of xy planes and x pencils exists, a
total of 4nz barriers are needed when implementing the
algorithm in OpenMP. The overhead of synchroniza-
tion among such a large number of threads is substan-
tial. Due to the fact that the update of points assigned
to a given thread only depend on neighboring points
owned by adjacent threads, it is not necessary to per-
form a complete synchronization among all threads.
We design a lightweight tool to conduct efficient thread
communications like this. This tool supports two types
of thread synchronizations. The first one, designed for
the synchronization among neighboring threads, can be
easily implemented since each thread only depends on
its two neighbors. The other one, designed for the
group synchronization to be used later, is implemented
based on the tournament barrier algorithm that can be
found in Graunke and Thakkar (1990) and Mellor-
Crummey and Scott (1991).

Figure 6. Dependency graph among xy planes in SymGS after a red–black relaxation along dimension z.
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4.2.2. fusez-rby-2level. For a task size with a small ny,
fusez-rby suffers from both limited parallelism and load
imbalance. On an Intel Xeon Phi 31S1P, there are 224
threads available on the platform, with every four run-
ning concurrently on the same core. We thus propose a
two-level parallelization method, referred to as fusez-
rby-2level, to split threads into groups according to
their affinity. Let the two-tuple (gid, tid) identify a cer-
tain thread, where gid is the group id and tid is the local
thread id in the thread group. Since the four hardware
threads of the same core share the on-chip resources
such as L2 cache and L2 translation lookaside buffer
(TLB), we may assign them to the same group by setting
gid = id=4 and tid = id%4, where id is the global id of
the thread. Therefore, we can unroll along the z dimen-
sion four times and spread the threads as shown in
Figure 7(b). In the two-level method, different xy planes
are assigned to threads within a group, and the update
of an xy plane is distributed across different thread
groups instead. In this case, 2ny parallelism is obtained
at the expense of a significantly increased working set,
the size of which is 3nxny

�
56 per thread and 9nxny

�
56

per core. By organizing more threads to a group, the

parallelism can be further increased. Correspondingly, it
requires a larger cache size to hold the working set, oth-
erwise cache overflow or conflict may occur. In terms of
synchronization, the number of OpenMP barriers in
fusez-rby-2level is nz, which is much smaller than that in
the fusez-rby method. Besides, the overhead of the syn-
chronization required both within and among thread
groups can be also reduced using our customized thread
communication tool.

4.2.3. fusez-rby for the outer task. Different from the MIC
accelerator, the CPU has a very large L3 cache to han-
dle the increased working set resulting from the fusion
of forward–backward sweeps in SymGS. But
Algorithm 3 cannot be directly applied due to the irre-
gular shape of the outer task. To apply it, we divide the
outer part into three regular parts. The top and bottom
parts are regular cubic blocks. The medium part is the
most complex, of which each xy plane is a hollowed
rectangular. We store the outer part in a contiguous
region in row-major order and propose a variant of
Algorithm 3 to fuse the forward and backward sweep
among the consecutive three parts. The simplified
pseudo code is shown in Figure 8, along with the paral-
lelization method used in each plane. Analogously, a
red–black relaxation along dimension y is employed to
enable parallelization for both types of planes. On the
hollowed plane, we distribute the computational loads
evenly by the number of data points among all CPU
threads.

4.3. Block multicolor reordering for SymGS

The application of red–black reordering destroys the
inherent dependency among data points according to a
certain pattern, thus leading to a convergence penalty.
For example, when applying the previously mentioned

(a) fusez-rby (b) fusez-rby-2level

Figure 7. Different parallelization methods of SymGS with red–black relaxing and forward–backward sweep fusing in dimension z.

Algorithm 3 Forward–backward fused SymGS

1 Forward sweep along z0

2: for i= 2, . . . ,Nz � 2, step 2 do
3: Forward sweep along zi

4: Forward sweep along zi�1

5: Backward sweep along zi�1

6: Backward sweep along zi�2

7: end for
8: Forward sweep along zNz�1

9: Backward sweep along zNz�1

10: Backward sweep along zNz�2
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red–black coloring along dimension z in SymGS, the
number of CG iterations increases from 50 to about 67.
When using a red–black reordering in dimension y
without fusion, denoted as rby, the exploited paralle-
lism is usually too low for the MIC platform and often
suffers from load imbalance. To assess the trade-off
between the improved concurrency and the convergence
penalty, we propose a variant of the block multicolor
reordering (Iwashita and Shimasaki 2003). The pro-
posed variant is also based on the two-level paralleliza-
tion idea, and it is feasible to choose another group
size. As shown in Figure 9, we first distribute the tasks
along dimension y among thread groups and then along
dimension z among threads within a group. Afterward,
a block four-color reordering is used within a thread to
evenly split the data points into four parts along two
dimensions and designate four colors. Points with the
same color are smoothed one after another as the origi-
nal order in the sequential SymGS. In this way, the
required number of iterations are around 57 in most
cases. The corresponding part in sparse matrices and
vectors related to a thread can be stored contiguously
to further improve the locality. Similar fast synchroni-
zation functions are also developed for this case.

All of the above parallelization methods are imple-
mented in our optimized HPCG code. We choose, by
experiment, the most appropriate version for each grid
level to adapt with different task sizes.

5. Other optimization details

In addition to the parallelization and optimization of
SymGS, we also exploit various optimization tech-
niques for those performance-critical kernels on both
CPU and MIC. These techniques are broadly employed
in many references, therefore we only mention them
briefly.

5.1. Optimizations on MIC

5.1.1. Sparse matrix storage format. The standard
Compressed Sparse Row (CSR) format is employed in
the HPCG reference implementation. The format is
widely used but usually inefficient and unable to auto-
matically exploit the regular patterns in the sparse
matrices. Among various available storage formats, the
ELLPACK format and its variants, such as the sliced
ELLPACK (SELLPACK) format, are commonly
applied on both graphics processing unit (GPU) and
MIC (Monakov et al., 2010; Liu et al. (2013), because
they not only save the array to store the row index of
nonzeros but also are more efficient for single instruc-
tion, multiple data (SIMD) vectorization. To optimize
sparse matrix kernels on MIC, we use a simplified
SELLPACK format with a slice height of 16 to exploit
the potential locality of the input vector in SpMV,

where the slice height is determined by the 32-bit inte-
ger SIMD width of the MIC architecture. The matrix
within a slice is stored in a column-major order. Note
that we only make use of the SELLPACK format to
split the dimension x into several blocks, and padding
is done if the size of dimension x is not a multiple of
16. We can manually vectorize the code with the 512-
bit wide SIMD intrinsics.

5.1.2. Vectorization of SpMV. In SpMV, elements of the
input vector are collected by a gather instruction
according to the column indices. All the arrays are well
aligned on cache line boundaries so that aligned load
and store instructions are used in most cases. The out-
put vector is overwritten completely by the computed
results in SpMV. Thus, the streaming store instructions
are used instead to avoid wasting memory bandwidth
by reading the original content from memory to cache.

5.1.3. Vectorization of SymGS. The optimized code of
SymGS resembles greatly with that of SpMV. The

Figure 8. Fused forward–backward sweeps in SymGS when
processing the outer part. Here L is the boundary thickness of
inner–outer partition.

Figure 9. Block multicolor reordering relaxation applied in
SymGS on the MIC platform.
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points along dimension x are preserved for
SIMDization, which is the reason we only parallelize
SymGS along dimensions y and z in Section 4. In order
to vectorize SymGS, we further apply a red–black
relaxation along dimension x and rearrange the points
with the same color contiguously in memory. As a
result, every 16 points with the same color are grouped
into a slice and smoothed simultaneously by a series
of vectorized instructions, 236 exactly in our
implementation.

5.2 Optimizations on CPU

5.2.1. Sparse matrix storage format. As for the outer part,
the corresponding sparse matrix is stored in the
ELLPACK format in row-major order because of the
nonuniform length of dimension x. However, the
stored number of nonzeros per row is padded to be a
multiple of the double precision SIMD width (4 for
AVX) to ensure the usage of efficient load and store
instructions.

5.2.2. Vectorization. Due to the absence of the gather
instruction on AVX-based architectures, we access the
elements of the input vector using scalar instructions
and then compose them to an SIMD vector. The reduc-
tion among the four doubles in a vector register is done
by scalar instructions as well. The above facts suggest
that vectorization on CPU will be less efficient than on
MIC, which is consistent with our test results to be
shown in Section 6.1. Apart from this, the vectorization
in other cases is more or less the same as the one used
on the MIC architecture.

5.3 Other common optimizations

In SpMV and all dense vector kernels, there is no data
dependency in the computing order, and very little
opportunity for data reuse. Parallelizations of these
kernels are simply implemented by OpenMP pragma
statements with a static schedule strategy. Each thread
is bounded to a specified core according to the compact

affinity. On the MIC side, we enable the 2MB pages,
instead of the default 4 KB, to improve the TLB hit
rate as well as reduce the overhead of data transfer and
memory allocation.

In addition, we observe that the residual computed
by SpMV in the MG is immediately used in a restric-

tion. As a result, only 1/8 of the residual vector is trans-

ferred to and used by the coarser grid. Therefore, we

fuse these two operations into one to eliminate the

redundant 7/8 calculations as done in (Williams et al.,

2012). The major advantage of this technique is the

reduction of the computational cost. And the major dis-

advantage, on the other hand, is that it results in a more

complicated memory access pattern (i.e. stride access

instead of contiguous) on the fine levels. Optimizations

such as loop unrolling and manual prefetching are

employed to further enhance the overall performance.

6. Performance and analysis

Two heterogeneous systems are used in the tests,

including a smaller one for single-node performance

evaluation and, a much larger one, the Tianhe-2, for

million-core scalability runs. Table 2 lists the detailed

configuration of the two systems. On the small cluster, 8

CPU threads from the same socket and 240 MIC

threads are working together on an inner–outer subdo-

main. On Tianhe-2, we enable 224 threads on each MIC

accelerator and assign 6 CPU cores to cooperate with it.

Consequently, the rest of the CPU cores in each com-

puting node are left to handle the MPI communication.

6.1. Effects of parallelizing SymGS

To compare the various parallelization and optimiza-

tion choices of SymGS in Section 4, we conduct some

experiments to assess their effects here. A simple four-

color reordering in dimension y and z, rbzy, is also

implemented and tested for comparison. The testing

results are shown in Figure 10.

Table 2. The configuration of the two heterogeneous systems.

Small heterogeneous computer Tianhe-2

Host Device Host Device

Name Intel Xeon E5-2650 Intel Xeon Phi 7110P Intel Xeon E5-2692 Intel Xeon Phi 31S1P
Frequency 2.0 GHz 1.1 GHz 2.2 GHz 1.1 GHz
Sockets/cores/threads 2/8/16 1/61/244 2/12/24 1/57/228
SIMD width 4 double/8 integer 8 double/16 integer 4 double/8 integer 8 double/16 integer
Peak Gflop/s in D.P. 256 1073.6 422.4 1003.2
L1/L2/L3 cache 32 KB/256 KB/30 MB 32 KB/512 KB/– 32 KB/256 KB/30 MB 32 KB/512 KB/–
Memory capacity 32 GB 8 GB 64 GB 8 GB

D.P.: double-precision.
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We observe that fusez-rby always outperforms rby
for either the regular inner part or the irregular outer
part. The averaged speedup of fusez-rby over rby is
around 1.163 on MIC and around 1.373 on CPU.
The higher speedup on CPU is expected because the
CPU has a large L3 cache and MIC does not. From
the algorithmic perspective, the fused algorithm can
reduce the memory traffic by half, but the performance
gain on the MIC side is greatly limited by the small L2
cache size.

A further observation indicates that in the case
where the subdomain has a small length in dimension y,
fusez-rby may suffer from the low degree of parallelism
and result in load imbalance, even when a balanced
loop distribution among different cores is enforced. The
two-level parallelization method fusez-rby-2level can be
used to improve the load balance. However, when the
length in dimension y is large enough, the extra unrol-
ling along dimension z in the two-level method leads to
a larger working set, which may overflow the L2 cache.

Comparing in terms of parallelism, the general four-
color reordering method rbzy provides the highest
degree of parallelism, which is nynz

�
4 for any task size,

among all tested methods. For rbzy, the data distribu-
tion among threads is more even than the block multi-
color reordering method in Section 4.3, which is
referred to as block-rbzy in the figure. However, the
locality of rbzy is the worst among all methods because
it requires plenty of discontiguous data access and is
incapable of taking advantage of the task structure.
Besides, not all the barriers in rbzy can be optimized
with our customized thread communication tool. That
is why it delivers a lower performance than block-rbzy
does for most test cases.

In view of the convergence rate, two of the five
tested methods, rby and block-rbzy, are able to achieve
the expected convergence in around 57 iterations, and
the rest all lead to much larger numbers of iterations.
Among the two, block-rbzy can be considered as the
two-level parallelization version of rby. Because of the
fast convergence rate, the two parallelization methods
are chosen to parallelize SymGS on the finest grid level
for MIC. The other three methods are used to adapt
with the size of the problem on other levels. As for the
outer task on the CPU side, the fused method, fusez-
rby, is always used since it barely affects the overall
convergence rate. Because of the small data amount, a
basic red–black relaxation method of SymGS along
dimension z, rbz, is particularly applied to parallelize
the coarsest-level SymGS. A complete list of the paral-
lelization methods of SymGS on different grid levels
for both MIC and CPU are presented in Table 3.

6.2. Single-node performance

We fix the subdomain size to 136 3 176 3 176 and
evaluate the effect of different optimization techniques
by incrementally adding them in our hybrid kernels.
The results are illustrated in Figure 11. In the baseline
implementation, the sparse matrix format is replaced
with the optimized ones, but the SIMD vectorization is
not applied. We analyze the results in the figures as
follows.

6.2.1. Vectorization (simd). Compared to the baseline ver-
sion, the SIMD vectorization leads to an averaged
speedup of 4.923 on MIC and 1.233 on CPU. The

Figure 10. Raw performance of SymGS on the finest grid when using various parallelization methods. The labels with suffix
‘‘: inner’’ represent the corresponding parallelization method used for the inner part while ‘‘: outer’’ for the outer part.
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speedup on MIC is high due to the vectorization-
friendly SELLPACK sparse matrix format and the reg-
ular shape of the inner task. Note that some code trans-
formations are done in sparse matrix kernels for
efficient vectorizing.

6.2.2. OpenMP parallelization (omp). Based on the red–
black relaxation and other optimizations for the storage
of matrices and vectors, the speedup due to OpenMP
multi-threading is remarkable, which is averaged to
53.573 on MIC and 2.403 on CPU.

6.2.3. Customized thread communication (thread-comm-
opt). There is a notable 24% speedup on MIC when
replacing the original OpenMP synchronization with
our customized lightweight thread communicating tool
in SymGS. It indicates that the synchronization over-
head among hundreds of MIC threads is substantial
and critical to the performance.

6.2.4. Fused schedule (schedule). Using the fused schedule
presented in Section 3.3, the data movement overhead
is reduced, leading to another 4% improvement of the
final performance.

6.3. Million-core performance

A full-system scale test is conducted on Tianhe-2 to
16,000 heterogeneous nodes. The results, including
the aggregated HPCG performance and the parallel
efficiency, are shown in Figure 12. In the test, the sub-
domain size is also fixed to 136 3 176 3 176. A
single-node performance of 48 Gflop/s is achieved on
Tianhe-2. Compared to the raw performance of 58
Gflop/s, the performance penalty is around 14% due to

the convergence degradation and another around 5%
due to the preparation of optimized data structures. In
a previous work (Park et al., 2014b), a single-node per-
formance of 46 Gflop/s on Tianhe-2 was reported,
where an MIC-only approach was used. The perfor-
mance improvement of our hybrid CPU-MIC algo-
rithm over the MIC-only approach is below ideal due
to the offload overhead for the cooperative heteroge-
neous computing and the fact that CPU is responsible
for all MPI communication and therefore not working
at the full capacity. But it is sufficient to help sustain a
better performance at the extreme scale. The hybrid
implementation successfully scales to 16,000 computing
nodes, with an aggregate performance of 623 Tflop/s
and a parallel efficiency of 81.2%.

7. Related work

Stencil computation, often found in many scientific
computing applications, is widely studied on x86 CPUs
and emerging many-core architectures (Datta et al.,
2008; Wellein et al., 2009; Wonnacott, 2000), of which
the work mainly concentrates on methods such as tem-
poral blocking and time skewing. A large number of

Figure 11. The raw performance breakdown in HPCG with different optimizations applied.

Table 3. A complete list of the parallelization methods of
SymGS applied on different grid levels for both MIC and CPU.

MIC CPU

Grid level 0 block-rbzy/rby fusez-rby
Grid level 1 fusez-rby/fusez-rby-2level/rbzy fusez-rby
Grid level 2 fusez-rby/fusez-rby-2level/rbzy fusez-rby
Grid level 3 – rbz
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optimization techniques, such as software pipelining,
register blocking, row or column sorting, and dynamic
load scheduling, are studied in Vuduc et al. (2005),
Williams et al. (2009), Monakov et al. (2010), and Liu
et al. (2013) to optimize SpMV, the basic operation in a
sparse iterative solver. The above work plays an impor-
tant role in guiding our optimizations of all sparse
matrix kernels in HPCG.

Preconditioners are now commonly used to acceler-
ate the convergence of iterative solvers. Thus, much
work has been done on parallelizations and optimiza-
tions of preconditioners such as MG and SymGS on
various platforms. For example, Kowarschik et al.
(2000) and Wallin et al. (2006) employ fused updating
of red and black points, temporally blocking, and fine-
grained locking to optimize and parallelize Gauss–
Seidel on multi-core CPUs. Courtecuisse and Allard
(2009) focus on optimizing Gauss–Seidel on both multi-
core CPUs and GPUs, while Williams et al. (2012) have
made an important contribution on improving the per-
formance of the geometric multigrid method on the
Intel Xeon Phi coprocessor in the native execution
mode. Their work is of great help in designing our opti-
mized algorithms for HPCG, but special efforts must
be made because SymGS in HPCG is based on sparse
matrix kernels that have much more complex memory
access patterns.

HPCG has drawn increasingly more attention from
both academia and industry since it was announced. As
a result, some preliminary research has emerged in the
recent year, including Kumahata et al. (2014) on the K
computer, Phillips and Fatica (2014) on NVIDIA GPU
clusters, and Park et al. (2014a, 2014b) and Sridevi
(2014) on Intel CPU and MIC clusters. Among them,
by treating each Xeon Phi device as an independent
node, the works of Park et al. (2014a, 2014b) and

Sridevi (2014) support running HPCG on CPU-MIC
heterogeneous systems in the symmetric programming
mode. Overall, our work is distinct from the others in
optimizing HPCG based on a heterogeneous CPU-
MIC algorithm to enable the cooperative computing
among hybrid resources.

8. Concluding remarks

In this work, we have proposed a hybrid CPU-MIC
algorithm to enable and scale the HPCG benchmark
on the world’s largest heterogeneous supercomputer,
Tianhe-2. The hybrid algorithm is based on an inner–
outer subdomain partitioning strategy that not only
adapts to achieve a good load balance between host
and device but also helps reduce the data movement
overhead. Various parallelization and optimization
techniques have been exploited and analyzed in detail
to maximize the performance gain from both CPU and
MIC. Among them, we pay special attention to the
assessment of the trade-off between the locality and
concurrency, especially in the symmetric Gauss–Seidel
operation. A thorough performance analysis has been
provided on a small CPU-MIC computer to compare
among different optimization choices. The test results on
Tianhe-2 show that our hybrid implementation of HPCG
has successfully scaled to the full-system scale of 3.12 mil-
lion heterogeneous cores, with an aggregated performance
of 623 Tflop/s and a parallel efficiency of 81.2%, which is
a new record on the HPCG List of 2014.
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ParaVerifier
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Murphi

Isabelle

ParaVerifier C/S

/

Flash

https://github.com/paraVerifier/pa
raVerifier
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Client 1 Client 2 Client N

Protocols #rules #invariants Time/s Memory/MB

MESI 4 3 3.33 148

MOESI 5 3 3.34 147

Germanish 6 3 3.47 147

German 13 52 48.20 158

Flash 62 162 589.23 178
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Graphs that have a cluster 
structure: can be decompo
sed into a collection of 
disjoint clusters

Cluster: A set of 
vertices, well 
connected inside, 
sparsely connected 
to the outside

Graphs that do not have 
a cluster structure

How can we approximate recognize graphs that have a cluster structure in 
sublinear time (i.e., by only reading a small portion of the input graph)?

Informal Description Formal Definition

A vertex set S

The outer conductance of S:

The inner conductance of S:

S:              -cluster, if 

G:                      -clusterable, if it can be 
partitioned into at most k            -clusters

A d-bounded degree graph G

G:      -far from                       -clusterable, if we 
have to add and/or delete at least            edges 
to make it                      -clusterable

Property Testing Framework: Given a graph G, test if it is                       -
clusterable or      -far from                       -clusterable

For a good cluster, 

R
es

ul
t

M
et

ho
d

Random walks from u,v ,w 

�If u,v belong to the same cluster, then the random walks 
from u,v will behave similarly

�If u, w does not belong to the same cluster, then the 
random walks from u,w will behave very diffiently

Intuition: use random walks to infer the 
structure of the graph

Algorithm: k-Cluster-Tester

�Sample a set S of vertices.

�For each v in S, let       be the distributions of endpoints of 
random walks from v.

�For each pair u, v in S, if       ,       are “close”, then add an 
edge (u,v) in the cluster graph H on set S.

�If H is the union of at most k connected components, then 
accept; otherwise, reject.

We use the higher-order Cheeger inequality from the spectral graph theory 
and optimal distribution tester to analyze the behavior of random walks.

With high probablity,

�If G is                     -clusterable, k-Cluster-Tester will 
accept G.

�If G is     -far from                      -clusterable, k-Cluster-
Tester will reject G.

Running timeCorrectness

�Running time:
-- n is the number of vertices of G 

We require that                                 , 

Conclusion

�Under natural formalization, one can test in sublinear time if a 
graph has a cluster structure
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 acq(h)

acq(w) acq(w)rel(w)

acq(h)

acq(w)

rel(w)

(b) Single-entry and Multiple-exits

(e) Loop structure

Pre-acquisitions and 
handling of control flows

Removed statements
acq(h)

acq(w)

acq(h&w)

acq(w)

(a) Single-entry and Single-exit

(c) Multiple-entries and Single-exit (d) Multiple-entries and Multiple-exits

Original statements

if(!vw)
acq(w)

acq(h&w)
vw=true

vw=false
rel(w)

acq(h)

acq(w)

rel(w)

acq(h)

acq(w)

rel(w)

acq(h&w)

if(!vw)
acq(w)

vw=false
rel(w)

if(vw){ 
vw=false
rel(w)}

acq(h&w)
vw=true

rel(w)

acq(w)

rel(w)

acq(h&w)

Benchmark
# of deadlocks occurrences 

with random sleep
# of new deadlocks

Average overhead
Potential Triggered

Native GA Grail DFixer GA Grail DFixer GA Grail DFixer GA Grail DFixer
DB Maintain 51 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
Bank Trans. 53 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 184.4% 312.5% 3.1%
Dining Philo. 31 0 - 0 0 - 0 0 - 0 106.8% - 0.6%
Hawknl 73 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11.2% 27.1% 1.9%
SQLite 56 100 100 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 - - 2.7%
OpenLDAP 47 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2.0% 2.9% 0.5%
MySQL-1 62 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7.1% 9.5% 0.5%
MySQL-2 37 0 - 0 0 - 0 0 - 0 19.4% - 2.9%
MySQL-3 70 0 0 0 2 2 0 2 2 0 11.5% 6.3% 1.8%
MySQL-4 28 47 - 0 ��6 - 0 6 - 0 43.5% - 4.1%

Sum: �9 3 0 9 3 0 Avg: 15.8% 11.5% 2.1%
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Yan Cai and Lingwei Cao. Fixing Deadlocks via Lock Pre-Acquisitions. To appear in Proc. ICSE’16.
May 14-22, 2016, Austin, TX, USA.
DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.1145/2884781.2884819

Program +
deadlock

Deadlock
Analysis

CFGLp(t) + WNk(t)

(1) Explore all possible paths from 
site(h) to site(w). 

(2) Keep all other locks p of acq(p) in 
Lp(t) and all locks k of wait(k) or 
notify(k) in WNk(t). =0

>0

acq(p)

wait(k)

Select a 
Candidate  

Thread
Fix deadlock Fix Control 

Flow 

Pre-acquisition
Only

Pre-acquisition 
+ 

Context-aware 
Condition

DFixer DFixer

mysql_rm_table_part2()
{acq(Open); … }

trx_allocate_for_mysql()
{acq(Kernel);}

wait_for_locked_table_names()
{wait(Open);}

Thread t2

�
�

�

(b) Deadlock on MySQL-4 (BugID: 60682)

srv_printf_innodb_monitor(){ … }

lock_print_info_summary()
{acq(Kernel);}

thd_security_contex()
{acq(THDData);}

Thread t3

�
�

�

SRLUpdateRecords::commit()
{ acq(syncSec);
for(UCHAR* p=data; p<end; p+=len)
{ Dbb* dbb = log->getDbb(getInt(&p));
dbb->updateRecord(secId); …}

}

Table::treeFetch()
{acq(syncObj);}

Dbb::updateRecord(secId)
{ Section* sec = findSec(secId);
sec->updateRecord(); …}

Thread t1

(a) Deadlock on MySQL-2 (BugID: 37080)

truncateTable(Table* table)
{ acq(table->syncObj); …}

SRLDropTable::append()
{acq(syncSec);}

Thread t2

kill_one_thread()
{acq(THDData); … }

awake(){
acq(Open);
notify(Open);}

Thread t1

Experimental Results and Two Examples from MySQL Database Server

Thread t1
acq(h&w)

vhw=true
rel(w); acq(p&w);
vhw=false
acq(w)

Thread t2
while(acq(w))
{
if(vhw) rel(w);
else break;

}
acq(h)

vhw=false

Thread t1
acq(h&w)

vhw=true
rel(w); wait(k);
rel(k); acq(k&w);
vhw=false
acq(w)

�

or

Thread t1 Thread t2
acq(m&n)

acq(n)
rel(n)
rel(m)

acq(n)

acq(m)
rel(m)

rel(n)

acq(h&w) =
while( ! tryAcq(h) || ! tryAcq(w) )
{ rel(h); rel(w); }

acq(h&w) =
while( ! tryAcq(h) || ! tryAcq(w) )
{ rel(h); rel(w); }

m n

t1

t2

Deadlock
New 

Deadlock

Introducing 
lock G to fix it.

m n

t1

G

t3 t4

Fix control flow

(3) Select a thread with 
the smallest value of 
| Lp(t)+WNk(t) | 
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Difference Bound Constraint Abstraction for Timed Automata Reachability
Checking Formal Techniques for Distributed Objects, Components and Systems.
FORTE’2015, LNCS 9039: 146--160 2015 {wangwf,ljiao}@ios.ac.cn
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May-Trigger
Collector

Data Races

HB Race Detector

DrFinder
Scheduler

acquire, release
enter, return

acquire, release
enter, return

Phase I

MTR: {mt(f, c)}

Phase II

A depth value d

A data race 
is hidden 

by a HB edge.

A data race 
is exposed 

by DrFinder.

acquire, release
read, write

Yan Cai and Lingwei Cao. Effective and precise dynamic detection of hidden races for Java programs.
In Proc. ESEC/FSE 2015, 450–461, Aug. 31 – Sep. 4, 2015, Bergamo, Italy.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1145/2786805.2786839
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DrFinder

HB detectors may miss to detect 
a race if the two accesses of this 
race are ordered by HBRs in an 
execution; but the same race can 
be detected in another execution 
with a different thread 
interleaving such that no HBR 
orders the two accesses. 

ESEC/FSE 2015: The 10th Joint Meeting of the European Software Engineering Conference and 
the ACM SIGSOFT Symposium on the Foundations of Software Engineering

Bug 
Effective and Precise Dynamic Detection of Hidden Races for Java Programs
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(a) Observed trace 

(b) Targeted trace 

During the generation of a trace , if a thread is 
executing an event from a method , and there exists a 
method , such that the method :
(1) contains an event and 
(2) is reachable by thread via a sequence methods after 

executing the event , then thread will execute the 
event .

To reverse an HB edge from
to , the thread

should be suspended when it
generates but does not execute
the event until the thread
has executed the event .

Trace 

Trace 

(a) Current execution of 
two threads (b) Backward Case

s

run

s'

(c) Forward Case

s run
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Discovering Interpretable Geo-Social Communities 
for User Behavior Prediction 

IEEE ICDE 2016 
WANG Hao ( ), wanghao@iscas.ac.cn

Abstract
Social community detection is a growing field of interest in the area
of social network applications, and many approaches have been
developed, including graph partitioning, latent space model, block
model and spectral clustering. Most existing work purely focuses on
network structure information which is, however, often sparse, noisy
and lack of interpretability. To improve the accuracy and
interpretability of community discovery, we propose to infer users’
social communities by incorporating their spatiotemporal data and
semantic information. Technically, we propose a unified probabilistic
generative model, User-Community-Geo-Topic (UCGT), to simulate
the generative process of communities as a result of network
proximities, spatiotemporal co-occurrences and semantic similarity.
With a well-designed multi-component model structure and a parallel
inference implementation to leverage the power of multicores and
clusters, our UCGT model is expressive while remaining efficient
and scalable to growing large-scale geo-social networking data. We
deploy UCGT to two application scenarios of user behavior
predictions: check-in prediction and social interaction prediction.
Extensive experiments on two large-scale geo-social networking
datasets show that UCGT achieves better performance than existing
state-of-the-art comparison methods.

Importance of Community Interpretability 

Geo-Social Networks

User Check-ins The Information Layout of Geo-Social Network

� Connections in a social network are heterogeneous
� Connection type information in geo-social networks is

not available

Our solution 
� Input 

• An interaction network among users 
• A collection of user check-ins (4W) 

� Goal: to uncover 
• Each user’s latent social dimensions, i.e., a distribution over 

discovered communities 
• Hidden communities, their semantic and geographical preferences 
• Influence Strength between communities 

User-Community-Geo-Topic (UCGT) Model 

Graphical Representation of UCGT. The latent variable c′ is represented by a 
dashed circle since it is drawn from u′ which is not shown in the graph model.

Evaluation of Check-in Prediction 

Experiments

Semantic and Geographical Interpretations of Discovered Communities
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Zhang Chen, Wang Hao, Cao Liangliang, Wang Wei, Xu Fanjiang. A hybrid term–term
relations analysis approach for topic detection. Knowledge-Based Systems, 93(2016), pp.
109–120.

We can know events/topics happened from
these online media, such as Twitter or Sohu
News.

Motivation

USA presidential election Natural / Man made disasters

Challenge

 How to detect topics in large and noisy corpus collections?

 How to identify topics with latent semantic coherence?

 How to discover important rare topics when handing massive datasets?

Method
Topic modeling + IdeaGraph:

 IdeaGraph mines co-occurrence relations to convert corpus into a graph

 Topic modeling extracts semantic relations to enrich the graph

 A graph analytical method detects the topics from the graph

A.Pre-processing

Basket Dataset

Frequent Co. Term

...

l1

l2

l3

l4

l5

Corpus

B. Term graph 
generation

Key Link (Latent 
Co. Link)

Frequent Co. Link

Key Term

C. Term graph 
refining

Semantic TermSemantic Link

Co-occurrence 
relations extraction

Semantic relations 
extraction 

Term Graph

Refined Term Graph 

D. Topic 
extraction

Topic

Graph matching

Assigning documents to topics

Graph Legends  (Co. denotes Co-occurrence)

...

Topic A Topic B

Topic C ...

Semantic Graph
z1

z2

z3

z4

Topic Features

Co. Cluster Semantic Cluster

The corpus crawled from Sohu News
containing 1600 Chinese news documents
from Jan 1st to Nov 30th of 2014.

Results & Evaluation
e1

e4

e5

e2

e3

e6

The framework of the method

Sub-graph of the generated term graph

Precision Recall
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Galaxy-

Highlights

 A Web-based system of Human-Centered knowledge discovery for complex and 

ill-structured problem solving

 Seamlessly incorporate human process into knowledge discovery process

 Computer process: a graph-based mining algorithm named IdeaGraph for 

detecting potential knowledge

 Human process: a game-based cognition support approach called InnoSpider for 

extracting tacit, explicit and new knowledge

Wang Hao, Zhang Chen. The system as the form of journal paper was submitted to TSMC.

Framework

System overview

Case study
A screenshot of iChance

A Percipient filling up a 4W 
CognitionKnowledge net module Knowledge browsing and 

evaluation module

Participants playing iChance he final result of iChance system
The comparison of group 

brainstorming and iChance system.

The generation process of the context-
aware graph by IdeaGraph algorithm

knowledge cognition, fusion, 
combination and creation
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Bei Guan, Jingzheng Wu, Yongji Wang, and Samee U. Khan. CIVSched: A Communication-aware Inter-VM Scheduling Technique for 
Decreased Network Latency between Co-located VMs. IEEE Transactions on Cloud Computing. 2014, 2(3), 320-332. 

(yongji@itechs.iscas.ac.cn) (guanbei@nfs.iscas.ac.cn)  (jingzheng@nfs.iscas.ac.cn)

Web

�

�

CIVSched

Netperf

Apache Bench HTTP

CIVSched

CIVSched Dom0
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biTheft URI Intent

biTheft

�
+

�

[1] Jingzheng Wu, Yanjun Wu, Mutian Yang, Zhifei Wu, Tianyue Luo, Yongji Wang. Poster: biTheft: Stealing Your Secrets by Bidirectional Covert 
Channel Communication with Zero-Permission Android Application. 22nd ACM Conference on Computer and Communications Security, 2015, 
1690-1692.

[2] Jingzheng Wu, Zhifei Wu, Mutian Yang, Tianyue Luo, Yanjun Wu, Yongji Wang. Poster: Quality, Reliability and Security Study of Vendor 
Customized Android Applications. 22nd Network and Distributed System Security, 2015.

�

� Android Linux
Android Android

sandbox

� - - JSON HTML5 HTML5

-

(yongji@itechs.iscas.ac.cn)  (jingzheng@nfs.iscas.ac.cn)

7

�

� API

�

� intent

� content provider

�

� hide

Android
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[1]  Li Chen, Jingzheng Wu, Yinrun Lyu, Yongji Wang. An Efficient Approach for Solving Optimization over Linear Arithmetic 
Constraints, Journal of Computer Science and Technology. ( )

[2]  , , , . , , 26(12), 3223-3241, 2015.

(yongji@itechs.iscas.ac.cn) (chenli@nfs.iscas.ac.cn)  (yinrun@nfs.iscas.ac.cn)
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SMT

n
NLP MBP LPS

U (s) U (s) U (s)

5 22 0.9800 0.532 0.9809 0.177 0.9809 0.640 482 14

10 121 0.9694 1.07 0.9772 0.554 0.9772 1.45 3.37 108 137

15 293 0.9716 2.48 0.9788 3.23 0.9788 3.60 2.03 1016 298

20 510 0.9751 5.37 0.9776 10.2 0.9776 6.34 1.47 1025 223

25 1090 0.9684 10.9 0.9752 17.5 0.9752 7.99 2.07 1035 3457

30 2175 0.9773 25.8 0.9791 115 0.9791 14.6 5.44 1047 7494

35 2369 0.9767 39.5 0.9782 546 0.9782 43.6 9.84 1055 10423

40 3439 0.9750 63.1 - - 0.9764 25.3 7.60 1072 6285

45 3804 0.9751 133 - - 0.9778 40.2 4.02 1077 14576

50 4498 0.9743 234 - - 0.9761 57.7 3.27 1092 17092

60 7035 0.9748 624 - - 0.9764 123 5.86 10118 21649

70 7491 0.9582 862 - - 0.9761 404 3.34 10130 33342

80 9400 0.9713 1673 - - 0.9763 358 4.52 10159 23950

90 12797 - - - - 0.9737 545 1.83 10181 33071

100 17424 - - - - 0.9744 784 1.30 10205 41027

,LPS

SMT SMT

� OPT-LA Symba OPT-MathSAT

� OPT-LA SMT

� OPT-LA

� OPT-LA
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Graphite
fucheng@nfs.iscas.ac.cn
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� Graphite
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�

� FVSn

� MVS

�

�NNBSP ZWJ ZWNJ

�…

OpenType
�

�

�

Graphite

� Unicode

�

�

�

Graphite

�

� Graphite
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/ ( )

80
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10
95%

BLEU 0.33

/

http://www.mllrd.csdb.cn/MT/ huidan@iscas.ac.cn
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pp.46-50, 2015
Email: {longlong, wujian}@iscas.ac.cn

1
2
3
4

1
2

�

�

(%)

√ 73.51
√ √ 74.87

1 DBN +MQDF
2
3

(%)
√ 81.89

√ 78.36
√ √ 83.74

(%)
80.09

75.96

83.74
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Cb=singleW

Cb=multiW

Cb=entireW
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Yuqi Lin, Saif U. R. Malik, Kashif Bilal, Qiusong Yang, Yongji Wang, and Samee U. Khan. Designing and Modeling of Covert 
Channels in Operating Systems. IEEE Transactions on Computers. ( )

(yongji@itechs.iscas.ac.cn) (yuqi@nfs.iscas.ac.cn)
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Algorithm1  Classic Covert Channel Protocol
Cache[2]: A shared processor cache, divided into two regions. Each cache region can be put in one of the two states, cached or flushed.
DSend[N], DRecv[N]: N bits data to transmit and receive, respectively.

Sender Operations Receiver Operations
wait for receiver to initialize the cache; access memory maps to Cache[0] and Cache[1]; // put Cache[0] and 

Cache[1] into cached state;

Step send:
if DSend[i] = 1 then
access memory maps to Cache[0];
// put Cache[0] into flushed state;
else DSend[i] = 0 then
access memory maps to Cache[1];
// put Cache[1] into flushed state;
end if;

Step receive:
timed access memory maps to Cache[0];

// detect the state of Cache[0] by latency;
timed access memory maps to Cache[1];

// detect the state of Cache[1] by latency;
if Time_Cache[0] > Time_Cache[1]

DRecv[i] := 1; // Cache[0] is flushed;
else

DRecv[i] := 0; // Cache[1] is flushed;
end if;

repeat Step send and receive until all bits sent.

Capacity of TCTP and Classic in Linux, Xen, and 
Fiasco.OC

Decode error rate of TCTP and Classic; 
the lower two lines represent a normal 
environment; the upper two lines represent 
an environment with mitigating mechanism

Average decode error rate of TCTP and SAP in Linux, 
Xen, and Fiasco.OC in mitigating environment
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Xianpei Han and Le Sun. Global Distant Supervision for Relation Extraction. 
In: the Thirtieth AAAI Conference (AAAI-16).
Zhenzhong Zhang, Le Sun and Xianpei Han. A Joint Model for Entity Set 
Expansion and Attribute Extraction from Web Search Queries. In: the 
Thirtieth AAAI Conference (AAAI-16).
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Institute of Software, Chinese Academy of Sciences
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Update rules for online mode

Online Variational Bayesian Support Vector Regression
Siqi Deng, Kan Gao, Changying Du, Wenjing Ma, Guoping Long, YuCheng Li       Emali: 1174055901@qq.com

International Joint Conference on Neural Networks (IJCNN) 2016, Accepted

Support Vector Regression requires user pre-specified regularization parameter as input and typically model the training 
data with MAP principle. The resultant point estimates can be affected seriously by inappropriate regularization, outliers 
and noise, especially when training online.

	 Distribution Estimate
	 Variational Bayesian inference
	 Data Augmentation
	 Bayesian Passive-Aggressive Algorithm 

How to make the
model robust?

Evaluation principle:

Other algorithms:

Results:
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The proposed algorithm

Experimental Results

Algrithom: Online Variational Bayesian SVR.

Vehicle accident rate (VAR) :  festivals, tail-number limit, date, weather 

a) Comparison with other algorithms

SVR:     Traditional SVR using LIBLINEAR
OSVR:  Online SVR proposed by F. Parrella
BSVR:  Batch mode of Our OBSVR  

1t� �

,t tX Y

Close enough

Minimum loss

Key techniques

b) Some properties of our OBSVR

Weights for features

Mini-batch consisting of M samples

auxiliary variable

New prior

t�
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Tarik Taleb
An Unlicensed Taxi Identification Model Based on Big Data Analysis
IEEE Transactions on Intelligent Transportation Systems

/ Issue: 99 1-11   2015-11-24    +86-18618450718
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 1.  Forward sweep along     plane
 2.  for i = 2, ... ,         , Step 2 do
 3.     
 4.  end for
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 6.  Forward sweep along       plane
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2016

HPCG 312
623 Tflop/s HPCG Run on Tianhe-2: Leveraging Millions of Hybrid Cores, 

International Journal of High Performance Computing Applications, 2016, 30:1, pp. 39-54.
: yangchao@iscas.ac.cn
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AOTA Application Oriented Taint Analysis

Windows XP/7/8
Office IE Acrobat PDF

AOTA
863

HeartBleed Python CVE
SandWorm APT ZeroAccess

ZeusGameover
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Xede: Practical Exploit Early Detection
Meining Nie, Purui Su, Qi Li, Zhi Wang, Lingyun Ying, Jinlong Hu, 

Dengguo Feng. Xede: Practical Exploit Early Detection. RAID 2015, Springer, 2015: 198-221.
purui@iscas.ac.cn

Architecture 
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Introduction 
� APT Exploit: Code Injection & Code Reuse, 

violating code or control-flow integrity. 

� Advanced techniques are similar to exploit, for example: 

� An effective defense against APT should focus on the early 

detection of exploits, and also capture the failed attack attempts which are commonly seen in exploits. 

Our Approach 
� Xede: A comprehensive exploit detection platform, can detect both code injection and code reuse attacks. 

� Three detection engines: Exploit Exception Detector, Code Injection Detector, and Code Reuse Detector.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Evaluation  
� Accurately detect exploits. 

� Effectively reduce false positives. 

� Lightweight and scalable. 

Real World Deployment 
� Integrated into a mail server of a 

university in China. 

� Deployed on the Internet as a  

public exploit detection service. 

                         ; CODE XREF: Strange+195 j 
mov    ecx, [ebp+dwSize] 
push   40h              ; flProtect 
push   1000h            ; flAllocationType 
push   ecx              ; dwSize 
push   0                ; lpAddress 
add    esi, 1 
call   ds:VirtualAlloc 
test   eax, eax 
jnz    loc_3339D59D 
push   eax              ; dwMilliseconds 
call   ds:Sleep 

PAGE_EXECUTE_READWRITE 

Detection Example 

http://www.tcasoft.com 

Guest OS

Target Process

...
push ebp
mov ebp, esp
sub esp, 32
...

Virtualizer

instruction execution

Process
Process

call
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Code
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Shadow 
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Handler

ins addrfetch instruction

instructions

Filter
Exceptions

Exploit Exception De tector

instruct ion
address

Exploit
Techniques

Sample
Proportion

code injection

ret-based gadgets

jmp-based gadgets

exploit exception

75%

51.47%

19.85%

25%

call   sub_30CA6D74 
sub    esp, 408h 
add    esp, 8 
popa 
popf 
pop    ebp 
add    esp, 28h 
lea    ebx, loc_30CC88FB 
mov    off_31600CC8, ebx 
popa 
popf 

... 
; esi holds the ret location 
mov    eax, [esi] 
add    eax, 0Ch 
mov    [esi], eax 
pop    esi 
pop    ebx 
mov    esp, ebp 
pop    ebp 
retn 

0x275d4037
0x275c8a56

0x275d4037
0x2760978d
0x275b43ea
0x275e65bb

0x27586654
0x2759bce4

0x275e9436
0x275966b7
0x275c850d
0x275e6c9c

0x275d4036
0x275d4037

0x2760978b
0x275b43e7
0x275e65ba
0x2759bce3

0x275e9435
0x27586653

0x275966b6
0x275c850c
0x275e6c9a
0x7c809a81

Src Addr Dest Addr

ret

0x275ef44b

ROP Detected!
VirtualAlloc(
        0x001210b0,
        0x00001000,
        0x00001000,
        0x00000040
);

Code Injection
Detected!

0x001210ac:
nop
call 0x2d285

Exception 
Detected!

crash

ret

ret

ret

ret

ret

ret

ret

ret

ret

ret
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Wensheng Dou, Shing-Chi Cheung, Jun Wei. Is Spreadsheet 
Ambiguity Harmful? Detecting and Repairing Spreadsheet Smells 
Due to Ambiguous Computation, in Proceedings of International 
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Cell Array Extraction

Formula Pattern Recovery

Smelly Cell Identification

Original Spreadsheet

Annotated Spreadsheet

AmCheck

• A consecutive range of cells (cell array, e.g., 
CellArray1) in a row or column is subject to the 
same computational semantics.

• When spreadsheets evolve, these cell arrays can 
degenerate due to ad-hoc modifications. 

• Such degenerated cell arrays no longer keep 
cells prescribing the same computational 
semantics, and are said to exhibit ambiguous 
computation smells. 

Research Problems

Given a spreadsheet, AmCheck analyzes it and 
reports all detected ambiguous computation smells 
with repair suggestions. 
• AmCheck heuristically identifies cell arrays 

based on formulas’ dependence similarity.
• AmCheck infers a cell array’s formula pattern 

by utilizing existing formulas and values in the 
cell array.

• AmCheck identifies smelly cells in a cell array 
by comparing each cell’s formula with the cell 
array’s formula pattern.

AmCheck Overview

We evaluated AmCheck on the public EUSES 
corpus. Main results are as follows: 
• Smelly cell arrays are common. 44.7% of the 

spreadsheets with cell arrays suffer from 
ambiguous computation smells.

• AmCheck can detect smelly cell arrays 
precisely (73.7%).

• Smelly cell arrays are common and likely 
harmful. We found 434 cells with wrong data.

Experimental Results

CellArray3 CellArray2

CellArray1

18
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Kang Yue, Danli Wang, Xinpan Yang,Haichen Hu. ”Evaluation of the 
user experience of “astronaut training device”: An Immersive, VR-
Based, Motion-Training System”, OTA2016

Abstract
In this paper, we propose a method to evaluate the user experience of “astronaut traini
ng device (hereinafter referred to as System)” which is an immersive, VR-Based, moti
on-training system. Also, we design and conduct an experiment to measure the user e
xperience of the System, then following with the result.

Evaluation dimensions
The proposed method considers the characteristics of the 
System and takes learning performance, presence, imme
rsion, pleasure, satisfaction and fatigue as the evaluation 
dimensions. 

Data collecting
we collect subjective data from questionnaire designed base
d on the evaluation dimensions and user interview material. 
While the objective data are consisted of Electrocardiogram 
(ECG), reaction time and the video data recorded during the 
experiment. 
Data analyzing 
For questionnaire data, we calculate the integrated score of each evaluation dimensio
n by using factor analysis, then calculate the weight of every questions and the integra
ted score of single dimension. In order to improve the credibility of the assessment, we 
use the ECG signal and reaction time before and after experiment to validate the chan
ges of fatigue during the experiment, and the typical behavioral features extracted fro
m the experiment video to explain the result of subjective questionnaire. 

Result 
Experimental results show that the System has a better user experience and learning 
performance, but slight visual fatigue exist after experiment.
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